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In Memoriam – Dr. Vasilij Melik

(Ljubljana, 17 January 1921 – Ljubljana, 28 January 2009)

On 28 January 2009 one of the most important Slovenian historians of the 20th 
century, Academic Prof. Dr. Vasilij Melik died. Professor Melik was born on 17 
January 1921 in Ljubljana, in the family of a famous Slovenian geographer An-
ton Melik. After concluding classical high school in Ljubljana (1939), he con-
tinued his studies at the Faculty of Arts. He completed his studies of history, 
geography and comparative literature in the middle of the World War II (1943) 
which brought him no good; he was interned to Gonars by the Italians, and 
made to perform forced labour in Postojna. Due to his knowledge of foreign 
languages, he shortly worked for the TANJUG office in Ljubljana after the war. 
At the end of 1945 he was employed by the Municipal Archives of Ljubljana and 
the Slavic Library, and until 1947, as an assistant archivist and librarian helped 
to establish both institutions which are still extremely important for Ljubljana 
and Slovenia. During his work at the Municipal Archives and the Slavic Library 
he started to deal with systematic scientific research work. In the year 1946, 
the newspaper Geografski vestnik published his thorough article on political 
and geographical characteristics of some Eastern European countries (which 
continued in the next year), while in 1947, the newspaper Zgodovinski časopis 
published his comprehensive discussion on Trieste elections between 1907 
and 1913. With his discussion on the Frankfurt Parliament Election, published 
in the newspaper Zgodovinski časopis in 1848, he made clear he had not ana-
lyzed the Trieste elections only because the Trieste question was extremely im-
portant in those times, but mainly due to his personal interest in the history of 
electoral systems and parliamentary institutions. This topic appeared also in his 
doctoral dissertation in which he analytically addressed the Slovenian electoral 
history in the wider context of the old Austrian political and electoral system.

In 1947, the outstanding results of his research work led him to the Faculty 
of Arts. From 1947 to 1952 he worked as an assistant at the Institute of His-
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tory of the Faculty of Arts and at the same time taught Slovenian history at the 
Pedagogical College in Ljubljana. In 1952 he was employed by the Faculty of 
Economics where he spent seven years teaching Economic History. When this 
subject was cancelled in 1959, he returned to the Faculty of Arts where, at the 
Department of History, he taught history until his retirement in 1991. In the 
same year, the University of Ljubljana honoured him with the title Professor 
Emeritus for his dedicated pedagogical work. 

Following his doctoral dissertation on electoral systems and elections in 
Slovenia (1959), he was elected as an Assistant Professor in 1960, as an Associ-
ate Professor in 1969 and as a Full Professor in 1974. At the faculty he taught 
mainly history of Yugoslav nations and Slovenian history from the middle of the 
18th century to the World War I. In the year 1982 he started to teach Introduc-
tion to History and in 1986 Cultural History for students of Slavic studies. From 
1972 to 1974 he was Deputy-Dean, while from 1974 to 1977 he served two 
mandates as Dean of the Faculty of Arts. With his skillful policy and a complete 
unity of employees, Prof. Melik undoubtedly manage to achieve that the detri-
mental plan of breaking the faculty into several units was not implemented.

Despite performing responsible functions, Prof. Melik was mainly a scien-
tist – a historian with his body and soul who, with his work, made a signifi-
cant contribution to enriching Slovenian historiography after World War II. 
He earned invaluable merits with his pedagogical work; as a textbook writer, 
lecturer and caring mentor to post-graduate students he introduced the world 
of science to entire generations of Slovenian historians. He pursued the same 
goal in his role of a long-time editor of the newspaper Zgodovinski časopis. As 
a chief and responsible editor of this newspaper between 1973 and 2000 he 
edited as many as 91 notebooks and 21 books which were published in the Col-
lection of the Newspaper Zgodovinski časopis. During his time as an editor, the 
newspaper Zgodovinski časopis earned the reputation of the main Slovenian 
scientific-historical magazine which became open for younger generations of 
historians. Melik also introduced a practice of publishing high-quality univer-
sity thesis honoured with the Prešeren Award. Melik followed his initial orien-
tation, which meant derogation from the previous editorial practice, until the 
end of his editorial career in 2000.

In the area of Slovenian post-war historiography, Prof. Melik will be most 
remembered for his research work which, in each and every article, confirms 
his intellectual breadth and scientific excellence. His bibliography of works 
clearly shows that he did not do research work only on the period he was ha-
bilitated for, but that he sometimes innovatively dealt also with the Middle 
and Late Modern Era, as well as with the time of the first and second Yugoslav 
state. However, Melik's research work was focused on the 19th century Slove-
nian history, especially on the period from the restoration of the constitutional 
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life (1861) until the disintegration of the Double Monarchy. This was the pe-
riod during which, according to Melik, "the Slovenian people made the biggest 
progress by overcoming a cultural setback which had been present since the 
Middle Ages. During that period the Slovenians became a real nation, equal to 
others, and experienced the greatest advancement in their entire history." 

Already in his doctoral dissertation on elections in Slovenia (1959), pub-
lished as a book in 1965, Melik with a thorough analysis of the old Austrian 
electoral system and Slovenian elections presented all major problems the 
Slovenian politics had to face during this period. "1861–1914 Elections clearly 
show the national differentiation in towns, the development of national aware-
ness and the emergence of Slovenian parties." Results of his dissertation were 
amended with shorter discussions in which he thoroughly addressed the elec-
toral history in individual areas (from the restoration of the constitutional life 
to the elections in the first Yugoslav state), as well as the reforms of the electoral 

Vasilij Melik (1921–
2009) (Photo: Matjaž Re-
bolj, published on http://
www.ff.uni-lj.si/oddelki/
Zgodovin/vojetov%20
zbornik/target2.html)
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law and their impact on the political situation in the Monarchy and in Slovenia. 
With his dissertation and individual specialized discussions he established him-
self, at home and abroad, as an expert on electoral systems in old Austria. There-
fore, in the middle of the 1980s, the well-established newspaper Die Habsburg-
ermonarchie of the Austrian Academy of Science entrusted him with the article 
on the formation and electoral law of regional assemblies in Cisleithania. (The 
discussion was published in the 7th notebook of the Die Habsburgermonarchie 
series in 2000, while its Slovenian translation appeared in 2006 in the Publica-
tion Vojetov zbornik). For the same reason, in the year 1997, a prominent pub-
lishing house Böhlau issued an amended German translation of his book Volitve 
na Slovenskem (Wahlen im alten Österreich) which is still considered as a basic 
work that discusses Slovenian history in the Constitutional Period. 

Following his doctoral dissertation (1959), Prof. Melik started to deal with 
a systematic revision of Slovenian history, from the restoration of the constitu-
tional live until the end of the 19th century. In line with the plan made by the 
Historical Association of Slovenia which on the initiative of Prof. Fran Zwitter 
decided to, through a critical confrontation with works of Dragotin Lončar and 
especially Ivan Prijatelj, revise a unilateral image of Slovenian history in the sec-
ond half of the 19th century, Melik at the 12th Meeting of Slovenian Historians 
in Kočevje (1963), with his essay on characteristics of Slovenian politics in the 
early 1860s, clearly showed that Slovenian politics in Schmerling's time was not 
nearly as conservative and clerical as was claimed by Ivan Prijatelj. 

Various new viewpoints could be found already in the Synthetic History of 
the Slovenians which Melik published together with Prof. Ferd Gestrin in 1966. 
This work is still considered as the most comprehensive and detailed review of 
Slovenian history in the 19th century. With the articles he presented at meetings 
of Slovenian historians he brought new winds into unilateral interpretations 
of most key problems of Slovenian history from the late 1860s until the end of 
the 19th century. At the meeting of Slovenian historians in Nova gorica in 1968 
he, with two synthetic articles, presented problems of Slovenian politics in the 
late 1860s and early 1870s. At historian meetings between 1970 and 1976 his 
introductory essays continued to express a critical revaluation of Slovenian his-
tory in the second half of the 19th century and created foundations for today's 
understanding of this period. 

In his essays and discussions he newly defined a series of important issues 
which, until then, had been rather unilaterally addressed. For example, he high-
lighted the role of Matija Majar Ziljski in the development of the Programme of 
United Slovenia in 1848, he thoroughly analyzed attempts of Slovenian politics 
to harmonize the Programme of United Slovenia with predominant historical 
concepts in the Monarchy; causes and the course of the national differentiation 
in towns; the process of a gradual nationalization of crowds which reached one 
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of its peaks during the time of the Tabor meetings; the spreading of ideological-
party differences within the "national" party; the work of Slovenian deputies in 
the Vienna National Assembly; regional viewpoints of Slovenian politics; Slove-
nian political and cultural gains in individual periods; the attitude towards the 
Yugoslav questions, etc. He touched the core of the Slovenian political history 
of the late 19th century and early 20th century also with his comments and long 
accompanying texts to reprints of memories written by important Slovenian 
politicians (Vošnjak, Hribar, Šuklje and Ravnihar), as well as with a series of 
short and long discussions which appeared in Slovenian and foreign magazines 
and publications, published in 2003 by Viktor Vrbnjak in a large monograph 
Slovenci 1848–1918: discussions and articles. Besides political history topics 
with which he addressed also wider Middle-European and Yugoslav area, he 
dealt also with economic, demographic and administrative history, as well as 
with the history of every day life and middle class, and also with cultural and 
social history of Slovenian people. Even nowadays, his discussion on the ex-
pansion of the middle class in Slovenia (1956) and the article on prices, salaries 
and culture in the first half of the 19th century (1985) are still unprecedented. 

Melik's bibliography of works clearly shows that he never tried to divide 
historical topics into more or less important. At the meeting of historians in 
Tolmin in 1986 he said: "/…/ I believe history is only one and indivisible. Our 
lives results from the tradition of our past, from bright and dark moments and 
events, from the earliest days to present. This unity should be maintained." In 
history he found the source of discovering the past. He dealt with it because he 
believed the understanding of the past is "primarily great spiritual richness" – 
and because he knew that the present can not be understood without the past. 
Due to his extreme sense of time and detail his works seem to be a successful 
mixture of erudition and imagination. He possessed a rare characteristic of be-
ing able to speak to both, scholars and students, which is given only to few in-
dividuals. He was primarily a historian who never tried to be a judge. He merely 
tried to understand. He knew that in the area of history, this rich experience of 
human differences, understanding is a key factor. 

In the late 1960s Prof. Melik started to participate in numerous important 
international projects and regularly attended scientific meetings in Slovenia 
and abroad, at which he established himself as an expert on the 19th century 
history also in Europe. He was also a member of a working group within the Eu-
ropean Science Foundation. In 1968 he joined the Czechoslovakian-Slovenian 
History Committee. Due to his comprehensive and diverse opus, in 1991, the 
Austrian Scientific Community honoured him with the prominent Anton-Gin-
dely Award. A year later he was presented with the Austrian Honorary Cross for 
Science and Arts. In 1993 he was named an associate, and in 1997 a full member 
of the Slovenian Academy of Science and Arts. On his 80th anniversary, in 2001, 
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the Historian Association of Slovenia (and several local associations) nominat-
ed him as their Honorary Member. At the beginning of 2002 he was awarded 
with the Silver Honorary Sign of the Republic of Slovenia. With all these awards 
he was given the recognition his students and colleagues had given to him long 
before. In the end of 2005, the History Department of the Jagelon University in 
Krakow presented him with the Honorary Award of Waclaw Felczak and Hen-
ryk Wereszycki. On his 80th anniversary, the Science and Research Centre of the 
Slovenian Academy of Science and Arts issued a publication which proves his 
reputation in Slovenia and abroad. 80 historians from 10 European countries 
participated in this publication, which had never happened before.

 
Professor Melik was a great historian. Actually, he was also a "noble" historian 
(Vasko Simoniti). However, in the memory of all who knew him he will not be 
remembered only for his scientific excellence and innovativeness. He will also 
be remembered for his human breadth, life optimism and modesty, as well as 
for his immense faith in people and understanding of all that is human. He un-
doubtedly enriched our lives.

Janez Cvirn
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Abstract:
The author has chosen the most representative examples of stratagems and 
deceits from history in this article. All armies have used stratagems and perfidy. 
Some historical examples can help understand better this issue. However in 
the future deceit should disappear from combats since it undoubtedly consists 
a war crime. An important factor of successful strategy is the misleading of 
the adversary. This fact though cannot by-pass our major obligation that is 
to strictly enforce customary and conventional rules of the Law of War, or to 
alienate us from the Principle of Chivalry. Perfidy as a war crime should fall 
under the jurisdiction of the International Criminal Court not only as a breach 
of currently existing conventions but as a serious offence against customary 
rules.

Key words:
Military history, international law, stratagem, deceit, law of armed conflits, 
Hague Convention, Geneva Convention.
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Since the ancient times, the effort to deceive the enemy has been considered a 
fact. General, historian and scholar of strategy, Xenophon had pointed out that 
there is nothing most effective and profitable than the "make-believe" of the 
opponent during the war.1 Many years later, General, Duke of Wellington, well-
known for his military virtues and his "unique ability to create false impressions 
regarding his movements, and deceive the enemy"2 followed. The first book to 
give instructions on military planning and enforcement of deceptive tactics is 
The Art of War by the Chinese General Sun Tzu, who lived in the late 6th century 
B.C. and admits that the success of the war is based on the deception of the 
enemy and that only strategic calculations can lead to victory. In this book, Sun 
Tzu clarifies: 

When able to attack, we must seem unable; when using our forces, we must seem 
inactive; when we are near, we must make the enemy believe we are away; when 
far away, we must make him believe we are near. Hold out baits to entice the ene-
my. Feign disorder and crush him.3 

Every act aiming at military deceit is called stratagem – ruse of war – and 
according to Adamantios Korais4 it means "a General’s sophism aiming to win 
the enemy or not to be defeated."5 It should be noted at this point that the Gre-
ek word "sophism" is used metaphorically meaning a "cunning idea."6 Every act 
intending to deceive the enemy was originally called stratagem and was ac-
tually identified with perfidy which also means act of deliberate deception as 
well as every cunning artifice.7 Stratagem must be included in the war princi-
ple of surprise attack.8 The opponent gets wrong impressions and is caught by 
surprise during the combat. It is worth mentioning that Alexander the Great9 

1 Xenophon, The Cavalry General, 5.12.
2 Cf. Lionel Giles’ notes in Sun Tzu, The Art of War (Thessaloniki, 2003), 86.
3 Ibid., Laying plans I, 19–20.
4 Adamantios Korais is a great Greek scholar, writer and one of the most important representatives of 

the neo-Hellenic enlightenment. He was born in Smyrni in 1748 and died in Paris in 1833. 
5 B. Zachari, Stratagems, Essays on General Interest Military Issues, Publication S.S.E. (Athens, 1954), 94 

(hereinafter: Zachari, Stratagems).
6 This word means in modern Greek the confusing or illogical argument used for deceiving. It was also 

used metaphorically by Ancient Greeks, e.g. by Lucius Flavius Arrianus, Anabassis of Alexander the 
Great, infra note 8. 

7 Ioanne Stamatakou, Ancient Greek Dictionary (Athens, 1972), 280.
8 See Panagiotes E. Konstas, Strategy (Athens, 1951), 36.
9 Alexander in Ancient Greek means "he who repulses the warriors." His father was named Filippos, 

meaning "friend of horses" and his mother Olympias. She was named after mount Olympos where 
Ancient Greek Gods were supposed to live. 
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denied to use tricks at battlefield. At the battle of Gaugamela,10 General Parme-
nion proposed that Greeks should make a night attack and surprise the overw-
helming numerous Persians. It was then that King and General Alexander the 
Great replied in a lofty manner: "It is a shame to steal a victory. I have to conquer 
in open daylight and without any artifice."11 

A long time after Sun Tzu, Sextus Julius Frontinus, at the 1st century AD wro-
te instructions on stratagems and divided them into groups.12 Polyaenus13 a few 
years later did a considerable work by writing an account of the Stratagems 
recorded by earlier writers.14 In this collection the identification of stratagem 
with deception is once more confirmed not only in order to deceive the enemy 
but also to raise the morale of the troops. However, in Antiquity and especially 
in Homer certain actions that would nowadays be considered deceits and not 
ruses, are strongly condemned. The most typical example is Trojan Horse. This 
magnificent construction that was supposingly dedicated to the Gods, was hi-
ding troops in its belly. The troops that actually took over Troy. Agamemnon, 
the supreme commander of the forces, who approved the plan and ordered 
its execution was punished severely by Gods. When he returned Home he was 
murdered by his adulterous wife and her lover. Odysseus, the person who de-
vised the Trojan Horse, also received a punishment from Gods and wandered 
for many years before retuning home. This myth, far from reality, was possibly 
invented by this remarkable master of our nation to teach us that deceit is not 
permitted in military planning.15 At this point, it is made clear that Greek an-
tiquity distinguished between what is allowed and forbidden to the Generals’ 
military planning. 

Which is though the legal notion of deception? The word comes from 
deceit, dolus in Latin. It has the same root as the Greek word "delear" – lure  

10 A flat plain and village near ancient Arbela nowadays Erbil of northern Iraq near River Tigris. The 
name means camels’ hump. The battle took place in 331 B.C. and was one of the most important 
battle between the Greeks headed by Alexander the Great and the Persians under King Darius III. The 
Greeks won. 

11 Lucius Flavius Arrianus, Alexander Anabasis, 3.10.
12 Sextus Julius Frontinus was a Roman soldier and engineer. He was born around 35 AD and died in 

103 AD. He got very high positions and even became governor of Britain. He wrote various technical 
books related to the water-supply of Rome and the maintenance of the network; theoretical treatise 
on military science, discipline and behaviour of soldiers during the war. Sextus Julius Frontinus, The 
Stratagems, unpublished translation Evagelatou G. (1986).

13 A great Greek rhetorician in Rome. His family was coming from Macedonia. He was born the 2nd cen-
tury B.C. in Nikomideia, Izmit. He dedicated his Collection of Stratagems in War to Emperors Marcus 
Aurelius and Lucius Verus. 

14 Zachari, Stratagems, 95, footnote 5.
15 The most possible speculation is that Troy was taken over by a battering ram. Modern historians 

have serious arguments against Homer’s text on the Trojan Horse. Pausanias also doubts him. See 
D. Lismanis, "Omissions of the Naval Prehistory, Myths and Verities," Naval Revue 555, December 
(2005), January–February (2006): 195–197.
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which means bait used to deceive fish and catch it with a hook. Deceit refers to 
a person’s intention to do a dishonest, fraudulent act and it is thus considered 
a tort. As it is widely known crime has two aspects the formal or positive i.e. the 
legitimate, and the substantial or real. The formal aspect of a crime is any brea-
ch of law, an act for which a punishment is foreseen according to the principle 
nullum crimen, nulla poena, sine lege. Crime though with its actual meaning is 

Aleksander the Great 
(Philp de Souza, ed., 
The Ancient of World at 
War (London, 2008), 
118)
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every act committed without moral or through wrong sense of moral.16

The wider and substantial notion of deceit in military operations does not 
allow us to accept that it includes any kind of trick during the conflict. On the 
contrary the formal meaning of the word includes only artifices which are for-
bidden by the Law of Armed Conflicts. So, according to the theory of Law two 
types of artifices exist: the legitimate ones which are the stratagems and the 
perfidies that are illegal. In both cases, the aim is to deceive the enemy; a ma-
jor difference though exists between them. Ruses of war do not allow the use 
of prohibited by international law actions. Perfidy is exactly the opposite. This 
also consists the odd point of international law as acts aiming to mislead on 
purpose are sometimes legitimate while on other occasions illegal. It should 
not though surprise us as Law of Armed Conflicts is itself oxymoron since law 
rules war, an illegal situation. 

Taking into consideration the theory and the general principles of the Law 
of Armed Conflicts, it is easy to tell the difference between ruse and perfidy, 
knowing what is prohibited by international conventions and what is consi-
stent with the Principle of Chivalry, one of the three main principles of the law 
of War.17 Article 37 of Protocol I Additional to the Geneva Convention of 12 
August 1949 is very important as it contains a specific prohibition on perfidy. 
More specifically, it prohibits to kill, injure or capture an adversary by resort to 
perfidy. All acts inviting the confidence of an opponent in order to make him 
believe that he is obliged to accord protection with the intention to betray him. 
The same article though also does not prohibit the ruses of war that is the ac-
tions which without abiding any rules of international law, aim at misleading 
the opponent or at acting without thinking.18 Military manoeuvres on field, the 

16 Cf . G. Magakis, Penal Law, 2nd Publication Papazisi (Athens, 1982), 305–313.
17 K. Kardoulis et al., Manual of International Law of the Sea, publication for internal use of the General 

Navy Staff (Athens, 1977), 30. Cf. U.S.N., The Commander’s Handbook on the Law of Naval Operations, 
NWP 1-14M (Formerly NWP 9), FMFM 1–10 (Washington, 1995), 5–1.

18 Geneva Convention, Article 37– Prohibition of perfidy (Genève, 1949).
 1.  It is prohibited to kill, injure or capture an adversary by resort to perfidy. Acts inviting the confi-

dence of an adversary to lead him to believe that he is entitled to, or is obliged to accord, protec-
tion under the rules of international law applicable in armed conflict, with intent to betray that 
confidence, shall constitute perfidy. The following acts are examples of perfidy: 

  (a) The feigning of an intent to negotiate under a flag of truce or of a surrender; 
  (b) The feigning of an incapacitation by wounds or sickness; 
  (c) The feigning of civilian, non-combatant status; and 
  (d)  The feigning of protected status by the use of signs, emblems or uniforms of the United 

Nations or of neutral or other States not Parties to the conflict. 
 2.  Ruses of war are not prohibited. Such ruses are acts which are intended to mislead an adversary or 

to induce him to act recklessly but which infringe no rule of international law applicable in armed 
conflict and which are not perfidious because they do not invite the confidence of an adversary 
with respect to protection under that law. The following are examples of such ruses: the use of 
camouflage, decoys, mock operations and misinformation. 
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hiding of armed forces or vessels, the sudden attack, the legal activity of sub-
marines, the use of camouflage equipment and clothing that enables to remain 
indiscernible from the surrounding environment, the misleading movements 
of ships, the use of more lights or their transfer to another position,19 the tran-
smission of misleading messages that will be intercepted by the adversary as 
well as inaccurate information that will lead to wrong estimates, all of these 
consist ruses of war. The same applies to electronic misinformation and jam-
ming used for defence from guided missiles or to block the use of electronic 
equipment which are also considered a kind of camouflage. 

On the contrary, perfidy is the misleading use of emblems established to 
secure protection according to International Law, i.e. their use of Red Cross, 
religious symbols etc; the deceptive request for mercy, that is pretending to su-
rrender and at the right moment the surrender or a hidden ally to attack the 
opponent, as well as raids with military ships disguised as non-combatant mer-
chant vessels. 

Perfidy is also the breach of surrender condition not only from the side of 
the surrendering party but also from the other party, as well many other actions 
which cannot be registered or foreseen. 

Some historical examples can help understand better this issue. Miltiades 
using a stratagem achieved a surprise double envelopment against the Persians 
and defeated them in Marathon.20 The transmission of misleading information 
to the Persian navy by Themistocles, the Athenian General, was another ruse 
of war. Persians were led to wrong actions and as a result they were defeated 
during the Battle of Salamis.21 The Athenian Generals22 Thrasyllus and Dioti-
mos during the operations of the Peloponnesian War23 tied two ships together 
but hoisted sails only on one of them so as to give the impression from a long 
distance that the fleet was half its actual size. Alcibiades during the Battle of 
Cyzicus24 concealed half of his ships and used the rest to decoy his Spartan 

19 The quantity of deck lights on ships, does not consist an external feature for military ships. 
Consequently their transfer or increase cannot be considered illegal. See Stylianos Politis, "Stratagems 
and Deceits," Sea Eho 68, July–Avgust (2005): 28.

20 The Battle of Marathon took place in 490 BC between Greeks and Persians at Marathon valley. Greeks 
(Athenians) won and managed to stop King Darius’ effort to occupy Greece.

21 The naval Battle of Salamis between the Greek and Persian fleets took place in September 480 BC in 
the strait between Salamis and Attica and was a heavy defeat of Persia.  

22 In ancient Athens there is no distinction between general and admiral. There were only generals who 
were heading themselves either the army or the navy. M. Sipsas, The Navy in the Hellenic History, vol. 
1, publ. General Staff of Navy (Athens, 1982), 155.

23 Ancient Greek civil war of Athens and its empires against Peloponnesian League. It lasted from 431 
to 404 BC and ended with the Athenian defeat. 

24 A very important ancient Greek town on the southeast cost of the peninsula Arctonesus in the 
Hellespont. The naval Battle of Cyzicus took place in 410 BC during the Peloponnesian War and the 
Athenians destroyed completely the Peloponnesian fleet.  
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opponent, Mindarus, into the high seas with his entire force. Aristides in or-
der to deceive Dionysius who was besieging Caulonia25 turned off during the 
night the lights of all ships and lit them onto floats which were swept away by 
the stream. Dionysus’ vessels followed the floats, while Aristides sailed with his 
entire fleet to the opposite direction and managed to leave. The King of Argo-
lis26, Timenos, wishing to seize Rio gave the Peloponnesians false information 
that his fleet was anchored outside Nafpaktos and his intention was to sail to 
Corinth. Peloponnesians did not judge correctly, went to Corinth and abando-
ned Rio unprotected. The Athenian general Conon sent a ship identical to his 
and with the same ensigns to the opposite direction of his real position. The 
adversary thinking that this was the flagship led his fleet there, while they were 
defeated by a surprise attack from the other side. General Epaminondas created 
thick smoke similar to fog in order to cross with his troops unseen the bridge 
of Sperchios river that was observed from a distance by Thessalians.27 A very 
distinctive case of deceit, reported and considered as stratagem by Polyaenus, 
is the recapture of Gytheio in 362 by the Spartan General Isada. His warriors 

25 A Peloponnesian colony in Sicily.
26 Argolis is an area in the Peloponnese. Timenos is an ancestor of Alexander the Great. 
27 See Zachari, Stratagems, 94, footnote 5, et seq G. Papantoniou, "Polyaenus Strategems," General 

Army Revue, April–May (1961); K.E. Ioannidou, "Naval Tactics of Ancient Greeks," Hellenic Discipline 
Magazine, July–Avgust (2005): 47–59. 

Trojan Horse (www.content.answers.com)
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pretended to be athletes with hidden daggers and got into the town which was 
under Theban occupation. Ancient Greeks honoured their athletes and wel-
comed them without second thought. However, when the time was right the 
"athletes" attacked and killed the unprepared and unarmed enemy.28

In modern Greek History the most important hero of the Greek Revolu-
tion, Theodoros Kolokotronis, resorted to many ruses of war. A characteristic 
example is that of the Battle of Dervenakia. Kolokotronis dressed up pieces of 
wood with fighters’ clothes. Mahmud Pasha – commonly known as Dramalis 
– was deceived, thinking that he was looking at the Greek troops and finally 
Kolokotronis managed to defeat his huge and powerful army.29 More recently 
Ioannis Metaxas used successfully a stratagem in 1940. It seems true that the 
Greek Prime Minister at the time, a retired army officer with considerable expe-
rience, allowed false information to leak out, according to which Greece would 
simply deny the Italian troops to pass through. The impression given was that 
Greek troops would not resist at all and would withdraw in good order. As a 
result the Italian leader Mussolini estimated wrongly the situation and started 
completely unprepared in the beginning of winter a war. 

A perfidious example during the World War II was the use of disguised ships 
carrying fire arms and antisubmarine equipment. British mostly used them as 
a bait to attract the German submarines. Their code name in the United King-
dom was Q-ships, while they were also known as decoy vessels, special service 
ships and mystery ships. The respective German ships were called merchant 
raiders. Such ships were Orion, Python, Kormoran and Atlantis, and were dis-
guised as non-combatant merchant vessels, whilst actually being armed. After 
approaching other unsuspicious ships, they used to reveal their fire arms and 
capture or sink the opponent. Atlantis commanded by Captain Bernhard Ro-
gge, was the most famous for her extremely criminal actions. 

According to Article 2 (Chapter VII) of the 1907 Hague Convention when 
merchant ships are converted into war-ships, they must bare the external marks 
which distinguish the war-ships of their nationality. In spite of using many ti-
mes in History, supposingly innocent merchant ships as cruisers, ones like the 
above-mentioned Q-ships or the merchant raiders we cannot be persuaded 
that this practice is accompanied by the necessary opinion juris which would 
justify similar acts.30 It is worth recalling that the principle of reciprocity should 

28 Zachari, Stratagems, 99, footnote 5.
29 S. Melas, The Elder of Moreas, 4th Publications Biris (Athens, 1971), 442.
30 It is worth to mention that Bernhard Rogge was never convicted by the International Court and 

moreover he reached the rang of Admiral. He was awarded a Japanese ornate Samurai sword and 
the Oak Leaves to the Knight's Cross of the Iron Cross for his actions as the commander of the 
Hilfskreuzer (auxiliary cruiser) Atlantis (Schiff 16). 
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not be applied not even in the event that the opponent has used perfidy. Could 
deceit though be used in reprisal? My personal view is that it can be used exclu-
sively and only against military targets and under certain circumstances.31

There are numerous other examples in History. I have chosen the most 
representative ones knowing well that all armies have used stratagems and 
perfidy. However in the future deceit should disappear from combats since it 
undoubtedly consists a war crime. An important factor of successful strategy 
is the misleading of the adversary. This fact though cannot by-pass our major 
obligation that is to strictly enforce customary and conventional rules of the 
Law of War, or to alienate us from the Principle of Chivalry. Perfidy as a war 
crime should fall under the jurisdiction of the International Criminal Court not 
only as a breach of currently existing conventions but as a serious offence aga-
inst customary rules.32

Stylianos Politis

UKANE, PREVARE IN MEDNARODNO PRAVO –  
PRIMERI IZ ZGODOVINE

POVZETEK

Že od antičnih časov naprej so se vojskovodje trudili, da bi prevarali svojega 
sovražnika. General, zgodovinar in učitelj strategije Ksenofon je opozarjal, da 
v vojni ni nič učinkovitejšega, kot prepričati sovražnika, da verjame tisto, kar 

31 Cf. Stylianos Politis, "The Implementation of International Humanitarian Law to Maritime Warfare," 
presentation to conference From the Law of War to the Humanitarian Law, European Center for 
Research, Human Rights and Humanitarian action of Panteion University (Atens, 2007); U.S.N., The 
Commander’s Handbook on the Law of Naval Operations, NWP 1-14M (Formerly NWP 9), FMFM 
1–10 (Washington, 1995), footnote 15,  footnote 15, 6–3 par. 6.2.4 and 6–3 par. 6.2.3.

32 Cf. K. Chatzikostantinou, "Problems and Speculations regarding a code on war crimes," in P. 
Naskou-Perraki, Towards a New International Humanitarian Order – International Criminal Courts 
(research reports), publication Ant. Sakkoulas (Athens–Komotini, 2000), 114–115; S. Perrakis, "New 
Developments of International Humanitarian Law: from ad hoc international Criminal Courts in ex-
Yugoslavia and Rwanda to the International Criminal Court," in P. Naskou-Perraki, Towards a New 
International Humanitarian Order – International Criminal Courts (research reports), publication 
Ant. Sakkoulas (Athens–Komotini, 2000), 51.
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sami želimo. Veliki kitajski general Sun Tzu, ki je živel v 6. stoletju pr. n. št., je v 
svojem delu Umetnost vojne že opozarjal, da uspeh v vojni temelji na sposob-
nosti prevarati sovražnika in da samo strateška preračunljivost vodi k zmagi. 
Pri načrtovanju in izvajanju ukan se morajo upoštevati tudi načela vojskova-
nja, zlasti načelo presenečenja. Presenečenje je zelo učinkovito, če ga izvedemo 
med samo bitko. General Parmenion je predlagal Aleksandru Velikemu, da Grki 
izvedejo nočni napad na perzijske sile ter jih s tem presenetijo. Vendar se Ale-
ksander ni strinjal, saj se ni želel zapisati v vojaško zgodovino kot vojskovodja, 
ki je dosegel zmago nad sovražnikom z uporabo takšne prevare in zato je šel 
v spopad podnevi. Nekaj stoletij po Sun Tzuju je Sextus Julius Frontinus zapi-
sal navodila za izvajanje ukan in prevar v vojnah s sovražniki. Mnogi antični 
učenjaki so navajali v svojih delih kot najbolj značilen primer uporabe ukane 
in prevare primer Trojanskega konja. Če se ozremo na novejšo grško vojaško 
zgodovino, moramo omeniti uspešno ukano Ioannisa Metaxasa, ki je prisilila 
italijanskega voditelja Mussolinija, da je popolnoma napačno ocenil razmere za 
vojno 1940. leta proti Grčiji in pripravljenost grške vojske na spopad. Vprašanje 
je ali se lahko v bojevanju uporabljajo ukane in prevare tudi danes, ko je potreb-
no upoštevati mednarodnopravne akte, ki tovrstno dejavnost prepovedujejo.
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Nothing is more frustrating for the historian than trying  
to reach some firm ground on the subject of casualties.1

John Keegan and Michael Howard are among famous military historians who 
like to remind us that wars are ultimately about fighting, and that the study 
of wars should deal first with this aspect.2 For others, like Joanna Bourke, war 
deals more with killing than with anything else, even if this sounds so inhuman 
(is it?).3 To deny the relevance of both perspectives would be ludicrous. But we 
should not forget that wars are also about dying. Who can contest that the his-
tory of warfare in the last century is mostly characterized by the biggest amount 
ever of war related fatalities? If Colin Gray expects the 21st century to be bloody, 
it is because we now know what a bloody century is.4 

The hundred years after 1900 were without question the bloodiest century in 
modern history, far more violent in relative as well as absolute terms than any pre-
vious era. /…/ There was not a single year before or after the world wars that did 
not see large-scale organized violence in one part of the world or another.5

The Balkan Wars, the Mexican civil war, the First World War, the Russian 
civil war, the Chinese civil war, the Spanish civil war, the Second World War, the 
Cold War related violent conflicts, the Irak-Iran war and the Rwandan civil war 
were some of the main killers. Between 1900 and 2000, wars killed, directly or 
indirectly, more than 100 million human beings, soldiers and civilians.6 

The business of counting human losses resulting from the exercise of or-
ganized political violence is a more complex and difficult issue than it may ap-
pear. Some attempts, mostly works of sociologists and political scientists, gave 
us a first glance.7 This "body counting" has been done in a very different way ac-

1 John Terraine, The Smoke and the Fire. Myths and Anti-Myths of War 1861–1945 (London, 1992), 37.
2 John Keegan, The Battle for History. Re-fighting World War II (New York, 1995) (hereinafter: Keegan, The 

Battle for History); Michael Howard, "Military History and the History of War", in Williamson Murray and 
Richard Hart Sinnreich, eds., The Past as Prologue. The Importance of History to the Military Profession 
(Cambridge, 2006), 12–20 (hereinafter: Howard, "Military History and the History of War").

3 Joanna Bourke, An Intimate History of Killing. Face to Face Killing in Twentieth-Century Warfare 
(London, 1999).

4 Colin Gray, Another Bloody Century. Future Warfare (London, 2006) (hereinafter: Gray, Another 
Bloody Century).

5 Niall Ferguson, The War of the World. Twentieth-Century Conflict and the Descent of the West (London, 
2006), xxxiv.

6 In this paper, precision is at best, a good approximation or a general indicator. 
7 David Singer and Melvin Small, The Wages of War 1816–1965. A Statistical Handbook (New York, 

1972); or Lewis Fray Richardson, Statistics of Deadly Quarrels (Pittsburgh, 1960).
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cording to the wars fought, the theaters of operations, the belligerents involved, 
and the perspectives chosen, consciously or not, by historians. Negligence’s, 
omissions and misinterpretations have been numerous. We rarely noticed that 
a huge amount of soldiers and civilians were killed but not in the fighting or 
that some of the killing did not target or involve military personnel at all. For 
instance, it has been said and written repetitively that the Great War did not 
kill many civilians. As we will see in the coming pages, this is true but mainly 
for one front, the Western front.8 Things went in a very different direction for 
people living in Russia, Serbia or the Ottoman Empire. In the case of World War 
Two, Western historians neglected and still neglect the Eastern front, the one 
where the "barbarization of warfare" took its deadliest meaning. Consequently, 
it seems that human sufferings in wars did not always have the same meaning 
when time comes to write history.

The following pages consist into three "short stories". They are not directly 
related one to another, but each of them is, in its particular way, an attempt 
to expose a negligence, an omission or a misinterpretation about the deadly 
characteristics of violent conflicts of the last century. The aim is not to provide 
new evidence but to revisit the ways conventional historical wisdom made us 
understand wars. Far from taking a moralistic point of view, I will propose that 
military historians have to care more about contexts and terminology if we 
want to have a better comprehension of the past wars. They must finally ac-
knowledge that war is not only about soldiers fighting other soldiers on "regu-
lar" battlefields. This paper is a pledge for historical carefulness and openness.

Defining War and Wars

Our profession’s main concern deals with a simple reality: war. But what is war? 
In Quincy Wright’s masterpiece, we discover a definition of the phenom-

enon that is easy to grasp and to use: war is a violent conflict between organized 
human groups or entities.9 For the purpose of this paper, I define a conflict as 
being a relationship between two or more actors or groups that have incompat-
ible goals. In this relationship, the groups try to impose their will using violence, 
a form of action threatening the physical integrity of the opponent. Violence 
takes place in the fighting, but not exclusively.

From this definition, we can infer that there are two types of war: interstate 
(international) wars and internal wars, often confusingly called civil wars. An 

8 The Italian-Austrian Hungarian front is probably the other one where the same reality applied.
9 Quincy Wright, A Study of War, Second Edition, Abridged by Louise Leonard Wright (Chicago, 1983), 

5–7.
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interstate war is usually easily delimited: it is a violent clash between two states, 
and soldiers fight soldiers. An internal war is a war taking place inside a state, 
and where violence occurs among citizens of the same state, military or civil-
ians. In civil wars, possibilities are numerous: the state’s soldiers fighting a par-
ticular group, two organized groups fighting each other, or any other combina-
tion. From this simple distinction between interstate wars and internal wars, 
we can reach a better understanding about who fights wars and who get killed 
in the process. We then discover three categories:

Wars where soldiers do the fighting and where they are almost exclusively •	

the casualties, most of them dying on the battlefield. Some examples among 
an endless list: the Israeli-Arab wars of 1948, 1956, 1967 and 1973, the Falk-
land war of 1982 or the war between Prussia and Austria-Hungary in 1866. 
Wars where the fighting occurs mainly, though not exclusively•	 10, between 
people wearing uniforms and serving their state (soldiers) but where the 
"body count" is unequivocally a mix of soldiers and civilians. Soldiers 
died because: a) of the fighting against the enemy, b) of maltreatment 
when taken prisoners, c) of punishment or assassination by their own 
state, d) of any other war-related causes. Fatalities among civilians occur 
because: a) they have been directly targeted, b) they were indirect vic-
tims of the fighting, c) they died of war-related causes (famines, diseases, 

10 Many combatants of the Second World War were not soldiers (for instance, Tito’s partisans or French 
maquisards). Just to remind us, a "combatant" is "a person or a group that fights" according to The 
Random House Dictionary of the English Language, Second Edition, Unabridged.

After three days of fighting, around 50.000 Union and Confederate soldiers lay dead (R.G. Grant, Soldier. 
A Visual History of the Fighting Man (London, 2007), 118)
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lack of medical support). Among many, the First World War, the Second 
World War or the Korean War fit perfectly into this category.
Wars where the fighting and the killing could be generated by military or •	

non-military actors but where victims are mainly civilians because they 
were taken as the main target of the killing process or they became "col-
lateral" casualties. Internal and civil wars of the last century belong to this 
third category (for instance, the Chinese civil war, the Rwandan civil war, 
or Congo since 1998)

The previous paragraphs may be summed up into one simple proposal: wars 
are either interstate or internaI, they are fought by combatants that are either mili-
tary/soldiers or civilians, and the "body count" will either be one of soldiers, or one 
of a mix of soldiers and civilians, or one largely made of civilians. To this proposal, a 
distinction has to be made: some wars are politically important whatever the total 
amount of dead may be; the American War of Independence is stunningly impor-
tant in political terms, it is a small war in terms of fatalities; the Second World War 
is maybe the most important political event of the last century and the deadliest 
war ever to happen; the Nigerian civil war was deadly but politically not so impor-
tant. The point made here is simple: the number of human beings killed in a war is 
always an indicator of how grave a violent conflict is for a given society, and not of 
how politically important it is. The military historian or the historian of war should 
not forget this distinction. 

At this moment, it is worth remembering our starting point: "War, ultimate-
ly, is about fighting, and this is true of the Second World War as of any other."11 
For some people, Keegan states the obvious; for others, including myself, a 
quote like this leads to a fundamental question: do military historians study 
war or armed forces? On one hand, if we study war, we must study all wars, 
not only the ones in which state organized armed forces are involved. On the 
other hand, if military historians study armed forces per se, that would mean 
to study organizations that fight only occasionally and that are at peace for the 
most part of their time. The following quote from Michael Howard emphasizes 
the self-questioning process that afflicted the profession since the end of the 
Second World War:

I can only reemphasize my message, that despite the flight to the suburbs, de-
spite the growth of 'war studies' and 'war and society' – a growth that I have 
myself done my best to stimulate and encourage, and whose growth I regard 
with some parental pride – at the center of the history of war must lie the study 

11 Keegan, The Battle for History, 66.
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of military history – that is, the study of the central activity of the armed forces, 
that is, fighting.12

This quote is a good demonstration of the importance of words and se-
mantics. For a man who dedicated most of his last fifty years to make us better 
understand war as a social phenomenon, he still tried to figure out the object 
of his profession. In The Causes of Wars, Howard discussed "the use and abuse 
of military history" and he proposed a quite different approach than the one 
closing the previous quote:

The roots of victory and defeat often have to be sought far from the battlefield, in 
political, social and economic factors which explain why armies are constituted as 
they are, and why their leaders conduct them in the way they do. To explain the col-
lapse of Prussia in 1806 and of France in 1870, we must look deep into their politi-
cal and social as well as into their military history. Nor can we understand fully the 
outcome of the First World War without examining the social and political reasons 
why the Central Powers had so much less staying power than the Western Allies, so 

12 Howard, "Military History and the History of War," 20.

Italian charnel in Kobarid (Marko Simić, Po sledeh soške fronte (Ljubljana, 1998), 229)
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that Germany collapsed within a few months of her sweeping triumphs. Without 
some such knowledge of the broader background to military operations one is likely 
to reach totally erroneous conclusions about their nature, and the reasons for their 
failure and success.13

To propose that wars are about fighting and killing, not one serious his-
torian will deny this. But we also have to acknowledge that, whatever is the 
chosen perspective, wars have been and are still about getting killed or, put 
simply, dying. If considered, the proposal must lead us to reconsider the way we 
studied wars in the last century. It is not the aim of this paper to do so, but our 
profession will have, sooner or later, to answer the following questions:

Why have the so-called military historians always focused more on tradi-1. 
tional, conventional wars between states and regular armies?
Why have they neglected the study of civil wars, leaving the field almost en-2. 
tirely to political scientists and sociologists? Aren’t civil wars about fighting? 
And don’t they very often implicate soldiers and armed forces as well?
Why have military historians been 3. so negligent or so selective in the "dead 
body counting," taking some dead into consideration and neglecting 
others?

Dying in warfare changed drastically in the second half of the last century, 
and not because of some "revolution in military affairs." From 1900 to 1950, ap-
proximately 75 million human beings (soldiers and civilians) died in wars, com-
pared to approximately 30 million between 1950 and 2000.14 This is a remarkable 
drop, especially since the world population was four times larger in 2000 than it 
was in 1900. In the second half of the century, interstate or international wars 
were, in general, less lethal, less numerous, relatively short, and they involved less 
participants. But the last century didn’t see the end of war, far from that. Civil 
wars became the dominant form of fighting, and the processes of killing and dy-
ing were taking place largely among them. This reality is far from being a novelty. 
It is up to military historians to acknowledge this mutation. 

The Unaccounted Ones

For the historian interested in the study of organized political violence, the 
First World War is a unique event: it was the first world war, the first total war, 

13 Michael Howard, The Causes of War (London, 1983), 196–197.
14 Jean-Pierre Derriennic, "Quelle est la nouveauté des "nouvelles guerres?," Revue des sciences sociales 

37 (2007): 128–137.
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and, to an extent, the first absolute war. After much reading on this conflict, 
from my own perspective, the war became the "10 million dead war" and I 
was, and still am, totally agreeing with John Keegan: "The First World War in-
augurated the manufacture of mass death that the Second brought to a pitiless 
consummation."15 It was a war that will not be forgotten. 

Why still remember the eleventh of November? Why commemorate the nearly 
ten million military dead of 1914–1918 when twenty million across the world 
lost their lives in road accidents between 1898 and 1998 and over thirty million 
in the influenza pandemic of 1918–19?16

Historians analyzed the war as one fought by soldiers, men wearing uni-
forms and sent to the battlefield by their government. These soldiers were 
trying to kill other soldiers. It was expected that the one side most effective 
would win.17 The subsequent image became that the First World War killed 
almost uniquely soldiers. This became a myth, a myth still very much alive to-
day: "At the beginning of the twentieth century, 85–90 per cent of casualties 
in war were military"18 or "At the beginning of the 20th century about 90 per 
cent of the victims were soldiers…"19 The Great War, the Mexican Civil War, 
the Russian Civil War and the Chinese Civil War made this proposal simply 
inaccurate and false. 

The statistics of military casualties of the First World War have been revis-
ited many times. For Stevenson and Ferguson, the war killed 9,450.00 soldiers; 
Davies proposes 8,427.015 military losses but without including the Ameri-
can losses.20 The deadly impact of the war on Western European societies is 
not an object of debate. But such a perspective is a historical shortcut, a mild 
negation of the "world war" that took place between 1914–1918, as if the 
war was taking place only in the West. A consequential view was that the war 
almost became a good war for civilians:

Above all, the war imposed on the civilian populations involved almost none of 
the deliberate disruption that was to be a feature of the Second. Except in Serbia 

15 John Keegan, The First World War (London, 1998), 4 (hereinafter: Keegan, The First World War).
16 David Stevenson, Cataclysm. The First World War as Political Tragedy (New York, 2005), 442 (herein-

after: Stevenson, Cataclysm).
17 Niall Ferguson, The Pity of War (London, 1998), 282–317 (hereinafter: Ferguson, The Pity of War).
18 Mary Kaldor, New and Old Wars. Organized Violence in a Global Era (Cambridge, 1999), 100.
19 Paul Collier, ed., Breaking the Conflict Trap, Civil War and Development Policy (Washington–New 

York, 2003), 17. 
20 Stevenson, Cataclysm, 442; Ferguson, The Pity of War, 295; Norman Davies, Europe. A History (London, 

1996), 1328. 
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and, at the outset, in Belgium, communities were not forced to leave their homes, 
land and peaceful occupations; except in Turkish Armenia, no population was sub-
jected to genocide; /…/. The First, unlike the Second World War, saw no systematic 
displacement of populations, no deliberate starvation, no expropriation, little mas-
sacre or atrocity. It was despite the efforts by state propaganda machines to prove 
otherwise, and the cruelties of the battlefield apart, a curiously civilized war.21

The quote of Keegan is not inexact but represents a distorted view of the 
sufferings of the civilians caught in the war. The truth is far from being that 
simple. On the Western Front and only there, the comment of Holsti applies: 
"But except for submarine warfare and the economic blockade between 1914 
and 1918, civilians remained mostly the innocent victims of nearby military 
campaigns featuring long distance artillery."22 Hopefully, Niall Ferguson brings 
us some wisdom about the deadly cost of the war on the forgotten front:

In Eastern Europe, by contrast, it was understood early on that war spelt the dis-
solution of the old order of multi-ethnic empires and ethnically mixed commu-
nities. On the Western Front, Belgian and French civilians were only briefly in 
the firing line, in the opening phase of the war. Once the battle lines hardened, 
however, the combat zone was effectively militarized; thereafter, as a rule, civil-
ians became casualties only as a result of the enemy’s inaccurate artillery fire or 
their own incaution. The Eastern Front was very different. There, from the Baltic 
to the Balkans, the great advances and retreats that characterized the fighting 
repeatedly exposed large civilian populations to both accidental and deliberate 
violence.23 

The historian interested in the fighting, the killing, and the dying processes 
will discover that more than 15,491.386 soldiers and civilians died between 
1914–1918 (9,450.000 military and 6,041.386 civilians24). Figures of civilian 
losses are "inaccurate approximations", but they are not entirely unreliable. As 
the following table shows, deaths of civilians were endemic in Eastern Europe, 
Russia and the Ottoman Empire during World War I.

21 Keegan, The First World War, 8.
22 Kalevi Holsti, The State, War, and the State of War (Cambridge, 1996), 35.
23 Niall Ferguson, The War of the World, 136. Ferguson also listed violence’s unleashed by the war in the 

East . Ibid., 136–140.
24 John Ellis and Michael Cox, The World War I Databook (London, 1993), 269–270 (hereinafter: Ellis 

and Michael Cox, The World War I Databook). 
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Table 1: Total Civilian Deaths of Some East European Countries, 1914–191825

Country Number of deaths

Bulgaria 275.000

Greece 130.000

Rumania 265.000 to 500.000

Russia 2,000.000

Serbia 600.000

Turkey 2,000.000

In Germany, 700.000 civilians died during the Great War, a number close 
to the total figures of the British military dead or, if you prefer, seven times the 
number of Canadian war dead of the First World War and the Second World 
War. The causes of death of one percent of the German population are obvious-
ly not the same than the ones of the Belgian (c. 30.000) or French (c. 40.000) 
civilians killed.26 Neither Stevenson nor Ellis and Cox explained the causes of 
deaths in Germany, but we can presume that civilians died for a variety of rea-
sons that are all war-related: fatal diseases due to lack of appropriate medical 
support, food shortages caused by the blockade, etc. In Belgium or France, most 
were probably killed indirectly by the fighting. In Turkey, at least 1.2 million Ar-
menians were killed in deportations and the collapse of the empire meant the 
massacres and the brutal repression of hundreds of thousands of others, not 
uniquely the result of the government’s action.27

These statistics should destroy forever the idea that the First World War killed 
"only" soldiers. This is a myth. Probabilities are that between 35 and 40 percent of 
fatalities were not soldiers. That percentage would depend on the numbers given 
by different sources; variations would be normal and inevitable but do not affect 
the final outcome: in terms of death and dying, the First World War is clearly not 
the one that has been depicted so often in military history books.

The Killing Field

The Second World War became the greatest killer ever. Still, as I will very briefly 
explore in the coming pages, this war does not reveal itself to everyone in the 

25 Ellis and Cox, The World War I Databook, 269–270.
26 Ibid., 269. Stevenson gives 500.000 dead German civilians for the war. Stevenson, Cataclysm, 442.
27 Ahmed Emin, Turkey in the World War (Yale, 1930).
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same way. For some countries, it was a much better experience than the Great 
War has been, if such a wording can make sense. For others, the war became the 
deadliest experience ever.  

For David Glantz, the overwhelming preponderance of the Eastern front 
and the German-Soviet War has not yet been fully recognized.28 A point of view 
shared by Norman Davies:

If justice were done, all books on the Second World War in Europe would devote 
perhaps three-quarters of their contents to the Eastern Front. Some historians ac-
tually apologize for not doing so. The step is not taken, partly because historians 
are tempted to exaggerate the actions of their own country, partly because they 
have numerous other bits and pieces to cover, partly because very few of them 
comprehend the sheer scale, or the full implications, of the German-Soviet con-
flict. /…/ The colossal preponderance of the Eastern Front is indisputable.29

The Eastern front became not only the most important one of the war, but 
the one where the rules of war almost disappeared. If violence and brutality are 
normal features in most wars, the German-Soviet war took them to an unprec-
edented level. As Müller pointed out:

But what distinguishes the criminal acts under review here from this kind of 'nor-
mal brutalisation' is the very fact that the war against Soviet Russia was deliber-
ately conceived by Nazi Germany’s highest political and military authorities, and 
was actually waged as a war of extermination and oppression.30

The consequence is that the experience of dying on the Eastern Front pro-
vides figures and statistics of a unique magnitude: for both sides, it was the kill-
ing field par excellence. According to Glantz, 3,880.000 Germans soldiers died in 
the East.31 If we take 4,500.000 as the total amount of German military death for 
the duration of the war, then 86% of German military fatalities occurred on the 
Eastern Front.32 As recorded by Glantz, of the total German armed forces losses 
(dead, missing, disabled) of the war, 13,488.000, 80% or 10,758.000 occurred in 

28 David M. Glantz, "Introduction," in Keith Bonn, ed., Slaughterhouse. The Handbook of the Western 
Front (Bedford, 2005), 1–2 (hereinafter: Glantz, "Introduction").

29 Norman Davies, Europe at War 1939–1945. No Simple Victory (London, 2006), 94 (hereinafter: 
Davies, Europe at War 1939–1945).

30 Klaus-Jürgen Müller, "The Brutalisation of Warfare, Nazi Crimes and the Wehrmacht," in John 
Erickson and David Dilks, eds., Barbarossa. The Axis and the Allies (Edinburgh, 1994), 229.

31 Glantz, "Introduction," 11.
32 Jay Winter, "Demography of the war," in I. C. B. Dear and M. R. D. Foot, eds., The Oxford Companion to 

World War II (Oxford, 2001), 290 (hereinafter: Winter, "Demography of the war").
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the East. If Tony Judt proposes that most of the 3,500.000 Axis’ soldiers taken 
prisoners by the Soviets went home after the war33, Anne Applebaum carefully 
notes that "570.000 are officially listed as having died in captivity, of hunger, dis-
ease, and untreated wounds," and probably that "many prisoners must have died 
before anyone even managed to count them."34 In the summer of 1945, in a re-
mote corner of the planet, as the war was ending, 600.000 Japanese were made 
prisoners of war by the Soviets; one in ten died in captivity.35

The death toll of Soviet soldiers was astronomical but not exactly for the same 
reasons. In the war against Nazi Germany, the Soviet armed forces lost, according 
to different sources, 7,800.000 or 8,700.000 or even 10,000.000 men, killed or miss-
ing, often described as "irrecoverable losses."36 But as Davies put it clearly: 

33 Tony Judt, Postwar. A History of Europe Since 1945 (New York, 2005), 19 (hereinafter: Judt, Postwar).
34 Anne Applebaum, Gulag. A History (New York, 2003), 431 (hereinafter: Applebaum, Gulag).
35 Applebaum, Gulag, 432.
36 Michael Ellman and S. Maksudov, "Soviet Deaths in the Great Patriotic War: A Note," Europe-Asia 

Studies 46, No. 4 (1994): 671–680 (hereinafter: Ellman and Maksudov, "Soviet Deaths in the Great 
Patriotic War"); Chris Bellamy, Absolute War. Soviet Russia in the Second World War (New York, 2007), 
7 (hereinafter: Bellamy, Absolute War); David M. Glantz and Jonathan House, When Titans Clashed. 
How the Red Army Stopped Hitler (St. Lawrence, 1995), 292 (hereinafter: Glantz and House, When 
Titans Clashed) .

Italian cemetery on the edge of the Doberdob plateau – Redipuglia (Marko Simić, Po sledeh soške fronte 
(Ljubljana, 1998), 229)
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Soviet prisoners who fell into German captivity fared the worst of all. They num-
bered an estimated 5.2 million, of whom the great majority died within the few 
months of capture. Indeed, of the astonishing total of 3.2 million captured in 
1941– 42, 2.8 million did not live to see the summer.37

According to Glantz and House, "3,300.000 Soviet prisoners of war died 
in German hands through starvation, disease and exposure. This represented 
58 percent of total number of Soviet soldiers captured by the Germans."38 No 
wonder why Erickson talked of an "unbelievably ghastly martyrdom," where 
Soviet prisoners experienced, in some ways, "shooting, starvation, gassing and 
inhuman treatment" as Holocaust victims did.39 Whatever is the exact amount 
of Soviet prisoners who died in captivity (estimates range between 1.9 to 3.6 
million), if truth has any sense for historians, it must be acknowledged that a 
massive amount of Soviet soldiers were not killed in combat; their death was 
the result of political assassination by a criminal regime.  But was it truly the 
worst of all? It seems the "worst" had not come yet:

Returning soldiers faced a difficult time. Those who had joined the Germans, 
whether willingly or not, who had been taken prisoner, or even valiantly wound-
ed and saved by German medical staff, were quietly passed to the GULag as 'spe-
cial prisoners'. In all, about 1.8 million were processed in this way.40

To find out how many of these men did survive, or how many were killed, 
is almost impossible.41 But their story tells a simple truth about the nature 
of the war that took place in the East between 1941–1945; it was not solely 
a fight between armies, it was indeed a mortal clash between two criminal 
regimes, two mass murderers, even for their own soldiers. The Nazi regime 
applied draconian military justice during the war, and in the East, especially 
as defeat became inevitable, between 15.000 and 30.000 German servicemen 

37 Davies, Europe at War 1939–1945, 271.
38 Glantz and House, When Titans Clashed, 57; Omer Bartov, Hitler’s Army. Soldiers, Nazis, and War in 

the Third Reich (New York 1992), 83, provides the same number. Surprisingly, Ellman and Maksudov 
proposed than we have largely overestimated the number of Soviet war-related deaths in captivity: 
according to them, no more than 1.2 million died in German captivity. Ellman and Maksudov, "Soviet 
Deaths in the Great Patriotic War": 675. 

39 John Erickson, "Soviet War Losses. Calculations and Controversies," in John Erickson and David Dilks, 
eds., Barbarossa. The Axis and the Allies (Edinburgh, 1994), 270 (hereinafter: Erickson, "Soviet War 
Losses").

40 Bellamy, Absolute War, 683–684.
41 On the amazing complexity of the "body counting" in gulags, see Applebaum, Gulag, 578–586.
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were sentenced to death and have been executed.42 In the case of the Soviet 
Union, it is extremely difficult to find out any figures or statistics: Ellman and 
Maksudov put 289.000 men in the same (strange) category, those who "died 
from accident or shot as punishment," without specifying how many have 
been shot as punishment or sentenced to death and executed by military tri-
bunals.43 The brutality of the Soviet military justice will clearly be a topic to 
explore in the future. 

"Dying in the East" is then a wording that has no equivalent elsewhere. The 
final comment comes from Davies: 

One may endlessly debate the details. But given that estimates for military deaths 
during the Second World War in all theatres reach around 21–22 million, two 
conclusions seem incontrovertible. Firstly, military deaths in Europe were ap-
proximately twice as great as in the Pacific theatre. Secondly, since German losses 
on the Eastern front accounted for about 80 per cent of the total, military deaths 

42 On this issue, Manfred Messerschmidt, "German Military Law in the Second World War," in Wilhelm 
Deist, ed., The German Military in the Age of Total War (Lemington Spa, 1985), 324, and Ingo Müller, 
Hitler’s Justice. The Courts of the Third Reich (Cambridge, 1991), 184.

43 Ellman and Maksudov, "Soviet Deaths in the Great Patriotic War": 674.

Austrian-Hungarian military cemetery (Marko Simić, Po sledeh soške fronte (Ljubljana, 1998), 229)
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during the German-Soviet campaigns were approximately five times higher than 
those of all the other European campaigns put together.44

This brief and incomplete view of military fatalities in the East contrasts 
with the experience of Western democracies between 1939–45. For Great 
Britain, Canada, and United States, the war was a "good" one in terms of fa-
talities. According to Ellis, Great Britain suffered 305.800 losses, Canada, 39.300 
losses and the United States, 405.400.45 Three major reasons explain that real-
ity: first, the intensity and the length of the fighting against Nazi Germany and 
Japan; second, the great care taken by democratic governments to preserve the 
lives of their soldiers; third, the fact that the encounter between Germany and 
the Western allies remained largely a "civilized" one. The Allies were aiming to 
achieve a maximum of military effectiveness against the enemy at the "lowest" 
cost of human lives. A pattern that follows Colin Gray’s proposal:

It is always desirable to suffer few casualties, but contrary to the liberal and hu-
mane spirit of this age, it is not always strategically desirable to inflict relatively 

44 Davies, Europe at War 1939–1945, 276.
45 John Ellis, The World War II Databook (London, 1995), 253–254 (hereinafter: Ellis, The World War II 

Databook). In this case, "losses" mean killed and missing.
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few casualties on the enemy. Since war is about, and only about, the subsequent 
peace, the stability of that peace not infrequently depends upon the enemy un-
derstanding that he has been defeated.46

For instance, Canada had, with a bigger population, lower fatalities between 
1939–1945 than in 1914–1918; this is not a misleading figure.47 To say that is no 
offense to the Canadians war veterans of the Italian or Normandy campaigns. But 
there is more to be happy about: Canada, the United States or the United Kingdom 
not only suffered low levels of military fatalities during the war; civilians were al-
most totally (Canada or the US) or relatively (Great Britain) kept out of the butch-
ery, a feature that few European countries had the chance to experience.48

France had a very strange war between 1939 and 1945. To talk about mili-
tary losses is politically adventurous. Davies and Ellis estimated military fatali-
ties at 92.000, a number that represents uniquely the deaths between May and 
June of 1940.49 Actually, more French soldiers died in the war, but whom they 
were fighting for is another question. Roderick Kedward gave the following fig-
ures of French military losses (deaths) during the war.

Table 2: French military losses during the war50

Period of time: Number of deaths:

1939–1940                   92.000

1940–1945                  58.000

FFI in 1944                 20.000

Alsace-Lorrainers conscripted into  
the German Army 

40.000

Total                           210.000

The French lost 90–92.000 men in six weeks of fighting in May–June 1940 
(15.000 men per week), or almost one third of all British fatalities in the war or, 
if one may prefer, more than twice the number of Canadian fatalities between 

46 Gray, Another Bloody Century, 158.
47 David Bercuson, Maple Leaf Against the Axis. Canada’s Second World War (Toronto, 1995), 273–

274.
48 Winter, "Demography of the war," 290.
49 Davies, Europe at War 1939–1945, 24; Ellis, The World War II Databook, 253.
50 Roderick Kedward, "France", in I. C. B. Dear and M. R. D. Foot, eds., The Oxford Companion to World 

War II (Oxford, 2001), 408. "FFI" stands for Forces françaises de l’intérieur.
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1939–1945. At this rate, two years of fighting would have given more military 
losses than in the Great War (around 1,400.000). Hopefully, counterfactual his-
tory is just an intellectual exercise.

The French case is a good example of historical negligence, or in differ-
ent words, of high historical sensibility. If French scholars provide an end-
less list of magnificent contributions on the Great War, their contribution 
to the historiography of the Second World War is, the least we can say, slim 
or negligible. The works of Henri Michel, Philippe Masson and few others 
have not yet filled the gap. How can we explain that situation? The ques-
tion of semantics is also interesting: in France, the wording "la Seconde (ou 
Deuxième) Guerre mondiale" is not very frequent. In the French popular 
view, there are "La Guerre de 39", "La guerre de 40", and then "La libération"; 
the fact is that for many French scholars, there was nothing to be called "La 
Deuxième Guerre mondiale". 

The crushing defeat suffered in May–June 1940 is the first part of the ex-
planation. Six weeks of fighting, 90.000 soldiers dead and France was out of 
the war. Nothing glorious to write about; worst, after the military defeat, it was 
Vichy, the occupation… As we will see in the next short story, the other part of 
the explanation lies in the fact that France has been in a state of civil war be-
tween 1940–1944. For the glorious nation of 1918, it was too much to sustain 
and it seems that, for a time, French historiography had difficulty coping with 
defeat. Nevertheless, France had 600.000 dead between 1939–1945, or roughly 
44 percent of the Great War fatalities, and most of them have not been killed in 
conventional fighting.

The Abyss

If civilians were the forgotten casualties of the Great War, no one has ever tried 
to conceal their sufferings in World War Two. That would be a foolish self-dis-
crediting enterprise. The fact that the war killed more civilians than military is 
not an object of debate.51 

The overall death toll is staggering (the figures given here do not include Japanese, 
US or other non-European dead). No other conflict in recorded history killed so 
many people in so short a time. But what is most striking of all is the number of 
non-combatant civilians among the dead: at least 19 million, or more than half. 
The numbers of civilian dead exceeded military losses in the USSR, Hungary, Po-

51 Gerhard L. Weinberg, A World At Arms. A Global History of World War II (Cambridge, 1994), 894.
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land, Yugoslavia, Greece, France, the Netherlands, Belgium and Norway. Only in 
the UK and Germany did military losses significantly outnumber civilian ones.52

 
According to different sources, between 50 and 60 million soldiers and ci-

vilians were killed between 1937–1945, and civilians represent at least 60 per-
cent of the total. The task of "body counting" civilians killed in World War Two 
is a horrendous one:

It is often said that one man or woman is a real person, who can be loved and 
painfully lost, but that the loss of 'a million' or of '10 million' is just an abstraction 
that leaves one cold. Certainly when discussing the civilian losses of the Second 
World War one is dealing with very large numbers that are hard to imagine.53

There is no room in this paper to explore the complexity of that issue. Re-
vealing enough, The Oxford Companion to World War II does not have an entry 
entitled "Civilian", something quite surprising if we remember that, at least, 28 
million civilians were killed between 1939–1945.54 Davies is among the few 
that recognized the importance of the question, especially when it comes to 
the killing of civilians; unfortunately his book deals exclusively with Europe.55

In fact the greatest surprise, and indeed the greatest moral revulsion, arises from the 
sheer cumulative scale and variety of human sufferings. The Holocaust, which has 
rightly been well publicized, was unique in concept and execution, and accounted 
for the death of nearly 6 million innocents. Yet it was not exceptional, either in 
scale or in pain. It occurred in a context where three or four times that number of 
other innocents perished. The historian’s duty is to remember them all.56

Here, I will limit myself to two points. First, if figures of military and civil-
ian deaths may be reliable in some countries, especially in the West, the body 
counting of dead civilians is, in other countries, at best a rough approxima-
tion. Sometimes variations or distortions may be counted in millions. Chances 
are slim that we will ever know the exact number of civilians killed in China 
between 1937 and 1945 or in Congo since 1998. On one part, less developed 
societies with weak state bureaucracy have not the capacity to keep reliable re-
cords. On the other part, states run by criminal regimes have no consideration 

52 Judt, Postwar, 18.
53 Davies, Europe at War 1939–1945, 364.
54 Winter, "Demography of the war," 290.
55 Davies, Europe at War 1939–1945, 283–426.
56 Ibid., 296.
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for death, military or civilian, especially if their legitimacy or survival is at stake. 
Additionally, politics played a role in the "body counting": in Soviet Union, the 
death toll in the Great Patriotic War evolved from 7 million under Stalin to 20 
million under Khrushchev to the recent figure of the Gorbachev’s era of 26–27 
million.57 Such an amazing figure needs an explanation that reveals the com-
plexity of the "dying process" in World War Two:

It is an estimate of excess of deaths during the war, rather than of deaths directly 
caused by the war, and hence naturally also includes victims of Soviet repression. 
Similarly, it also includes Soviet citizens who died in German service fighting par-
tisans or the Soviet armed forces, despite the fact that a well known Soviet spe-
cialist considered that such deaths 'hardly really belong (from a social point of 
view) to the losses of the Soviet people'.58

Second, the amazing numbers of civilian deaths in World War Two can’t be 
understood in a classical way; for sure civilians caught and killed in the fighting 
were abundant, probably more than in any previous war. In the case of the 18 
or 19 million Soviet non-military losses, more than half of all civilian losses in 
the war59, causes of death varied so much; but the deliberate attempt to kill, di-
rectly or not, civilians were a key feature of the war, one that has probably never 
been to such a level before:

Deaths in the siege of Leningrad; deaths in German prisons and concentration 
camps; deaths from mass shooting of civilians; deaths of labourers in German 
industry; deaths from famine and disease, deaths in Soviet camps; etc.60

Then, there was a fundamental novelty brought in by the two previous 
quotes: the war became a nasty mix of interstate and civil wars. This aspect 
made, in large part, the originality of the Second World War. In these many civil 
wars, Soviets killed Soviets, Germans killed Germans, French killed French, Yu-
goslavs killed Yugoslavs, Italians killed Italians, and so on. This characteristic 
was largely the result of ideological or ethnical clashes, often fueled by the issue 
of "collaboration" with the Nazis or "resistance" to them. All countries that ex-
perienced German occupation, from France to USSR, had to face the possibility 
of a civil war. In France, the Vichy regime sent 75.000 French citizens to their 

57 Ellman and Maksudov, "Soviet Deaths in the Great Patriotic War": 671.
58 Ibid., 672.
59 Bellamy, Absolute War, 7.
60 Ellman and Maksudov, "Soviet Deaths in the Great Patriotic War": 676.
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death in Nazi camps.61 The fights and the use of terrorist methods between 
Pétainistes and Résistants also killed thousand. No doubt, France experienced 
a civil war between 1940 and 1944, as deadly as the short military campaign 
against Germany in the spring of 1940. In Soviet Union, the question has been 
for a long time neglected; even the simple wording of "collaboration" was never 
mentioned until recently.62

The Second World War is not the only place where "death by government"63 
took place in the last century. But the war gave the opportunity for ideocratic re-
gimes to kill, for the purposes of victory or survival, their people. Here the words 
of Erickson echoed very well one of the main idea of this paper: "To concentrate 
on the battlefields alone is, however, to miss yet another key dimension of this 
struggle: the war which Stalin waged on his own people."64 Soviet deportation of 
ethnic groups in the Caucasus caused deaths. GULag populations suffered more 
from deprivation and starving than usual during the war; in 1942, 24.9 per cent 
of the camps’ population perished.65 As noted previously, the fate of Soviet pris-
oners of war lucky enough to survive German captivity is beyond description: 
they were shot or sent to the GULag.66 So as Ferguson points out: "Yet at least 
two million and probably more Soviet citizens died in places beyond the reach 
of German. It would be an error to blame Hitler for all Soviet war victims."67 The 
Nazi attempt to destroy the European Jewish population was the ultimate ex-
ample of an ideocratic regime trying to reach its goal: the Jews of Europe, includ-
ing those of Germany, were to pay with their lives the foolishness of "death by 
government" in a unique way, and this time extended to the entire continent.

 "Military History is to History what Military Music is to Music"68

At no moment in this paper did I insinuate that historians, and especially mili-
tary historians (or historians of war) did a bad job in explaining the wars of the 
last century. But as Jeremy Black makes the point, there is room for improve-
ment or even a change of perspective that would be beneficial for the profes-

61 Raul Hilberg, La destruction des Juifs d’Europe (Fayard, 1988), 1046.
62 Sergei Kudryashov, "The Hidden Dimension. Wartime Collaboration in the Soviet Union", in John 

Erickson and David Dilks, eds., Barbarossa. The Axis and the Allies (Edinburgh, 1994), 238.
63 Rudolph Joseph Rummel, Death by Government (New Brunswick, 1997).
64 Erickson, "Soviet War Losses", 256.
65 Bellamy, Absolute War, 494–495; Applebaum, Gulag, 582.
66 Bellamy, Absolute War, 22.
67 Ferguson, The War of the World, 530.
68 Howard, "Military History and the History of War," 13.
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sion.69 For instance, in the course of the last century and starting with the end of 
the Second World War, a clear pattern appeared: there are less interstate wars, 
and less soldiers die in combat. If military historians keep thinking that their 
work is to study battles between regular armies and counting dead soldiers, 
then, all things being equal, unemployment is what they risk in the 21st century. 
In the second half of the 20th century, whether we like it or not, fighting and dy-
ing migrated indisputably from international to civil wars. 

Time for reexaminations or acknowledgments has also come. As Ann Ap-
plebaum reminds us in the case of World War Two: 

We have, at present, a firm conviction that the Second World War was a wholly just 
war, and few want that conviction shaken. /…/ No one wants to be told that there 
was another, darker side to Allied victory, or that the camps of Stalin, our ally, ex-
panded just as the camps of Hitler, our enemy, were liberated. /…/ No one wants to 
think that we defeated one mass murderer with the help of another.70

We all know that to make history is to make choices. Most of the time, mili-
tary historians took on their national history, and this explains most of the neg-
ligences exposed in these pages. Sometimes, political and historical sensibilities 
created huge gaps in our past. But the result is the same: the appetite for the his-
tory of others has been slim. Military history was, and still is, very Eurocentric, 
more precisely, Anglo-Saxon oriented. Howard acknowledges that:

The second characteristic of much -indeed I would say most- military history is its 
parochialism. It has all too often been written to create and embellish a national 
myth, and to promote deeds of derring-do among the young. I would like to be 
able to say that this is a characteristic that military historians have now outgrown, 
but we have only to step into any bookshop to see that this would not be true.71

National military histories produced an amazing amount of books of great 
quality, but at the same time contributed to an undisputable historical narrow-
ness. Again, Howard notes:

Heaven knows that we are not the only ones to be parochial: American military 
historians, /…/, seem unaware that the United States had any allies in the Second 
World War at all, in either Europe or the Pacific, and I doubt whether the Rus-

69 Jeremy Black, Rethinking Military History (London–New York, 2004), ix.
70 Applebaum, Gulag, xxi–xxii.
71 Howard, "Military History and the History of War," 13–14.
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sians are no less oblivious either, although they have better reason. No wonder 
bookshops have special sections on 'military history' carefully quarantined from 
proper history. Some of my colleagues refer to it as 'pornography': This is going a 
bit far, but I understand what they mean.72

This paper attempted to present some thoughts on a topic much neglect-
ed by military historians in the last century, despite its importance. If the First 
World War and the Second World War have been and are still so much the 
object of studies, it is largely because they both were "manufactures" of mass 
deaths as no other wars before or after, and not because of the originality of the 
fighting. "Dying" is not only an inevitable consequence of war; it is, forgive my 
words, its less seducing one. The choice of analyzing thoroughly war casualties 
or fatalities (or victims of organized political violence), especially foreign ones, 
was not a very frequent one made by historians in the last century. True, this was 
and still is a very tricky, always frustrating business. In developed and demo-
cratic countries, archives and sources were reliable sources of information. It is 
not the case in many states. Languages and access to foreign archives are also 
among the natural obstacles, sometimes making the historian’s job very frus-
trating; but they are not insurmountable.

If war, interstate or civil war, is about fighting, killing and dying, its study 
should have no borders, no limits. Historical sensibility must give way to his-
torical wisdom. Maybe then, military history will cease to be seen as some sort 
of "pornography" and will sound as real music.

72 Ibid., 14.
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Richard Carrier

UMIRANJE V VOJNAH IN ZGODOVINSKA MODROST

POVZETEK

Umiranje v vojnah je tematika, ki so jo vojaški zgodovinarji v zadnjem stoletju 
zanemarjali, kljub njenemu velikemu pomenu. Problematika štetja vojnih žrtev, 
ki so posledica organiziranega političnega nasilja, je zelo težavna problemati-
ka raziskovanja, saj so bile številne žrtve napačno predstavljene, analizirane ali 
tudi zamolčane. Prva in druga svetovna vojna sta bili in sta še vedno glavni po-
dročju zgodovinskih raziskovanj, predvsem zaradi velikega števila žrtev, ki sta 
jih pustili za sabo. Umiranje je namreč neizogibna posledica vojn in tudi naj-
manj "zapeljiva" tematika raziskovanj zgodovinarjev, saj so bile analize vojnih 
žrtev vedno težak posel zgodovinskih raziskovanj. V zadnjem stoletju se na-
mreč zgodovinarji niso veliko posvečali analizi smrtnih žrtev, še posebej tujih. 
Če je ubijanje, bojevanje in smrt sestavni del vsake vojne, potem tudi njihovo 
raziskovanje ne sme imeti omejitev. Avtor zaključi, da mora zgodovinska obču-
tljivost dati poti zgodovinski modrosti.
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Introduction

In October and November 1915, the Austro-Hungarian, German and Bulgarian 
armed forced attacked the Serbian Army, marching through Montenegro and 
Albania.1 Assisted by allies, the Serbian Army first found shelter on the Greek 
island of Corfu, and then on the Halkidiki peninsula. The transfer of the Serbian 
Army from the Albanian coast to the Greek island of Corfu lasted from18 
January to 20 February 1916. Out of the 420.000 soldiers that the Serbian Army 
numbered in October 1915, there were now around 139.000 soldiers on Corfu 
and 12.000 soldiers had been evacuated to Bizert.2 There, together with the 
Allied Forces, they participated in battles at the Thessaloniki front. Until the 
end of the war, the Serbian Army did not have its own state, and was compelled 
to get into combat and organize the entire logistics on a foreign territory.

The Serbian Government, the members of the Parliament, the old King 
Petar and the allied diplomatic representatives, accompanied by the Serbian 
Army, crossed to the Greek territory to seek refuge. During their retreat, the 
intelligentsia suffered the same fate. Majority of the scientists, except those 
fatigued and the elderly accompanied the Army.3 A great number of clergy 
fled from Serbia also and those who did not serve in the Army found refuge in 
the allied countries. Not a single episcope of the Serbian church stayed on the 
territory of Serbia.

The attitude of the Serbian Army towards the Serbian cultural and religious 
heritage during WWI can be viewed from different aspects. They made 
considerable efforts to preserve the national and religious customs during the 
war years spent on the Greek territory. Furthermore, the Serbian Army did their 
best to protect the cultural and religious objects on the territory where they 
were present. Eventually, immediately after the end of WWI, the Serbian Army 
took part in collecting and restituting cultural and religious relics.

Preservation of the Cultural and Spiritual Heritage 

Through force of circumstance, the Serbian Army had to adapt to the new 
conditions. They made efforts to revive the national and religious customs 
although they were on the Greek soil. On Sundays and public holidays, the 

1 On the participation of Serbia in WWI, see: Milorad Ekmecic, Ratni ciljevi Srbije 1914 (Belgrade, 
1973); Andrej Mitrovic, Srbija u Prvom svetskom ratu (Belgrade, 1984).  

2 Bogdan Gledovic, Borislav Ratkovic, Mitar Djurisic, Milan Grahovac and Petar Opacic, Srbija i Crna 
Gora u prvom svetskom ratu1914–1918 (Cetinje, 1975), 297.

3 Ljubinka Trgovcevic, Naucnici Srbije i stvaranje Jugoslavije 1914–1920 (Belgrade, 1986).
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military priests would hold a church service whenever the circumstances 
allowed. 4 

The major task of the military clergy was to care about the spiritual and 
liturgy life of the Serbian soldiers. It was rather hard to obtain the buildings for 
holding church services in exile. With the kindness of arch-episcope Sevastian, 
on 11 February 1911, the Serbian priests were allowed to use the churches on 
Corfu for holding the services. The liturgy in Serbian could be held every two 
weeks, according to the following schedule: on 14 February in the Basilica, on 21 
February in the Saint Spiridon Church, on 28 February in the Church of the Holy 
Fathers, on 6 March in the Saint Taksorh Church. For all other religious services, 
dirge, weddings, burial services, the Serbian clergy was allowed to use the Saint 
Spiridon Church. On 18 February 1916, the Serbian Army Headquarters issued 
an order by which all units were to send their soldiers to church, especially 
those who were good singers and could assist with the services.5

On 1 April 1916, Ljuba Davidovic, the minister of education and religion, 
informed the minister of defense that he would abide by their previous 
agreement and take over the care of one of the churches on Corfu that was 
allotted to the Serbian Army. In order that the liturgy life of the church would 
function normally, the minister of education asked for archimandrite Miron, 
priests Nikola Popovic and Bosko Acimovic, as well as Deacon Lukijan Bibic, 
to be exempt from serving in the Town Command and awarded to him for 
working in the church. Alongside those, minister Davidovic asked for twenty 
theologians as well, to support the work of the church. The archimandrite Miron 
was exempted from duty in the Town Command on 7 June, and devoted himself 
to organizing the liturgy life. Timing for holding liturgy and night services was 
determined, as well as the timetable on which unit would come to the church. 
Each unit sent its theologians and gifted singers to the church and thus the 
church choir was established very soon. All priests and theologians who served 
in the church were still receiving appurtenance from the Army and their service 
was treated as military obligation. At the end of May 1916, the command of 
the Morava infantry regiment build a small church for themselves, right next to 
their regiment headquarters. The timetable of church services and the number 
of soldiers to attend them was defined by a special order. On Sundays, the 
service could be attended by four officers and 50 soldiers from each battalion, 
and on other holidays – by two officers and ten soldiers. From the regiment’s 

4 As an example, we cite the report of the commander of the Timok Infantry Regiment III about the 
activities of the regiment priest during 1917, sent to the head of the Military-Road section on 11 
January 1918. The Archive of the Military History Institute (AMHI), Records 3, box 229, file 18, docu-
ment 23/14. 

5 AMHI, Records 5, box 10, file 2, document 21; AMHI Records 3, box 264, file 9, document 11/6.
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headquarters and command, all officers, if they were not absent due to other 
duties, could attend the church service on each holiday. The services began 
at 7 o’clock in the morning. A choir was formed that sang in the church on 
Sundays and it was composed of teachers from the regiment.6 One of the duties 
of the military priests was also to serve at the dirge and burial ceremonies of the 
deceased soldiers. On 22 March 1916, Colonel Krsta Smiljanic, the commander 
of the Drina division, issued an order by which he demanded money to be 
collected for the construction of a cemetery on Corfu. "Since we are here on 
Corfu only temporarily, we need to collect amongst ourselves some means to 
visibly mark the place where our fellow soldiers are left, without living to see 
our renewed and great Serbia." On of the first recorded commemorations for 
the Serbian soldiers killed on the Greek territory took place on 18 April 1916. 
the commemoration was held in the church in the village of Stranilo, where the 
soldiers had first attended a liturgy and accepted communion.7

For the purposes of religious services, the Army most often used the Saint 
Sava Church in Thessaloniki and Saint George’s Church in Mikra. Other churches 
were used as well, if needed. Thanksgiving ceremonies and commemorations 
were regularly held, attended by a specified number of soldiers and their officers.8 
On 14 July 1916, the Head of the Military Command Headquarters, General 
Petar Bojovic, signed an order on the holding of a special commemoration on 
the Vidovdan day for the soldiers killed in all wars.9 The army commanders 
and the commander of the Cavalry division were order to issue the necessary 
orders so that this commemoration could take place. The Saint Sava Church in 
Thessaloniki was determined to be the place for the central commemoration all 
chiefs units of the Military Command Headquarters had to attend. A collective 
praying ceremony for the victory of the allied forces was held in the Thessaloniki 
Saint Sava Church on 25 March 1918, on the Blagovesti holiday.10 

As much as the war allowed, all holidays were respected and marked. On 27 
June 1916, an order came from the Military Command Headquarters to all units 
that on Saint Peter’s Day no special ceremonies are to be held.11 This was to respect 
the will of King Petar not to hold ceremonies due to the current state of affairs. 
The King Petar also asked not to be sent personal cards with congratulations for 

6 AMHI, Records 5, box 10, file 11, document 36.
7 AMHI, Records 9, box 47, file 2, document 26/5С.
8 On the day of the military patron, Saint Dimitrije, 26 October 1916 a collective prayer was held for 

the victory of the Serbs in the Thessaloniki Church of Saint Sava. AMHI, Records 3, box 245, file 1, 
document 17/4.

9 AMHI, Records 3, box 254, file 2, document 3/8.
10 AMHI, Records 3, box 199, file 9, document 3/177. 
11 AMHI, Records 3, box 254, file 2, document 3/12.
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the holiday.12 The Head of the Military Command Headquarters, General Petar 
Bojovic, issued an order on 17 May 1917 to all staff of the Military Command 
units that all staff should be exempted from official duties on the afternoons of 
Sundays and holidays.13 The staff were to use this time for rest and refreshment. 
The heads of units were given the freedom to delegate a certain number of urgent 
duties to some members of staff, if needed. 

The main Christian holidays, Christmas and Easter, as well as the holidays 
of other religions present in the Serbian Army, were celebrated almost without 

12 AMHI, Records 3, box 254, file 2, document 3/11.  
13 AMHI, Records 3, box 391, file 1, document 3/5.

Gračanica Monastery on Kosovo (Rajko Bobot, ed., Jugoslavija, republike in pokrajine (Beograd, 1986), 185)
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exception every year during the war. King Petar and the crown-prince 
Aleksandar Karadjordjevic, the Chief Commander of the Serbian Army, always 
sent the words of congratulations to the soldiers on the eve of the holidays, 
including the New Year’s Eve. Before Christmas of 1916, the Head of the Military 
Command Headquarters, General Petar Bojovic, ordered that during the 
Christmas holidays, between 24 and 27 December, only the urgent matters and 
dispatch of urgent mail were dealt with in the offices of the Command.14 The 
heads of units were given the freedom to organize the working hours, according 
to the needs. In Thessaloniki, in 28 November 1916, the secretary of the Serbian 
episcope Dimitrije (Pavlovic), arch-deacon Ljubomir Popovic, issued 200 
copies of the episcope’s Christmas epistle, so that they can be submitted to the 
military priests in all units.15 The priests were to read and distribute the epistle to 
the soldiers on Christmas day. Before Christmas 1917, the Head of the Military 
Command Headquarters, General Petar Bojovic, ordered that all units of the 
Command worked only in the morning of the day before Christmas, and that 
the first two days of the Christmas holiday are non-working day.16 The Unit for 
mail and telegraph of the Military Command Headquarters informed the head 
of the Adjutant unit on 23 December 1917, that they would not be dealing with 
clients on the first day of Christmas, and on the second day – only till noon.17 
The dispatch of mail was performed without any delay. 

On 17 June 1916, the Head of the Military Command Headquarters, 
General Petar Bojovic, ordered that the soldiers of Islamic religion would be 
free from the performance of interior service in the Command (attendance, 
prefecture, assistance and guard) during the month of Ramadan, and during 
the Bajram itself, which lasts for three days, the soldiers of Islamic religion 
would be free from the performance of any duties whatsoever.18 On the next 
day, the Command Headquarters’ was informed by the Third Army Command 
that for Ramadan and Bajram, special orders were issued.19 By the order of the 
Head of the Military Command Headquarters, General Petar Bojovic, on 28 May 
1918, all units and institutions were informed on the beginning of Ramadan.20 
The officers in charge were ordered to allow the soldiers of Islamic religion the 
necessary rest and visit of mosques, if it was possible. 

On 23 May 1916, the Head of the Military Command Headquarters, 

14 AMHI, Records 3, box 383, file 6, document 26.
15 AMHI, Records 3, box 254, file 2, document 3/28.
16 AMHI, Records 3, box 273, file 6, document 4/174. 
17 AMHI, Records 3, box 273, file 6, document 4/145.
18 AMHI, Records 3, box 252, file 10, document 5/10.
19 AMHI, Records 3, box 252, file 10, document 5/12.
20 AMHI, Records 3, box 409, file 11, document 5/60.
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General Petar Bojovic, ordered that "the soldiers of the faith of Moses" were to 
be exempted from any duties and tasks on the Jewish holiday on the 24 and 
25 May.21 He also allowed all Jewish soldiers to go to Thessaloniki and attend 
the service in the synagogue, if they wished to. On 14 March 1917, the Head of 
the Military Command Headquarters, General Petar Bojovic, ordered that the 
officers in charge from commands and institutions in Thessaloniki, Mikra and 
Zejtinlik, allowed their Jewish soldiers to spend all days of Pasha Holiday in 
Thessaloniki, if the circumstances would allow.22 For the Jewish soldiers outside 
of these locations, exemption of all duties was allowed. 

A special chapter is devoted to the attitude the Serbian Army had towards the 
tsarist sanctuary of the monastery of Hilandar on the peninsula of Atos. During 
the exile years, it was natural that the Serbian Military Command Headquarters 
cooperated with Hilandar. The war circumstances and an unstable good 
fortune burdened this collaboration. The good fortune was not accompanying 
Lieutenant-Colonel Milan Radojevic who was supposed to sail to Hilandar at 
the beginning of February 1917, to take over the timber that was supplied for 
the army by the monastery administration. This journey was cancelled due to 
the great danger of being attacked by submarines. At mid June that year, a large 
number of church objects and service books was sent from the monasteries of 
Hilandar and Vatoped, through archimandrite Lukijan, the head of the Hilandar 
branch in Thessaloniki. In August 1918, the Duke Zivojin Misic sends a military 
priest, archimandrite Joakim Bjedov to bring help from Hilandar. Based on 
the historical documentation available, it seems that the contacts and mutual 
assistance were occurring on everyday basis. This is also proven by the fact 
that the Serbian Army used for their services the Saint Sava Church, which was 
property of Hilandar monastery in Thessaloniki. Also, dozens of Serbian soldiers 
and military priests were visiting HIlandar monastery, to stay there sometimes 
even for two months, to recuperate and gain new spiritual fervor. 

These are the words used by Milutin Simic, a priest in the Command of the 
Cavalry Artillery, in his report to the commander of the division on 15 June 
1916, where he describes his reasons for going to Hilandar Monastery: 

Hilandar is a very significant centre of religious life, both in the political and 
religious sense, an it is the ultimate aspiration of our rulers and politicians. 
Hilandar is also today the most vivid proof that we are not alone in this most 
sacred part of the Balkan Peninsula, but that we are equal with our neighbors in 
everything.

21 AMHI, Records 3, box 252, file 10, document 5/4.
22 AMHI, Records 3, box 280, file 3, document 2/13.
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Protection of Religious Objects 

Besides preserving its cultural and religious heritage, the Serbian Army protected 
and took care of the cultural and religious objects on the territory where it was 
situated. In order to protect the Roman-Catholic and Muslim religious objects 
around Skadar, the Head of the Military Command Headquarters ordered on 15 
December 1915 the Commander of the Third Army that he "absolutely has to 
prevent" the attempts of certain commanders to accommodate their soldiers 
into those religious buildings. The commander of Skadar Town was ordered 
to apply "the most energetic measures to prevent any command" to use the 
religious buildings for accommodation. The Military Command Headquarters 
issued this order even though the soldiers arriving to Skadar had to sleep on the 
streets and in the fields outside the town.23

While the Serbian Army used some of the Greek churches, certain problems 
occurred. On 23 June 1918, the Greek Embassy in Serbia submitted a complaint 
to the Serbian Military Command Headquarters that the Sumadija division 
had occupied the Greek church in Caken Ciflik, destroying the Greek icons 
and replacing them with Serbian ones. The Serbian Army was alos accused 
of attempting to tear down the Greek church in Tresina. The commander of 
the Second Army, Duke Stepa Stepanovic, reacted to these accusations and on 
16 July sent a report of the Sumadija division commander to the Command 
Headquarters, The report states that there was an agreement between the 
Serbian and the Greek priest that the church would be used jointly and that 
the icons had already been destroyed when the Serbian Army started using 
the church in Caken Ciflik. On 27 June 1918, Duke Misic informed the Greek 
Embassy in Serbia on the information gathered about the church in Caken Ciflik. 
He also stated that the Serbian army did not intend to tear down the church in 
Tresina, but had done repairs on it, with the consent of the local population.24

Upon the breakthrough of the Thessaloniki front, the Serbian Army con-
tinued with military operations in order to set Serbia free. During those battles, 
the commander of the XXV Tetovo Regiment Command reported to the com-
mander of Vardar division, on 7 October 1918, whereby he informs him that a 
French detachment is stationed in Lesak monastery, in Lesak district in Mace-
donia, and that this detachment is performing requisition of monastery prop-
erty. On 13 October, the commander of the XXV Tetovo Regiment Command 
submitted to the Vardar division also the report from the court of Lesak district, 
where all the property and food taken from the monastery was listed. He once 

23 AMHI, Records 3, box 86, file 1, document 5/1.
24 AMHI, Records 3, box 148, file 8, document 13/12.
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again asked the commander of the division to urgently undertake the necessary 
measures, through the Military Command Headquarters, so that the French de-
tachment would leave the monastery. On the following day, the command of 
the Vardar division informed the Chief Command on this issue. The Command 
Headquarters reacted on 18 October, by ordering the commander of the Vardar 
division to immediately release the Lesak monastery of the French soldiers and 
to have the French hand over the property taken. The Serbian liaison officer with 
the Headquarters of the French Eastern Army informed the Chief Command that 
the Command of the French Eastern Army had ordered the withdrawal of the 
French detachment from the Lesak monastery.25

25 AMHI, Records 3, box 162, file 1, document 1/4.

Mileševa Monastery at 
Prijepolje (Rajko Bo-
bot, ed., Jugoslavija, 
republike in pokrajine 
(Beograd, 1986), 137)
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The Return of the Relics of Saint King the First-crowned to Serbia 

After the liberation of Serbia and the end of the WWI, the Serbian Army 
endeavored to restore the Serbian cultural objects that have been either hidden 
by the Serbian authorities to protect them from the war, or robbed by occupying 
forces. 

On 24 December 1918, the Belgrade Arch-episcope and Serbian Mitropo-
lite Dimitrije issued a plea to the Chief Command of the Serbian Army to assist 
in the return of the relics of Saint King the First-crowned from the Ostrog mon-
astery to Studenica. Since the war was still ongoing, the Mitropolite found that 
only with the assistance of the Army it was possible to safely return the relics 
and enable the return of the two monks from Studenica who were accompa-
nying the relics.26 The Command Headquarters issued an adequate order to the 
Traffic department on 30 December 1918.27 

The Head of the Military Command Headquarters, Duke Zivojin Misic, 
issued on 9 March 1919 an order to the commander of the Second Army District 
on the return of the relics of Saint King the First-crowned. The return was 
supposed to be made from Ostrog in Montenegro, through Sarajevo and Brod, 
to Belgrade. Accompanying the shrine were also the two monks from Studenica, 
archimandrite Serafim and monk Antonije. From the side of the army, Duke Misic 
had ordered the commander of the Second Army District to provide the escort 
of one officer and several soldiers who would accompany the relics to Belgrade 
and submit them to Mitropolite Dimitrije. It was within the jurisdiction of the 
commander of the Second Army District to also determine which unit would 
provide for a transport vehicle from Ostrog to Zelenika and then to regulate 
the further transport by train to Brod, where the Traffic department of the Chief 
Command would take over the transportation.28 On the same day, the copy of 
the order was submitted to the Head of the Traffic department.29 He informed 
on 10 March the head of the Operations unit that his department, together 
with the Directorate of the Serbian Railway, have undertaken all necessary 
measures for train transportation from Brod to Zemun, where the Engineering 
Department would take over the transport to Belgrade by boat.30 The order of 
the Traffic Department was sent to the Engineering Department on 11 March 
1919.31

26 AMHI, Records 3, box 230, file 1, document 1/65.
27 AMHI, Records 3, box 230, file 1, document 1/65.
28 AMHI, Records 3, box 226, file 10, document 46/2.
29 AMHI, Records 3, box 226, file 10, document 46/1.
30 AMHI, Records 3, box 226, file 10, document 46/2.
31 AMHI, Records 3, box 226, file 10, document 46/1.
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Based on the historical documentation available, we know that the relics 
of Saint King the First-crowned arrived to Brod on the eve of 30 April, and that 
on 11 May 1919, the ship "Aleksandar" was ready on the Sava wharf in Zemun 
to take over the relics and transport them to Belgrade.32

The Books Stolen from Libraries and Monasteries 

On 14 April 1919, based on the information gained from Bishop of Nis, Dositej, 
the minister of education Ljubomir Davidovic informed the head of the Military 
Command Headquarters, Duke Misic, of the existence of a large number of old 
books stolen during the war from the Serbian monasteries and libraries in old 
Serbia. The minister had given the name of the Bulgarian guerilla soldier and his 
address in Sofia where the books were held. He asked the Duke use the Serbian 
Military Mission in Sofia to inform about this Jovan Tomic, the librarian of the 
National library. Tomic was the chairman of the Committee for the restitution 
of goods stolen from libraries and other educational institutions and was at 
that time in Sofia. On 15 April, the Chief Command informed the Head of the 
Military Mission Genelar Tucakovic on the order of minister Tomic to bring 
back to Serbia all the books found.33

The Return of the Stolen Church Bells 

Through the Military Mission of the Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes, 
and after a plea from the Mitropolite Dimitrije, the Chief Command undertook 
the necessary measures during March 1919, to find the church bells that the 
Austro-Hungarian army took while withdrawing from Serbia. The Committee 
determined on 19 March, that two church bells stolen from Serbia were in the 
"Weis" factory near Budapest. The Committee wrote a report about it and listed 
some more factories where stolen bells were kept. Due to the political changes 
in Hungary, the bells could not be returned to Serbia.34 

This issue was once again raised by Mitropolite Dimitrije during June 1919. 
The Head of the Military Command Headquarters replied to the Mitropoliteon 20 
June, and informed him that the Military Mission in Vienna received once more 
the instructions on continuance of the search for the stolen church bells.35

32 AMHI, Records 3, box 226, file 10, document 46/3.
33 AMHI, Records 3, box 171, file 10, document 17/18.
34 AMHI, Records 3, box 171, file 11, document 21/2.
35 AMHI, Records 3, box 171, file 11, document 21/2.
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Protection of the Historical Documentation and Archives

In the course of WWI, the Archive of the Serbian Army was constantly on the move 
and was taken care of, although it was a burden at the time of the retreat and while 
the Thessaloniki front battles were raging. Certain commanders requested that 
the Archive should be burnt, and their request was approved. However, the Chief 
Command was in favor of the Archive being transported, at the expense of the 
wounded officers, from the village of Lipljan to the town of Prizren in 1915.36 After 
arrival on the island of Corfu, on 21 February 1916, the Commander-in-chief of the 
Serbian Army issued The Guidance on Delivery of Archive documents. This guidance 
was complemented on 13 April 1916 and an Archive Commission was established. 
In that way 90% of the archived documents of the Serbian Army was collected 
and preserved, and are now stored in the Military Archive in Belgrade. After the 
war, further measures were undertaken for subsequent collecting and classifying 
of the archive documents on the Serbian Army. In 1919, the archived documents 
were transferred from Greece to Belgrade. The Ministry of Army and Navy sent the 
teams to search for the documents in the archive. The attachés were instructed 
to demand the return of the taken archive. They searched in Austria, Hungary 
and Bulgaria. The responses were negative due to the fact that the restitution of 
the archive documents was not regulated by any international convention. On 
1 March 1920, the preserved archive papers on the Serbian Army were divided 
into documents of historical importance by the order of the Minister of Army and 
Navy. They were delivered to the Historical Department of the Headquarters. The 
remaining documents, without any historical significance, were kept in the units.

During WWI, the Serbian Army found itself in situations where apart 
from fighting in battles, which was its primary role, it had to take care of and 
protect objects and buildings that presented cultural heritage. The Serbian 
Army protected the religious and cultural monuments both on the territory of 
Serbia and on the territories where it was engaged in battle. In the actions by 
the Serbian Army, consideration and care for the cultural monuments was felt, 
notwithstanding the national and religious background or the time when these 
objects were created. We may conclude that this attitude of the Serbian Army 
was influenced by the international conventions on this issue, but also by the fact 
that it was the Serbian Army who was the preserver of culture and spiritualism 
of the Serbian people. In the situation when, amidst the occupation of entire 
Serbia, the Serbian king and all members of the government were forced to flee 
from their state, the Serbian Army was nourishing the cultural and spiritual life 
of the Serbs during the harshest war years.

36 AMHI, Records 3, box. 51, file. 4, document 6/17.
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Conclusions

In October and November 1915, the attack of Austro-Hungarian, German and 
Bulgarian armies forced the Serbian Army to leave Serbia, marching through 
Montenegro and Albania. Owing to the Allied help, the Serbian Army found 
refuge on the Greek island of Corfu first, from January to May 1916, and 
afterwards on the Greek peninsula of Halkidiki. There, together with the Allied 
Forces, they participated in the battles at the Thessalonian front. Until the end 
of the war, the Serbian Army had no their state, and were compelled to get into 
combat actions and organize their whole logistic on the foreign territory.

Through force of circumstance the Serbian Army had to adapt to the new 
conditions. They made efforts to revive the national and religious custom, 
though they were on the Greek soil. On Sundays and public holidays, the 
military priests would hold service in church whenever the circumstances 
allowed. St Sava’s Church in Thessalonica and St George’s Church in Micra 
were mostly used by the military, as well as the synagogue in Thessalonica. The 
major Christian holidays, Christmas and Pascha, as well as major holidays of 
other religions professed in the Serbian Army (namely Muslims and Jews), were 
celebrated each war year, almost without an exception.

Additionally, the Serbian Army protected and took care of the cultural and 
religious monuments they would come across. Thus, while the Serbian Army 

Studenica Monastery (Rajko Bobot, ed., Jugoslavija, republike in pokrajine (Beograd, 1986), 134)
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were retreating from Serbia, the commander in chief of the Supreme Command 
Headquarters , on 15 December 1915, gave the order to the commander of the 
Third Army to "unconditionally prevent" any attempt of some commanders to 
accommodate the soldiers in the Muslim and Roman Catholic shrines in the 
Scadar district. The Supreme Command issued such an order in spite of the fact 
that the Serbian soldiers, who had been arriving into Scadar, were sleeping in 
the streets and fields in the suburbs. A special chapter is devoted to the attitude 
the Serbian Army had towards the tsarist sanctuary of the monastery of Hilandar 
on the peninsula of Aton. 

After Serbia had been liberated and the war had finished, the Serbian Army 
made efforts to regain the Serbian cultural goods sheltered from the warfare 
or plundered by the occupying authorities. In December 1918, the Army 
participated in bringing back the holy relics of St. King Prvovencani (first-
crowned) from the monastery of Ostrog (Montenegro) to the monastery of 
Studenica (Serbia). In March 1919, through their military mission in Vienna, 
the Supreme Command took all the necessary measures to find the church 
bells which the Austro-Hungarian Army had carried away on their retreat 
from Serbia. In April 1919, Duke Misic, Commander-in-chief of the Supreme 
Command, was informed that there was a great number of old books stolen 
from the Serbian monasteries and libraries during the war.

During WWI, the Serbian Army were in situation when they had to 
preserve and protect objects and buildings representing the cultural heritage. 
Accordingly, they were the inheritors of our cultural and religious heritage, 
but also protectors of all heritage, no matter what its national or religious 
origins are.

The paper is based on the documents of the Serbian Supreme Command 
and documents of certain commands of the Serbian Army, which are kept in 
the Military Archive in Belgrade. Was consulted as well as learned papers and 
monographs on WWI, which were published in Serbian language.
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Miljan Milkić

SRBSKA VOJSKA TER KULTURNA IN CERKVENA DEDIŠČINA 
V ČASU PRVE SVETOVNE VOJNE

POVZETEK

Napad avstroogrskih, nemških in bolgarskih sovražnih vojsk v oktobru in no-
vembru 1915 je prisilil srbsko vojsko, da zapusti Srbijo. Po pohodu skozi Črno 
Goro in Albanijo je vojska ob pomoči zaveznikov našla zatočišče na otoku Krfu, 
nato pa od maja 1916 na polotoku Halkidika, kjer se je skupaj z zavezniki bo-
jevala na Solunski fronti. Vojska je morala v času svojega bivanja in delovanja 
novim razmeram prilagoditi tudi delovanje na kulturnem in cerkvenem podro-
čju. Tako so vojaški kurati ob nedeljah in praznikih vodili svete maše v cerkvi 
Svetega Save v Solunu in cerkvi Svetega Gerorgija v mestu Micra. V času umika 
iz Srbije je bilo v posebnem povelju Vrhovnega štaba srbske vojske z dne 15. de-
cembra 1915 posebej zapovedano brezpogojno varovanje kulturne dediščine 
na območju njihovega umika in bivanja. Ob koncu vojne in ob povratku domov 
je vojska pomagala pri vrnitvi posameznih spomenikov kulturne dediščine na 
njihove sedeže. Tako so decembra 1918 pomagali pri vrnitvi relikvij Štefana Pr-
vovenčanega iz samostana Ostrog v Črni Gori nazaj v samostan Studenica. Prav 
tako so si prizadevali, da bi iz Avstrije dobili vnjene cerkvene zvonove in knjige, 
ki jih je avstroogrska vojska zasegla v času okupacije.
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Introduction

Four old Empires disappeared from the historical scene after World War I had 
ended – Germany, Russia, Austria-Hungary and the Ottoman Empire. New na-
tion-states were built upon their ruins. Wars were being waged and revolutions 
were breaking out on the outskirts of Europe. The spirit of the Great October 
could be felt everywhere.

After Peace agreements had been signed with the defeated states, some of 
them, such as Hungary and Bulgaria, suffered significant losses in terms of ter-
ritory. On the other side, the victors had to consolidate their ranks, seize new 
borders and continue rounding off their states and building their institutions.

The newly founded Kingdom of Serbians, Croats and Slovenes represent-
ed a typical example of such a new state. Different traditions and cultural and 
political frameworks intertwined, with a lot of antagonism to be laid to rest, 
especially religious and national. As for the borders, the only relatively safe and 
established borderline was the one with Greece. All other borderlines, with for-
mer enemies such as Bulgaria, Hungary and Austria, as well as former allies and 
neutral countries like Italy, Romania and Albania were yet to be determined.

Southern portions of the kingdom were especially sensitive areas: Mace-
donia, Sandžak, Kosovo and Metohija, having represented parts of the Turkish 
Empire up to 1912. These areas were typified by economic underdevelopment, 
cultural backwardness, national and religious antagonism. The aftermath of 
the three military conflicts, the Austro-Hungarian and Bulgarian occupation, as 
well as those of several epidemics, were especially painful.

The Yugoslav-Bulgarian border was the subject of the Neuilly peace treaty, 
while the establishment of the new Yugoslav-Albanian border became part of a 
complex international diplomatic and military problem. The newly established 
army of the Kingdom of Serbians, Croats and Slovenes (Kingdom of SHS) was 
an important factor in both cases, being forced to operate in an extremely dif-
ficult and complex situation. In addition to the damaged road and railroad 
communications and infrastructure in general, the officers and soldiers of the 
Third Army Region, along with the Gendarmerie, had to contend with the Alba-
nian "Kachak" rebellion and the renewed incursions by the Bulgarian Komits – 
members of the Internal Macedonian Revolutionary Organization (VMRO). At 
the same time they had to seize new border lines thus implementing the provi-
sions of the peace accords, securing better strategic positions for their country. 
These activities were to be conducted under the auspices and control of the 
Great Powers.
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The Case of Strumica

Having taken part in World War I on the side of the Central Powers and hav-
ing suffered defeat, Bulgaria could expect a new loss of territories. The primary 
idea of the delegation of the Kingdom of SHS at the Paris Conference was to 
seize strategic points during the establishment of new borders in order to pre-
vent Bulgaria from jeopardizing the vital communications on the Belgrade–
Niš–Skopje–Thessaloniki line, passing through the Morava-Vardar valley.1 One 
area of special interest for the Kingdom of SHS was the Strumica region. The 
Kingdom of SHS had been granted the right to occupy the Strumica region 
before the peace agreement was signed. Strumica is located in a fertile valley 
between the mountains of Ogražden in the North and Belasica in the South, 
at the intersection of roads to Đevđelija and Valdanov in the West and Petrič 
in the East, and from there on towards Seres and Kilkilis in the South and Sofia 
in the North. The city is thus at the meeting point of the borders of Greece, 
Bulgaria and Yugoslavia and from a military standpoint it is considered to be in 
an extremely favorable position for activities directed towards Greece and Bul-
garia. With its reallocation to the Kingdom of SHS, VMRO had lost an impor-
tant base of operations leaving its most important center in the south – Petrič 
– extremely endangered. The seizing of Strumica at that point in time would 
have eliminated the threat to the Skopje–Thessaloniki road and railroad. The 
climate in the Strumica region is mild and favorable for raising Mediterranean 
plants. The population of the town was mixed, with a Christian majority, while 
the surrounding villages were nationally and religiously homogenous.

The sentiment of the local population was important for the regulation of 
the status of the region. The population was in a specific position between the 
departing Bulgarian authorities, the allied military forces that did not take much 
part in local affairs and the imminent establishment of new, Serbian authorities 
at an undefined time in the future. The key issue for the population of the region 
was – how the Serbian authorities would treat them?2 The local allied command-
ers considered that the people of Strumica could easily be won over upon estab-
lishing Serbianian governance by: providing sufficient foodstuffs, treating them 
in a stern yet righteous manner, and eliminating the "chief dissenters."3 

There were numerous problems in the functioning of the allied East Army 
during 1919. The situation across the Balkans was tense, the former allies Serbi-

1 Čedomir Popov, Od Versaja do Danciga (Beograd, 1976), 136 (hereinafter: Popov, Od Versaja do 
Danciga).

2 Dmitar Tasić, Rat poslije rata. Vojska Kraljevine Srba, Hrvata i Slovenaca na Kosovu iu Makedoniji 
1918–1920 (Beograd, 2008), 325 (hereinafter: Tasić, Rat poslije rata).

3 Tasić, Rat poslije rata, 329.
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ania and Italy were in a conflict, the aspirations of both losers and victors were 
being stirred up, the Greek adventure in Asia Minor began, the "spirit" of Red Oc-
tober could be felt, the borders were unregulated, and Bulgaria was to be dis-
armed. In simpler terms, there wasn’t enough military for all the crisis spots. The 
core of the problem was the fact that the decision of the Paris Peace Confer-
ence on the occupation of the Strumica region was to be implemented by the 
allied East Army commander General Franchet d’Esperey because, nominally, he 
was still in command of the allied forces in the region. Since his command had 
been engaged in establishing and maintaining peace in Albania, Kingdom of SHS, 
Hungary, Bulgaria and Turkey, everyone was waiting for Strumica to get its turn. 
However, the waiting created a specific vacuum with members of VMRO greatly 
renewing their presence in the field, while the authorities of the Kingdom did not 
dare and could not initiate more decisive actions because the Serbianian army, 
small, tired and spent, was fully dependent on allied aid in all aspects. Still, there 
were positive developments come end September. General Pešić, a delegate in 
Paris, sent a note that General d’Esperey, who was to visit Belgrade on 1 October 
had expressed a desire for the Serbianian forces to seize the Strumica region. As 
time went by, preparations were becoming more serious. General d’Esperey an-
nounced the imminent occupation of the Strumica region on 6 October. The 
approximate term for the occupation was 15 October. As per the provisions of 
the truce with Bulgaria, the commander of the East Army had the right to occupy 
the Strumica region with allied forces regardless of who the forces were, without 
waiting for peace with Bulgaria to be signed. The French contingent was to be 
withdrawn from Strumica on that occasion. The commander of the Third Army 
Region was to assign an officer to be the member of a mixed commission, along 
with a French and a Bulgarian officer defining the route of the border line dur-
ing preparations for the occupation.4 After the borderline had been regulated, 
the troops would enter and seize the region. Since the order was given on 14 
October, there was a delay regarding the planned timetable at the very outset. 
The French Major Melanden and the Bulgarian Major Todorov were part of the 
commission for tracing the border line, along with Major Aleksandar Stojanović. 
Poor topographic maps were causing them major problems in their work, so they 
had to correct errors in terms of toponyms before they would begin every day. 
Stojanović noticed that the French Major was showing sympathy for the Bulgar-
ians. Stojanović confirmed prior reports on the departure of pro-Bulgarian ele-
ments from the town. Apart from mobile assets, cattle were also taken away with 
the help of the Bulgarian army. The rest of the population awaited the arrival of 

4 The Archive of the Military History Institute Belgrade (AMHI) p. 4/3, k. 57, f. 4, d. 7/14, Order of the 
Minister of Army and Navy to the Commander of the Third Army Region, ord. nr. 39 182 of 14. 10. 
1919.
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Serbianian forces hoping for order to be enforced and better supplies to be pro-
vided, because lacking and high prices reigned. Major Stojanović reiterated the 
previously noted recommendations on the need for the Serbian forces to bring 
large quantities of flour, sugar, salt, gas, tobacco, cooking oil, coffee and, interest-
ingly, matches. As per the positive attitude of the local population towards the 
impending occupation, it was interesting to note that in Strumica Serbian pa-
per money and coins were highly priced.5 Stojanović also noted that there were 
around 60 to 65 thousand people in the Strumica region, with around 9000 in 
the town itself.6

The following forces were envisaged for the occupation of the Strumica 
region:

Four infantry battalions,•	
Three mounted squadrons, a company of border guards and•	
Artillery units.•	

Contrary to this, general d’Esperey considered the forces of a single battal-
ion, mounted squadron and battery to be sufficient for the occupation. A small-

5 AMHI, p. 4/3, k. 57, f. 4, d. 7/32, Report of the Delegate for Drawing the Border to the Commander of 
the Strumica Occupation Detachment (w/o number) of 26. 10. 1919.

6 AMHI, p. 4/3, k. 57, f. 4, d. 7/28, Report of the Commander of the Third Army Region to the Minister 
of the Army and Navy, rep. nr. 5596 of 27. 10. 1919.

Building of Kosovo division Headquarters (Dmitar Tasić, Rat poslje rata (Beograd, 2008))
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er gendarmerie squad was also prepared. The Bulgarian forces only withdrew 
in early November.

Finally, on 16 November at 12:00 hours, the Strumica Occupation Detach-
ment ceremoniously entered town, awaited by the people and local authorities.7 
The force was placed under the command of General Claudel, the commander 
of allied forces in Bulgaria. A squad of gendarmerie had arrived in Strumica the 
following day, around 15:00 hours. The French refused to acknowledge the 
new municipal authorities, chosen by the people on a General Assembly on 18 
November. General Claudel gave the order that only two infantry battalions 
and a single mounted squadron remain in Strumica, and on 23 November, the 
other units were returned to their garrisons. The commander of the Strumica 
Dccupation Detachment, Lieutenant-colonel Mišković, received invitation for 
a trip to Sofia in early January 1920. General Claudel wanted to meet him be-
fore moving on to his new duties. Mišković claimed the meeting to be amicable 
and successful. General Claudel had specially commended the Serbian troops 
and their officers for their orderly and peaceful conduct during the occupation, 
which was, in his words, entirely unlike similar operations by the Romanians 
in Dobruja and Greeks in Thrace. The Serbian officers were decorated by the 
French decoration of the War Cross with a Palm on that occasion.8

The Case of Caribrod and Bosiljgrad

The provisions of the Neuilly peace treaty made the towns of Caribrod and 
Bosiljgrad part of the Kingdom of SHS.9 As was the case with Strumica one year 
earlier, intense propaganda pressure was exerted on the local population. It 
was insisted upon that "ethnic" Bulgarians from the territories of Macedonia, 
Dobruja, Thrace and especially Caribrod and Bosiljgrad leave those areas and 
immigrate to Bulgaria. An earlier plan on the allied armed actions against Bul-
garia in case it refused to accept the Peace Accord was used as a basis for the 
plan of occupation for Caribrod and Bosiljgrad.10 By spring 1920, the situation 

7 Tasić, Rat poslije rata, 345.
8 AMHI, p. 4/3, k. 63, f. 5, d. 3/2, Report of the Commander of the Strumica Region to the Commander 

of the Third Army Region, rep. nr. 579 of 18. 1. 1920.
9 Popov, Od Versaja do Danciga, 136.
10 Order of the Minister of the Army and Navy, ord. nr. 31 422 of 23 July 1919. Four groups were envis-

aged, as per the potential directions for advance, Pirotska (III Infantry Regiment and the Morava 
Howitzer Division), Niška (Morava mounted squadron and the Morava Mountain Artillery Regiment), 
Krivopalanačka (1. Battalion of the XXX Infantry Regiment and one howitzer battery of the Yugoslav 
Division), Štipska (three companies of the 2nd Battalion of the XXIII Infantry Regiment, 3rd Battalion 
of the XXVIII Infantry Regiment and the 5th Field Battery of the Yugoslav Division). These forces were 
under the command of the Third Army Region for supplies.
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in the Caribrod region was merely observed, with the occupation plan being 
drafted and approved during the month of May of the same year.

The local authorities alerted the population on the impending arrival of the 
troops of the Kingdom of SHS in early May. The male population had not had 
their weapons and military equipment taken away in this case, as had been the 
case in Strumica the previous year. It was presumed that the aim was to have 
the population initiate an uprising upon the arrival of the Yugoslav troops, thus 
turning the attention of the Peace Conference to this area. The uprising was not 
considered likely to happen due to the great dissatisfaction the local population 
felt with the Bulgarian authorities, but it was felt that a widespread disarmament 
action should be initiated immediately upon arrival.11 However, since the entry 
of Yugoslav troops was delayed further, various speculations on the final status of 
the region continued. Bulgarian propaganda was skillful in exploiting this delay. 
At the same time, the local population was economically exploited to the maxi-
mum. News were spread that unless the Bulgarian state was paid taxes for three 
years in advance the peasants would be unable to obtain deeds to the land, and 
lacking deeds the Serbian authorities would take away their property. Likewise, 

11 AMHI, p. 4/3, k. 63, f. 5, d. 3/11, Report of the Command of the Border Troops to the Command of the 
Third Army Region, rep. nr. 2 of 6. 5. 1920.

Celebration of the liberation of Vranje (Dmitar Tasić, Rat poslje rata (Beograd, 2008))
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a large livestock tax was introduced. The population started to turn towards the 
commissioners of the Kingdom of SHS for advice, who advised them not to give 
in to pressure. A decision was made that the occupation would not be initiated 
until the international commission determined the border lines.

Somewhat later, on 16  and 17 September, peasants from the Bulgarian ter-
ritory made it known that the Bulgarian ministers had held meetings on 28 and 
31 August in Klisura and in Caribrod respectively, where they appealed to the 
local population to accept the arrival of the Serbian army and the occupation 
peacefully. 

The Serbian soldiers and Serbian civil authorities are good and they shall not 
harm those that do not rebel /…/ We shall soon be in eternal alliance with the 
Serbians, we shall be one people, so fighting between the two peoples that are 
brothers in faith and blood shall be out of the question. We shall never again die 
in vain as our leaders have asked of us so far. 

One of the ministers further declared: 

That he had tried for the Serbians not to occupy the Caribrod region, but it must 
be occupied, since greater powers have awarded it; the people are not to rebel 
and run away from their homes, since this concession shall only be for a short 
time. The Bulgarian government shall ask of the Serbian government and they 
shall cede Caribrod and its surroundings to Bulgaria again, along with all the 
lands ceded by Bulgaria to Serbiania.12 

At that point, despite resistance, the course of making peace with the 
neighbors and accepting the peace provisions was prevalent on the Bulgarian 
political scene. The bearers of this policy, representatives of the Agricultural al-
liance and their president, the Bulgarian Prime Minister Aleksandar Stamboli-
jski, came into direct conflict with their political opponents – the Bulgarian 
politicians using their positions in unofficial power centers, especially the army, 
attempting to realize their aspirations.13 

Bulgarian officials requested membership in the League of Nations on 4 
November during preparations for the occupation. At the time, the Interna-

12 AMHI, p. 4/3, k. 58, f. 8, d. 6/98 pages 1 and 2, Reports of the Command of the Border Troops and the 
Command of the Morava Division Region to the Command of the Third Army Region, rep. nr. 1215 
of 19. 9. 1920 and rep. nr. 4621 of 20. 9. 1920. Forwarded Reports of the 5th Subdivision of the Border 
Troops rep. nr. 97 of 16. and 17. 9. 1920.

13 Dmitar Tasić, "Prisajedinjenje Caribroda i Bosiljegrada Kraljevini SHS 1920 godine," Tokovi istorije, 
No. 3 (2007): 126 (hereinafter: Tasić, "Prisajedinjenje Caribroda i Bosiljegrada Kraljevini SHS 1920 
godine").
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tional Commission for Drafting the International Border still had not finished 
working.14 The Bulgarian mission in Belgrade requested that the occupations 
of Caribrod and Bosiljgrad be postponed while the international border com-
mission determined the definitive new border line. The cause for this was said 
to be that partial occupation and incremental seizure of the border are causing 
panic with the local population. The request was denied with the explanation 
that the government of the Kingdom of SHS had already ordered the occupa-
tion to commence and that the Bulgarian government and the international 
commission had already been informed about this, with the stand that occupa-
tion was the best way "to maintain normal border relations." The commander 
of the Third Army Region gave the order for the preparations to be performed 
and the planning of the occupation to be executed. 

14 Vasil Vasilev, Pravitelstvo na BZNS, VMRO i Blgaro-Jugoslavskite otnošenije (Sofija, 1991), 42.

Group of the VMRO ko-
mites (guerillas) (Dmi- 
tar Tasić, Rat poslje rata 
(Beograd, 2008))
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The following forces were envisaged for the occupation:
Six infantry battalions,•	
Four mounted squadrons,•	
Three border guard companies and•	
Artillery units.•	

The tasks of the detachment had been determined earlier: in the initial 
phase the seizing of the region with troops was to be performed, upon which 
the border guard companies were to seize the new border line. The commander 
of the Third Army Region insisted that any sort of abuse or violence towards the 
local population to be prevented. The occupation of Caribrod was executed on 
6 November in a peaceful and orderly fashion. The local population was afraid, 
but, in accordance with reports by the Caribrod detachment commander, 400 
refugees had returned on the second day of occupation.15 The leading Belgrade 
daily newspaper Politika dedicated its editorial to the entry of Yugoslav forces 
in Caribrod. Joy was expressed, in a celebratory tone, on the fact that the Yu-
goslav colours was hoisted "within reach of Sofia," as well as hope that the Do-
bropolje battle had been the last battle between Bulgarians and Serbians. The 
army entered Caribrod in the early morning hours. Parts of it had seized the 
new borderline, while the ceremonial surrender of the town was conducted 
upon the arrival of the Principal of the Pirot County at 9 o’clock in the morn-
ing.16 On 24 November, the local commander had already reported that the oc-
cupation of Bosiljgrad was complete and that the population was still in favor 
of Bulgaria, but was remaining amenable.17

The Case of the Township of Podgradec at the Albanian Border

Unlike the previous two examples, the Yugoslav military and civilian authorities 
operated independently, often times even in secret, at the Yugoslav-Albanian 
border, with the goal of providing favorable positions for the Yugoslav state 
in the Albanian issue. They had helped the Albanian leader Esad-Pasha Toptani 
whose supporters, with the aid of Yugoslav money and organization, were en-
gaged as part of special units, the so-called Organized Arnaut battalions. Op-
erations in northern Albania, in the region around Debar and Podgradec, rep-
resented typical military and political actions. Unlike regular war operations, 

15 Tasić, "Prisajedinjenje Caribroda i Bosiljegrada Kraljevini SHS 1920 godine": 129.
16 "Caribrod i Bosilegrad" and "Ulazak u Caribrod", Politika, 7 November 1920, 1.
17 AMHI, p. 4/3, k. 63, f. 5, d. 7/48, Reports of the Command of the Morava Division Region to the 

Command of the Third Army Region, rep. nr. 7739 of 24. 11. 1920.
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in this case, the true power of the assets engaged was not as important and it 
required the support of extraordinary diplomatic capabilities and knowledge 
of the local environment and the circumstances present.

Duke Asparuh Vankov 
(Dmitar Tasić,  Rat 
poslje rata (Beograd, 
2008))
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The regulation of border issues and the establishment of a new border be-
tween the Kingdom of SHS and Bulgaria was a matter of accord between two 
sovereign states. At the Albanian border, or as it was then called – the border 
frontlines, the situation was significantly different. Albania shared very little 
semblance with anything that might be called an organized state. It was typi-
fied by unregulated border issues with its neighbors, the aggressive approach 
of Italy, internal disputes and lack of unity. It was the interest of the Kingdom 
of SHS to provide favorable positions for itself through active work in the dip-
lomatic field – at the Peace Conference, as well as in the military field – on 
location. One of those locations was the basin of the Ohrid Lake. The towns 
of Podgradec, Struga and Ohrid were located on the shores of the lake. The 
tendencies of southern and eastern shores towards Albania could be altered by 
taking the township of Podgradec located at the southwest shore of the lake. 
Seizing it, the entire lake and its extremely rich natural resources would be-
long to the Kingdom of SHS. 18 The evacuation of the French was expected in 
1919, which was to be followed by the swift action of occupying Podgradec. 
However, unlike seizing the Strumica region which had all the hallmarks of a 
carefully planned and coordinated action of allied forces, regulated through 
previous arrangements and peace accords, the seizing of Podgradec was to be 
a swift and covert military action to demonstrate the power and determination 
of the Kingdom of SHS, which would thus not be sanctioned, but accepted as 
a fait accompli.19

Two battalions and one mountain battery were to be used for the occupa-
tion. The advance towards Podgradec was to be along the lakeshore from two 
directions – from Sveti Naum from the south and from the village of Lina from 
the north. The positions of the Podgradec occupation forces had been set up in 
September 1919. The troops were reinforced in the meantime, so that one bat-
talion with six machineguns, two mountain cannons and one 37-millimeter 
cannon was tasked with advancing from Sveti Naum. while Other half of the 
forces of the second battalion and two mountain cannons were to advance 
from the village Lin, using the other half and two mountain cannons to close 
off the Elbasan-Struga line. The request that another battalion, as reserves, be 
sent to Ohrid was also met.20 The forces were distributed thus because Alba-
nian, Albanian-Italian and French armed resistance was expected. Army repre-
sentatives insisted that the action be executed in a brief period of time because 
forces in the interior and at the Bulgarian and Albanian border were weakened. 

18 Tasić, Rat poslije rata, 368–369.
19 Ibid., 370.
20 Dragoljub Dimić and Đorđe Borozan, ed., Jugoslovenska država i Albanci (Beograd, 1998), tom I, 

522.
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The instructions for the occupation of Podgradec were down to a need for 
swift and decisive action requiring a justification, such as the departure of the 
French army, suspicious persons roaming, the forming of incursion units, ter-
ror over the population, calls for establishing order by the local population, etc. 
The Principal of the Ohrid County and the commander of the Bitolj division 
region were given broad authorization allowing them to react on a moment’s 
notice if any of the reasons given were to occur. Delivering later reports on ev-
erything they might do was deemed sufficient. 21

The Albanians in Podgradec were mostly inclined towards joining Albania, 
Italian authorities were the second acceptable option, and the Serbians were a 
third, while Greece was entirely unacceptable.

* * *

In the following months, none of the changes that might initiate occupation 
had occurred in the Podgradec region, even though security was getting worse 
from day to day. Resistance was growing towards Italian, or any other foreign 
presence in Albania. Despite their intentions guided by care for state interests, 
the army could not maintain an occupational force in a state of readiness in 
perpetuity, despite its minimal size. Namely, the chronic lack of military and 
gendarmerie forces on the territories of Macedonia and Kosovo and Metohija 
demanded the continuous engagement of all the men from the Third Army 
Region. The crises occurring across its region of responsibility, as well as the 
gradual establishment of the borders of the Kingdom of SHS turned attention 
away from Podgradec and the Ohrid Lake basin towards other hotspots.

Several more months had passed while the situation was monitored and 
after Albania was accepted into the League of Nations on 17 December 1920, 
the issue of its borders started to be resolved in other ways. The League of Na-
tions turned the issue of borders over to the Conference of Ambassadors of 
Great Britain, France, USA, Italy and Japan the following year. On 9 November 
1921, the sovereignty of Albania with its 1913 borders was granted, with minor 
changes to the benefit of the Kingdom of SHS. Thus, the regions of Debar, Priz-
ren and Kastrat were awarded to the Kingdom of SHS, while the village of Lin 
on the Ohrid Lake, along with Podgradec, was given to Albania.22 Thus the issue 
of the Yugoslav seizing of the entire Ohrid Lake basin was resolved.

All three actions showed that their principal, the army of the Kingdom of 

21 AMHI, k. 56, f. 6, d. 2/80, Orders of the Command of the Third Army Region to the Commander of the 
Bitolj Division Region and the Principal of the Ohrid County, ord. nr. 4686 of 3. 9. 1919. 

22 Đorđe Borozan, Velika Albanija-porijeklo, ideje, praksa, VII VJ (Beograd, 1995), 88–89.
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SHS, or more precisely the Third Army Region, was up to the task despite the 
harsh conditions in which it operated. Taking into consideration similar ac-
tions and the situation present in Slovenia, Croatia, Vojvodina and Montenegro 
for the army of the Kingdom of SHS – the specific mix of Serbian and Montene-
grin veterans, Yugoslav volunteers and former Austro-Hungarian soldiers, the 
first post-war years were filled with challenges and uncertainty. 

Dmitar Tasić

VOJSKA KRALJEVINE SRBOV, HRVATOV IN SLOVENCEV V BOJIH ZA 
NOVE MEJE 1919–1920: PRIMER STARE IN JUŽNE SRBIJE  

POVZETEK

Po koncu prve svetovne vojne je veliko starih velesil razpadlo in nastale so nove 
države, ki so se soočale s številnimi težavami. Tudi novonastala Kraljevina Srbov, 
Hrvatov in Slovencev (SHS) se je soočala s političnimi in nacionalnimi antago-
nizmi ter različnimi tradicijami ter kulturnimi in verskimi nasprotji med posa-
meznimi narodi. Novonastala država se je soočala tudi s problemom določe-
vanja svojih meja. Edina stabilna in določena meja kraljevine SHS je bila meja z 
Grčijo, medtem ko vse ostale meje z bivšimi nasprotnicami Avstrijo, Madžarsko 
in Bolgarijo ter nekdanjimi zaveznicami ali nevtralnimi državami kot Italijo, 
Romunijo, Albanijo še vedno niso bile določene. Še posebej občutljivo je bilo 
območje Makedonije, Sandžaka, Kosova in Metohije, saj so ta območja spadala 
do leta 1912 v Otomanski imperij. Jugoslovansko-grška meja je bila določe-
na po Bukareškem miru 1913, jugoslovansko-bolgarska meja pa je bila stvar 
sporazuma v Neuiliyju. Problematična je bila tudi meja z Albanijo, ki je postala 
kompleksen mednarodni diplomatski problem. V obeh primerih določevanja 
meja z Bolgarijo in Albanijo je pomembno vlogo igrala tudi vojska SHS. Pri do-
ločevanju meje z Bolgarijo so postala problematična območja okoli Strumice, 
Bosiljgrada in Caribroda ter pri določevanju meje z Albanijo njen severni del 
okoli Debarja in Podgradca. Za razliko od klasičnih vojaških operacij je bila de-
janska vojaška moč manj pomembna kot diplomatska veščina in poznavanje 
lokalnega okolja.
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The archival sources concerning the warfare in Poland are stored: in The Central 
Military Archive, in the Special Collection Workshop of the Military Bureau of 
Historical Research in Warsaw, in the Archive of the Polish Institute and Sikor-
ski Museum in London, Joseph Pilsudski Institute in London and New York as 
well as in the Russian State Military Archive in Moscow including mainly two 
sections: 35084 – the Ukrainian Front and 35086 – the Belarusian Front, and 
in the German Military Archive.

The warfare in Poland in 1939 being the first stage of the Second World 
War enjoyed many scientific and other publications. However, for many years 
scarce number of archival documents available and limitations imposed by 
the censorship made it impossible for many researchers to analyze them in 
regard with the eastern Poland. In 1995 the first issue of the book by Ryszard 
Szawłowski1 came out followed three years later by the historical military sta-
diums by Czesław Grzelak2 as well as by the works of Lech Wyszczelski3, Kaz-
imierz Pindel4 and Wojciech Włodarkiewicz5. Also three volume edition of the 
sources in The Soviet aggression against Poland in documents6 is helpful in sci-
entific cognition of the subject.

* * *

The second half of the 1930s saw increasing war threat resulting from German 
policy, which began outwardly breaking the provisions of the Peace Confer-
ence in Paris in July 1919.7 At that time the valuable information concerning 
German war preparations was delivered to the Polish by military attaché of the 
Polish Embassy Lt Col Antoni Szymański. The Polish chief military authorities 

1 Ryszard Szawłowski, Wojna polsko-sowiecka 1939, vol. 1, 2 (Warsaw, 1995).
2 Czesław Grzelak, Kresy w czerwieni. Agresja Związku Sowieckiego na Polskę w 1939 roku (Warsaw, 

1998, 2000) (hereinafter: Grzelak, Kresy w czerwieni); Czesław Grzelak, Dziennik sowieckiej 
agresji. Wrzesień 1939 (Warsaw, 1994); Czesław Grzelak, ed., Dziennik działań bojowych Frontu 
Białoruskiego we wrześniu 1939 (Warsaw, 1998) (hereinafter: Grzelak, Dziennik działań bojowych 
Frontu Białoruskiego).

3 Lech Wyszczelski, "Polityczno-militarny bilans polskiego września 1939 roku," in Andrzej Felchner, 
ed., Polski wrzesień na dwa fronty. Materiały z międzynarodowej konferencji naukowej (Piotrków 
Trybunalski, 1999) (hereinafter: Wyszczelski, "Polityczno-militarny bilans polskiego września 1939 
roku"). 

4 Kazimierz Pindel, Polska Południowa w systemie obronnym Drugiej Rzeczypospolitej (Siedlce, 2001). 
5 Wojciech Włodarkiewicz, Przedmoście rumuńskie 1939 [Romanian Fore-bridge 1939] (Warsaw, 

2001) (hereinafter: Włodarkiewicz, Przedmoście rumuńskie 1939); Wojciech Włodarkiewicz, Lwów 
1939 (Warsaw, 2003) (hereinafter: Włodarkiewicz, Lwów 1939).

6 The Soviet aggression against Poland (Warsaw, 1994, 1995, 1996).
7 Aleksander Woźny, Niemieckie przygotowania do wojny z Polską w ocenach polskich naczelnych 

władz wojskowych w latach 1933–1939 [Nazi Germany preparations for war with Poland in the light 
of estimation of the Polish Supreme military authorities in 1933–1939] (Warsaw, 2000), 79–140.   
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was also in possession of information about rapid development of military po-
tential in the Soviet Union: the Red Army was undertaking technological mod-
ernization and quantity development.8 The strategic position of Poland was 
worsened due to increasing disproportion between Polish military potential 
and prospective opponents, increased threat of modern military means which 
included tank weapon and air forces following their rapid development in Ger-
many and in the Soviet Union.

Polish operational plan consisted of: the basic operational plan, the gen-
eral scheme of warfare and general outline of carrying it out as well as detailed 
plans. According to the chief of the General Staff of the Polish Army Major Gen-
eral Wacław Stachiewicz: 

8 Wojciech Włodarkiewicz, Przed 17 września 1939 roku. Radzieckie zagrożenie Rzeczypospolitej 
w ocenach polskich naczelnych władz wojskowych 1921–1939 [Before 17 September. Soviet 
threat to the Polish Republic in opinions of the Polish Chief Military Authorities 1939] (Warsaw, 
2002), 191–228 (hereinafter: Włodarkiewicz, Before 17 September); Wojciech Włodarkiewicz, ed., 
Wrzesień,1939. Radzieckie zagrożenie Rzeczypospolitej Polskiej w dokumentach, relacjach i wspo-
mnieniach [September 1939. Soviet threat to the Polish Republic in documents, reports and memoirs] 
(Warsaw, 2005).        

In the attack on Po-
land the German and 
Soviet units closely co- 
llaborate (Janusz Pie-
kalkiewicz, Druga sve- 
tovna vojna (Ljublja-
na, 1996), 116)
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In the face of a war against Russia we could only depend – at least in the first, 
undetermined phase – only on our own and weak Romanian forces, which were 
not enough to win through defeating the enemy, and we were not even able to 
resist a la lonque outnumbering forces. The defence ought to be led at the most 
actively to prevent the enemy from seizing vital warfare areas and bring the pos-
sible biggest loses on him, breaking him in parts and create a situation in which 
continuing warfare would be too costly and risky, involving his sources in the 
long run and pose the threat of spreading a conflict. Only this way could we de-
stroy the enemy’s attempts to win.9

The political – strategic assumptions of the eastern plan involved waging 
a defence warfare against the Soviet Union along with cooperation with allied 
Romania as well as material aid of the western powers with the means of five 
armies representing the first resistance (defence) and two reserve armies. After 
bringing the enemy to a halt and bleeding him out, it was intended to carry out 
counterattacks by the means of reserve forces in the north or south of Polesie, 

9 Wacław Stachiewicz, Wierności dochować żołnierskiej. Przygotowania wojenne w Polsce 1935–1939 
w relacjach i rozważaniach szefa Sztabu Głównego i szefa Sztabu Naczelnego Wodza (Warsaw, 1998), 
370. 

The Soviet soldiers cross the border and come behind the Polish troops (Janusz Piekalkiewicz, Druga 
svetovna vojna (Ljubljana, 1996), 118)
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operation on internal lines, each time mobilising majority of troop against the 
smaller enemy’s units. Working on the plan was completed in February 1939 
under revised political and military circumstances, caused by rapid raise of Ger-
man threat.10

1 September 1939 was the beginning of the German aggression against Po-
land. The Polish Army fiercely fighting retreated to the East and South-East. On 
the 16th day of the war it was still half of its number. In the reserve centres over 
200 thousand troops were being trained for the fight but they lacked regular 
armour and sufficient number of officers.11

After evacuation from Warsaw the state authorities were staying at the Ro-
manian border: President Ignacy Mościcki at Załucze near Śniatyń, the govern-
ment in the area of Kosow Huculski and Foreign Minister Józef Beck in Kuty. 
The assessment of the situation showed the possibility of resistance on the Ro-
manian border. That assessment was influenced by the success of the military 
group under command of gen. Kazimierz Sosnkowski near Jaworów – break-
ing the siege and destroying regiment SS "Germania", as well as slowing down 
the attack of the enemy's tanks due to the fuel shortages.12

The Soviet Union's aggression against Poland began on 17 September at 
5 a.m. Moscow Time or 3 a.m. Central European Time. The Frontier Defence 
Corps (KOP) gave the resistance.13 The aggression was a shock to the High 
Command of Polish Army and the government since the Red Army concentra-
tion over the border was mistakenly seen as defensive steps taken by The So-
viet Union. Polish intelligence did not inform the state and military authorities 
about the fact.14

The Russian attack came as a surprise to Polish authorities due to a few fac-
tors: the military intelligence in consequence of evacuation and being divided 
into two components worked less efficiently, and at the time the first reports 
of the Red Army's mobilisation and operational transports to the Polish border 
began to accumulate. Chief of the Second Department by the Chief Staff of the 
Polish Army Trained Col Marian Smoleński holding the position shortly and 
lacking necessary experience, did not notify Marshal Śmigły Rydz for fear of 
unnecessary alarm.

10 Archive of the Polish Institute and Museum of Władysław Sikorski in London, B. I .7a, 64–65; Piotr 
Stawecki, ed., Zarys dziejów wojskowości polskiej w latach 1864–1939 (Warsaw, 1990), 612–613. 

11 Eugeniusz Kozłowski, "Końcowy okres wojny obronnej Polski (17. 09.–6. 10. 1939)," Wojskowy 
Przegląd Historyczny, No. 3 (1989): 191–192. 

12 Polskie Siły Zbrojne w drugiej wojnie światowej, vol. I Kampania wrześniowa, part 4 (London, 1986), 
461–462 (hereinafter: Polskie Siły Zbrojne vol. I, part 4).  

13 Archive of the Polish Institute and Sikorski Museum in London, B. I. 96/A, card 7, Wilhelm Orlik-
Ruckeman, Maj. Gen., commander The Frontier Defence Corps, Report.   

14 Andrzej Pepłoński, Wywiad polski na ZSRR 1921–1939 (Warsaw, 1996), 332–335.
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Another reason was Marshal Śmigły's drive to concentrate all the forces on 
the West front so as to prolong the defence and wait up until western allies 
mount an offensive. Colonel Smoleński's fears concerning informing the High 
Command about the possibility of The Soviet Union's aggression were in ac-
cordance with Marshal Śmigły's concept of further war activities as well as The 
Foreign Ministry and Minister Józef Beck's assumptions of the lack of the threat 
from this country.15

The Soviet Union's aggression made it impossible to wage the defence war 
on a strategic scale and disorganised the front against Nazi Germany as well 
as interrupted Polish defensive preparation in Romanian Fore-bridge. What is 
more it also limited the scale and time of evacuation of fighting troops and 
reserves to Romania and Hungary. The aggression forced the highest Polish au-
thorities to make a decision, but the state of war with the Soviet Union wasn’t 
declared. The directive of the Commander-in-Chief said: 

The Soviets invaded. I command general retreat to Romania and Hungary as soon 
as possible. Don not fight against the Bolsheviks unless their attack or an attempt 
to disarm a unit. The task of Warsaw and towns which were supposed to resist – 
unchanged. The towns facing advancement of the Bolsheviks should take up ne-
gotiations concerning the retreat of the military units to Hungary and Romania.16 

The Polish Government crossed the Romanian border in the area between 
Kuty and Wyżnica, Marshal Śmigły-Rydz with Staff was also evacuated to Roma-
nia. His decision should be seen as right but the best solution would have bean 
the evacuation of the president and government while the high Command 
stayed on the Polish territory as long as possible. The fact which raises objec-
tion is the willingness to save the armament and equipment through evacua-
tion, which was then taken over by the Hungarian and Romanian armies.

The Red Army's operation in Poland can be divided into three stages: first 
attack to prevent the evacuation of the Polish state and military authorities be-
tween 17 and 19 September, wiping of isolated Polish resistance centres from 
20 till 27 September and final clashes with the retreating units and groups of 
the Polish Army.17 

The General Staff of the Red Army prepared an operational plan to seize East 
and Central Poland by means of the Belarusian and Ukrainian Fronts forces. The 
Ukrainian Front consisted of the 5th, 6th and 12th Army, 15th infantry corps (inde-
pendent) and a number of independent units, in the reserve was 13th Army at the 

15 Włodarkiewicz, Before 17 September, 258–260. 
16 Polskie Siły Zbrojne vol. I, part 4, 566–567.
17 Wyszczelski, "Polityczno-militarny bilans polskiego września 1939 roku," 292. 
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Romanian border. On the left wing of the Ukrainian Front operated 12th Army 
(the South Military Group), in the centre 6th Army (the East Military Group) and 
on the right wing 5th Army (The North Group). The tasks of the Ukrainian Front 
were listed in the directive Nr. 16634 of the people's defence commissionaire K. 
Woroszyłow for the Special Military District of the Kijev concerning launching 
offensive against the Republic of Poland of 14 September 1939.18

The Belarusian Front consisted of 200.802 soldiers and due to the prob-
lems with the completion of troops concentration the border was crossed by 
ad hoc striking groups. On the North wing of the Front the task of seizing the 
Vilnius Region was carried out by the 3rd Army. 

The 11th Army attacked in the direction of Lida, the mounted – mechanised 
group – the direction of Grodno and Ostrołęka, in the centre of the Front in 
the direction of Nowogródek – Białystok – Warszawa Mounted-Mechanised 
Group of Dzierżyńsk, 4th Army the direction of Baranowicze, and 23 Infantry 
Corps the direction of Pinsk. On 17 September the Red Army in the Polish Front 
counted 466.516 soldiers and about 4850 tanks with those forces systemati-
cally strengthened in the following days.19 

18 Czesław Grzelak and Stanisław Jaczyński, "Dyrektywy sowieckiej agresji na Polskę we wrześniu 1939 
roku," Mazowieckie Studia Humanistyczne, No. 1(1996): 220–222. 

19 Grzelak, Kresy w czerwieni, 208; Grzelak, Dziennik działań bojowych Frontu Białoruskiego, 3–11.  

Commander of the ar- 
moured brigade Kri-
vošajn welcomes the 
German officers (Ja- 
nusz Piekalkiewicz, 
Druga svetovna vojna 
(Ljubljana, 1996), 122)
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But the R.A. was not in full readiness for warfare: its tanks, armoured ve-
hicle and trucks weren't in appropriate state, in particular those acquired in 
the time of mobilization, which resulted in frequent damages. The mobiliza-
tion also revealed equipment shortages, not all soldiers were equipped with 
the same uniforms, many of them weren't provided with gun belts. The mo-
bilization and operational had not been completed by the time of the aggres-
sion against Poland. The support forces were not sufficient which resulted in 
constant fuel and food shortages. The Staffs worked on insufficient levels, the 
training of reserve soldiers was far from desired. The Red Army was not prop-
erly prepared for night operations, the units were highly inclined to panic, 
lack of movements regulations and low marching discipline caused jams and 

"Our army is liberator 
of the working peo-
ple, J. Stalin." Soviet 
propaganda poster in 
east Poland (Janusz 
Piekalkiewicz, Druga 
svetovna vojna (Lju-
bljana, 1996), 123)
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lowered the speed of columns.20

From the reports of the first days of the aggression it is clear that the 
strongest resistance of the Polish Army was expected in the cities and forti-
fied regions. But the attack of the mounted – mechanised group did not come 
across any resistance because the Baranowicze Fortified Region had not been 
manned. However, soldiers of the Sarny Fortified Region successfully defended 
the stronghold for three days.

In the North-East Poland the battles of Grodno and Vilnius unfolded. The 
Staff of the Belarusian Front expected a strong defence of Vilnius, so in the 
morning of 18 September three divisions of cavalry as well as three armoured 
brigades of the 3rd and 11th Army were dispatched to storm the city. But due to 
fuel shortages their advancements in the direction of the city were not coordi-
nated. Initially the activities of armoured troops deprived of infantry support 
and not knowing the defence forces, were limited to surveillance. From the 
morning of the following days, after being strengthened and urged by the com-
mand of the Front, the Red Army started the storming of the virtually defence-
less city. At the order of commander Military District Nr III "Grodno" General 
Józef Olszyna-Wilczyński the Polish garrison retreated from Vilnius towards 
the Lithuanian border leaving behind a small number of soldiers supported by 
the youth, who together defended the city.

The defence of Grodno took much longer. On 20 September the street 
fights began, and as late as at night of 21–22 September most of the defenders 
retreated in the direction of Lithuanian border. The Red Army loses accounted 
for 53 death, 161 wounded, 5 tanks were destroyed and 14 out of service, one 
armoured vehicle was damaged and 2 out of service.21

The defence of Lwow with 320.000 population looked differently. The city 
had been stormed by the 1st mountain division of the German army. The Rus-
sians also tried to take Lwow with its 600 soldiers of mechanised unit and incom-
plete tank battalion, which on 19 September at 2.30 a.m. attacked barricades in 
the eastern part of the city. The attack was stopped. The rivalry between the two 
aggressors led to the clash of the two armies at Winniki near Lwov. In the face of 
the total siege General Władysław Langner on 22 September decided to stop the 
fight and handed over the city to the Red Army, although it was possible to con-
tinue the defence. The Russians broke the deal and did not release 1160 officers, 
and in the spring 1940 most of them were murdered by NKWD.22

The Polish High Military Command expected that the region of Romanian 
Fore-bridge covering 15.000 km2 from the Romanian border along the River 

20 Special Collection of Military Bureau for Historical Research, VI/1/10, vol. 2.  
21 Grzelak, Kresy w czerwieni, 352. 
22 Włodarkiewicz, Lwów 1939, 175–193.
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Dniestr and Stryj up to the Karpaty and the Hungarian border would be of great 
significance. On 11 September on the basis of the Plan of concentration of forc-
es in the South-Eastern Poland the orders for concentration of forces in the 
South were released which included the assessment of the situation and the 
intention of the High Command. Yet two days later facing further advancement 
of the enemy Marshall E. Śmigły-Rydz was forced to revise his plan and give up 
the organised retreat of all the forces and defence of the longer line and limit 
it to Romanian Fore-bridge. This decision in the form of "General guidelines 
of operation in the East Małopolska" organised the defence along the Rivers 
Dniestr and Stryj aimed at keeping connection with Romania, which was sup-
posed to be a corridor for the aid of western allies. The High Commend was 
determined to continue the war operation in Poland looking forward to the 
French offensive which was to begin on the 15th day of French Army mobiliza-
tion, or 16 September. With this aim in sight General Kazimierz Fabrycy began 
to recreate the Army "Karpaty". The group "Stryj" and partly the group "Dniestr" 
came into being within a few days. Those preparations were brought to a halt 
by the Soviet aggression against Poland. This concept was difficult to carry out 
due to the troops and supply shortages. Besides the area of Fore-bridge was not 
favourable for prolonged defence or any military manoeuvre.23

In the third decade of September separate military groups tried to make 
their way towards the Hungarian border. Isolated Polish centres and group 
formation still kept on fighting. Two battles were fought in Lublin region and 
near Tomaszów Lubelski: The first one was fought by "Kraków Army" and "Lu-
blin Army" in an attempt to break through in the Lwów direction across Rawa 
Ruska. On 18 September the Polish attack was started, on 20 September the 
group capitulated. On 21 September the Polish North Front began an attack. 
After defeating the enemy gen. Dąb-Biernacki intended to move to the woods 
near Zamosc and then continue his way to the South. After the hard clashes the 
troops of the North Front surrounded on 27 September.

The Operational Group of Cavalry under the command of gen. Anders was 
the only one that managed to break through continuing its way to the Hungar-
ian border. But on 27 September it was defeated by the 12th army of the Ukrai-
nian Front in the battle of Władypol.24    

The attitudes of inhabitants of the eastern areas of Poland to the threat of 
Polish independence were of great significance in the course of action in 1939. 
The area was populated by the Poles, Ukrainians, Byelorussians, Jews and other 
ethnical minorities. In the first decade of September the Ukrainians in most 

23 Włodarkiewicz, Przedmoście rumuńskie 1939, 54–60. 
24 Grzelak, Kresy w czerwieni, 454–459.
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parts were loyal to Poland. Ukrainian leader Wasyl Mudryj on the last session of 
the Seym released a statement confirming loyalty of the Ukrainian minority to 
the Polish state. A similar declaration was issued by a deputy Stefan Skrypnik, a 
representative of Wolyń.

In 1939 Ukrainian political establishment revealed its attitude towards 
Poland. Metropolitan Szeptycki advised amicable neutrality towards the war, 
while deputies of UNDO gave two declaration in the Seym, which had a great 
influence on the Ukrainian minority in its relation to Poland. But the second 
decade of September saw the outbreak of Polish-Ukrainian clashes in the Stan-
islawów area, which also included acts of sabotage, murders and looting as well 
as attacks against the police. The Polish Army and the State Police had regained 
control of the situation preventing the riots from spreading and immediately 
quelling the outbreaks.25 

25 Waldemar Rezmer, "Stanowisko i udział Ukraińców w niemiecko-polskiej kampanii 1939 roku," in 
Polska-Ukraina trudne pytania, vol. 4, (Warsaw, 1999), 32; Stanisław Ciesielski, "Kresy Wschodnie II 
Rzeczypospolitej i problemy identyfikacji narodowej," in Stanisław Ciesielski, ed., Przemiany naro-
dowościowe na Kresach Wschodnich II Rzeczypospolitej 1931–1948 (Toruń, 2003), 27–28; Grzegorz 
Motyka, "Postawy wobec konfliktu polsko-ukraińskiego w latach 1939–1953 w zależności od przy-
należności etnicznej, państwowej i religijnej," in Krzysztof Jasiewicz, ed., Tygiel narodów. Stosunki 
społeczne i etniczne na dawnych ziemiach wschodnich Rzeczypospolitej 1939–1953 (Warsaw, 2002), 
286–287. 

After the attack of a Soviet bomber on a Polish red cross convoy in suburbia of Tarnapol (Janusz 
Piekalkiewicz, Druga svetovna vojna (Ljubljana, 1996), 122)
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From available data it is clear the most of the Ukrainians remained loyal. 
"Thereby I must stress the loyal behaviour of the Ukrainian population. 

Those few shots fired at this terrible night [17–18 September] could have trig-
gered incredible massacre" – in his report said the head of the Polish State Po-
lice gen. Kordian Zamorski.26

 The Polish defeat was received by the Ukrainians with mixed feelings: the 
majority was happy that Polish rules were brought to an end, some were under 
illusion that the result of the war will prove profitable for the Ukrainian cause, 
but not before long the fears of future had overtaken hopes.   

The citizens of the north-eastern provinces of Poland also adapted var-
ied attitudes towards German and Soviet aggression. The air of resistance was 
mainly among Polish and partly Belarusian population with links to the Polish 
statehood – particularly the representatives of intelligence, the landed aristoc-
racy, military settlers and those active in the social and political organizations 
as well as the state itself and the self-governing institutions. Neutral or friendly 
attitudes were expressed by welcoming the Red Army, crimes, looting and at-
tacks against the Polish officials, policemen and soldiers. The representatives 
of poorer classes led by the communists, political or criminal prisoners were 
particularly active. In cities the perpetrators included mainly the Jews while in 
the countryside – the Belarusian. Those activities were both political and typi-
cally criminal.27

The part of the population supported the Polish army, which is clear from 
the reports from Vilnius. Until the Soviet aggression in the Vilnius region acts 
of sabotage had not been carried out. The society’s attitude was strong and the 
atmosphere was good. 

"Dissatisfaction was expressed to the fact that the Polish Army did not call 
the volunteers" – according to accounts of Vilnius Col Artur Maruszewski.28

The Jewish population, in particular it’s poor classes, expected their posi-
tion improved and civil rights expended. In turn the Belarus looked forward to 
unification of their national area as single state. Only some of the national mi-
norities participated in anti-Polish acts. In 1939 their attitudes towards Polish 
state were varied: some supported Polish defense preparations and fought in 
the ranks of Polish troops, the others were involved in the acts of sabotage and 
further in formation of soviet authorities after September 1939.

26 Archive of the Polish Institute and Sikorski Museum in London, A. 43/12, card 30, Kazimierz 
Zamorski, Maj. Gen., Report.   

27 Wojciech Włodarkiewicz, "Mieszkańcy kresów wschodnich wobec zagrożenia wojennego w przede-
dniu II wojny światowej," Przegląd Historyczno-Wojskowy, No. 1 (2005): 19–29. 

28 Archive of the Polish Institute and Sikorski Museum in London, B. I. 70/1, cards 11–16, Artur 
Maruszewski, Colonel, Report.    
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The battle of Kock fought by Independent Operational Group "Polesie" 
under the command of General Franciszek Kleeberg was the last in 1939. The 
Warsaw surrender influenced the decision made by Gen. Klebeerg to make am 
attempt to brake through towards the Świętokrzyskie Mountains. However, af-
ter the German-Soviet treaty of 28 September Germans returned to the Lublin 
region; two of them: 13th and 29th Motorized Infantry Division attacked Group 
"Polesie". After initial success due to the shortages of ammunition, medical aid 
and being outnumbered by the enemy the Group "Polesie" surrounded. A few 
days before the Group of Frontier Defense Corps was defeated by the Red Army 
in the battle of Wytyczne.29 

After the warfare ended Pomorze, Wielkopolska and Silesia as well as parts 
of other provinces were incorporated into the Reich, on the central territories 
of Poland the Germans established the "General Government" with the capital 
in Cracow. The eastern provinces were given to the Soviet Union under the So-
viet occupation. The Vilnius region was handed over to the Lithuanian Republic 
in October 1939. The German occupation covered 188,7 thousand km2 (48,4% 
of pre-war Polish territory) with population of 22.140 thousand – 62,7% .

The warfare in Poland in 1939 was determined by military advantage of 
Germany and the Soviet Union, lack of western allies aid and mistakes by the 
High Command of the Polish Army. The Red Army loses in 1939 in Poland ac-
counted for 150 tanks and armoured vehicles, 15–20 warplanes and approxi-
mately 2500–3000 killed, 8000–10.000 wounded and 500 prisoners of war.30

29 Grzelak, Kresy w czerwieni, 436–453; Jan Wroblewski, Samodzielna Grupa Operacyjna "Polesie" 
1939 (Warsaw, 1989), 114–184. 

30 Mały rocznik statystyczny Polski. Wrzesień 1939-czerwiec 1941 (Warsaw, 1990), 5; Grzelak, Kresy w 
czerwieni, 513.
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Wojciech Wlodarkiewicz

NAPAD SOVJETSKE ZVEZE NA POLJSKO LETA 1939

POVZETEK

Z napadom na Poljsko leta 1939 se je začelo prvo obdobje druge svetovne voj-
ne. Skromno število arhivskih dokumentov in omejen dostop sta zgodovinar-
jem dolgo časa onemogočala proučevanje in analiziranje poteka bojevanja v 
vzhodni Poljski. Dejansko so se vojaškozgodovinske raziskave na to tematiko 
pričele po letu 1995, ko je izšla v dveh delih monografija Ryszarda Szawłowske-
ga Wojna polsko-sowiecka 1939. 

V drugi polovici 30. let 20. stoletja lahko zasledimo močno krepitev na-
porov nemške politike, da bi prelomila sklepe in določila mirovne konferen-
ce v Parizu. V teh letih je poljski vojaški ataše v Berlinu podpolkovnik Antoni 
Szymański že pošiljal v Varšavo uporabne informacije o nemških pripravah na 
vojno. Hkrati so poljske vojaške oblasti imele podatke o bliskovitem razvoju 
vojaških potencialov Sovjetske zveze. Imeli so podatke, da Sovjetska zveza svo-
jo Rdečo armado tehnološko modernizira in hkrati povečuje število njenih pri-
padnikov. Zato nas ne sme presenetiti ocena, da se je strateški položaj Poljske 
zelo poslabšal. Poljski politično strateški načrt je predvideval, da se bo na vzho-
du izvajala obramba pred morebitnim napadom s strani Sovjetske zveze. Pri 
tem bi se oprli na zaveznico Romunijo, ki bi ji nudila pomoč s pošiljanjem raz-
ličnega materiala. Nemški napad na Poljsko se je začel 1. septembra, sovjetski 
pa 17. septembra 1939. leta. Napad s sovjetske strani je bil pravo presenečenje 
za poljski vojaški vrh. Poljska obveščevalna služba ni obvestila državnih in vo-
jaških oblasti o bližajočem se napadu na vzhodne meje. Hkrati je poljska vojska 
skoncentrirala glavnino svojih sil na Zahodni fronti. Tako je sovjetski napad 
povzročil razpad organiziranosti na zahodu, na fronti proti nacistični Nemčiji 
in vojno povzdignil na strateško raven. Poljske državne in vojaške oblasti so 
izdale ukaz, da se prične z umikom v Romunijo in na Madžarsko, pri čemer naj 
skušajo obdržati kar največ oborožitve in vojaške opreme. Vojaška operacija 
Rdeče armade na Poljsko se je delila na tri faze, po njenem končanju pa je bila 
Poljska razdeljena med Nemčijo in Sovjetsko zvezo, ki ji je pripadel vzhodni del 
Poljske.
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Military and Political Events in the Balkans  
(October 1940 to April 1941) 

Hitler had repeatedly stated his wish to preserve peace in South-eastern Europe 
until Italy launched an attack against Greece in October 1940.1 Despite such 
assertions, Hitler wanted to deceive the Balkan states and prevent them from 
implementing defensive measures. Certainly, he must have feared the British 
invasion of Greek air bases since they would have served as the perfect staging 
area to pose a threat on the oil fields in Romania. However, Italy’s invasion of 
Greece did not succeed and Hitler made the decision to surpass the Brits. On 4 
November, he gave an order to the commander of the land forces to draw up a 
plan for attacking Greece. 

The pro-fascist regimes in individual countries of Central Europe and the 
Balkans supported the German conquering policy. Thus, on 20 November 1940, 
Hungary joined the Axis Powers by signing the Tripartite Pact. Three days later, 
Hungary’s example was followed by Romania. In December 1940 and January 
1941, Bulgaria allowed a certain number of German officers, tasked with pre-
paring the attack on Greece, to enter its territory in compliance with the provi-
sions stated in an agreement with Germany. Bulgaria joined the Tripartite Pact 
on 1 March 1941 and allowed German forces to be stationed on its territory. 
Persuaded by Germany, Bulgaria and Turkey signed a nonaggression pact on 17 
February 1941. 

Turkey allowed German forces to enter Bulgaria, as it was assured that they 
would remain 60 kilometres from the state border. At the same time, Turkey 
promised to remain neutral.

As a consequence of these events, the Yugoslav government of Cvetković-
Maček and Prince Regent Pavle Karađorđević decided that Yugoslavia should 
also join the Tripartite Pact. Thus, the president of the government and the for-
eign minister signed the protocol on the accession of Yugoslavia to the Tripar-
tite Pact under outmost secrecy in Vienna which coupled the kingdom to the 
fascist bloc. Demonstrations against this accession took place one after another 
until they culminated on 27 March.2 

Soon after the March events, the newly established Yugoslav government 
signed a the Pact on Friendship and Non-aggression with the Soviet Union on 
5 April3 and also attempted, yet, did not succeed, to enter an alliance with Tur-

1 See Alexandre Papagos, Grčka u ratu 1940–1941 [La Grece en guerre 1940–1941] (Beograd, 1954).
2 Ferdo Čulinović, Okupatorska podjela Jugoslavije (Beograd, 1970), 39 (hereinafter: Čulinović, 

Okupatorska podjela Jugoslavije).
3 Fabijan Trgo, ed., Aprilski rat: zbornik dokumenata, knjiga 2 (Beograd, 1987), document No. 152, 363 

(hereinafter: Trgo, Aprilski rat: zbornik dokumenata).
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key, Great Britain and Greece. It only managed to agree with Greece to carry 
out coordinated attacks on Italian forces in Albania. For this purpose, Yugo-
slavia should have used 4 divisions and Greece 15. Thus, on 6 April, the day of 
the German–Italian attack, Yugoslavia was alone and politically isolated, sur-
rounded from almost all sides by enemy states that had prepared to participate 
in its invasion and partition. 

Preparations, Plans and Forces of the Axis Powers 

During a meeting with the highest-ranking commanders of the German armed 
forces and the German minister of foreign affairs that took place on 27 March 
1941, Hitler received the news on the events in Yugoslavia and declared that 
Yugoslavia was an unreliable factor for Operation Marita (the Battle of Greece) 
and, in particular, for the Barbarossa plans (attack on the Soviet Union). He 
took all measures necessary to devastate Yugoslavia and destroy it as a sover-
eign state. The plan included a simultaneous attack on Yugoslavia and Greece 
with the cooperation of Italian and Hungarian forces. Romanian and Bulgarian 
forces were tasked with securing the operation against a possible Turkish or 
Russian intervention.4 

Directive No. 25 (campaign against Yugoslavia) envisaged that German 
armed forces invaded Yugoslavia by carrying out a coordinated operation from 
the area Rijeka–Graz on one side and from the area of Sofia on the other in 
the general direction towards Belgrade. This invasion aimed at annihilating the 
armed forces and cutting off Macedonia from the rest of the Yugoslav territory 
and, thus, separating Yugoslav and Greek forces.5 

The 12th and the 2nd Army were charged with the attack on Yugoslavia and 
Greece and were given the following assignments: 

 The 12•	 th Army (19 divisions) regrouped in Bulgaria and Romania and 
was assigned with conducting offensive operations against Yugoslavia 
and Greece.6  
 The 40th Motorised Corps was tasked with carrying out an offensive 
through Macedonia and cutting off the lines of communication between 
Yugoslavia and Greece and, thus, isolating Yugoslav troops. Then, they 
had to direct their main forces towards northern Greece. The 18th and 
the 30th Corps (6 divisions) were assigned with outflanking the fortified 
constructions on the Metaxas Line and to occupy Thessaloniki. The forc-

4 Ibid., document No. 125, p. 342.
5 Ibid., document No. 126, p. 346.
6 Ibid., document No. 127, p. 353.
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es from the area of Sofia and Timişoara conducted coordinated opera-
tions to advance towards Belgrade.7 
 The reserve of the army which was four divisions strong (two divisions 
did not participate in the attack on Yugoslavia) regrouped in the area 
between Sofia and Dupnica. 
 The 2•	 nd Army which comprised 11 divisions regrouped in the area be-
tween Graz and Nagy Kanyizsa with the assignment to invade Yugoslavia 
from the north-western direction towards Belgrade. Its priority task was 
to occupy the northern part of Yugoslavia including Zagreb.8

The 2nd Army’s reserves included two divisions stationed in the area of Vi-
enna, the reserve of the Supreme Land Force Command, deployed behind the 
2nd Army, comprised five divisions. Due to the rapidly moving events in Yugo-
slavia, none of the above-mentioned divisions was actually employed. 

The operations of the 12th and the 2nd Army were supported by the rein-
forced 4th Aviation Fleet at 1.570 planes strong. Their task was to crush the Yu-
goslav air force in the shortest time possible as early as while still grounded, to 
wipe out Belgrade, Skopje, industrial facilities, cutting the communication lines 
and then to continue to support the operation of land forces.9

In line with the agreement entered into with Germany, the Italians were 
responsible for: 

 Crushing a part of the Yugoslav forces, breaking through Yugoslav border •	
defence lines and continuing to conduct operations towards the South 
with the objective to reach the Split–Jajce line with the 2nd Army in the 
size of 14 divisions, which regrouped at the Yugoslav-Italian border.10

On the Albanian-Yugoslav front, the Italians gathered eight divisions of the 
9th Italian Army, which were assigned to close all directions leading from Yugosla-
via to Albania by conducting defensive operations. The objective of these actions 
was to protect the flank and the rear of the Italian forces on the Greek front.

The Italians engaged the 9th and 11th Army in Albania, which as a total con-
sisted of 22 divisions. Eight of these divisions were positioned against Yugoslavia. 

Land forces operations were supported by the 2nd and 3rd Aviation Squad-
ron with 666 combat planes, among which as many as 364 planes were as-
signed with carrying out operations against the Yugoslav Navy. 

7 Velimir Terzić, ed., Drugi svetski rat (pregled ratnih operacija), knjiga 1 (Beograd 1957), 409, 410 
(hereinafter: Terzić, Drugi svetski rat (pregled ratnih operacija)).

8 Ibid., 411.
9 Trgo, Aprilski rat: zbornik dokumenata, document No. 135, 385.
10 Terzić, Drugi svetski rat (pregled ratnih operacija), 413.
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The Hungarian operation plan envisaged an offensive of forces in the 
strength of a corps at both sides of the Danube and in the general direction 
towards Belgrade. Their objective was to occupy Baranja, Baćka, Medjimurje 
and Prekmurje.11 

For the offensive against Yugoslavia and Greece they planned the employment 
of 81 divisions (34 German, 44 Italian and 5 Hungarian). Among them, as many as 
52 divisions were directed against Yugoslavia with around 2.200 planes. The plan 
envisaged a simultaneous attack on Yugoslavia and Greece on 6 April 1941.

Plans and preparations of the Royal Yugoslav Armed Forces 

Upon the attack on Yugoslavia, the Royal Yugoslav Armed Forces disposed with 
the war plan "R-41".12 The basic idea of this plan was to provide defence on all 

11 Ibid., 415.
12 Vojni arhiv – Arhiv vojnoistorijskog instituta Beograd (Archive of the Institute of Military History – 

AVII), Belgrade, P-17, k. 5, f. 1, br. 1, Statement of the General M. Nikolić from June 1946.

Yugoslav soldiers in a prisoner of war camp (Pero Morača and Viktor Kučan, The War and Revolution of the 
Peoples of Yugoslavia 1941–1945 (Beograd, 1961) 12)
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fronts, excluding only Albania. Here, the operation was anticipated to turn into 
an offensive action which should have ensured the withdrawal of the Yugoslav 
forces to the south and the formation of an allied front with the Greeks and 
the Brits.13 Equally, the Royal Yugoslav Armed Forces planed the occupation of 
Zadar by conducting an assault.14

In compliance with the above-mentioned plan, the Royal Yugoslav Armed 
Forces were given the following assignments: 

 The 3•	 rd Army Group – which included the 3rd Army, units of the 3rd Territo-
rial Army and the "Ibarska" Division (which was a reserve) – was assigned 
with carrying out offensive operations against Italian forces in Albania and 
to conduct defensive operations against German forces in Bulgaria.
 The 5•	 th Army was assigned with deploying four divisions and two de-
tachments to defend the front towards northern Bulgaria and Romania. 
Thus, by employing delaying defensive actions, it would gain time for the 
withdrawal of the forces from the northern and north-western front to 
the south.

13 AVII, P-17, k. 5, f. 1, br. 1, Statement of the General M. Nikolić from June 1946.
14 Velimir Terzić, Slom Kraljevine Jugoslavije 1941, II (Beograd–Titograd, 1984), 164.

Yugoslav soldiers in a prisoner of war camp (Tomaž Teropšč, Vojaške operacije in vojaška dejavnost na 
štajerskem v letih 1943–1945 (Brežice, 2006) 13)
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 The 6•	 th Army had to use three divisions and five detachments to defend 
the front towards Romania and the Danube with the support of the 1st 
Army, and to close the routes leading from Negotin, along the right bank 
of the Danube, towards Velika Morava. 
 The 2•	 nd Army Group – which included the 1st and the 2nd Army, with a 
total of five divisions, three detachments and seven regiments – was as-
signed with defending the northern front from the Begejski Channel to 
Donji Miholjac. An in-depth defence should have created conditions for 
the withdrawal of the armies on the left flank, withdrawing, then, to-
wards the south via Serbia and Bosnia. 
 The 1•	 st Army Group – consisting of the 4th and the 7th Army, with a total 
of six divisions, a detachment, ten regiments and one tank battalion – 
was assigned with creating a defensive front against Hungary, Germany 
and Italy form Donji Miholjac to Karlobag. 
 The reserve – made up of the 1•	 st Army Group, the 1st Cavalry Division, 
the 4th Independent Artillery Division and the 1st Infantry Regiment – 
was assigned to the broader area of Zagreb.
 The units of the Coastal Army – consisting of a division, two detach-•	
ments and three command posts – were assigned with defending the 
coastal front from Karlobag to Budva, whereas the "Jadranska" Division 
was tasked with occupying Zadar through an assault. 
 The strategic reserve of the Supreme Command was composed of the "Di-•	
narska" Division in the area of Sarajevo, the "Liška" Division in the area of 
Modriče, the "Unska" Division in the area of Stara Pazova, the "Cerska" Di-
vision and the tank companies in the surrounding area of Mladenovac. 
 The air force consisted of four brigades and two independent opera-•	
tional air force groups with a total of 315 planes and was assigned to 
support land operations and protect the rear and various facilities 
owned by Yugoslavia.
 The navy was assigned to defend the Yugoslav coast, cooperated with •	
land units in attacking Zadar, and was also tasked with laying mines in 
the sea and the Danube.15 

Among others, the plan envisaged 16 regiments for the protection of the 
border. According to R-41, 28 infantry divisions and three cavalry divisions, 18 
combined detachments and 16 regiments (a total of 1,200.000 troops in the 
operational army and 500.000 in the reserve army) were to be mobilised. How-
ever, when Yugoslavia was attacked on 6 April 1941, only 11 incomplete divi-

15 AVII, P-16, k. 8, f. 1, br. 2, str. 125–236, II. part. Memoars of the General Dušan Simović.
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sions were present at the mobilisation sites. The majority of divisions could not 
be completely mobilised.

Negotiations regarding an agreement on a simultaneous and coordinated 
operation with the Greeks and the Brits did not produce any concrete results. 
On 30 March, the government ordered a secret activation of the general mobili-
sation plan, which was to begin on 5 April, the general mobilisation should have 
commenced on 7 April. The Yugoslav army was confronted with the war during 
its mobilisation and concentration. By the end of March, they managed to mobi-
lise as many as 600.000 troops, yet without personnel, training, accommodation 
and command institutions. However, the air and naval forces were all mobilised. 

The Yugoslav operations plan was of a defensive nature. The regrouping 
of the forces did not meet the requirements of the basic idea, since the strate-
gic development was carried out on all fronts over a total length of 3.000 kilo-
metres, as a typical defence cordon without any depth or a real main point of 
defence. Furthermore, there were no strong strategic reserves available for the 
reception of the first-echelon forces in particular in-depth positions.16

16 Terzić, Drugi svetski rat (pregled ratnih operacija), 427.

Italian soldiers in Ljubljana (Drago Bajt et. al., Slovenska kronika 20. stoletja (Ljubljana, 1997)15)
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The Course of the April War from 6 to 18 April 1941 

Without a prior declaration of war, the German units conducted an assault 
from Romania during the night from 5 to 6 April, occupied the Sipski Canal on 
the Danube and, thus, hindered the Yugoslav’s river fleet from establishing a 
blockade on the Danube.17

Early in the morning, the German Air Force (Luftwaffe) began to fiercely 
attack Yugoslav airfields in Skopje, Kumanovo, Niš, Zagreb, Brežice and Lju-
bljana.18 During these attacks, around 80 bombers were destroyed. Belgrade 
was heavily bombed several times on this day. In these air attacks, 484 German 
bombers and 250 fighter plans were involved. In addition to military objectives, 
the German Air Force bombed other lines of communication such as railways 
and roads, power plants, residential areas and hospitals, inflicting large human 
and material losses. 

Most of the Yugoslav airplanes were destroyed in the airfields, while only 
a smaller number participated in the defence of Belgrade and Kumanovo. In-
dividual smaller formations even succeeded at bombing military facilities near 
Sofia, Kyustendil, Timişoara, Arad, Graz, Vienna and Skadar. The Yugoslav 36th 
Group of the 5th Fighter Regiment vigorously resisted the German attack in the 
area of Kumanovo and brought down 4 German planes.19 The 6th Fighter Regi-
ment shot down 10 German planes during the defence of Belgrade. Both for-
mations suffered severe losses. Individual pilots entered the battle with courage 
and self-sacrifice, sacrificing themselves and their planes. 

The German 12th Army which was supported by the air force rapidly broke 
the weak resistance of the Yugoslav forces and managed to occupy Skopje as 
early as on 7 April and by 11 April the entire territory of Macedonia. Thus, it was 
able to impede the withdrawal of the Yugoslav army towards the south and its 
linking up with the Greek and British forces and the forming of an ally front.20

On the first day, the German 9th Armoured Division felt a strong resistance 
of the "Moravska" Division near Stracin. Likewise, the German 2nd Armoured 
Division was confronted with heavy fire from the "Strumiški" Detachment in 
the fortified positions in Novo Selo. As they did not succeed in breaking the de-
fence of the detachment in the direction of the road, the Germans were forced 
to send their mountain units across the Belasica and Ogražden in order to cap-
ture the positions of the detachment. In these combat operations, units of the 
"Strumiški" Detachment were able to destroy 14 German tanks.

17 Ibid., 447.
18 Ibid.
19 Ibid.
20 Trgo, Aprilski rat: zbornik dokumenata, prilog br. 3, 885.
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The 3rd Army could not commence the offensive against Albania on the Al-
banian front, since it did not succeed to fully man its units. The Units of the 3rd 
Territorial Army did not manage to win back the lost territory, but continued to 
withdraw towards Kosovo. 

The swift success in Macedonia made the operation of other German forc-
es easier.21 On 8 April the first armoured group commenced an attack towards 
Nišava after strong artillery preparation. Despite heavy losses, the "Topliška" Di-
vision was able to organise a fierce strike on the German forces, upon which the 
German forces had to withdraw via Pirot and Bela Palanka and, and with the 
assistance of the "Drinski" Division the "Topliška" Division was able to organ-
ise the defence of Niš. In the morning hours, the 11th Armoured Divison took 
control of Pirot, Bela Palanka and, on the same day, broke the badly organised 
defence of the 5th Army in Ploče. On 9 April they occupied Niš,22 from where 
they advanced with main forces towards Aleksinac. With auxiliary forces they 
moved towards Prokuplje.

By advancing through the Morava valley, German units entered Belgrade 
on 13 April and joined other German forces that had got there a day earlier, ar-
riving on 12 April from Romania through Banat.23 

The German 2nd Army and its divisions, the 46th, the 49th, 51st and 52nd 
Corps24 attacked Yugoslavia from Austria and Hungary and managed to oc-
cupy Maribor, Koprivnica and Vitrovica from 6 to 9 April. In the North, Ger-
man units occupied as early as on the first day the undefended areas of Prek-
murje, Radgona and Murska Sobota. On the passes Jezerski vrh, Ljubelj and 
Korensko sedlo the German attack came to a halt after its first success due to 
a strong defence of the Yugoslav border units. On that day, the Italians were 
driven back in Blegoš. As the Yugoslav 4th Army had already collapsed, the 46th 
German Corps could arrive in Zagreb, easily and without using force.25 On the 
same evening, the Ustaše with Slavko Kvaternik, as the most senior member of 
the Ustaša movement, and with the assistance of Germany and Italy and with 
Slavko Maček’s public support, proclaimed the Independent State of Croatia 
(Nezavisna Država Hrvatske – NDH).26 

21 Hans-Adolf Jacobsen, ed., Kriegstagebuch der Oberkommandos der Wermacht (Wehrmachtführungsstab), 
Band I: 1. August 1940 – 31. Dezember 1941 (Frankfurt am Main, 1965), 377 (hereinafter: Jacobsen, 
Kriegstagebuch der Oberkommandos der Wermacht (Wehrmachtführungsstab), Band I).

22 Trgo, Aprilski rat: zbornik dokumenata, prilog br. 3, 888.
23 Ibid., 888.
24 Ibid., prilog br. 4, 900.
25 Jacobsen, Kriegstagebuch der Oberkommandos der Wermacht (Wehrmachtführungsstab), Band I, 

379.
26 Čulinović, Okupatorska podjela Jugoslavije, 209–216.
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The general situation of the Royal Yugoslav Armed Forces on the evening 
of 10 April was very critical. The units of the 3rd Territorial Army and the 4th 
Army practically did not exist any longer. The 2nd and the 7th Army and Units of 
the Primorska Territory were in the process of collapsing; the 5th Army defend-
ed itself in Serbia and was encircled from one side and was under threat from 
the south. The 6th and the 1st Army’s flanks were threatened, which accelerated 
their withdrawal from Vojvodina. Only the 3rd Army could conduct an attack in 
Northern Albania, but achieved lesser results than anticipated.27 

The Supreme Command did not have an overview over the development 
of the operations and the positions of the units. As a consequence, it issued a 
directive stating that the units should withdraw and defend the line: Skadar–
Prokletje–Kopaonik–Kragujevac–Beograd–Sava–Una. The 3rd Army Group 
operated in the direction towards Greece and Albania as well as in the direc-
tion towards Kosovo. 

Hungarian Units began an attack on 11 April and without any extra effort 
could occupy Baranja and Bačka by 15 April. Based on German approval, Hun-
garian units later occupied Prekmurje and Medjumurje. 

The offensive of the 2nd Italian Army commenced on 11 April. The Royal 
Yugoslav Armed Forces resisted the attacker along individual sectors, yet not to 
such an extent as to be able to stop the offensive. A day later, an Italian rapid de-
tachment occupied Ljubljana. From then on, the Italian forces could advance 

27 Terzić, Drugi svetski rat (pregled ratnih operacija), 467.

Germans disarming Yugoslav soldiers (Pero Morača and Viktor Kučan, The War and Revolution of the  
Peoples of Yugoslavia 1941–1945 (Beograd, 1961) 11)
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without any major difficulties to the east and south-east into the rear of the 
Yugoslav forces and could impede their withdrawal and establishment of an 
anticipated defence line.   

First in a defensive and from 11 April on in an offensive disposition, the 
Italian Corps XI started to occupy Slovenia from various directions: from Trenta 
via Vršič into the Upper Sava Valley from where they advanced towards Lju-
bljana, until the Alpini Group III were pushed away from the Gorenjsko region 
by Germans. The remaining two columns moved via Žiri, Železniki and Logatec 
towards Ljubljana. The Ravenna Division, which was part of the Corps V, ad-
vanced across Snežnik to the Loška Valley, and from there to Loški potok. 

From 14 to 18 April, the Royal Yugoslav Armed Forces was completely de-
stroyed on all fronts. The majority of its members found themselves encircled 
and were captured. As the Yugoslav government believed that it could not 
influence or change the course of events any longer, it decided at a session 
held in Pale near Sarajevo on 13 to 14 April to abandon the country and or-
dered the Supreme Command to offer a truce. On 15 April, the government 
and the king escaped the country by plane form Nikšič to Greece and then 
to the Near East. General Simović ordered the newly-appointed chief of staff, 
General Kalafatović to take measures in order to reach a truce. However, the 
Germans and the Italians did not accept the offer and continued to advance 
and demanded an unconditional surrender of the Yugoslav army. The Bulgar-

Germans troops entering a town in Slovenia (Pero Morača and Viktor Kučan, The War and Revolution of 
the Peoples of Yugoslavia 1941–1945 (Beograd, 1961) 9)
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ian government broke off diplomatic relations with Yugoslavia on 15 April and 
Bulgarian units received the order to occupy eastern Macedonia and parts of 
eastern Serbia.28 

On 17 April, 10 hydroplanes took off from Boka and a few planes took off 
from Nikšič, two torpedo fast attack crafts left Boka for Alexandria. The entire 
fleet surrendered to the Italians except for the destroyer "Zagreb", which was 
sunk by the lieutenants of the combat ship, Sergej Mašera and Milan Spasić who 
also sacrificed their lives during this undertaking.29 

Authorised by the Supreme Command, Aleksander Cinar Marković, the 
minister of foreign affairs of the government which fell on 27 March, and Gen-
eral Radivoje Janković signed an act on the unconditioned surrender of the 
Royal Yugoslav Armed Forces at the 2nd German Army Headquarter in Belgrade 
on 17 April.30 The battles ceased on 18 April.31 German forces captured 337.864 
soldiers and non-commissioned officers and 6.298 officers.32 An exception was 
the Kosovo Division, which had not received any information on the capitula-
tion until 22 April.33 

After the capitulation, the Slovenian territory was divided among the Ger-
mans, the Italians and the Hungarians. The entire Yugoslav territory was divided 
among Albania and Bulgaria. The demarcation line underwent changes until 29 
April. On that day it was drawn for the last time, which was later used for deter-
mining the Italian-German border that ran through Slovenia. This border which 
left Ljubljana to the Italians, but not the Zasavje mines and area from the Sava 
river to Črnuče and Zalog (right bank of the river Sava was German), was deter-
mined by Hitler himself.34 Hitler’s arbitrariness should not be a surprise. Ciano’s 
diary contains plenty of examples that state that Mussolini was quite enraged by 
Hitler’s decisions because he was not informed prior of these decisions.

Conclusion

The military and political position of Yugoslavia before WWII when the Axis 
Powers experienced their sharpest ascent was not favourable. Yugoslavia re-
mained alone and isolated and was unprepared for the war. Individuals who 

28 Ibid., 481–489.
29 Ibid., 486.
30 Ibid.
31 Jacobsen, Kriegstagebuch der Oberkommandos der Wermacht (Wehrmachtführungsstab), Band I, 

382.
32 Terzić, Drugi svetski rat (pregled ratnih operacija), 487.
33 Ibid., 486.
34 Zdravko Klanjšček, Pregled narodnoosvobodilne vojne 1941–1945 na Slovenskem (Ljubljana, 1989), 24.
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were willing to capitulate were quite common within the military leadership. 
Measures taken during the war were insufficient and ineffective. Yet, one can-
not but estimate that a higher determination of the government and military 
leadership would have resulted in a higher resistance.

The incomplete mobilisation and concentration of the majority of units 
and the disorganised communication system had additionally aggravated com-
manding and had contributed to the chaos which broke out at the outburst of 
the war. 

The capitulation spirit and defeatism which were noticeable among higher 
staffs even before the outbreak of the war became fully evident during the April 
War. It was evident that the majority of commanding personnel were not in 
the mood for warfare. Therefore, they could not fully use the willingness of the 
majority part of the units and lower commanding personnel to resist the at-
tackers. This finding can be confirmed by the self-sacrifice of individual offi-
cers and non-commissioned officers, in particular pilots who flew their planes 
directly into the stronger enemy formations, the persistent defence of the 1st 
Anti-armour Company of the 46th Auxiliary Regiment of the "Moravksa" Divi-
sion and the persistence of the border guards, in particular on the Albanian 
sector, the operation of the 3rd Battalion of the 38th Regiment of the "Zetksa" 
Division, the 3rd and the 12 Regiments and the artillery of the "Topliška" Divi-
sion in the Nišava Directions, the 47th Regiment of the Vardar Division, which 
captured 1.200 Italian soldiers and officers near Struga, and the operation of 
121st Anti-tank Company near Markovec, which inflicted considerable losses to 
the German 11th Armoured Division. 

During the April War, the 5th Column, which proved to be well organised, 
broke through the military lines and easily advanced deep into the terrain. 
During the confusion, the 5th Column did not have a difficult assignment with 
spreading disinformation and panic. The news on the rapidly advancing en-
emy, on a disorganised defence and dissolution of certain fronts, which actually 
was not made up, had a demoralising effect which had detrimental results. 

The Yugoslav military overlooked that the strategic offensive was reflected 
in a rapid war and that the operations reflected new tactics, in particular ar-
moured units with tactical aviation (modern fighter planes).

The strategic deployment of Yugoslav units was not adequate, especially 
for an offensive stance on German units, since it anticipated the clearing of the 
north-eastern part of the battle area. Also, the tactics were not at an adequate 
level. They did not anticipate the occupation of positions in higher regions 
and the defence of lower regions as well as lines of communication from these 
higher areas, thus modified tactics from WWI. The Germans were facilitated to 
reach tactical, operational and strategic objectives by rapid and very narrow 
breakthroughs. 
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Zvezdan Marković

IZKUŠNJE IZ VOJSKOVANJA V APRILSKI VOJNI LETA 1941 S POSEBNIM 
POGLEDOM NA SLOVENSKO OZEMLJE

POVZETEK

Vojaško-politični položaj Jugoslavije pred vojno, ko so sile Osi doživljale naj-
večji vzpon, ni bil ugoden. Jugoslavija je ostala osamljena in izolirana ter nepri-
pravljena na vojno. Kapitulantstvo v vojaškem vrhu se je zelo razširilo. Sprejeti 
vojni ukrepi so bili nezadostni in neučinkoviti. Vendar se ne moremo znebiti 
ocene, da bi se z večjo odločnostjo vlade in vojaškega vodstva lahko nudil večji 
odpor.

Nedokončana mobilizacija in koncentracija večine enot ter neorganiziran 
sistem zvez so še dodatno oteževali poveljevanje in prispevali h kaosu, ki je na-
stal po izbruhu vojne. 

Kapitulantski duh in defetizem, ki sta se pri višjih štabih kazala že pred iz-
bruhom vojne, sta se med aprilsko vojno popolnoma izrazila. Pri večini pripa-
dnikov višjega poveljniškega kadra opazimo, da niso imeli volje, da bi se voj-
skovali. Zato niso mogli bolje izkoristiti volje večjega dela enot in nižjega po-
veljniškega kadra, da bi se uprli napadalcem. Kot potrditev te ugotovitve lahko 
navedemo samopožrtvovalnost posameznih oficirjev in podoficirjev, še pose-
bej pilotov, ki so neposredno s svojimi letali vletali v številčnejše sovražnikove 
formacije, vztrajna obramba 1. protioklepne čete 46. dopolnilnega polka Mora-
vske divizije in vztrajnost graničarjev, zlasti na albanskem sektorju, delovanje 3. 
bataljona 38. polka Zetske divizije, 3. in 12. polka in divizijske artilerije Topliške 
divizije na nišavski smeri, 47. polka Vardarske divizije, ki je pri Strugi zajel 1.200 
italijanskih vojakov in oficirjev, in delovanje 121. protitankovske čete pri Mar-
kovcu, ki je 11. nemški oklepni diviziji prizadela občutne izgube.

V aprilski vojni se je pokazala tudi dobra organiziranost pete kolone, ki se 
je vrinila tako v vojaške vrste, kot tudi na terenu. V splošni zmedi peta kolona 
ni imela težkega dela s širjenjem dezinformacij in sejanjem panike. Novice o 
hitrem prodiranju sovražnika, o neorganiziranem odporu in razpadu posame-
znih front, kar pravzaprav sploh ni bilo izmišljeno, so učinkovale demoraliza-
cijsko in njihov učinek ni mogel ostati brez rezultata.

Jugoslovanska vojska je spregledala, da se strateška ofenziva odraža v bli-
skoviti vojni in da se v operacijah odraža nova taktika, predvsem oklepnih enot 
podprtih s taktičnim letalstvom (sodobnimi lovci).

Strateška razporeditev jugoslovanskih enot ni bila primerna ofenzivnosti, 
predvsem nemških sil, saj je predvidevala izpraznitev iz severozahodnega dela 
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bojevališča. Tudi taktika ni bila na potrebni višini, saj je predvidevala zasedanje 
položajev na višinah in obrambo nižinskega sveta ter komunikacij s teh višin; 
torej modificirana taktika iz prve svetovne vojne. Nemcem je bilo omogočeno, 
da v naglih in vklinjenih prodorih dosežejo taktične, operativne in strateške 
cilje.
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The Establishment of the Yugoslav Legation in Ottawa dates back to 1942.1 
In the light of Canada’s meritorious contributions to the success of the Allies’ 
military efforts, the Royal Yugoslav Government’s decision to open a Legation 
in Ottawa seemed reasonable. Since the beginning of the Second World War, 
Canada – under the leadership of Prime Minister William Lyon Mackenzie King 
– had proven to be one of the strongest links in the Allied coalition by deliv-
ering soldiers to battlefields and providing the Allies (particularly the Soviet 
Union) with military materials and pilot training. It is little wonder, then, that 
the British Prime Minister Winston Churchill named it "linchpin of the English-
speaking world" and the US President Franklin Delano Roosevelt labelled it 
"the aerodrom of democracy."2

Until 1942 Yugoslavia only had a Consulate General in Montreal. An ardu-
ous task of setting up a new diplomatic Legation under wartime conditions was 
entrusted to Izidor Cankar, former Catholic priest and one of the most distin-
guished Slovene scholars with a splendid academic career as art historian.3 He 

1 Costas Melakopides, Pragmatic Idealism. Canadian Foreign Policy, 1945–1995 (Montreal–London–
Buffalo, 1998), 37–38. Canadian Foreign Ministry was established in 1909. Nevertheless, London’s 
declaration of war to the German Reich in 1914 signified that Canada automatically entered World 
War I as well. At the Paris Peace Conference of 1919 the Canadian representatives formed part of 
the Imperial delegation. Until World War II Canada only had a High Commissioner in London and 
five diplomatic Legations around the world, which meant that its foreign policy largely continued 
to be governed from London. As a result of the tensions between the Anglophone and Francophone 
citizens, which were caused by the recruitment of soldiers in World War I, the inter-war period was 
characterised by isolationism. Prime Minister William Lyon Mackenzie King therefore supported the 
policy of "appeasement" towards the Nazis, pursued by his London colleague, Neville Chamberlain. 
After London entered the war, the Canadian Parliament delayed for one week the declaration of war 
against Germany submitted by Mackenzie King to emphasise that Canada was deciding on war and 
peace in sovereign independence. 

2 Joseph Laurence Black, Canada in the Soviet Mirror. Ideology and Perception in Soviet Foreign Affairs, 
1917–1991 (Carleton, 1998), 144 (hereinafter: Black, Canada). 

3 Archives of Simona Lukman, Collection of articles of Marijan Marolt; France Stele, "Izidor Cankar," 
in Letopis Slovenske akademije znanosti in umetnosti 9/1958 (Ljubljana, 1959), 68–77. Rumours cir-
culated among Cankar’s students at the university "that he takes too much upon himself and never 
finishes what he starts." His colleague and an esteemed art historian himself, France Stele, summed 
Cankar’s work in an obituary for Letopis Slovenske akademije znanosti in umetnosti as follows: "Izidor 
Cankar was remarkable, both as a man and a public servant. An industrious, bright and energetic 
spirit, he never rested, always taking part in many spheres of public life. He may not unrightfully be 
regarded as a man who grew weary of successful beginnings and was in constant search for new 
tasks. Thus, for instance, he would invest as much heart in his principal vocation, university profes-
sorship, as he derived pleasure from abandoning it for a diplomatic career – as if saying, my mission is 
complete here, I could not have done more. But whatever the cause he delved into, he would always 
take the initiative and raise the quality of work. It can even hardly be argued whether he himself con-
sidered science – the field in which he had established himself most successfully – as his most vital 
enterprise. He was too great an artist to succumb to the interests of highly focused scientific research. 
What he wrote in his novel S poti about [one of the main protagonists] Fritz was entirely true of him-
self: ‘He would give a year of his life for a well formulated sentence.’ Cankar could also be described 
as a restless spirit, but the true essence of his restlessness remains a major puzzle. What is absolutely 
certain, however, is that he was never a man driven by ambition and power, just as there is no doubt 
that he knew how to pursue his end once he decided to take action."
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arrived in Canada’s capital from Buenos Aires, where he had worked as Minister 
Plenipotentiary and Envoy Extraordinary since 1936.4 After his arrival he was 
joined by another Slovene diplomat, Frank Starman.5 

The two first met in 1942 in New York when Cankar made preparations 
to assume office as Royal Minister Plenipotentiary and Envoy Extraordinary of 
Yugoslavia to Ottawa. One of Cankar’s challenges was to find personnel to help 
him make arrangements for the announced Royal visit to Canada and set up the 
operations of the Royal Legation of Yugoslavia. The work he performed during 
that period Starman described in his Memoirs as unconventional, transcending 
the bureaucratic bounds of the "old Austro-Hungarian mentality." At the time 
he felt as a proud Slovene, educated, trained and determined to succeed in his 
mission. Though a clerk by heart, Starman was a man of "libertine propensities." 
In one of his interviews he described his role as follows: 

In order to be a successful representative of a small nation in the then predomi-
nantly Serbian diplomacy you had to be well educated and esteemed, else you 
would not be entrusted with an important mission. First and foremost, you had 
to possess an intimate knowledge of the Yugoslav history and interests of the 

4 Archives of the Slovene Biographical Lexicon, Personal file of Izidor Cankar. 
5 Archives of Studia diplomatica Slovenica, Frank Starman, My Years in the former Diplomatic Service 

in Ottawa, I–II (Ottawa, 1994–1996), typescript (hereinafter: ASDS, Starman’s memoirs); Frank 
Starman, "Spomini na Izidorja Cankarja med njegovim bivanjem v Kanadi," in Rodna Gruda – revija 
za Slovence po svetu 42, No. 4 (April 1995): 33–34; Martina Skok, "Diplomati so se menjavali, tajnik 
je ostajal. Spomini tajnika veleposlaništva Kraljevine Jugoslavije," Delo, 1 August 2001; Cf. Archives of 
Studia diplomatica Slovenica, Martina Skok, O piscu spominov na Izidorja Cankarja (Brussels, 2008), 
typescript. Franjo (Frank) Starman was born on 17 November 1916 in the town of Podgraje. His 
father’s name was Franc Starman and his mother’s name was Emilija Jaksetič. His father was a school 
principal. As a teacher and choir singer he associated with several Slovenes who later became famous 
and continued their educational work in emigration where they also met Franjo Jr. The latter chose to 
become a merchant instead and completed his education at the Academy of Merchant Navy in Kotor, 
Montenegro, where he graduated in 1936. After that he was employed by the then Yugoslav Lloyd 
and embarked on a ship as a cadet in the rank of third officer in 1939. In roughly two years he saw 
much of the world on board merchant ships, sailing to North European, Baltic, and North American 
ports, to the South Atlantic as far as Argentina, Uruguay, and several African ports; passing through 
Suez Canal and crossing the Indian Ocean he sailed to Japan, the Pacific, and up the Columbia River 
into the US all the way to Portland, Oregon. In 1941 he disembarked in New York, where he met his 
first wife Anka, a Slovene, born in Domžale. Since 1942 he worked with Dr. Izidor Cankar, the head 
of the Royal Yugoslav Legation in Ottawa. After Cankar’s resignation in 1944 Starman remained at 
the legation until 1949, when he resigned himself. He first returned to Slovenia after seventeen years 
in 1956. On that occasion he also visited Cankar, aside from the widowed second wife of his father 
and half-siblings. In the years that followed Starman worked as a salesman and then a merchant with 
Sears, as an associate of the EXPO 67 world exhibition in Montreal, and occasionally as a translator 
and counsellor at the Canadian Foreign Ministry. In 1975 he founded the Ottawa Slovene Association 
with several other compatriots. At first he was a secretary, then vice-president and in the end the 
honourable member of the association. He was very active, organising parties, teaching the young to 
dance, and writing. In the 1980s he revisited his homeland, which – much to his joy – gained inde-
pendence soon thereafter. He died on 10 May 2005. 
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Kingdom to understand what was expected from you. Knowledge of history was 
sometimes highly appreciated, if not indispensable, because major political deci-
sions not only based on history, they made it.

The decision of Starman’s new boss to enter diplomatic service was not a 
result of long-term plans but a spontaneous act when the opportunity present-
ed itself. Even Starman wondered about the motivations that had led him so far 
away from his country. In Starman’s judgment it was Cankar’s nature and intel-
lectual curiosity which spurred him to broaden the horizons of his mind and 
engage in a quest for ever new challenges. Besides, he was regarded as a con-
fident and great conversationalist who took pleasure in endearing himself to 
everyone he met. According to Starman, he did not feel particularly homesick 
in Buenos Aires and Ottawa but rather fascinated by discovering new friends 
and, in his case, "new admirers."6 

Change in place and profession were an everyday practice in his life. But as 
it is evident from the preserved correspondence, his appointment to Buenos 
Aires in 1936 was a result of combinations among parties and efforts to strike 
a political balance in the diplomatic corps of the Kingdom of Yugoslavia. Can-
kar was one of the few Slovenes whom the Slovene People’s Party’s influence 
helped attain a high position in otherwise strongly Serb-dominated Yugoslav 
diplomacy.  

The reason for Cankar’s transfer from Argentina to Canada was the Axis 
Powers’ attack on Yugoslavia in 1941. President Dr. Miha Krek and a part of the 
leadership of the Slovene People’s Party, to which Cankar remained ideation-
ally (if not always formally) faithful from the beginning of his political career in 
the late Habsburg Monarchy until 1944, successfully withdrew abroad. As one 
of the few members of the Slovene political and intellectual elite who found 
refuge with the Western Allies, Cankar could prove very useful in representing 
the Slovene national demands. His entire term in Ottawa was therefore a war-
time experience. In one of the interviews Starman described it thus: 

The work was exacting during the war. Not that you had to pay closer attention 
or do more; the problem was that you didn’t know how to remain loyal to your 
country, which had found itself in such a quandary. You didn’t know how to be-
have in the company of diplomats from other countries. When your country is at 
war, you are not 100 percent informed of its aims and the principles of its con-
duct, to which you do not necessarily give your fullest support at all times.

6 ASDS, Starman’s memoirs, I. 
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Much to Cankar’s and Starman’s disappointment, the Royal Government 
of Yugoslavia in exile – which left the country in April 1941, during the attack 
of Axis Powers – soon found itself in a defensive position in international af-
fairs. When it became clear that the tactics of the Commander-in-Chief of the 
Royal Army in the Homeland, Dragoljub (Draža) Mihailović, had failed to meet 
the expectations of the Western Allies, the leader of the Yugoslav Communists, 
Josip Broz Tito, seized the opportunity to use the Partisan successes against the 
Axis Powers also as leverage in diplomacy. 

Cankar left Buenos Aires on 8 April 1942 and first set out for the US.7 He ar-
rived in Ottawa on 5 May.8 He and his wife Niča settled in a suite at the Chateau 
Laurier Hotel, where King Peter II supposedly stayed during his visit. The same 
suite was also designated as a temporary office of the Legation. The couple sent 
their daughter Veronika to their relatives in Cleveland, where there was a strong 
Slovene emigration community.9 Soon after the arrival Cankar was surprised by 
Snoj’s letter informing him that the Royal Information Centre of Yugoslavia in 
New York had received some letters from Buenos Aires accusing Cankar of vis-
iting the German Envoy before his departure.10 Cankar immediately replied to 
Snoj with a short telegram: "Talk about that visit idiotic lie."11

Since the US was the King’s primary destination, Canada was initially not 
mentioned in the itinerary. On his visit to the Foreign Ministry on 5 June 1942, 
Cankar informed the officials that he had read about the Royal visit to the US 
in New York Times. Even though he was not notified by the Government that 
the King might also visit Canada, Cankar considered it highly unlikely that the 
Monarch would not seize the opportunity.12 After additional verifications the 
Canadian High Commissioner in London informed Ottawa on 16 June that 
the young Monarch wished to extend his tour to Canada.13 Cankar sent a note 
to the Canadian Foreign Ministry, stating that the King had accepted the invi-

7 National Archives Canada, William Lyon Mackenzie King Fonds, Reference Number MG26 J1 (here-
inafter: NAC, WLMKF, MG 26 J1), vol. 336, a telegram from the Canadian Envoy to Washington to 
the State Secretary of Foreign Affairs, 20 April 1942. I would like to express my gratitude to Tomaž 
Kunstelj, Irena Hribar-Schmidt, Ingrid Parent, Peter Delottinville and Maureen Hoogenraad for help-
ing me finding relevant materials in Canadian Archives.  

8 NAC, WLMKF, MG26 J1, vol. 336, a telegram from the Yugoslav Consul General in Montreal, V. M. 
Vukmirović, to Canadian State Undersecretary Norman A. Robertson, 30 April 1942. 

9 ASDS, Starman’s memoirs.
10 Archives of the Republic of Slovenia, Department for Preservation of Archival Material of WWII 

(hereinafter: ARS, PCIC), fascicle 6, Snoj’s letter to Cankar, 18 May 1942. 
11 ARS, PCIC, fascicle 6, Cankar’s telegram to Snoj, 18 May 1942. 
12 National Archives Canada, Record Group 25, Records of the Department of Foreign Affairs and 

International Trade (hereinafter: NAC, RG 25, RDFAIT), vol. 2168, a memorandum from W. H. 
Measures to State Undersecretary Robertson, 5 June 1942. 

13 NAC, RG 25, RDFAIT, vol. 2168, a telegram from the Canadian High Commissioner in London to State 
Secretary of Foreign Affairs, 16 June 1942. 
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tation of the Governor General Alexander of Teck and Princess Alice as late as 
6 July.14

Just prior to Cankar’s appointment as Envoy to Canada, a change had taken 
place at the helm of the Yugoslav Government. Violence in the homeland had 
obviously provoked disputes within the Government, led by Dušan Simović: it 
was as if all antagonisms which had been accumulating between the Croatian 
and Serbian politics during the twenty years of Yugoslavia’s existence had moved 
to the Government in London. Unlike the Croatian Ministers, who confronted 
their Serbian colleagues unanimously, the Serbian part of the Government was 
less homogeneous. The strongest group among the Serbian Ministers was the 
Greater Serbian faction, which had been, from the very beginning, under the 
moral leadership of Slobodan Jovanović, President of the Serbian Cultural Club. 
The faction also included the two representatives of the People’s Radical Party, 
Miša Trifunović, and a senior Yugoslav diplomat, Momčilo Ninčić.15 The latter 
had a reputation as an architect of the accommodation policy towards Fascist 
Italy during the Pašić era, which incited sharp criticism from the Slovenes and 
Croats. Ninčić faced the same criticism on his arrival to London, as soon as the 
question of the post-war border with Italy was placed on the agenda.16

Ninčić’s long arm in diplomacy was the Envoy in Washington, Kontantin 
Fotić, who in the US acted more as a representative of the Kingdom of Serbia 
than of Yugoslavia. Srbobran, whose (frequently vulgar) attacks on the Croats 
also caused much discomfort in American and British diplomacy, disseminated 
Fotić’s Greater Serbian views with the support of a diplomat, Jovan Dučić, and 
the Serbian Orthodox Church. Fotić’s activity soon also compelled the for-
mer Croatian Ban, Ivan Šubašić, who had found refuge in the US, to publicly 
oppose an Envoy of his own country.17Another faction sitting in the Govern-
ment besides the Greater Serbian Ministers was the Serbs who declared them-
selves "Yugoslavs" and "Serbo-Croats." Its foremost representatives were Srđan 
Budisavljević, Jovan Banjanin, and Branko Čubrilović. London, however, was 
a place of refuge also to the two leaders of the Yugoslav National Party, which 
had been formed in the early 1930s as the pillar of the dictatorial regime of 
King Alexander – the former Prime Minister, General Petar Živković, and the 
former Foreign Minister (and Prime Minister for six months after Alexander’s 
death), Bogoljub Jevtić.18

14 NAC, RG 25, RDFAIT, vol. 2168, Cankar’s note to State Undersecretary Robertson, 6 July 1942. 
15 Bogdan Krizman, ed., Jugoslavenske vlade u izbjeglištvu 1941-1943. Dokumenti (Zagreb, 1981), 5–6 

(hereinafter: Krizman, Jugoslavenske vlade).
16 Milan Grol, Londonski dnevnik 1941–1945 (Beograd, 1990), 78 (hereinafter: Grol, Londonski 

dnevnik).
17 Krizman, Jugoslavenske vlade, 6 and 59–60.
18 Ibid., 6 and 14.
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Prime Minister Simović already had enough trouble trying to achieve a con-
sensus among the Serbs, let alone reach an agreement between the Serbs and 
Croats. Therefore he soon engaged in a dispute with Ninčić and Grol, who ac-
cused him of being too indulgent with the Croatian Ministers Juraj Krnjević and 
Juraj Šutej. The latter in particular was constantly criticised by the representa-
tives of the Greater Serbian faction, complaining "how one Croat can adminis-
ter our money." Nevertheless, there were also a few among the Serbian Ministers 
who advocated a compromise with the Croats. The loudest opponent to the 
Greater Serbian faction was Dr. Sava Kosanović, an Independent Democratic 
Party representative, whom Ninčić dismissed as a "Serb-hating scoundrel."19

Besides Krnjević and Šutej, Ivan Šubašić was another notable Croatian poli-
tician in emigration, who paradoxically still held the title of Ban, despite the 
fact that the territory of his Banovina was now under NDH. During the first 
years of the war Šubašić and the Ministers Kosanović, Marković, Trifunović, 
Jevtić, Čubrilović and Snoj operated in the US, while most of the Government 
remained in London.

Miha Krek, Franc Snoj and Franc Gabrovšek, three leaders of the Slovene 
People’s Party in exile, tried to develop a bridge-building initiative in the dispute 
between their Serbian and Croatian colleagues.20 In practice, this meant that 
they mostly kept silent at Government sessions and wrote down their concilia-
tory thoughts in various memoranda. When Simović’s statement that the post-
war Yugoslavia should also comprise Istria, Trieste and Gorizia was discussed 
by the Council of Ministers on 8 September 1941, Krnjević was the only one 
to defend the absent President’s position in a polemic with Ninčić. Although 
Ninčić argued that the Simović Government "had already done much harm," 
thus rendering any proclamation of territorial claims "inopportune," Krek, who 
should have shown the most interest in the issue, remained silent. At least this 
is what Grol wrote in his diary and then in November 1941 also prevented the 
adoption of Krek’s programming statement on the future of Yugoslavia, which 
had been prepared for Snoj before his departure for the US. Grol considered 
Krek’s views of the future state organisation as a "bungle filled with hypocritical 
phrases, tendencies and reserves" that "leads neither to reconciliation nor to 
state organisation."21

The Greater Serbian faction ultimately deposed Simović with Grol’s assis-
tance. On 11 January 1942 the King replaced him with Dr. Slobodan Jovanović, 
whereas Krek retained the position of Vice President. An even wider response 

19 Grol, Londonski dnevnik, 49, 57, 141 and 245. 
20 Janez A. Arnež, ed., Gabrovškov dnevnik – Msgr. Gabrovšek’s Diary 1941–1945 (Ljubljana–

Washington, 1997), 19–20 (hereinafter: Arnež, Gabrovškov dnevnik).
21 Grol, Londonski dnevnik, 17 in 55–56.
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was provoked by the Royal decision to appoint Mihailović as Minister of the 
Army, Navy and Air Forces, thus officially recognising him as "leader of the resis-
tance in the homeland."22 However, the situation on the ground soon showed 
that, unlike Tito’s Partisans, Mihailović and his tactic of avoiding confrontation 
with the Germans did not meet the expectations of the Western Allies. 

Soon after his arrival in Canada, Cankar too found himself in the middle of 
frictions caused by Fotić’s activity in Washington. In an extensive letter dated 
1 June 1942, Krek advised Cankar how to deal with the situation. His letter re-
sembled instructions to an Envoy, though it also included Krek’s personal views 
of Yugoslavia’s future. Cankar’s first task was to "use his influence to tear down 
the ‘Catholic’ Italian and Austrian propaganda against us" in "the most Catho-
lic dominion" of the British Empire. It was necessary to persuade the Catholic 
circles in Canada that the Catholic Slovenes should in no way be divided or 
subjugated to Italian or German authority. As regards Fotić, Krek obviously did 
not share the same opinion as his Croatian colleagues. He specifically advised 
Cankar to rely on none other than him during his service in Canada: 

Make Fotić your intimate friend who will keep you informed about everything. 
He’s an Aromanian-Greek. Now a Greater Serb and a proper Serb. I think he works 
‘tailor-made shoes’ in diplomacy. He shifts with the wind. But most importantly, 
he is what he is, your friend and an ample source of information. Therefore, make 
friends with him – and do so in a way that will not harm our emigration, which 
adores Fotić as much as a fly in a soup, and bring the Slovene cause enough ben-
efit that he’ll not work against it. 

Krek offered a similar piece of advice with regard to "papa Momčilo" 
(Ninčić), who was expected to accompany the "young master" (Peter II) during 
his visit to the US and Canada: 

Momčilo is a sly man, hiding his talons skilfully, but he has Fotić and 'Srbobran' 
and the Serbian National Union under his thumb. He’s the true maker of Serbian 
politics. If you know that you can turn it to your own advantage, because Momčilo 
likes the Slovenes – even though he’ll do nothing for them – but he would, if he 
could just fit it into his concept.

Krek appealed to Cankar to use every opportunity to establish contact with 
the King, on whom he wrote: "The entire Royal entourage is proper Serbian, all 
jealous with everything that is not Serbian. /.../ The King has nothing against us, 

22 Krizman, Jugoslavenske vlade, 36–37.
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he likes Upper Carniola, but the adjutants are filling his head with Serbianhood, 
each passing day and each passing hour."23

In a letter dated 15 July 1942 Krek asked Cankar once again to talk to Ninčić 
during the Royal visit to Canada: 

He has to be convinced that the Slovenes are great, great friends of the Serbs, that 
we are all alike, to the last one. Therefore he should consider us as his best, most 
reliable allies. /... / I reckon that on this basis you’ll be able to present sound argu-
ments for Gorizia, Trieste, Istria, and Klagenfurt. However, keep in mind that the 
man sees everything from the perspective of the eastern part of the country and 
its benefit.24

Krek’s patience seemed almost inexhaustible, when Srbobran extended its 
anti-Croatian campaign in early 1942 to attacking Franc Snoj and Alojzij Ku-
har, who worked at the Yugoslav Government’s Department of Propaganda. 
The Greater Serbian faction resented Kuhar for having warned Jovanović and 
Simović that the British Government had a negative stance towards the Serbo-
Croatian propaganda war in the US. When Srbobran demanded Kuhar’s removal 
from the Department of Propaganda, Krek himself had to intervene. He asked 
Jovanović on 10 April 1942: "I see that the Serbs have also started a struggle 
against us the Slovenes. If that’s true, should we join the Croats? If we do so, you 
should bear in mind that the English will understand it as the end of Yugoslavia. 
Do you perhaps want me to resign from the Government?" However, Krek’s 
intervention with the Prime Minister produced quite the opposite result – one 
week later Kuhar was removed from the Department of Propaganda.25

Despite such and similar disappointments Krek abided by the concept of 
preserving Yugoslavia, which he also confided to Cankar in the aforementioned 
June instruction:

Yugoslavia is therefore a balloon blown up by internal winds to the point of 
bursting. /.../ The Yugoslav enterprise will unquestionably persevere until the end 
of the war. What happens afterwards is a big question; for the Croats have slaugh-
tered many, many Serbs. They have Christianised Orthodox believers through 
violence and pressure. With the assistance of the Croatian Church authorities. All 
Serbian cultural and economic institutions have been demolished. The civil war 
can only be prevented if we come under the occupation of the Anglo-American 
army, which will be free to cut borders and set up states as it wishes. There’s con-

23 ARS, PCIC, fascicle 6, Krek’s letter to Cankar, 1 June 1942. 
24 ARS, PCIC, fascicle 6, Krek’s letter to Cankar, 15 July 1942. 
25 Arnež, Gabrovškov dnevnik, 16.
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fusion everywhere in the homeland. It seems to be the worst in Pavelić’s Croatia. 
At home, only the Slovenes are for Yugoslavia. The Serbs are generally opposed, 
whereas the Croats are for Croatia without Pavelić, Italians and Germans.26

 Just in those days Krek’s observation was also confirmed by Grol, because 
even the head of the Yugoslav Government, Jovanović, suggested not to speak 
"for Yugoslavia" amidst the "leaden atmosphere" in the homeland.27

The Royal American tour was marked by a number of complications that 
resulted from Croatian criticism of the programme prepared by Fotić with 
Ninčić’s support. Kosanović, presiding over the American Committee for Re-
construction of Yugoslavia, stated a series of criticisms against the organisation 
of the visit in a report to Jovanović dated 5 August 1942. He warned the Prime 
Minister that two-faced policy making should be prevented because Roosevelt 
hated "insincerity and falseness." It was by far not enough to have the Foreign 
Minister or Envoy in Washington use the word "Yugoslavia" in his notes, while 
his official representatives in the field worked against it. Thus, an impression 
could be created in Washington that the Government pursued two policies that 
contradicted and neutralised each other, whereby the anti-Yugoslav seemed 
to prevail. Besides Dučić, who waged "the most rabid campaign against Yugo-
slavia" through Srbobran, another eminent exponent of the campaign was, in 
Kosanović’s opinion, the Chicago Consul, Nikola Mirković, "who publicly de-
clared himself as the Consul of Serbia rather than the Consul of Yugoslavia, 
with virtually no consequences whatsoever." Even the head of the military mis-
sion to the US, Colonel Dragutin Savić, "addressed the Serbian rather than Yu-
goslav army." Another notable figure that "actively opposed the unity between 
the Serbs and Croats" was the Orthodox Prince-Bishop Dionysius. According to 
Kosanović, the responsibility for the state of affairs rested on Fotić, who had ap-
parently demanded in October 1941 that Srbobran "should launch a campaign 
against the Croats," which subsequently gained "such momentum that there 
has never been a newspaper, not even in the homeland, amidst the most bitter 
political conflicts, that has written more negatively about the Croats, Slovenes 
and those Serbs who were in favour of Yugoslavia."28

Kosanović was also exasperated by the fact that Fotić introduced to the 
King during his US visit the entire editorial board of the Greater Serbian gazette, 
which presented the Monarch with a bound collection of all Srbobran cop-
ies and then also posed for a photograph with him. The King, evidently taken 
by surprise, concluded the event with a blundering remark: "It’s a good thing 

26 ARS, PCIC, fascicle 6, Krek’s letter to Cankar, 1 June 1942. 
27 Grol, Londonski dnevnik, 138.
28 ARS, PCIC, Kosanović’s report to Jovanović, 5 August 1942. 
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you’re doing. I’m following it."29 Fotić exposed the King before the American 
and Yugoslav public, even though the American Federal police had demanded 
the resignation of one editor whose actions were found detrimental to the US. 
Zakrajšek too was later instructed as a member of the War Information Bureau 
headed by Elmer Davis to investigate the dispute regarding the Srbobran cam-
paign and propose a solution that would lead to an agreement.30

All these complications, Kosanović observed, were made grist for the mill 
of Otto von Habsburg and Count Carlo Sforza. While the Yugoslav diplomacy 
was sending memoranda on the crimes against the Serbs and producing ever 
new evidence on insurmountable differences between the Serbs and Croats, the 
Habsburg Archduke offered the US a "supra-national ‘Catholic state’ that would 
bring harmony to the bruised terrain." Even though Otto von Habsburg never 
attacked the Serbs according to Kosanović reports, he nevertheless maintained 
that "Vojvodina and Bosnia" should be asked "where they wished to belong." 
Sforza used a similar approach as a herald of "eternal Italy, Rome, Dante, and 
Michelangelo, as well as Italian culture, which abhors war and is held captive 
to a limited bunch of Fascists." And much to Kosanović’s chagrin, the Yugoslav 
diplomacy opposed Sforza’s civilised mission, so to speak, by merely providing 
"evidence of barbarism, thirst for blood and hatred."31

During the Royal visit in Canada Cankar too noticed the significant influ-
ence of the Royal Household. He felt pity for the merely eighteen-year-old Mon-
arch, buried under a heap of obligations imposed on him.32 His delegation was 
indeed a large crowd of 17 members. Besides Cankar, it also included Šubašić 
and all Ministers serving in the US. However, Ninčić received most of the Ca-
nadian hosts’ attention. During the Royal visit the Foreign Ministry prepared 
a memorandum for Mackenzie King that pointed to the frictions within the 
Yugoslav delegation. The appraisal of the relations within the delegation drew 
on a telegram which the British Foreign Minister, Anthony Eden, sent to the 
Ambassador in Washington, Lord Edward Frederick Halifax, on 16 June 1942. 
Thus the Canadians found out that Ninčić was criticised for not having includ-
ed a sufficient number of Croats in the delegation. The second reproach was a 
more serious one, as the British became aware of the danger that Ninčić might 
incite the US against Great Britain. The Canadian Foreign Ministry also warned 
Mackenzie King of the divisions which had been brought about by the fall of 
the Simović Government and British problems with the Yugoslav officers in 
the Middle East. The major issue facing the Canadian side, however, was that of 

29 Krizman, Jugoslavenske vlade, 67. 
30 Darko Friš, ed., Korespondenca Kazimirja Zakrajška, O. F. M. (1928–1958) (Ljubljana, 1995), 154.
31 ARS, PCIC, Kosanović’s report to Jovanović, 5 August 1942.
32 ASDS, Starman’s memoirs.
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recruiting Yugoslav volunteers in Canada. In this regard it was emphasised that 
most of the 9,432 Serbs, Croats and Slovenes, who had so declared themselves 
in the 1931 census, emigrated from Yugoslavia owing to the "repressive rule of 
the Serb Majority."33

Halifax suspected that the American ambition to pursue an "independent" 
policy towards Europe rested precisely on the case of Yugoslavia, and did not 
even exclude the possibility that they would prefer to see the emigrant Gov-
ernments stationed in Washington rather than London.34 Reading their Brit-
ish colleagues’ notes, the Canadian diplomats showed particular interest in the 
"Cairo affair," which had erupted among the Yugoslav soldiers in the Middle 
East when the Simović Government fell due to the replacement of the thus 
far War Minister, Bogoljub Ilić, with Mihailović. The Jovanović Government, 
namely, accused the British High Command of sympathising with the rebel-
lious officers. The affair was an extremely delicate matter for the British High 
Command, because the rebellion was headed by General Bora Mirković, leader 
of the Belgrade putsch of 27 March 1941, whom the British considered to be 
one of the most effective officers in the Middle East. Thus, in addition to fight-
ing off Erwin Rommel’s "African Corps" in Libya, the British now had to bring to 
heel the insubordinate Yugoslav officers.35 Even though Mihailović remained at 
his post, the British later unquestionably regretted that the affair had not taken 
a different course.

The Royal visit to Ottawa lasted from 10 to 12 July 1942, during which the 
Yugoslav Monarch met with the Governor General, Prime Minister and Parlia-
ment members.36 At a dinner which Mackenzie King organised in his honour 
on 10 July, Peter II proposed a toast to express his gratitude for the Canadian 
support in the "grim days of suffering and struggle against a powerful and un-
scrupulous enemy." He conveyed to his hosts "the greeting of the fighters from 
our mountains and forests," who were led by his "dear friend and most coura-
geous soldier," Mihailović. He said that his fighters drew their inspiration from 
the heroic actions of the "allied brothers-in-arms" and knew very well that Can-
ada was rightfully called "the aerodrome of democracy."37

However, in the shadow of the exalted pledges of allegiance among the Al-
lies, the divisions within the Yugoslav delegation over the future of Yugoslavia 
deepened. Cankar wrote to Krek in a letter dated 27 July 1942 that during the 

33 NAC, RG 25, RDFAIT, vol. 2168, a memorandum from the Canadian Foreign Ministry to Prime 
Minister Mackenzie King, 9 July 1942. 

34 NAC, RG 25, RDFAIT, vol. 2168, Eden’s telegram to Halifax, 20 June 1942. 
35 Cf. NAC, RG 25, RDFAIT, vol. 2168, Eden’s telegrams to Halifax, 16 June and 23 June 1942. 
36 NAC, RG 25, RDFAIT, vol. 2168, the programme of King Peter II’s visit to Ottawa. 
37 NAC, WLMKF, MG26 J1, vol. 320, the Royal toast to Canadian Prime Minister, 10 July 1942. 
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visit Ninčić "was subject to two contradictory influences" which left a differ-
ently strong impression on him: 

"First he made certain that the foremost politicians here, including Roosevelt, 
want Yugoslavia and nothing else – because nothing else is possible: who would 
want to tear Europe into small pieces after our horrendous experience, or who 
would want to help German dynasties recover the land they had squandered? 
The second influence, which left an even stronger effect on Ninčić, was the Sr-
bobran psychosis which exists here. In the discussion he particularly insisted on 
executing 50.000 Croats after the war but, in the end, corrected himself saying 
that ‘it doesn’t have to be exactly 50.000’." 

In a conversation with Cankar, Ninčić confirmed Krek’s opinion that the 
Slovenes "have an important role" in the dispute between the Serbs and Cro-
ats. But he obviously did not see much value in Krek’s mediations, because he 
supposedly sided too much with the Croats and thus created an impression 
that he was not a friend of the Serbs. As for Snoj, Ninčić was particularly resent-
ful of the fact that he only kept company with Kosanović, "who has a morbid 
animosity towards the Serbians but applauds every single idiocy produced by 
the Croats, no matter how outrageously dumb." Ninčić feared the possibility of 
establishing "a Slovene-Croatian union that might appear to the political world 
as a Catholic anti-Yugoslav bloc."38

Ninčić tolerated Fotić’s protocol tricks during the Royal American tour, al-
beit to the dismay of Croatian Ministers and Snoj. The final straw, however, was 
when, during the Royal tour, Ninčić himself met with Sforza in New York.39 This 
move certainly reminded the Slovene politicians of Ninčić’s compromises re-
garding the status of Rijeka and delimitation with Italy in the 1920s. But appar-
ently they were left with no other alternative but to overlook this diplomatic 
manoeuvre of the Foreign Minister as well.

Cankar supported Krek’s policy of appeasement. In the aforementioned 
letter of 27 July 1942, he assured Krek that he understood the difficulty of his 
position, which forced him to navigate between the Greater Serbian exponents 
and Croatian politicians complaining to Cankar that Krek "sided too much 
with the Serbs because they have ‘power’." Cankar too felt that "now that every-
thing is sick with hatred and distrust" it was in no way appropriate to meddle 
with the unfortunate struggle between the Serbs and Croats. But he unequivo-
cally rejected the advice to make friends with Fotić, although he was momen-

38 ARS, PCIC, fascicle 6, Cankar’s letter to Krek, 27 July 1942. 
39 Krizman, Jugoslavenske vlade, 67.
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tarily "more powerful than anyone else." Without underestimating him, Cankar 
predicted that Fotić’s career was about to end: "He’s clever but not intelligent, 
and will probably break his neck the next time he makes a wrong step."40 Fotić, 
however, remained on the political scene longer than Cankar expected. After 
the Royal visit to the US, Fotić felt so omnipotent that he even flatly refused an 
initiative made by Roosevelt himself to reach an agreement with Šubašić. He 
did not change his mind even when offered American assurances to provide 
Mihailović with air support in return for a mutual Serbo-Croatian recognition 
of the past mistakes.41

Cankar also shared his concerns regarding the agreement among the na-
tions of Yugoslavia with the King. He suggested that the Government should 
pass an appropriate declaration that was also necessary "due to the Communist 
agitation." If that was not achieved immediately the King would face on his re-
turn to the homeland "the gravest situation, a political and economic chaos of 
such horrendous proportions that would allow no time to solve the issues of 
the constitution and state." In Cankar’s opinion it was imperative to 

seriously consider the possibility that several provinces of Yugoslavia will pro-
claim the establishment of the federation with the Soviet Union, if the Allied forc-
es are not in the country by the time of Germany’s collapse; should the settling of 
scores between the Serbs and Croats, and between the Yugoslavs and Germans 
and Hungarians begin once again, we’re veering towards a civil war of long or 
short duration. 

This possibility had to be prevented without delay by formulating a clear 
programme for agreement. The latter would also provide a required assurance 
"that our representative will enter into armistice and conduct peace negotiations 
with the support of a compact nation rather than a problematic entity that has 
been forcibly restored, in a dilapidating state and diverging on the most basic 
questions." According to Cankar, who may have perhaps even envisioned him-
self among the negotiators at the peace conference, such circumstances could 
deprive Yugoslavia of "all advantages of victory, for which we must struggle with 
all our might." As he recounted, the King accepted his arguments and even joined 
him in "mocking the Government for not having done anything yet."42

Unlike Krek, who only complained about the marginalisation of the Slo-
venes during the Royal visit to the US and that the Serbian politicians conducted 
themselves "as if they were deliberately destroying Yugoslavia or throwing the 

40 ARS, PCIC, fascicle 6, Cankar’s letter to Krek, 27 July 1942. 
41 ARS, PCIC, fascicle 6, Cankar’s letter to Kosanović, 26 August 1942. 
42 ARS, PCIC, fascicle 6, Cankar’s letter to Krek, 27 July 1942. 
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Slovenes out,"43 Cankar had already prepared a concrete proposal for the set-
tling of future relations among the Slovenes, Croats and Serbs. He was encour-
aged to do so by the realisation that without a concrete programme prepared 
by the London Government, the initiative would remain with the Communists. 
If that were indeed to happen, Krek might be accused of "trading Slovenia for a 
ministerial salary." In Cankar’s view it was first necessary to reach an appropri-
ate agreement among the Serbs and Croats, who had never "and will never let 
themselves be divided." The intransigence of both sides would lead to "perpetu-
ated hatred," which was also clear from the relations within the US diaspora: 
"The 'Srbobran' circles here are tenaciously propagating the idea of uniting 
the entire Serbianhood; there they will be, so they think, once again their own 
masters, wholesome, resilient, and traitor free; and probably they’re also qui-
etly hoping to take their vengeance on the Croats for all the present carnage." 
Cankar saw a solution in returning "to the historical borders, which is the most 
natural solution because one cannot commit a crime against history without 
being punished, as has also been well demonstrated by our initial unification 
experiments." He expected that the division into "historical provinces" would 
have less opposition from the Serbs than the Croats, who were, notwithstand-
ing the Bled Agreement of 1939, still dissatisfied with their situation: 

"The twenty years of their struggle, which has often exhibited strong anti-state 
tendencies, have thus discredited them in the eyes of their own people, so that 
even those who sincerely want Yugoslavia are now unable to talk about it as their 
state with warmth and confidence. They continue avoiding the national flag, 
even here in a foreign world, where there is no place for provincial flags, except 
for our own pleasure, when we are together. They don’t have the score for the 
national anthem. Yugoslavia still hasn’t assimilated into their political mentality, 
just as many old Radicals haven’t seen the end of Serbia and the beginning of a 
new state life for which they have now turned into major separatists. The Serbs 
are not blind to this shilly-shallying – the Democrats call it ‘reservations’ – and 
are naturally suspicious, particularly because the Croats have not and will not, im-
mediately and spontaneously, condemn the carnage, which is just beyond com-
prehension to someone who is unfamiliar with that special state of reservation."

Cankar advised Krek to suggest that the Government pass a solemn declara-
tion. If his proposal were not accepted, he should resign and establish a "Yugo-
slav Committee" with his adherents "in agreement with the English friends."44

43 Janez A. Arnež, SLS : Slovenska ljudska stranka = Slovenian people's party : 1941–1945 (Ljubljana–
Washington, 2002), 78.

44 ARS, PCIC, fascicle 6, Cankar’s letter to Krek, 27 July 1942. 
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Cankar obviously drew on the experience from World War I, when the Yu-
goslav emigrants organised themselves into a committee. In those days, mak-
ing references to their "English friends" was a habitual practice typical of all 
Slovene politicians in emigration, and Cankar was no exception. Most letters 
exchanged between him and Krek regarded Great Britain with a reverence bor-
dering on Anglophilism. The difference between the two was that at the clos-
ing stage of the war Cankar redirected the focus of his essential expectations 
on the Soviet Union, whereas Krek insisted on playing the exclusively British 
card. Only at the end of the war would he and his adherents realise that betting 
everything on the turn of one card made it hard to remain in the game. Nev-
ertheless, in summer 1942, when the British diplomacy hardened its position 
towards Fotić’s policy, barely tolerating it as a Yugoslav "internal affair,"45 Krek’s 
Anglophile stance unquestionably strengthened his position in the Govern-
ment.

This was also a time when Cankar still viewed the Greater Serbian demands 
as a lesser evil with respect to Communism. At the same time he hoped that the 
traditional Slovene parties could make a stand against the increasing Commu-
nist power, even though much had already been lost: 

With each passing day the Communist activity is growing and with each pass-
ing day the Government’s inactivity and lacking initiative are becoming less tol-
erable. I don’t know whether the horrible sacrifices our people had to make at 
home are, or will ever be, worthwhile; but one thing is certain: the Partisans are 
self-sacrificing and courageous, they believe in their cause, and are not only will-
ing to give their lives for it, they do it. These are the elementary forces that make 
history. You can make no headway against them at home, because most people 
are conservative, anxious, afraid for their meagre possessions, with no faith in 
whatsoever, with no real hope. They need to be given faith, strength, courage and 
hope from outside, else they will turn into a passive, amorphous mass that will 
not be able to carry the destiny of the nation and decide its history. It’s clear what 
significance this bears for our traditional parties and their leaders. Our parties 
have long been showing signs of fatigue, lack of ideas, determination to discour-
age novelty if they have state’s support, and of incompetence to build something 
better. Now that they are tackling such enormous, all-national, all-state and per-
haps even broader tasks, isn’t it time they embraced new life? Do what you can; 
otherwise we’ll all be coming home in shame.46

45 Grol, Londonski dnevnik, 177.
46 ARS, PCIC, fascicle 6, Cankar’s letter to Krek, 27 July 1942. 
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After the King had left Cankar remained in the middle of Ottawa without 
office and staff. The Consulate in Montreal, which operated with three staff 
members, could not provide him with anyone.47 The Foreign Ministry in Lon-
don advised him to search for co-workers among the emigrants in Canada. 
However, most of them had already been drafted into the army or industry. 
Cankar turned to numerous Yugoslav organisations and their newspapers’ edi-
torial boards, only to receive polite but negative answers. He expressed dissatis-
faction to Krek also in writing: 

They have sent me here to open a new Legation, but will neither give me people 
who know how to work in a chancellery like that nor money that such an office 
needs; it was as if they were laughing up their sleeves for pulling such a royal joke 
on me. With no apartments in the city and no competent personnel available 
here or in the United States, those were the days when I was sweating blood.48 

It was only after weeks of enquiries that Cankar finally happened to meet 
Marina Howson, a Canadian citizen born in Russia, who had spent several 
years in Zagreb and spoke Croatian fluently. Through Snoj’s intervention in 
September 1942, his office in Ottawa was also joined by Starman. As a Slovene 
he earned great trust from Cankar, who also dictated his letters to him to type 
them.49 As soon as he received employment, Starman’s first priority was to find 
office space for the Legation. In wartime, when the army had seized most of the 
facilities, this was far from an easy task. Starman later recalled that the more 
he was looking at the city map, the smaller it became. Fortune finally smiled 
on him when he established contacts with a lawyer, Stuart Wotherspoon. He 
informed Starman that his aunt, Mrs. Palmer, was trying to rent out her house 
in a residential quarter, 259 Daly Avenue. Thus, at long last, Cankar found the 
premises to accommodate the Legation on 1 October 1942.50  

While Cankar was preoccupied with the opening of the Legation, violence 
gained even more momentum in Slovenia. A series of killings of "class enemies" 
was launched by the infamous Slovene Communist intelligence agency. The 
anti-revolutionary camp sought refuge from the Communist violence with the 
occupier, which used the situation as a justification for new retaliation against 
the civilian population. The people in the countryside organised themselves 
into "village guards," which, with Italian support, soon engaged the Partisan 
units, where the key functions were systematically assumed by the Commu-

47 ARS, PCIC, fascicle 6, Krek’s letter to Snoj, 16 August 1942.
48 ARS, PCIC, fascicle 6, Cankar’s letter to Krek, 27 July 1942.
49 Cf. ARS, PCIC, fascicle 6, Cankar’s letters to Snoj, 4 August and 16 August 1942.
50 ASDS, Starman’s memoirs.
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nists. The circle of violence was thus closed, rendering the reconciliation be-
tween the revolutionary and anti-revolutionary camp impossible.

Cankar was becoming more and more anxious. The restored Yugoslavia as 
he had envisioned seemed further away than ever. His worries were also ob-
vious to Starman. Cankar once told him how he perceived the disparities be-
tween himself and Fotić. It was even before the war, he said, that Peter II was 
surrounded by a small group of "adamant Royalists," who let no one close. Star-
man could meet them during the Royal visit to Canada. According to Cankar, 
the Canadian must have thought: "A poor nation with leaders like we saw they 
have." But having said that, the Envoy regretted to remind his co-worker that 
"presently they are our leaders." Following the general introduction, Cankar or-
dered Starman that if he received a call from Fotić in Washington he should "tell 
them that I am not in the office that moment." Cankar was confident that the 
Legation in Ottawa should have the status of an Embassy as the one in Wash-
ington, but Fotić prevented it by threatening to resign. The latter apparently 
disliked the fact that Cankar was not a member of the aforementioned Royalist 
circle. Another indication of the Royalists’ far-reaching influence was the Gov-
ernment’s reluctance to provide him with the code-book in the first months of 
his service in Ottawa, which only further increased his dependency on Fotić. 
And, finally, Cankar also suspected that Fotić simply invented the reports on 
Mihailović’s guerrilla warfare in Serbia.51 

In his opposition to Fotić’s policy Cankar found the closest ally in Kosanović. 
On 20 July 1942 he sent him a transcript of a letter which Wickham Steed had 
drafted for the symposium on Dr. Milovan Milovanović, Serbian Prime Minister, 
during the Bosnian annexation crisis of 1909. The point of the letter was in em-
phasising Milovanović’s position that the Yugoslav question could not be solved 
by a mere inclusion of the Habsburg South Slavs into a Greater Serbia, but by 
finding a solution leading towards integration on an equal basis. The letter of the 
experienced British authority in Yugoslav disparities served as a cue to Cankar’s 
report to Kosanović wherein he stated that he had suggested to the King during 
his Canadian visit to hasten the preparations for an agreement among the na-
tions. The King agreed, but said that "the agreement would be difficult to achieve 
because there were too many Ministers." When Cankar mentioned that he had 
talked about it with Šubašić and Ministers Kosanović, Snoj, Jevtić and Marković, 
the King added that he had "chosen his people well." On Cankar’s suggestion, the 
King would establish a multi-party committee to prepare the agreement, where-
as Kosanović would establish contacts with the Croatian politicians.52

51 ASDS, Starman’s memoirs.
52 ARS, PCIC, fascicle 6, Cankar’s letter to Kosanović, 20 July 1942.
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Although Cankar’s initiative never gained broad support, his cooperation 
with Kosanović continued. In a letter dated 11 August 1942 he once again ex-
pressed concern over the "'Srbobran' campaign" and the Government’s passivi-
ty. He concluded that lessons obviously should be "learnt from the Communists 
about journalist decorum, Yugoslav unity and activity." Should things continue 
as they were, the "national elements" might also disappear in America – just as 
they did at home.53 

Cankar was particularly exasperated by the passivity of the Yugoslav offi-
cers in Canada. This is evident from a letter he sent to Krek on 23 August 1942: 

Every single Ally nation trains its airmen here, except Yugoslavia; the King was asked 
about it at a press conference in Montreal. When I tried to convince a member of 
our military mission to the US that it was time to take action, he said: ‘No. This is 
like teaching children how to read and write. I won’t do it. I fly Flying Fortresses.’ 
And he sits in Washington. When our Burja received orders to go to Argentina to 
recruit volunteers, he said he could not do it because of his wife, and remained in 
Washington without a job. Now they’re sending Colonel Savić with his entourage 
to Canada, that same officer who only knows the Serbian army and has so far only 
fought in the 'Srbobran' campaign, in relation to which I’m again sending you a few 
newspaper clippings for your amusement. Both the administration and politics 
lack leadership, the Government is unresponsive. Our main political capital is now 
garnered by the courageous Partisans in the homeland; absurd but true.54

 Krek tried to placate Cankar by presenting the right reasons for Savić’s ar-
rival: "Savić comes to Canada under your supervision. The Serbs don’t trust him 
either; this is why he has been removed from the US. They have apparently ar-
ranged for you to watch every single dollar he spends."55 But Cankar was prob-
ably not convinced by this argument. Quite to the contrary.

Despite the support from the Canadian Government none of the compe-
tent Yugoslav officers took action, for which Cankar had his own explanation: 

After all this time, the organisation of the volunteer company here and in Latin 
America is not completed – would there be too many Croatian and Slovene vol-
unteers? Our soldiers here quietly hope that the Serbian troops will seize the Yu-
goslav territory, which they take as Serbian – and it is a vast majority of the state 
territory – and then... Only the devil knows how they want to take hold of the 
land, but such is their resolve. 

53 ARS, PCIC, fascicle 6, Cankar’s letter to Kosanović, 11 August 1942.
54 ARS, PCIC, fascicle 6, Cankar’s letter to Krek, 23 August 1942.
55 ARS, PCIC, fascicle 6, Krek’s letter to Cankar, 3 September 1942.
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Although Prime Minister Mackenzie King himself promised Cankar assis-
tance in food and weapons, Ninčić refused the offer, whereas Cankar did not 
know to whom he could send the assistance at all.56

With Cankar’s support Kosanović also confronted the Ministers in Lon-
don with the question of cooperation with the Soviet Union. He sent a sharp 
telegram to Jovanović on 2 October 1942 in which he accused the Envoy to 
Moscow, Stanoj Simić, of having opposed the opening of the second front in 
Europe in a conversation with his American colleague. According to Simić, it 
would have been better to weaken the Soviet Union as much as possible and 
wait for Japan to attack. Kosanović demanded from the Prime Minister to im-
mediately deny "such dangerous and nonsensical interpretation of our position 
and interests."57 Cankar, having enciphered the telegram, had second thoughts 
about the results of such interventions. He also predicted that the colleagues 
at the Foreign Ministry would accuse him of plotting against his co-worker. He 
nevertheless strongly supported Kosanović: 

But because I’m cowardly enough to fear that you might take me for a coward, I 
ciphered the text immediately and sent it. If your information is correct, the posi-
tion of our Envoy in Moscow, which is an absurd in itself, is to our great detriment. 
/.../ Moscow is more impotant for us today than London or Washington, but after 
the protest of a Government member, our relations with the Soviets will con-
tinue to deteriorate as will our future. I find poor comfort in knowing that I have 
thus saved my soul, but today none of us is left with any other alternative.58

Even though the Government members held intense discussions about the 
Soviet Union, most Ministers retained their reservations about its role. They 
were particularly disturbed by the fact that the Soviet Union refused to recog-
nise Mihailović’s troops as a resistance army and only supported Tito’s Parti-
sans.59 Cankar, to the contrary, regarded the cooperation with the Soviets from 
a more pragmatic point of view. Particularly because it was precisely in October 
1942 that Canada and the Soviet Union had exchanged Envoys.60

56 ARS, PCIC, fascicle 6, Cankar’s letter to Krek, 17 August 1942.
57 Krizman, Jugoslavenske vlade, 410.
58 ARS, PCIC, fascicle 6, Cankar’s letter to Kosanović, 5 November 1942.
59 Grol, Londonski dnevnik, 199.
60 Black, Canada, 132; ARS, PCIC, fascicle 6, Cankar’s letter to Kosanović, 5 November 1942; ARS, PCIC, 

fascicle 6, Cankar’s letter to Jevtić, 5 October 1943. The newcomer to Ottawa was Fyodor T. Gusev, 
whom Cankar described in his letter to Kosanović with a considerable degree of irony: "You are prob-
ably informed about the arrival of the first Soviet Envoy. He paid me a visit wearing a black coat and 
striped trousers. While people here perceive him as a monstrous creature, the Government House 
finds it astonishing that he doesn’t give the appearance of a cannibal but of a modest, intelligent and 
agreeable man. Mrs. Envoy too is quite surprised that Princess Alice is not a female man-eater but 
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Since Cankar and Starman were for a long time the only regulars at the Le-
gation apart from the secretary, they jokingly referred to themselves as being in 
charge of "the first Slovenian Legation in our history." Their families developed 
friendly ties. What only made Starman feel a little uncomfortable in the begin-
ning was Mrs. Cankar’s request to address her as "Your Grace." Recognising the 
term as a disparaging legacy of past centuries, he refused to use it. But despite 
the initial misunderstanding the Cankars and Starmans soon started inviting 
each other for family gatherings. With Starman’s accompaniment on the piano 
they spent evenings singing Slovene songs together. On such occasions Star-
man’s wife Anka would serve typical Slovene dishes, for example, sour cabbage 
and buckwheat dumplings, polenta with cracklings, blood sausage and cab-
bage, and potica for dessert. Sometimes the Envoy would even surprise Star-
man’s wife by putting an apron on to help dry the dishes. The Cankars enter-
tained once a week, always struggling to find room for everyone, because their 
dining table could only accommodate eight people. Otherwise, Izidor hired a 
butler to attend to his own needs and a chaperon lady to help his wife. Niča 
joined the Canadian Red Cross, with the wives of other diplomats, who were 
very active with the preparation of food parcels and sewing the clothing for 
soldiers.61 

The "Slovene idyll" at the Legation was broken by the arrival of two ad-
ditional diplomats, First Counsellor Rade Nikolić, by way of Washington, and 
Second Counsellor Stojan Gavrilović, by way of Pretoria. Cankar received Krek’s 

rather 'ochen dobraya' and plain; she’s just lost in wonder. Mrs. Envoy says that the English language 
is extremely hard because it uses Latin script; neither of them speaks anything but Russian." Gusev was 
later relocated to London. After a year of meeting him at diplomatic receptions, Cankar’s description 
of his Soviet colleague was more critical in a letter to Ambassador Jevtić in London: "He’s a relatively 
young man, just barely over forty years, very agreeable, average height, slim, with a typical Russian 
face, slow in movement and speech, silent and prudent to extreme, so that no one here could have 
created an opinion of his sagacity. He appears to be poorly acquainted with social norms; he has cer-
tainly often violated them here and attracted many a satirical comment. He organised eccentrically 
lavish receptions and dinners in the renowned ‘Russian style’, much to the surprise of the local elite. 
He speaks only Russian and as much English as he has learnt here, therefore he was always escorted 
by the First Secretary to interpret for him; many in Ottawa think that this particular interpreter was 
merely a reflection of the usual Russian diplomatic organisation, but I’m certain that is not so, because 
he was truly needed." Gusev, however, did not only have diplomatic skills: Cankar was told by his 
Canadian colleagues that he was trained at GPU, a Soviet secret service, renamed NKVD in 1934. 
Gusev was apparently first in his class and sent to diplomacy, although he had never left his homeland 
until setting out for Canada. He avoided talking politics with anyone in the diplomatic corps. When 
asked by Cankar once what he thought of Tito and Mihailović, he was unable to say anything else in a 
thirty-minute conversation than that the Governments should strive to heed "the will of the people". 
As he was "most certainly a man who only said and did what he was ordered to", he was particularly 
dear to Stalin. This is why he was sent to London precisely at a time when the relations between Great 
Britain and the Soviet Union began to deteriorate. Cankar commented on his transfer saying that 
now the Embassy in London had rid itself of the authoritative Ivan Mikhailovich Maisky, only to be 
headed by "Stalin himself, though an extremely slow one".

61 ASDS, Starman’s memoirs.
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notice of their relocation only after they had already joined the Legation, on 24 
August 1942. The description of Nikolić’s qualities was far from promising: 

This is one of those officials who have made a lot of damage in America, son of 
Nikolić, prominent Radical leader, conceited and vain, and convinced that he too 
is called to save Serbianhood. He has been placed under your firm hand to learn 
how to think, work and live as a modest Yugoslav official again.62

 Nevertheless, it was immediately clear to Cankar that the son of a famous 
father would never settle for ordinary official activities. He brought with him 
the code-book, which Cankar had not been provided with until then. Accord-
ing to Starman, Cankar and Nikolić "were not exactly hostile to each other," 
but they also had "no harmony in their views," As for Gavrilović, he too was not 
exactly an asset to the Legation, because he usually stayed the entire day in his 
office, writing the history of South Africa.63 

Cankar was therefore faced with an accomplished fact even before Krek’s 
notice had reached the Legation. The beginning was not promising, as Cankar 
informed Krek: "Gavrilović came and then left immediately, spending a fort-
night at present in Washington or wherever, for an unknown reason. Nikolić, 
transferred here from Washington, is one of the main heroes of the 'Srbobran' 
high-treason campaign. I think we have both been fooled, you and I."64 Krek, 
however, was surprised by the Envoy’s dissatisfaction: 

I wonder why Gavrilović doesn’t fulfil his obligations. I don’t understand. If he con-
tinues to disappoint, please, let me know; I’m bound by no duty to treat him with 
courtesy, but I truly had the impression that this was our most competent official in 
Egypt. /.../ I only heard somewhere that he worked for the British intelligence ser-
vice. There he can stay. As for Nikolić, he needs your schooling. Schooling of humil-
ity and hard work, and discipline; so it was suggested by Jovanović and Ninčić. One 
smallest complaint from your part, and he’ll be fired, or at least retired. The more 
‘critical’ staff they send you to Canada, the more important you are.65  

Cankar had a completely different opinion on both transfers. He regarded 
them as yet another proof of how far-reaching the influence of Ninčić and his 
ally Fotić truly was. He sent an angry letter to Krek, with an article from Srbo-
bran criticising Grol, and asked him to forward it to his Serbian colleague: 

62 ARS, PCIC, fascicle 6, Krek’s letter to Cankar, 24 August 1942.
63 ASDS, Starman’s memoirs.
64 ARS, PCIC, fascicle 6, Cankar’s letter to Krek, 23 August 1942.
65 ARS, PCIC, fascicle 6, Krek’s letter to Cankar, 3 September 1942.
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Perhaps articles such as these will ultimately make the people in London rea-
lise that something else must be done other than relocating subordinate officials 
to make an absolutely innocent man pay for their actions. The most frustrating 
thing is that this man is none other than me. To hell with them all!66

Cankar also sent a complaint to Ninčić, demanding additional credits to 
pay for two journeymen. He did not forget to emphasise that they were more 
useful to him than the two Counsellors.67

Instead of heeding Kosanović and Šubašić’s demands to recall Fotić, Ninčić 
promoted him to the rank of Ambassador at a Government session of 1 Sep-
tember 1942. Krek was becoming increasingly isolated in the London Govern-
ment. Many perceived his attempts to avoid resentment from both the Croats 
and Serb as a sign of weakness. In fact, he was even ridiculed by the King him-
self, saying: "Krek would remain in any Government."68 In distress, he turned 
to Cankar, hoping to find a sympathetic ear from him. On 11 October 1942 he 
wrote him a letter wherein he openly accused the Greater Serbian faction of 
working against the representatives of the Slovene People’s Party: 

There’s a fierce struggle against us behind the curtain. The military representatives 
and many others can’t stomach us, the Korošec Slovenes. Time and time again 
new forces emerge trying to eliminate us. Now the same thing is about to happen 
again, apparently as an attempt to undermine the anti-Greater Serbian course. So 
far no major development has been made in this respect. We are dispirited by the 
fact that, as soon as they cross the border, every Slovene ‘patriot’ thinks their first 
priority is to create an air of anti-Clerical sentiment.69

Serbian officers are reported to be particularly "vehement," as "the most 
adamant enemies of the Slovenes and Croats, and steadfast opponents of 
Yugoslavia."70

Though formally not a member of the Slovene People’s Party, Cankar re-
garded himself as one of the defenders of Legacy of Dr. Anton Korošec, legend-
ary Party leader who died just on the eve of the War. After all, as a former man 
of the cloth Cankar was perceived as one of the "Korošec Slovenes" also by the 

66 ARS, PCIC, fascicle 6, Cankar’s letter to Snoj, 28 August 1942.
67 Archives of Studia Slovenica, Collection of materials of the politicians of the Slovene People’s Party, 
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Serbian politicians.71 However, as is evident from the correspondence with the 
party leaders, he would not allow himself to be stripped of the right to maintain 
a critical distance. Moreover, with time he developed a moral authority among 
the Slovenes in emigration. His shrewd ability to obtain useful information in 
the diplomatic circles only further contributed to his political worth.

Cankar also established intense contacts with the Canadian Government 
circles. He was on excellent terms with Prime Minister Mackenzie King, and 
their relationship soon transcended the ordinary diplomatic communication, 
as can be seen from the preserved correspondence. By coincidence, they both 
resided in the Sandy Hill area, just two blocks from each other. Thus they were 
able to exchange plenty of views during their walks.72 Cankar found an impor-
tant ally who also had an important influence in international politics. On 2 
December 1942 he, for example, asked him to inform Roosevelt of the situ-
ation in the Balkans while on visit to the White House.73 The personal secre-
tary in the Cabinet, J. W. Pickersgill, gave him written assurances that the Prime 
Minister would bring the matter to the White House’s attention when the first 
possible opportunity presented itself.74

But the Allies had more and more difficulty understanding what objectives 
were actually pursued by the Government, which Cankar represented in Cana-
da. Cankar despaired over the Government’s passivity. In a letter to Krek dated 
19 November 1942, he described the situation in a very pessimistic tone: 

The 'Srbobran' anti-state propaganda is raging on in all its fury. The officials at 
our Embassy, with a few exceptions that you know, think that the agreement 
can be reached neither with the Croats nor with the Slovene Clerical Party, 
which has betrayed the state as much as the Croatian nation. We should wait 
for the war to end and then occupy the territory to the Kolpa River, which is 
the proper border with Serbia. Any Government declaration on a future or-
ganisation of the state should be prevented at any price, not to prejudice the 
envisaged organisation.

Cankar’s criticism flew in all directions. He condemned the "sluggishness of 
the Government, which was completely unable to make a clear stance or put its 
administration in order." He openly attacked "the utter military incompetence" 
and "the criminal conduct of our officers in Egypt, sitting and watching others 
killing each other, and waiting for the moment when they can come home and 

71 Grol, Londonski dnevnik, 573.
72 ASDS, Starman’s memoirs. 
73 ARS, PCIC, fascicle 6, Cankar’s letter to Mackenzie King, 2 December 1942. 
74 ARS, PCIC, fascicle 6, Pickersgill’s letter to Cankar, 5 December 1942.
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execute that political programme." In the face of all the above, he ultimately 
announced to Mackenzie King in a private conversation at his house that he 
would resign. He asked the Prime Minister to find him "whatever wartime job 
there was available in Canada." But the latter tried to persuade him to remain 
in his position.75 

Cankar later changed his mind, obviously also on Mackenzie King’s advice. 
On 2 January 1943 Jovanović reconstructed the Government, after the remov-
al of Ninčić and other Ministers involved in open disputes over Fotić in the US: 
Jevtić, Kosanović, Marković, Snoj, and Čubrilović.76 Fotić himself, the generator 
of disputes, remained in his position.

On 16 January 1943 Cankar sent a note to the State Undersecretary, Nor-
man A. Robertson, explaining that the Government reconstruction was a nec-
essary step towards transcending the disparities between Mihailović and the 
Partisans. He alerted his Canadian colleague to the escalating attacks in some 
newspapers of the North American Yugoslavs against Mihailović. But he dis-
missed as "absurd" all allegations that the latter accepted Italian liaison officers 
in his army and fled to the forest.77 On 18 January Cankar also warned Jovanović 
of the Communist propaganda offensive in newspapers, depriving the Govern-
ment of its "political capital, which was immense at the onset of the resistance." 
Cankar called on Jovanović to make "every possible effort to prevent coordina-
tion of military forces in the state," which was apparently also demanded by 
high-ranking officials from the Canadian Foreign Ministry. In addition, the Gov-
ernment should draw up an unequivocal declaration to appease the American 
public opinion.78 In a letter that followed a few days later, Cankar additionally 
warned Jovanović that the anti-Mihailović agitation was also spreading into 
non-Communist circles, which might have "fatal consequences."79  

There are no Jovanović’s answers to be found in Cankar’s legacy. Perhaps 
the Prime Minister did not consider it necessary to reply to the Envoy’s letters 
because he was preoccupied with other concerns. Opposition to the declara-
tion on the agreement among the Serbs, Croats and Slovenes, which Cankar 
deemed urgent, came not only from the Greater Serbian leaders but also from 
the usually moderate Grol.80 As for the newspaper war in the US, another prob-
lem of which Cankar warned Jovanović, the score settling under Srbobran con-
tinued. On 26 January 1943 Cankar sent Krek another collection of newspaper 

75 ARS, PCIC, fascicle 6, Cankar’s letter to Krek, 19 November 1942.
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78 ARS, PCIC, fascicle 6, Cankar’s letter to Jovanović, 18 January 1943.
79 ARS, PCIC, fascicle 6, Cankar’s letter to Jovanović, 22 January 1943.
80 ARS, PCIC, fascicle 6, Krek’s letter to Cankar, 17 January 1943.
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clippings, with the following comment: "The Government’s administration of 
the American affairs is the best anti-Yugoslav propaganda and the most effec-
tive Communist agitation."81 

Cankar was irritated by the presence of Gavrilović, Nikolić and Savić at the 
Legation. Instead of having loyal co-workers, he felt as if he were their superior 
only on paper. This he also confided to Krek in a letter dated 15 March 1943: "I 
can’t continue like this much longer. Surrounded by intrigues, in an atmosphere 
plagued by distrust, concealment and hypocrisy, with no one to trust, a jailer of 
fools and idiots, who act as if we are exorcising Serbianhood out of them, a jail-
er of his prisoners, I’m growing rusty as an old pocket knife." He felt it was high 
time Fotić had left, since he considered him to be "the moral pillar of the 'Srbo-
bran' campaign proclaiming Mihailović their hero and his army an instrument 
that would deliver Yugoslavia from the Croats and Slovenes, and avenge the 
past." However, since Fotić was obviously untouchable, the "psychological re-
action of anyone with a sense of dignity and patriotism" was a growing distrust 
of Mihailović and the London Government. Sympathies were turning more and 
more towards the Partisans, while the people were prepared to endorse "any 
solution to the state question, except that proposed by 'Srbobran'."82     

Obviously, the Greater Serbian actions also caused great concern to the 
British, who decided to intervene. Under the British pressure Jovanović submit-
ted a statement on the future of Yugoslavia on 21 June 1943, which would be 
constituted as a trialist state under the Karađorđević dynasty, in the spirit of "an 
improved and renewed democracy." However, while it might not have been too 
late for the state, the time had definitely run out for Jovanović. On 26 June 1943 
a new Government was formed under the Radical leader, Miloš Trifunović. But 
Trifunović was not destined to govern long. As early as 9 August 1943 he had to 
resign and was replaced by a diplomat, Božidar Purić.83 The new Prime Minister 
rose to the top with the assistance of General Petar Živković, who, in coopera-
tion with the Head of the Public Security Bureau, Vlade Miličević, had obviously 
won Peter II’s support for establishing the same model of military-civilian Gov-
ernment as had been envisaged by his father Alexander on the imposition of 
the 6 January dictatorship in 1929.

After the change at the Government’s helm, Cankar took his criticism of 
the Government in London even further. First he was infuriated by Savić’s deci-
sion to disband the Yugoslav company in Canada behind his back. The Cana-
dian Foreign Ministry, of course, sent a note to the Envoy, who knew nothing 
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about the dissolution. In a letter to Krek dated 23 August 1943, Cankar could 
only express his helpless protest: 

We are doing our best to attend the peace conference as ragged and dirty as pos-
sible. It’s disheartening to watch this atrocious incompetence of our state leader-
ship. As I gather from your latest reports, the village guards shamelessly admit that 
they are siding with the Italians against the Partisans. Can the people at home 
truly not see that in our demands for the Littoral and Carinthia we’ll only be able 
to refer to the Partisans and deny the legionaries?84

The Purić civilian Government turned out to be a reincarnation of the co-
alition of the Yugoslav integralists and Greater Serbian nationalists, which had 
voted for the adoption of the Vidovdan Constitution in 1920. Krek confided his 
gloomy thoughts to Cankar in a letter dated 30 August 1943: 

Since there is no other basis for Yugoslavhood and since the Allies want to pre-
serve Yugoslavia, the integral Yugoslavhood is brought to the fore once again. In 
my opinion, the English are resolved to take this team to Yugoslavia; no other 
solution will do. The newspapers are bitterly attacking the regime, as the resto-
ration of the former Alexander dictatorship and the Stojadinović political Es-
tablishment. The campaign is run by the Democrats, with English and left-wing 
supporters. /.../ The present regime is growing more Greater Serbian every day. 
The Radicals work with it too. Živković and Jevtić are attacking the Democrats in 
discussions, defending Trifunović and Ninčić. The situation is no different at the 
Court, where Grol has gotten himself into hot water with his venomous tongue. 
The present regime has a strong anti-Partisan bias and a pronounced Anglo-
American course. So we’re in a cleft stick: Those among the Serbs, who would 
willingly accept the idea of a human, liberal Yugoslavia, are liberal also vis-à-vis 
all leftist currents, which is tactically unacceptable for the highest levels, but the 
more practical ones are Greater Serbs and as Serbian nationalists vehemently op-
posed to leftist movements at home.85

Cankar was not excited about the new Government either. In a letter sent 
to Snoj in London on 5 July 1943, he wrote that "the formation of the new 
Government doesn’t make any sense, because the former President was much 
better than the present one" and that the reaction at home was going to be 
"disastrous."86 The new constellation of powers in the Government presented 

84 ARS, PCIC, fascicle 6, Cankar’s letter to Krek, 23 August 1943. 
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itself as yet another opportunity for Fotić, who had won Purić’s support for the 
termination of the Information Centre in New York. In a letter to Krek dated 2 
September 1943, Cankar had to admit defeat: 

The consternation in New York is complete, while the victory in Washington is 
huge, and the consciousness of power immense. Gabrovšek is waiting for Fotić 
to hand over the Slovene affairs of the Centre. Fearful, I should think, of what is 
going to happen with our obligations and people. /.../ As far as our interests are 
concerned, the current situation in the US is the worst ever. Now we’re left with 
no one there, apart from Adamič and Fotić. 'Srbobran's’ thunderous music will 
outnoise everything else in the press. You know very well what this means for our 
future, our relations with the official America, and our existential questions. We 
should have never been left so totally orphaned.87

Yet even more than the domestic political stand offs, Cankar was wor-
ried about the question of post-war demarcation of borders. In the second 
half of August 1943 Roosevelt and Churchill met in Quebec. Churchill also 
invited Otto von Habsburg to join the meeting, which filled the latter with 
optimism about the post-war restoration of Austria.88 Purić, however, less 
optimistic about the conference, berated Krek because he had not obtained 
relevant information from Cankar. Therefore the only information he re-
ceived came from Fotić, who had, according to Krek, turned into Purić’s 
"political advisor."89 Cankar later wrote in his own defence that he did have 
a trusted agent in Quebec, "who shared the same roof with Churchill and 
sometimes lunched with him; however, their consultations were held in 
utmost secrecy." The conference was covered by 120 journalists, who kept 
watch day and night, but were left empty-handed all the same. Even the Ca-
nadian Foreign Ministry was apparently "as much in the dark as everyone 
else." As for Fotić’s informing, Cankar summed his opinion in one sentence: 
"Therefore, if anyone was sending any secret information, he did so by using 
deception and bluff."90 

While the Allies provided less and less information of their plans to the 
Royal Ministers and diplomats, they sent a military mission under Major Wil-
liam Jones to Slovene Partisan Headquarters at the end of June 1943.91 In a 
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letter to Snoj dated 5 July 1943, Cankar criticised the collaboration of village 
guard units with the Italian occupying forces: 

Judging from the news, the situation at home seems desperate. The Catholic 
side denies in vain that it’s collaborating with the enemy. Either the members 
of the Slovene People’s Party or just those of the ‘Catholic community’ receive 
arms from the enemy to fight against the members of their own nation, and 
work with Italian liaison officers. This fact, which is acknowledged by everyone, 
is an inadmissible mistake, no matter how good the reason. This stain will hard-
ly ever be removed from the Slovene People’s Party, and referring to Mihailović 
will be of little use. At the most catastrophic moment of Slovene history, a con-
siderable part of the ‘Catholic community’ has demonstrated its inability to 
clearly determine what role the party should have in the life of our nation. In 
the most tragic hour when our nation needed every ounce of its feeble power, a 
considerable part of this nation had gone astray in the morass of non-political 
ideologies. The reports on the Partisan savagery are so horrific that the brutal-
ity of such actions defies comprehension. Be as it may, collaboration with the 
enemy is not tolerated under any circumstances. After the war your generation 
will have to clarify the concepts as well as set the objectives of national politics 
and its role in the national life.92 

When Italy capitulated in September 1943, Cankar sent Krek a sarcastic 
comment: "What do the people in Slovenia say now that the Partisans have 
brought in their English liaison officers and the village guards have lost their 
Italian ones?"93 In Cankar’s eyes, Mussolini’s fall and the creation of a new Ital-
ian state was the final reminder of the necessity to intensify the efforts towards 
a new definition of Yugoslavia’s western border.

Regarding Trieste, Cankar offered the most detailed opinion in a letter to 
Snoj, dated 23 August 1943: 

Gabrovšek failed to demonstrate in his brochure that Trieste is Slovene; instead, 
he emphasised the necessity to re-establish the Habsburg Monarchy to save the 
city from wasting away. In our hands, Trieste would be a colossal political and 
economic handicap, no matter how despondently this may sound. Italy will not 
forget, whereas Germany, once on its feet again, will try to force its way to it again. 
In our hands, Trieste poses a threat not only to our economic livelihood but to 
our entire national existence. We should only hold on to it if we become part of 

92 ARS, PCIC fascicle 6, Cankar’s letter to Snoj, 5 July 1943. 
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a Great Power, e.g. the Soviet Union or British Empire, where the first possibility 
seems more likely in the future. 

Cankar was critical of the simplified views of Trieste’s significance for the 
Slovene economic development: 

One Slovene has recently given me the following presentation of the Yugoslav 
Trieste: Central Europe will be sending its ships and goods in and out of the port, 
while we will sit there and collect money. These calculations are too simple. Slo-
venia is such a poor country – if they start to collectivise it, the Communists are 
going to be surprised to see how little work it will require – so devoid of capital, 
major business and economic significance at world level that it will be unable 
to sustain the port. Just to accomplish the most important, it will have to attract 
foreign capital, and you know very well what this means. Foreign capital drains 
profit from the country, seemingly subjecting itself to national legislation, while 
corroding the entire national life. As much as I would like to, I cannot brighten 
this gloomy outlook with the hope of long lasting peace and solid international 
connections that would guarantee international stability that would make the 
Yugoslav Trieste a safe place. Even a future union of nations, whatever it may be, 
will gradually wear down – and when it does, the elementary laws of interna-
tional life will be re-established: what you have you must be able to defend, either 
on your own or in good partnership with others.94

Cankar found it deplorable that the Government in London had failed to 
reach a Serbo-Croatian agreement. In his view, the situation was even worse 
than in 1918, when the Yugoslav politicians of the Habsburg Monarchy "were 
given solemn promises by the Serbian Government and the King." The conse-
quences of such a state of affairs should be clear to all: 

The dispute between the Croats and Serbs will escalate to an unprecedented scale; 
even though the election may be held during the time of the Allied occupation 
and the post-election demarcation of borders between the Serbs and Croats may 
take place under international control in some form or another, the state, once 
the Allies will have left, will be seriously weakened internally, while the unjust 
border demarcation between the Serbs and Croats – and any such demarcation is 
inevitably, by definition, unjust – will be the source of incessant struggles, territo-
rial claims and perpetual hatred. The state will come to the peace conference in 
such a weakened position that it will jeopardise the solution to the entire Slovene 

94 ARS, PCIC fascicle 6, Cankar’s letter to Snoj, 23 August 1943. 
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national question. If we win Trieste, it can only be provided meagre economic 
support from the state, which for the most part has no vested interest in it: the 
radius of Trieste’s economic function only covers Slovenia – as far as Dobova, 
Maribor and Villach – and radiating further in the direction of Budapest and Vi-
enna. Therefore I think it’s neither possible to obtain Trieste nor to hold onto it 
once we obtain it. 

Mindful that the aforementioned thesis should not reach the public, Cankar 
nevertheless tried to caution Snoj and the Slovene People’s Party leadership of the 
necessity to reach an agreement on the preparation of a "draft statute for the free 
port of Trieste." Only such a solution would make it possible to "protect the natural 
advantages of the Slovene hinterlands, or in other words: to Slovenise the city."95

At a meeting held in Moscow in late October 1943, the Foreign Ministers 
of Great Britain, the Soviet Union and the US reached a decision on the resto-
ration of Austria. On Gabrovšek’s October visit to Cankar in Ottawa the lat-
ter repeated his second thoughts about the possibility of annexing Trieste and 
Klagenfurt to the post-war Yugoslav state.96 Even though Cankar did not ad-
vocate maximum demands with regard to Carinthia, he found the Austro-Yu-
goslav border determined by the plebiscite in 1920 unjust. This is also evident 
from his letter to Snoj:

With regard to Carinthia, I also think we should not wish for too many Germans, 
given that peaceful coexistence with the present German generation is impos-
sible and particularly because it’s not even possible to eliminate or export their 
excess population. Therefore we must impugn with courage and common sense 
the demands raised by the daydreamers aspiring to take hold of the entire Carin-
thia or hoping to make Klagenfurt Slovene. There’s no need to magnanimously 
set the border on the Drava River, as Janez E. Krek was willing to do in the begin-
ning of the century in accordance with his first concrete vision of Yugoslavia, 
claiming that the major problem with such a large-scale plan is not so much in 
100.000 Slovenes more or less; rather it is a question whether we can be success-
ful in our demands to return to plebiscite Zone A [of 1920].97

Even though the Canadian Foreign Ministry thought that the Moscow de-
mand for the restoration of Austria might also lead to the strengthening of the 
idea of establishing a Yugoslav state, Cankar was much more cautious in his 
outlook: 
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I think, to the contrary, that now we just have to say the word and Yugoslavia will 
be divided. If the Croats and Slovenes join the American Serbs in their destructive 
games, we might be annexed to Austria as federal parts; but that is not very likely: 
It will be easier for us to claim our land in the Littoral and Carinthia as the Yugo-
slavs; our economists see more opportunities in store for us in the industrially 
barren Balkans; in partnership with the Austrians and Hungarians we’ll soon turn 
into a political and economic mob; it’s for this reason that the Czechs oppose 
the establishment of such a polity; our natural place is with the Balkan Slavs. But 
the restoration of Austria once again brings to the fore the question of Trieste, 
which Austria, as well as Czechoslovakia and Hungary, will need to rid themselves 
of Germany. This, in my opinion, is yet another reason to prepare a draft statute 
for Trieste that will also satisfy our future neighbours, with which we should cer-
tainly try to live in a friendly and economic cooperation.98

Even though Cankar never completely excluded such a scenario, he be-
lieved that the strengthening of the alliance among the three Great Powers at 
the Moscow Conference could have more positive than negative effects. In the 
aforementioned letter to the evidently more pessimistic Gabrovšek, he sum-
marised his views of the agreements among the three Great Powers on the Bal-
kans as follows: 

I don’t understand why you’re so pessimistic about the Moscow Conference, for it 
was, in fact, very successful. It’s important for the whole world that the Americans 
and British have returned convinced that loyal cooperation with Moscow is pos-
sible, but two things are of particular importance for us. [Soviet Foreign Minister] 
Molotov said that the Soviets are not concerned with the Balkans – yesterday’s 
bombing of Sofia may well testify to it – and that Austria should become inde-
pendent once again. As regards the former, we may accept that Molotov was tell-
ing the truth, that the Soviets have not intentions of Bolshevising the Balkans; if 
they intend to do so, no one will probably be able to stop them, but then again, 
they should also brace for another world war, which they surely don’t want. If a 
general revolution is truly no longer to Russia’s benefit as the British diplomacy 
believes after the Moscow Conference – what is, then, in store for Yugoslavia? 
The English official circles openly envisage the future in the Balkans as a brief oc-
cupation of the Allied forces, which would be followed by free elections and then 
a new order, with or without a King, with or without a federation, as ‘determined 
by the people’. If this happens, the Communists will declare their candidacy for 
election, but fail to win a majority, and everything will go back to normal. If they 

98 ARS, PCIC fascicle 6, Cankar’s letter to Gabrovšek, 15 November 1943.
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do win a majority, the Sovietisation of the Balkans can be executed only in a Sovi-
etised Europe. In such case, this power will be superior to Slovene will; the nation 
will structure its life on new foundations and continue living until the moment is 
right to rearrange its structure if necessary. There’s nothing left to deplore, noth-
ing left to long for, neither people nor their institutions. /.../ Perhaps the moment 
is ripe for Bulgaria to join Yugoslavia too, as a federal part, to build a central force 
in the Balkans, the core of a greater union – but it’s too early to talk about that 
now; the fate of this union is now especially in the hands of the Serbs and Bulgar-
ians. For now Yugoslavia is by all means a more likely solution, but it must tie its 
foreign policy as closely as possible on Russia. We urgently need a great force to 
cover our back; because England, America and a future France are geographically 
and mentally too distant to offer us much support against Germany and Italy, and 
because we have territorial demands which we’ll not meet without strong sup-
port from one of our Great Allies.99

Cankar obviously felt that the time had come to meet the demands of the 
late leaders Korošec and Kulovec for the unification of Yugoslavia and Bul-
garia into a Balkan federation. Just as the Slovene People’s Party leaders had 
established in the 1920s that such a federation could only be formed with Rus-
sia’s support, Cankar too thought it vital for the Slovene national interest to 
lean on the Soviet Union. On the eve of the second AVNOJ session, held on 
29 and 30 November in Jajce, which denied the Government in exile the right 
to represent the Yugoslav nations and banned the King from returning to the 
country,100 Cankar listed the relations with the Soviet Union as the top priority 
of the Slovene politics.

On 25 November 1943 Cankar received a visit from the British High Com-
missioner, Malcolm Macdonald, bringing the latest positions of the official Lon-
don. He told Cankar that Great Britain wished for "friendship with Russia at any 
price, except at the expense of direct British security interests, in firm belief that 
this was the only possible way to prevent a series of revolutions across Europe 
and a new world war." The general British 

sentiment is that such friendship is possible, because they believe that Russia will 
need 50 years to achieve internal consolidation and restoration, but do not ex-
clude the possibility that the Soviets will support local Communisms in Europe, if 
they are strong enough to concurrently tackle the restoration activities at home. 

99 ARS, PCIC fascicle 6, Cankar’s letter to Gabrovšek, 15 November 1943.
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With regard to the Balkan region, the British attempted to restore the "pre-
vious states"; however, they were not yet acquainted with the Russian position 
on the matter. After the war Great Britain would endeavour "that every state 
will abide by the will of its nation, even if it declares itself for Communism." 
But such an outcome was unlikely, if "the elections will truly be free." For that 
very reason the British were "determined to prevent the Communist post-
occupation violence, deception and falsification of national will, as feared by 
many." However, this would become relevant if Great Britain were to become 
politically estranged from Russia. Unlike Krek, who thought that Russia would 
leave the Balkans to the British, Cankar learnt from the High Commissioner 
that "Russia has an acknowledged supremacy in the Balkans."101

King Peter II, who had in the meantime moved to Cairo with most of his 
Ministers, was still not fully aware of the threat Tito posed to him. Krek help-
lessly observed the situation in Cairo "dangerously swinging towards the right." 
He was receiving news "that the King was completely encircled" and hardly ac-
cessible, on which Krek commented with sadness: 

Regrettably, the King is thus shutting the homebound doors on himself, one af-
ter another. In Croatia he has first met with the opposition from the Partisans 
and now Maček, in Slovenia from the Partisans, and here in Serbia, first from 
the Partisans and now from political parties – all that for the love of Živković–
Mihailović.102

Evidently, the abyss also appeared before Krek’s eyes. Yet in a letter to Can-
kar dated 12 December 1943, he still underestimated Tito’s successes: 

The international clamour around Tito’s Government doesn’t matter. The fatal 
flaw lies in the inability of non-Tito’s Yugoslavia to produce one single thought 
contributing to the establishment of a common Yugoslav state: the Croats here in 
London openly support Tito, whereas the Serbs are against him.103

In a letter to Krek, dated 3 January 1943, Cankar mentioned the possibility 
of his resignation: 

Purić is utterly unbearable, and if he stays, which is doubtful, considering the no-
tifications from the local English circles, then I’m afraid I’ll have to go. He’s lash-
ing wildly at most of his own country, reviling the British as insane traitors of Yu-

101 ARS, PCIC fascicle 6, Cankar’s letter to Gabrovšek, 26 November 1943.
102 ARS, PCIC fascicle 6, Krek’s letter to Cankar, 19 October 1943.
103 ARS, PCIC fascicle 6, Krek’s letter to Cankar, 12 December 1943.
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goslavia – literally, to the last word – spurning Russia, and repudiating America’s 
opinion with scorn. Then he blames it all on Mihailović, trying to use this fal-
lible weapon against the Serbian Partisans, Croats, Slovenes, and against all Great 
Powers at war with Germany. How is it possible to understand this? 

At that time Cankar still hoped that at least the Monarch could appreciate 
the gravity of the situation: 

In a New Year greeting I recommended the King everything that Purić condemns: 
friendship with all Great Powers and an agreement with the Partisans, which is 
the only way to ensure the return of the dynasty (which I consider important). 
Everyone wants Yugoslavia: the Partisans, Russia, England, and America; and 
everyone recognises the King. And who doesn’t want Yugoslavia, who is acting 
against the King? 

Cankar urged Krek to renounce his support for the Home Guards in the 
homeland:

First and foremost, we need friendship with Russia. Without its direct support 
we’ll never be able to accomplish our national aspirations. In this respect, the 
White Guards in Slovenia is a tragic burden on our national politics. I still think 
that you should publicly renounce these volunteer – first Italian, now German 
– gendarmes, at whatever cost, even the friendship of many loyal but inadmis-
sibly short-sighted and narrow-hearted people. From all this you can see what 
the chances are of me accepting a position in the Government. There should ei-
ther be a new policy, international and domestic, or someone else deceiving the 
world, claiming that the Slovenes have a say in state leadership.104

Due to the increasing strength of Tito and the communist Leadership, 
Kingdom of Yugoslavia continued to exist only in the correspondence of its 
Ministers and diplomats. But the question as to what polity was to replace it 
was a great perplexity to all. Cankar and Starman remained caught between 
two states, of which one had already become part of history, whereas the other 
was still in its making. On 22 September 1944 the Royal Envoy of Yugoslavia to 
Ottawa informed the King that he was resigning from his position in protest to 
the Prime Minister’s policy. 

104 ASS1, CMPSPP, box 51, Cankar’s letter to Krek, 3 January 1944. 
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Andrej Rahten

"PRVO SLOVENSKO POSLANIŠTVO V NAŠI ZGODOVINI": 
DIPLOMATSKE DEJAVNOSTI IZIDORJA CANKARJA IN  
FRANKA STARMANA V OTTAWI MED 2. SVETOVNO VOJNO

POVZETEK

Po napadu sil osi na Jugoslavijo leta 1941 se je delu vodstva Slovenske ljudske 
stranke, ki ji je Izidor Cankar ostal idejno (če ne tudi vedno formalno) privržen 
od začetkov politične kariere v pozni habsburški monarhiji do leta 1944, us-
pelo umakniti v tujino. Cankar je bil eden maloštevilnih pripadnikov sloven-
ske politične in intelektualne elite, ki si je poiskala zavetišče v okrilju zahodnih 
zaveznikov, zato je bil lahko zelo koristen pri zastopanju slovenskih narodnih 
zahtev. Miha Krek, ki je kot voditelj Slovenske ljudske stranke zasedal mesto 
podpredsednika kraljeve jugoslovanske vlade v izgnanstvu, je Cankarja povabil, 
da poslaniško funkcijo v Buenos Airesu zamenja z Ottawo, kjer Jugoslavija še ni 
imela diplomatskega predstavništva. Cankarjev diplomatski mandat v Kanadi, 
ki se je začel leta 1942, je tako v celoti minil v vojnih razmerah. 

V Ottawi se mu je pridružil Frank Starman, ki mu je nudil dragoceno pomoč 
pri vzpostavljanju poslaništva in nato kot dnevničar postal njegov najtesnejši 
sodelavec na "prvem slovenskem poslaništvu v naši zgodovini." To je slednji os-
tal tudi po prihodu dveh srbskih diplomatov, ki pa jima Cankar ni zaupal. Sploh 
sta bila Cankar in Starman s svojim zagovarjanjem jugoslovanske države med 
jugoslovanskimi diplomati v Severni Ameriki osamljena. V tamkajšnjih jugoslo-
vanskih diplomatskih krogih je namreč prevladovala velikosrbska miselnost, ki 
jo je s podporo poslanika v Washingtonu Konstantina Fotića širilo glasilo Srbo-
bran. Fotić je postal ključni Cankarjev politični nasprotnik, njuno rivalstvo pa je 
odločilno vplivalo na aktivnosti jugoslovanske diplomacije v Severni Ameriki.   

Na Cankarjevo veliko razočaranje se je vlada Kraljevine Jugoslavije v izgn-
anstvu na mednarodnem področju kmalu znašla v defenzivi. Ko se je namreč 
pokazalo, da poveljnik Kraljeve vojske v domovini Draža Mihailović, s svojo 
taktiko ne izpolnjuje pričakovanj zahodnih zaveznikov, je voditelj jugoslovan-
skih komunistov Josip Broz Tito izkoristil priložnost, da partizanske uspehe v 
boju proti silam osi unovči tudi na diplomatskem parketu. Winston Churchill 
je Titu odprl vrata k sporazumu z emigrantsko vlado, njuno obojestransko na-
klonjenost pa je pronicljivi Cankar kmalu opazil. Leta 1944 je zato odstopil z 
mesta poslanika v Kanadi iz protesta, ker je emigrantska vlada še vedno podpi-
rala Mihailovića.
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Introduction

Due to its geographical position and natural features in the landscape, a pres-
ent-day territory of Slovakia has never belonged to the densely populated areas 
in Europe, and never has been a geo-strategic or geo-political center that could 
change the course of history. The country, not being large and with small popu-
lation, was predetermined rather to watch the European development than to 
be in its center. That, however, did not shield Slovakia and its inhabitants from 
numerous wars and violent conflicts. The everlasting rivalry between the eth-
nics, nations or states over the hegemony in Central Europe, and specifically in 
the Carpathian Lowlands, was at the same time a competition aimed at assum-
ing a strategic control of the Danube migration and communication corridor, 
which provided a link between the west and the east, as well as between the 
north and the south of Europe. The Danube, although winding its way along 
the country’s south-west border only, heavily influenced and determined the 
geo-political shape of the whole area of Slovakia.1

Wars, military operations and campaigns aimed at seizing and annexation 
of the Slovakia’s territory, were, in the far and recent history, a widespread phe-
nomenon accompanying any fundamental geopolitical changes with a pro-
found impact on the entire life of the victorious and defeated community. Rea-
sons behind intrusions into the territory of Slovakia in the past varied to some 
extent, but what they had in common was the ambition to seize and exploit the 
human and material potential, and to take control of the country’s geographi-
cal and communication space. The geographic aspect was central in terms of 
encounters and intrusions taking place throughout the history of Slovakia. 
Since it is only possible to cross over the Carpathians from Moravia and Poland 
via a few mountain passes and river fords, this created favourable conditions 
in terms of organizing defence of Slovakia and of the central parts of the Car-
pathian Lowlands from west and north. Back in a history, but to a certain extent 
even nowadays, it is also natural and climatic conditions that influence and de-
termine planning and organization of military campaigns. These factors often 
proved to be more decisive at the encounters than the actual strength of the 
adversaries. A clear area with no natural obstacles is easy to cross, which would 
serve the intruders’ turn, and a difficult and inaccessible terrain would enhance 
the chances of defenders. Depending on the potential and actual adversaries, 
center of defence would shift, and an assembly area and a line of deployment 
for the forces preparing for a potential attack or a counterattack had to be re-
defined. It was also relations with the neighbouring countries, and particularly 

1 Vladimír Segeš et al., Slovensko: Vojenská kronika [Slovakia: A Military Chronicle] (Bratislava, 2007), 6.
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the allied relations,2 which influenced considerably setting either a center of 
defence, or a zone of the main attack.

Roots of wars, global and local armed conflicts affecting the states in Cen-
tral Europe, and a course they took, have always been interrelated with and 
determined by a nature of this geopolitical space. We need to bear in mind 
that the region in question is really sensitive and vulnerable in terms of nu-
merous dramatic changes and turbulent development that it had been subject 
to, especially due to territorial claims, cultural, military – political or ideologi-
cal – issues leading to conflicts and disputes between Germany as a symbol of 
the West, and Russia, representing the East. Equally, this region is considered 
a gate left ajar to meet all sorts of European and Asian civilizations trends, or 
just the opposite, slammed shut to prevent their influx into the region. It was 
also a strategic position of the Carpathian Lowlands and the Danube Lowlands, 
which influenced significantly a course and development of the war conflicts in 
the region. Within the last 200 years, in this part of Europe the two major strate-
gic routes were established: the northern route (Berlin–Warsaw–Moscow) and 
the southern one (Vienna–Budapest–Bucharest). Slovakia being an integral 
part of this region had in the 20th century many times undergone transforma-
tion of a state and political establishment, whether in the immediate aftermath 
of a "hot" war or in the time of preparations for war, or subsequently, at the end 
of the cold war which came hand in hand with the end of the bipolar division 
of the world. Special attention should be paid to the fact that the inhabitants of 
Slovakia had to adapt to changed conditions due to a state and political trans-
formation, and were repeatedly affected by structural conflicts which, typically 
of this region, accompanied each collapse of a political system…3

The Slovak nation has never been large. To support this fact it is enough to 
point out that in the past, as well as to-date, any neighbouring nation or state 
has always been at least twice as large. What needs to be stressed as a determin-
ing factor in the view of historical and geopolitical development is that the Slo-
vak Republic was as a legally consistent state established only in the 20th cen-
tury, when it was constituted as a sovereign state of the Slovaks and their native 
country. That is basically why the Slovaks had long suffered from an absence of 
national identity, in spite of the fact that there were thousands of them fighting 
in the armed forces of the state and political formations they lived in. Accord-
ing to the most pertinent characteristics of Slovakia’s geopolitical position, Slo-

2 Ibid.
3 Jan Korček, František Cséfalvay and Miloslav Púčik, "The Encounter of Civilisations in Slovakia as 

a Consequence of Wars in the 20thCentury," in Proceedings of the XXIVth International Congress of 
Military History (Lisboa, 1999), 497 (hereinafter: Korček, Cséfalvay and Púčik, "The Encounter of 
Civilisations in Slovakia as a Consequence of Wars in the 20thCentury").
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vakia is to be considered the easternmost country of Western Europe, and the 
westernmost country of Eastern Europe. Talking about a social and economic 
structure of Slovakia within a Hapsburg monarchy, a parallel can be seen with 
Eastern Europe, but the 19th century movement for the Slovak national inde-
pendence was encouraged and started by ideas flowing from Western Europe.4

The historians themselves – whether the Slovak ones or foreign – hold di-
vergent views on many key or minor issues relating to the national history or 

4 Ibid.

President Masaryk (Ka-  
rel Straka, Českoslo-
venska armada, pilir 
obrany statu z let 
1932–1939 (Praha, 
2007), 15)
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history in general. Accordingly, even a professional interpretation of historical 
events or circumstances can differ to a significant extent, or might be even con-
flicting. Within this context, any bygone battle or war can serve as an illustra-
tion of a different dimension acquired in the eyes of the victorious party, and 
in the eyes of the defeated, which is more or less the same as for a reflection of 
the event in question in the view of their descendents or successors. Victori-
ous battles and wars in particular have become an integral part of a historical 
tradition of nations and countries, providing a basis for their self-esteem and 
confidence, and being a source of their patriotism and identity. However, there 
are many illustrative cases supporting just the opposite, when failures and de-
feats, or a humiliating truce have become a historical memento and have often 
been perceived as a severe collective trauma bringing along feelings of frustra-
tion and grievances or a desire for revenge.5 Even in Europe of 21st century, with 
growing integration tendencies and adherence to principles of a civil society, 
the issue of exploring any nation’s history has not diminished in significance. 
This is important to be particularly stressed in the view of the fact that military 
history, just as political, cultural, social or economic history, is an integral part of 
history in general and of national history.

1918–1939

With the establishment of Czechoslovakia on 28 October 1918 after a break-
up of the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy, all the diplomatic and military efforts of 
the top Czech and Slovak political representatives were crowned with success. 
Due to organizing the Czechoslovak legions in Russia, France and Italy, and 
their subsequent deployment in the World War I theatres, the Tripple Entente 
Powers recognized them as an integral part of their armed forces. Equally, the 
Czechoslovak foreign operation’ diplomacy contributed substantially to the 
fact that within a period from 29  June to 2 September 1918 the Governments 
of France, Great Britain and the USA de facto recognized the Czechoslovak Na-

5 A battle of Moháč in 1526 can serve as an illustration of the polarized views held by the Christian 
world and the Osmanic world in medieval times. As for modern history, to illustrate this phenome-
non we can take an example of The Trianon Peace Treaty of June 1920, which addressed the issue 
of the post-war organization of the former Austro-Hungarian Monarchy. The succession states as 
Czechoslovakia, Romania or SHS Kingdom (Yugoslavia), and subsequently their successors viewed 
and still do view the Trianon Treaty positively, whereas in the historical view of the Hungarians it is 
traditionally perceived negatively. 
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tional Council (ČSNR) as a representative of the allied co-belligerent nation.6

From the establishment of the Czechoslovak Republic up to summer 1919, 
the Czechoslovak Armed Forces were being established and shaped in difficult 
conditions of an internal politics’ instability and an absence of fixed, legally 
and internationally guaranteed borders. In a complicated post-war situation, 
when efforts concentrated on elimination of consequences of war, it was ut-
terly inconceivable to the bodies of a newly established political and military 
administration to organize regular forces on the basis of detailed planning. 
They had to concentrate primarily on installation of the Czechoslovak state 
power bodies all over the country, and on ensuring security at the borders by 
deploying frontier-guards, with a focus on the Slovakian territory, the German 
border region in the Czech territory, and a disputed area of Těšínsko and Silesia. 
This plight was alleviated and some improvement was achieved only after the 
Czechoslovak foreign forces with the overall strength of 100.000 troops were 
in turns (from November 1918 to September 1920) sent home.7

A process of getting control of Slovakia, which de facto had been under the 
control of the Hungarian authorities and their Armed Forces, passed through 
four stages, and took several unexpected and dramatic turns. When a truce 
agreement between Czechoslovakia and Hungary was signed on 1 July 1919, 
a military conflict with Hungary that had taken several months was finally 
settled. The first stage of the process of establishing the Czechoslovak military 
forces was hereby definitely brought to a close. Peace conditions not only fa-
cilitated deployment of the Czechoslovak troops on the overall territory of 
Slovakia but also on the territory of Ruthenia, which de facto meant gaining 

6 For more detail on the Czechoslovak legions and the first Czechoslovak resistance movement abroad 
see Elena Jakešová, "Americkí Slováci, zahraničný odboj a československá štátnosť (1914–1918)" 
[The American Slovaks, Resistance Movement and the Czechoslovak Statehood (1914–1918)], 
Historický časopis 37, No. 5 (1989): 686–698; Miroslav Honzík, Legionáři [The Legionaries] (Praha, 
1990); Karel Pichlík, Zahraniční odboj 1914–1918. Bez legend. Zápas o československý program [The 
Resistance Movement Abroad 1914–1918. No Myths or Legends. The Fight over the Czechoslovak 
Program] (Praha, 1991); Jan Galandauer et al., Slovník prvního československého odboje 1914–1918 
[The Glossary of the First Czechoslovak Resistance Movement] (Praha, 1993); Karel Pichlík, Bohumil 
Klípa, and Jitka Zaboudilová, Českoslovenští legionáři (1914–1920) [The Czechoslovak Legionaries] 
(Praha, 1996).

7 On establishment of Czechoslovakia and on the issue of its borders see e.g. Jozef Klimko, Politické 
a právne dejiny hraníc predmníchovskej republiky (1918–1938) [Political, Historical and Legal 
Background to the Frontier Line of the Pre-Munich Republic (1918–1938)] (Bratislava, 1986); 
Marián Hronský, Slovensko pri zrode Československa [Slovakia at Birth of Czechoslovakia] (Bratislava, 
1987); Jan Galandauer, Vznik Československé republiky 1918. Programy, projekty, perspektivy [The 
Establishment of the Czechoslovak Republic 1918. Programmes, Projects, Perspectives] (Praha, 
1988); Jan Galandauer et al., O samostatný Československý stát 1914–1918 [For an Independent 
Czechoslovak Republic] (Praha, 1992); Vznik Československa 1918. Dokumenty československé 
zahraniční politiky [The Establishment of Czechoslovakia 1918. The Czechoslovak Foreign Policy 
Papers] (Praha, 1994); Composite authors, Mezníky Československé státnosti a armáda [Milestones of 
Czechoslovakia’s Statehood and the Armed Forces] (Brno, 1999). 
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political and military control of the overall territory of the newly established 
state.8 Hence the Czechoslovak military administration authorities were able 
to focus consciously and systematically on the task of establishing a compre-
hensive peacetime structure organization. This process was started in 1920 
by consolidation of the Czechoslovak military forces, that means by integra-
tion of the Czechoslovak troops’ formations deployed home and abroad. The 
consolidation process of the Czechoslovak Armed Forces was closely interre-
lated with the issue of framing a central concept of the state military system 
that would define its nature and shape it should take. From the early days of 
the Czechoslovak Republic there were two opposing views on how to see the 
problem in question. Specialists in the field of military and most of the govern-
ment representation preferred a regular army based on conscription, whereas 
the socialist – oriented political parties supported the militia – based military 
system. The latter propped upon a standpoint adopted by a fairly big part of 
general public in Czechoslovakia that preserved values of antimilitarism and 
pacifism, and was under illusions about a lasting peace having been installed, 
convinced that the armed forces is nothing but an undue and too expensive 
symbol of a state authority. The course of military-political events taking place 
until summer 1919 and relating to the efforts to ensure territorial integrity, as 
well as disputing continuously the state borders by most of the neighbouring 
countries provided an obvious answer to a question which course to follow at 
shaping the military system.9

On 20 January 1919 an agreement was signed in Paris between the Czecho-
slovak and French governments on sending a French military mission (FMM) 

8 In just two months of the intense fights over Slovakia (May–June 1919) the casualty figures grew to 
more than 1.000 dead and 3.700 wounded on the Czechoslovakian side. For more detail on a military 
conflict of 1919 between the Czechoslovak republic and Hungary in Slovakia see Marián Hronský, 
"Priebeh vojenského konfliktu ČSR s Maďarskom roku 1919" [A Development of a Military Conflict 
between the Czechoslovak Republic and Hungary in 1919], Historický časopis 41, No. 5–6 (1993): 
583–621; Marián Hronský, Boj o Slovensko a Trianon 1918–1920 [A Fight over Slovakia and the 
Trianon 1918–1920] (Bratislava 1998); Radko Břach, "Válka o Slovensko 1919 a francouzská vojen-
ská mise v Československu" [A Fight over Slovakia and the French Military Mission in Czechoslovakia], 
Vojenská história 7, No. 4 (2003): 41–53; Dušan Tomášek, Nevyhlášená válka. Boje o Slovensko 
1918–1920 [Undeclared War. A Fight over Slovakia 1918–1920] (Praha, 2005).

 The ultimate resolution on annexation of Ruthenia to the Czechoslovak Republic was endorsed 
on 10 September 1919 by the Saintgermain Peace Agreement. Closer Peter Švorc, Zakliata krajina. 
Podkarpatská Rus 1918–1946 [The Bewitched Country. Ruthenia 1918–1946] (Prešov, 1996).

9 For more detail on consolidation of the Czechoslovak military in between 1920–1922 see Jan Anger, 
Vznik čs. armády, Slovensko a Slováci v nej (1918–1938) [The Establishment of the Czechoslovak 
Armed Forces, Position of Slovakia and the Slovaks (1918–1938)] (Bratislava, 1993), 62–82; Miloslav 
Čaplovič, "Mierová organizácia čs. armády a jej vývoj na Slovensku (1918–1928)" [The Peacetime 
Structure Organization of the Czechoslovak Armed Forces and its Development in Slovakia 
(1918–1928)], Vojenská história 1, No. 1 (1997): 33–63; Jiří Fidler, "Unifikace československé branné 
moci" [Consolidation of the Czechoslovak Military Forces], Vojenské rozhledy 8 (40), No. 4 (1999): 
165–168.
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to the Czechoslovak Republic. The Mission, besides its advisory role as origi-
nally intended, soon started to play a decisive role in the process of setting up 
the peacetime Czechoslovak Armed Forces, which did not finish until the mid 
20-ies. Under its guidance the first structure organization of Ministry of Na-
tional Defence was devised, and in May 1919 was the General Staff (GS) estab-
lished. The Czechoslovak system of military education was also designed after 
a fashion of the French system, just as the specialized training of the Czecho-
slovak Chief Command Post Staff, the programme of which was based on the 
latest available findings summarized in the art of strategy and operation, and 
major tactics as applied in France. The FMM representatives were assigned to 
the highest positions at the General Staff, and performed tasks on higher com-
mand levels – the military high commands, divisions and brigades (mainly in 
Slovakia and Ruthenia), and in the military education system.10

Unification and consolidation of the Czechoslovak military forces was an 
essential prerequisite for a systematic development of the structure organi-
zation of the Armed Forces, which from 1922 until the beginning of the 30-
ies, was being formed in a relatively stable foreign policy environment. What 
is considered an important milestone in the field of diplomacy was creating 
a military – political alliance of the three states on the Danube – Czechoslo-
vakia, Romania, and the Kingdom of Serbia, Croatia and Slovenia (to become 
Yugoslavia in 1929) – known as the Little Entente. By creating the alliance the 
defence capability of the Republic substantially increased. It was based on bilat-
eral military agreements negotiated and concluded in between 1920–1921. In 
1922 three other multilateral agreements on political and economic coopera-
tion were signed, and in 1930 an agreement on regular sessions of foreign min-
isters was reached. In 1933 a so-called Organization Treaty to the Little Entente 

10 As a result of being exposed to the influence of FMM, the Czechoslovak Supreme Commanders adop-
ted, to a considerable extent, the principles of the French Defence Doctrine. Besides all its qualities, 
also some negative aspects were taken over, e.g. too little stress was laid on the issue of motorizing the 
Army, and the importance of creating the independent armoured corps/cavalry units was underes-
timated, whereas an undue significance was attached to the issue of building a stationary line along 
the frontier, which proved to be excessively costly. For more detail on the French Military Mission see 
Radko Břach, "Příjezd francouzské vojenské mise do Prahy v únoru 1919" [The Arrival of the French 
Military Mission in Prague, in February 1919], Historie a vojenství 46, No. 2 (1997): 26–48; Radko 
Břach, "První kroky francouzské vojenské mise v Československu (únor–květen 1919)" [The First 
Steps taken by the French Military Mission in Czechoslovakia], Historie a vojenství 46, No. 4 (1997): 
3–32; Jiří Fidler, "Význam francouzské vojenské mise pro výstavbu československé branné moci"[The 
Role of the French Military Mission in Setting up the Czechoslovak Military Forces], Vojenské rozhledy 
8 (40), No. 2 (1999): 117–122; Miloslav Čaplovič, "Les généraux et les officiers supérieurs français 
dans ľarmée tchécoslovaque an début des années vingt," in Bâtir une nouvelle sécurité. La coopé-
ration militaire entre la France et les États d’Europe centrale et orientale de 1919–1929 (Château 
de Vincennes, 2001), 373–399; Miloslav Čaplovič and Pavol Petruf, "Francúzska vojenská misia 
v Československu 1919–1938 (Správa o jej činnosti od februára do októbra 1919)" [The French 
Military Mission in Czechoslovakia 1919–1938 (Report on its activities from February until October 
1919)], Vojenská história 5, No. 4 (2001): 85–102. 
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was signed in Geneva, setting a framework for a stable structure organization. 
The Little Entente was primarily aimed at preserving the post-war status quo 
in Central and South-Western Europe based on the Trianon Treaty signed in 
June 1920. The alliance under the supervision of France had to face some diffi-
culties including revisionism tendencies, mainly on the part of Hungary, which 
was continuously raising territorial claims against the neighbouring countries. 
Czechoslovakia’s position in the alliance was a dominant one, with a foreign 
minister Edvard Beneš, who was to become a President within a few years, be-
ing a leading personality.11 France was undoubtedly the most important ally of 
Czechoslovakia in the interwar period. The Treaty of Alliance between Czecho-
slovakia and France, signed on 25 January 1924, only confirmed determination 
of the both countries to cooperate, and crowned a process of Czechoslovakia’s 
integration into the French allied system. The Treaty was supposed to provide 
guarantees of territorial integrity and independence of Czechoslovakia, espe-
cially against a potential aggression by Germany. In October 1925 an amend-
ment to the Treaty was adopted on mutual guarantees.12

In the view of military alliances and an international diplomacy, a territory 
of Slovakia played, within the Czechoslovak Republic, a strategic role. It served 
a role of a renowned Cordon sanitaire after the World War I. and via Ruthenia it 
provided a link between the Republic and the allied Romania. The geographic 
significance of Slovakia’s territory equally related to the fact that relations be-
tween Czechoslovakia and Hungary as its southern neighbour took from the 

11 Within the context of a crisis development in Europe and due to a vagueness of mutual relations, in 
the second half of the 30-ies the Little Entente alliance started to fall apart and definitely disintegrated 
after the Munich Agreement in 1938. In February 1939 Yugoslavia and Romania officially withdrew 
their allied obligations. For more detail Magda Ádám, The Little Entente and Europe (1920–1929) 
(Budapest, 1993); Radko Břach, Československo a Evropa v polovině dvacátych let [Czechoslovakia 
and Europe in mid 20-ies] (Praha-Litomyšl, 1996); Anna Krivá, "Formovanie spojeneckého systému 
ČSR v dvadsiatych rokoch a jeho vojensko-politické zretele" [Establishing the Alliance System of 
the Czechoslovak Republic in the 20-ies and its Military-Political Aspects], Apológia 4, No. 4 (1996): 
24–26; Zdeněk Sládek, Malá dohoda 1919–1938. Její hospodářské, politické a vojenské komponenty 
[The Little Entente 1919–1938 and its Economic, Political and Military Components] (Praha, 2000); 
Constantin Botoran, "Politicko-vojenská kooperácia Rumunska a Československa v rámci Malej 
dohody (1920–1938)" [The Military-Political Cooperation between Romania and Czechoslovakia 
within the Framework of the Little Entente (1920–1938)], Vojenská história 5, No. 1 (2001):17–39.

12 In autumn 1938, when the Czechoslovak Republic was in imminent danger, through fault of the 
French government of the day headed by Édouard Daladier, its provisions remained unperformed 
and unfulfilled, and the guarantees became nothing but a mere piece of writing. For more detail 
Radko Břach, "Spojenecká smlouva mezi Československem a Francií z 25. ledna 1924 a garanční 
dohoda čs.-francouzská z 16. října 1925" [The Treaty of Alliance between Czechoslovakia and France 
of 25th January 1924, and the Guarantee Treaty of 16th October 1925], Historie a vojenství 43, No. 6 
(1994): 3–21; Antoine Marés, "Francouzsko-československé vztahy v oblasti vojenství 1918–1924 z 
pohledu Paříže" [The French-Czechoslovak Relations in the Field of Military 1918–1924 as viewed 
in Paris], Český časopis historický 97, No. 1 (1999): 53–79; Rostislav Kozílek, "Obranyschopnost ČSR 
v meziválečném období. (Vojensko-politické souvislosti)" [The Defence Capability of Czechoslovakia 
in the Interwar Period (Military-political Context)], Vojenské rozhledy 5 (37), No. 6 (1996): 84–92.
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very early days of the Republic rather unfavourable course. The political rep-
resentation of Hungary was not disposed to giving up its territorial claims, in 
spite of having signed the Trianon Peace Treaty on 4 June 1920. With respect 
to this undeniable fact, the Czechoslovak Forces were accordingly deployed on 
the territory of Slovakia, and in the 20-ies, for the Supreme Command of the 
Czechoslovak military forces the issue of ensuring military security of Slovakia 
was of absolutely central importance in terms of building up an overall defence 
system of the Czechoslovak Republic. Accordingly, special attention was paid 
to development of the adequate operation plans.

The special significance attached to the Slovakian territory in the view of 
military – political and security interests of the Czechoslovak Republic was re-
flected in a fact that a project of rearmament of the main services (Infantry, 
Artillery, Cavalry and Army Aviation) was in between 1926–1929 implemented 

Training with French Army in 1934 (Karel Straka, Československa armada, pilir obrany statu z let 1932–
1939 (Praha, 2007), 18)
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in the eastern part of the Republic first.13

The global economic crisis in the late 20-ies and early 30-ies of the 20th 

century set the stage for demagogic leaders and totalitarian ideologies. On the 
international political scene, it provided the revisionist states with a pretext for 
an expansion, which ultimately resulted in revision of the European security 
system’ structure organization. The need to adjust the system of European se-
curity was also induced by a failure to resolve the cardinal problems interfering 
in the international political development in the beginning of the 30-ies. As an 
illustration of this point, the unsuccessful World Conference on Disarmament 
held in Geneva (1932–1933) can be mentioned, or the fruitless Conference on 
the German Reparations held in Laussanne in 1932, and a gradual escalation 
of relations between the world powers. The United Nations proved ineffective 
in the situation following the act of aggression by Japan against China (occu-
pation of Manchuria), which was equally an unmistakable signal indicating 
that the issue of ensuring security of small countries had not been satisfacto-
rily settled. After the World Conference on Disarmament ended in failure, some 
of the Czechoslovakian politicians believed it will trigger the arms race, which 
consequently might lead to a new war. The process of setting military goals and 
defining objectives of Czechoslovakia in 1933 was based on the assumption 
that "we are most likely to become the prime target of the enemy coalition, 
partly due to our geographical position, and with the aim to gain control over 
all our resources…"14

With installing Nazism in Germany in 1933, the defence capability of 
Czechoslovakia became a fairly difficult issue. The main reason behind was an 
intensive militarization of Germany, together with its increased activities in the 
field of foreign policy with an obvious intention to unleash a new war in Eu-
rope. Due to a growing threat to the Republic a comprehensive defence plan 
was developed and a package of legislative arrangements and provisions for 
ensuring military security was endorsed. On 16 March 1935 Germany intro-
duced a universal liability for service. Thereby it officially denied its obligations 

13 Closer Jan Anger, "Obrana Slovenska v operačných plánoch čs. generálneho štábu v druhej polovici 
20. rokov" [Building up Defence of Slovakia in the Operation Plans Developed by the General Staff in 
the late 20-ies], Vojenské obzory 1, No. 2 and 3 (1994): 31–41 and 21–32. 

14 Václav Hyndrák, "K otázce vojenské hodnoty čs. armády v druhé polovině třicátých let" [On the Issue 
of a Combat Capability of the Czechoslovak Armed Forces in the second half of the 30-ies], Historie 
a vojenství 13, No. 1 (1964): 92. Closer Valerián Bystrický and Ladislav Deák, Európa na prelome. 
Diplomatické a politické vzťahy v rokoch 1932–1933 [Breakthrough Years in Europe. Diplomatic and 
Political Relations in 1932–1933] (Bratislava, 1974); Ladislav Deák, Zápas o strednú Európu 1933–
1938 [A Struggle over the Central Europe in between 1933–1938] (Bratislava, 1986); Drahomír 
Jančík, Třetí říše a rozklad Malé dohody. Hospodářství a diplomacie v Podunají v letech 1936–1939 
[The Third Reich and a Breakdown of the Little Entente. Economy and Diplomacy in the Danube 
Region in between 1936–1939] (Praha, 1999).
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relating to disarmament arising from the Peace Accord, and nothing stood in its 
way when pursuing the objective of setting up strong and modern forces-Weh-
rmacht. Moreover, in the process of time, Germany did not even try to conceal 
its aspirations regarding the part of the Czechoslovakian territory settled by a 
sizeable German minority of 3,5 million. When Adolf Hitler assumed power in 
Germany, it exploited the so-called Fifth Column in the Czechoslovak Republic 
to achieve the goal of Heim ins Reich – annexation of the border region with 
the German settlement to Germany. Hungary continued to call for a revision 
of the Czechoslovak frontier and restoration of the Great Hungarian Empire, 
Poland was repeatedly raising territorial claims for Těšínsko and some of the 
northern regions of Slovakia. Austria, convulsing in internal politics’ problems, 
on 11 July 1936 concluded an agreement with Germany on bilateral relations. 
In compliance with the agreement, the policy to be pursued by Austria "should 
be governed by a principle that Austria is to be considered a German state."

In response to a complicated situation of the Republic in geopolitical 
terms, the Czechoslovak foreign policy negotiated an agreement with the USSR 
on mutual help, signed on 16 May 1935, which more or less followed a similar 
agreement between France and the USSR reached in the same year. This agree-
ment was a complement to the Czechoslovak – French allied obligations as-
sumed in years 1924–1925, and became one of the foreign policy contractual 
pillars safeguarding the Czechoslovak Republic against German aggression. 
Joining the tripartite allied system, Czechoslovakia gained within the then in-
ternational constellation the unique security guarantees, which, in comparison 
with any other small country in Europe, were unmatchable.15

In autumn 1934 the General Staff of the Czechoslovak Armed Forces agreed 
and adopted a comprehensive strategic defence plan based on an assumption 
that the Czechoslovak defence will become inseparable from the European co-
alitions’ war, and that the Czechoslovak military forces will have no other choice 
than to hold an isolated defence against German and Hungarian, and perhaps 
even Austrian military superiority for at least 2 or 3 months until the arrival of 
the allies, that is France and the states of the Little Entente. The plan was aimed 
at safeguarding the state’s frontier prior to mobilization, preventing isolation of 
the Czechoslovak troops in the Czech Republic, and providing for their trans-

15 Closer Jindřich Dejmek, "K československo-sovětským politickým vztahům ve druhé polovině 
třicátých let (Kritické úvahy nad monografiemi Ivana Pfaffa a Igora Lukeše)" [On the Issue of the 
Czechoslovak-USSR Political Relations in the late 30-ies (Critical Reflection upon the Monographs 
by Ivan Pfaff and Igor Lukeš)], Český časopis historický 97, No. 1 (1999): 80–106. Confer Ivan Pfaff, 
Sovětská zrada [The Soviet Betrayal] (Praha, 1993); Igor Lukeš, "Přál si Stalin válku v roce 1938? Nový 
pohled na sovětská chování během květnové a zářijové krize" [Did Stalin Yearn for War in 1938? A 
New Perspective on the Soviet Conduct during the Crisis in May and September], Historie a vojenství 
43, No. 2 (1994): 45–69.
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portation to Slovakia through a strategic defence and a withdrawal manoeuvre. 
After regrouping and redeployment of troops in Slovakia and after arrival of the 
allies, the Czechoslovak military forces were supposed to take part in mount-
ing a counter-offensive. In the second half of the 30-ies the Defence Doctrine 
of Czechoslovakia brought a so-called active strategic defence into focus. The 
highest circles of the Czechoslovak military had always considered the issue of 
defence of the state only in terms of war between coalitions, counting on an 
active involvement of France, efficient support to be provided by Great Britain, 
and a military support and material help (air drops) from the USSR. They only 
could bank on the involvement of the Little Entente countries in case of a sepa-
rate attack by Hungary. None of the deployment (operation) plans devised by 
the Czechoslovak military strategists included a possibility that the Republic 
would be in a position to mount an independent and effective defence against 
a major adversary. At that period also a military significance attached to Slova-
kia acquired a fundamentally different dimension. Apparently, it was only the 
region of the Czech-Moravian Highlands, or even the Moravian – Slovak fron-
tier that would allow for possibilities of holding a sustainable defence in case 
of a German aggression. Therefore, Slovakia’s role as defined in operation plan 
was to serve as a support tail and a rear area for the withdrawing troops in case 
of the overwhelming superiority of the adversary. In compliance with the plans, 
all the important state and government office (the President, the Government, 
and the Parliament) were to be evacuated to the territory of Slovakia, just as the 
vital industrial economy (primarily the armament industry), special reserves, 
etc. The detailed evacuation plans included guidance for transportation of the 
combat capable troops, even horses, motor vehicles, livestock, corn and other 
food commodities from the Czech territory.16

16 Miloslav Čaplovič and Mária Stanová, "Preparations for Defence of Czechoslovakia on the Eve of the 
Second World War, 1933–1938", in Tomaž Kladnik and Zvezdan Marković, eds., Strategic Plannig 
for War, 7th Annual Meeting of the Military History Working Group, RMC, Kingston, Ontario, Canada 
(Ljubljana, 2008), 75. Closer Pavel Šrámek, "Reorganizace československé armády z roku 1933" [The 
1933 Reorganization of the Czechoslovak Armed Forces], Armády-technika-militária-ATM [Armies-
Equipment-Technologies-Militaria-ATM] 6 (2003): 38–39; Pavel Minařík, "Reorganizace armády ve 
2. polovině 30. let a vytvoření operační sestavy vojsk po vyhlášení mobilizace" [Reorganization of 
the Armed Forces in the 2. half of the 30-ies and the Operational Configuration of Troops following 
Mobilization], in Mezníky Československé státnosti a armáda [Milestones of the Czechoslovak 
Statehood and the Armed Forces] (Brno, 1999), 65–70; Jan Anger, "Některé vojensko-politické 
aspekty obrany Československav druhé polovině 30. let" [The Selected Military Aspects of the 
Defence of Czechoslovakia in the second half of the 30-ies], Historický časopis 36, No. 3 (1988): 
411–420; Anna Krivá, "Miesto Slovenska a jeho politickej reprezentácie pri príprave obrany republi-
ky" [The Role of Slovakia and its Political Representation in the Czechoslovak Defence Planning], in 
Valerián Bystrický, ed., Slovensko v politickom systéme Československa [Slovakia in the Czechoslovak 
Political Systém] (Bratislava, 1992), 72–80; Valerián Bystrický, "Zahraničnopolitické aspekty obrany 
Česko-Slovenska" [The Foreign Policy Related Aspects of the Czechoslovak Defence], in Vojenské a 
geopolitické súvislosti vývoja Slovenska v rokoch 1918–1945 [Military and Geopolitical Context of the 
Course of Development in Slovakia in between 1918–1945] (Trenčín, 1992), 60–76.
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Plans that would put a combat capability of the Czechoslovak Armed Forc-
es to a test were thwarted by a fateful political decision taken by the four super-
powers, and the determination of the troops to defend their homeland came 
in vain. The Munich diktat of 29 September 1938 was the essential impulse that 
prompted a break up of the Czechoslovak Republic in the middle of March 
1939.17 The Army which belonged to the best equipped in Europe and fully de-
served an attribute of state-of-the-art, had to withdraw without any resistance, 
although it had been ready for an uneven encounter. The politicians, however, 
thwarted all the chances to fight and win.18

In the early days of November 1938 the bilateral negotiations between 
Czechoslovakia and Hungary failed in Komárno, and the territorial dispute 
between the both countries had to be settled by German-Italian arbitration 
in Vienna on 2 November 1938. In less than a month, on 1 December 1938 
the Second Republic agreed to surrender its claims to the territory of several 
villages in the regions of Kysuce, Orava and Spiš in favour of Poland. The ter-
ritorial losses incurred as a result of the Munich course of events and the Vi-
enna arbitration came hand in hand with the fundamental changes related 
to constitutional law. In November 1938 both Slovakia and Ruthenia gained 

17 Closer for example Rudolf Schlesinger, "Mníchov vo svetle britskej historiografie" [The Munich in 
Light of the British Historiography.], Historický Časopis 12, No. 2 (1964): 237–250; Zbigniew Landau 
and Jerzy Tomaszewski, Monachium 1938. Polskie dokumenty diplomatyczne (Warszawa, 1985); 
Bořivoj Čelovský, Mnichovská dohoda 1938 [The Munich Agreement of 1938] (Šenov u Ostravy, 
1999); Jan Němeček, ed., Mnichovska dohoda cesta k destrukci demokracie v Evropě [The Munich 
Agreement – the Way to Uprooting Democracy in Europe] (Praha, 2004).

18 For more detail on the issue of the general mobilization of the Czechoslovak Armed Forces in 
September 1938 see: Václav Hyndrák, Československá armáda v roce 1938 [The Czechoslovak Armed 
Forces in 1938] (Praha, 1968); František Nesvadba, Proč nezahřměla děla [Why the Cannons did not 
Thunder] (Praha, 1986); Jan Anger, "Čs. armáda v záři 1938" [The Czechoslovak Armed Forces in 
September 1938], Historie a vojenství 38, No. 5 (1989): 43–60; Pavel Šrámek, Československá armáda 
v roce 1938 [The Czechoslovak Armed Forces in 1938] (Brno, 1996); Pavel Minařík and Pavel Šrámek, 
"Dokumenty československé armády z podzimu 1938. Rozkazy hlavního velitelství od 24. do 28. 
září" [The Czechoslovak Armed Forces’ Papers from Autumn 1938. Orders of the Main Headquarters 
from 24.–28. September], Historie a vojenství 45, No. 5. (1996): 83–110; Eduard Stehlík, "Mírová 
organizace československé branné moci 22. záři 1938" [The Peacetime Structure Organization of the 
Czechoslovak Military Forces of 22nd September 1938], Historie a vojenství 46, No. 3 (1997): 102–132; 
Miloslav John, Záři 1938. II. díl: Možnosti obrany Československa [September 1938. Part II: The 
Possibilities of Mounting the Czechoslovakian Defence] (Brno, 1997); Pavel Šrámek et al., Když zemřít 
tak čestně. Československá armáda v záři 1938 [If inevitable to die, die Upright. The Czechoslovak 
Armed Forces in September 1938] (Brno, 1998); Miloslav Čaplovič, "Septembrová mobilizácia čs. 
armády 1938 s dôrazom na Slovensko" [The Mobilization of the Czechoslovak Armed Forces in 
September 1938 with the Focus on Slovakia], in Michal Štefanský and Imrich Purdek, eds., Slovensko 
vo vojnách a konfliktoch v 20. storočí [Slovakia in Wars and Conflicts of the 20th Century] (Bratislava, 
2003), 75–117; Miloslav Čaplovič, "1938 – Twilight of the Czechoslovak Republic," Slovak Army 
Review (Spring/Summer 2003): 26, 27.
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considerable political autonomy.19 The state which had to face international 
and political isolation was getting under a tow of the Great German Reich 
that started to prepare ground for its liquidation. The appropriate military di-
rectives aimed at reaching this goal had already been issued by Adolf Hitler on 
21 October 1938, and an amendment adopted on 17 December 1938 speci-
fied the mode of executing the plan. On the night from 9 to 10 March 1939 
the territory of Slovakia was placed under martial law. The March military ac-
tion, famous as Homola’s coup d’ état (although it was Div. General Alois Eliáš 
who came up with the plan of a taking the military measures in Slovakia) was 
based on an assumption that the best way how to reverse a process leading 
to a break – up of Czechoslovakia and consequently to a German occupation 
would be to prevent its disintegration from inside, which, however, proved to 
be mistaken. Germany enjoyed all the benefits of this imprudent decision of 
the Czechoslovak Central Government, and as a result of Germany’s initiative, 
or more precisely, under pressure from Hitler himself, the Slovak Parliament 
announced an establishment of the independent Slovak State. The very next 
day was the break – up of the Republic topped off by a German occupation 
of the Czech territory. The single and cohesive Army was crushed out of ex-
istence, and most of its state-of-the-art military equipment for more than 40 
divisions was taken over by Wehrmacht. 

This was definitely a strong impulse that prompted arrangements for an ex-
pansion of a Nazi Germany into Poland and other European countries.20 Many 
Czechoslovak Generals, Commissioned Officers, Warrant Officers and ordinary 
members of the Czechoslovak Armed Forces, however, never gave up and ac-
tively participated in the nation-liberating anti-fascist resistance movement, 

19 On the internal politics’ development and development in the field of the foreign policy in the 
post-Munich Czechoslovakia (the so-called Second Republic) until March 1939 see closer: Dušan 
Tomášek, Deník druhé republiky [A Diary of the 2nd Republic] (Praha, 1988); Jan Rataj, Antonín 
Klimek, and Zlatica Zudová-Lešková, Z druhé republiky I. – II. [From the 2nd Republic I. – II.] (Praha 
1993); Jan Rataj, O autoritativní národní stát: Ideologické proměny české politiky v druhé republice 
1938–1939 [For an Authoritative National State: The Ideological Shifts of the Czech Policy in the 2nd 

Republic in 1938–1939] (Praha, 1997); Ladislav Suško, "Miesto autonómneho Slovenska v politike 
Nemeckej ríše (september 1938–marec 1939)" [The Position of the Autonomous Slovakia in the 
German Reich’ Policy (September 1938–March 1939], Historický časopis 47, No. 3 (1999), 420–431; 
Jörg K. Hoensch, Slovensko a Hitlerova východná politika. Hlinkova slovenská ľudová strana medzi 
autonómiou a separatizmom 1938–1939 [Slovakia and Hitler’s Eastern Policy. Hlinka’s Slovak 
People’s Party on the Halfway between Autonomy and Separatism 1938–1939.] (Bratislava, 2001); 
Miloslav John, Charles K. Kliment, and Břetislav Nakládal, Březen 1939 [March 1939] (Praha, 2004).

20 Marian Zgórniak, "'Fall Süd-Ost', 'Fall West', ',Fall Ost'. Niemieckie planowanie wojenno-operacyjne 
w okresie przygotowan do likwidacji II Republiki Czesko-Slowackiej (X 1938–III 1939 R.)," in Prace 
Komisji Srodkowoeuropejskiej, Tom I (Warszawa, 1993), 79–90; Stanislav Kokoška, "Unternehmen 
Südost: Okupace českých zemí v březnu 1939" [To the South-East: Occupation of the Czech Territory 
in March 1939], Historie a vojenství 46, No. 6 (1997): 134–160; Valerián Bystrický, "Nacistické 
Nemecko a vznik Slovenského štátu" [The Nazi Germany and the Establishment of the Slovak State], 
Vojenská história 5, No. 2 (2001): 41–61. 
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whether home or illegally on the occupied territory, in the Czechoslovak units 
abroad or in the armed forces of the anti-Hitler Coalition’ countries.

1939–1945

The reason behind a break-up of Czechoslovakia and establishment of the Slo-
vak State on 14 March 1939 was an aggressive foreign policy of the Third Reich, 
exerting pressure on the Slovak Government representation that proved un-
able to withstand it. Leaders of the Hlinka’s Slovak People’s Party HSĽS (per-
haps except for the young radicals) intended to postpone raising the issue of 
independence until later horizon. Proclaiming independence was urged by a 
likely scenario of Slovakia being divided among Germany, Poland and Hungary, 
which gave a cause for concern. The sovereignty of the Slovak State (accord-
ing to the Constitution from 21 July 1939 to become the Slovak Republic – 
SR) was from the very beginning limited and even restricted by a protective 
treaty with Germany signed on 23 March 1939. The Slovak State committed 
itself to pursue a foreign policy that would be in compliance with the interests 
of Germany, which, in turn, guaranteed its political independence and territo-
rial integrity, be it only to a limited extent. According to the agreement, need to 
say, a so-called protective zone was established in the west of Slovakia, where 
the German military forces (Wehrmacht) had the right to set up their garrisons, 
and wielded considerable powers. Equally, the Slovak Armed Forces were to 

Czechoslovak Army in 1938 (Karel Straka, Československa armada, pilir obrany statu z let 1932–1939 
(Praha, 2007), 101)
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be shaped and built to the Wehrmacht’s requirements.21 That was also why the 
Wehrmacht advisory bodies were established in Slovakia. The armed conflict 
between Hungary and Slovakia at the end of March 1939 can serve as an il-
lustration of the then top German political representatives’ concept of what 
defending Slovakia should look like in practice. Hungary occupying the Car-
pathian Ukraine obtained the consent from Germany for correction of frontier 
westward (10–15km). As a result of this act of aggression by Hungary, Slovakia 
was in the beginning of April 1939 obliged to give up the next part of its terri-
tory with more than 40.000 inhabitants.22

The unstable position of the Slovak State on the international political 
scene was clearly evident from the fact that even after 14 March the Third Re-
ich implicitly suggested the part of its territory as quid pro quo, in return for the 
Free City of Gdansk (Danzig), and for gaining a corridor access to the Eastern 
Prussia. When Poland refused to agree to the proposal, Germany decided to use 
the territory of Slovakia as a wartime assembly area and a line of deployment 
for its armed forces. The Slovak troops were according to a letter of 27 August 
1939 sent from General Wilhelm List, a commander of the14 German Army, to 
a Minister of National Defence, General I. Class Ferdinand Čatloš, intended only 
to safeguard the Slovak frontier and protect the country against a potential Pol-
ish invasion. Equally, they should have served to weaken the adversary by en-
gaging as many enemy troops as possible. In the end, however, the troops of the 
Slovak Armed Forces pushed on to the territory of Poland. As a reward, Slovakia 
gained back the border regions in Kysuce, Orava and Spiš that were taken by 
Poland in 1920, 1924, and 1938 respectively. In the view of foreign policy, Slo-
vakia attained a stronger position in a Nazi sphere of influence. Slovakia also 
achieved a diplomatic recognition from the USSR. Diplomatic relations with 

21 Closer Jan Anger, "Vznik Slovenskej armády v roku 1939" [Setting Up the Slovak Armed Forces in 
1939], in Ján Korček, ed., Z vojenskej histórie Slovenska 1918–1948 [Extracts from the Military History 
of Slovakia 1918–1948] (Trenčín, 1994), 59–85.

22 See for example Ladislav Deák, ed., Malá vojna (Vojenský konflikt medzi Maďarskom a Slovenskom 
v marci 1939) [The Little War (The Armed Conflict between Hungary and Slovakia in March 1939)] 
(Bratislava, 1993). For more detail see Ladislav Deák, Hra o Slovensko. Slovensko v politike Maďarska 
a Poľska v rokoch 1933–1939 [A Fight over Slovakia. Slovakia in the Focus of Policy of Hungary 
and Poland in between 1933–1939] (Bratislava, 1991); František Cséfalvay, "Predohra a priebeh 
maďarsko-slovenského ozbrojeného konfliktu v marci 1939" [The Background and Development 
of the Conflict of March 1939], Vojenská história 8, No. 2 (2004): 39–58. To be compared with the 
polemics on the issue by Ladislav Deák, published in the next edition of the Military History maga-
zine; František Cséfalvay, "Začiatok maďarsko-slovenského ozbrojeného konfliktu v marci 1939 (o 
mýtoch a nepresnostiach)" [Origin of the Armed Conflict between Hungary and Slovakia in March 
1939 (The Myths and the Inaccuracies)], in Martin Pekár and Richard Pavlovič, eds., Slovenská repub-
lika 1939–1945 očami mladých historikov VI. [The Slovak Republic 1939–1945 from the Young 
Historians’ Point of View VI]. Acta Facultatis Philosophicae Universitatis Prešoviensis, Historický 
zborník [Historical Almanac] 9 (Prešov, 2007), 241–250.
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France and Great Britain,23 however, were broken-off. Despite ideological dif-
ferences the relations between Slovakia and the USSR were, until the aggression 
against the USSR in June 1941, fairly friendly, but not enough to counterweight 
the position of the satellite state of Germany implied by the fact that Slovakia 
undeniably was within the Germany sphere of influence.

Influenced by this development the German foreign policy’ calculations 
were designed to present Slovakia as an example 

illustrating to the small countries of the south-east Europe, and namely to the 
Slavonic nations, that even a rather small country can enjoy independence if pro-
vided with protection of the Great German Reich…24 

Besides Germany the Slovak foreign policy equally focused on Hungary. 
Having assessed the situation of a persisting threat of Hungarian occupation, 
the Slovak government came to a conclusion that the best way how to face 
this threat would be to beat off competition from the part of Hungary and win 
favour with Germany. The Nazis took the advantage of the rivalry between the 
both countries, and encouraged prospects on both sides for enjoying Germa-
ny’s goodwill on condition they will do their best to comply with the German 
requirements. Thus the Slovak government representation kept alive hopes for 
several years for a revision of the Vienna arbitration.25

When the war against Poland came to an end, Hungary was in a position 
of the only potential adversary as envisaged in concepts of the operation plans 
of the Slovak Armed Forces. These plans were never endorsed (most likely due 
to Germany’ s disapproval), but the drafts were preserved. What they had in 
common, though, was that the aspect of putting up an effective defence against 
Hungary was central to each of them.26 The Third Reich tried to minimize the 
scope for disputes between the two countries. In light of tense relations with 
Hungary some attempts were made to reinforce the border protection, with 
the Armed Forces being involved, which, however, were not entirely success-
ful. In 1940 Germany rejected a project by Ferdinand Čatloš, the then Minister 
of National Defence, to build a fortification system on the Slovak–Hungarian 

23 Closer Igor Baka, Slovenská republika a nacistická agresia proti Poľsku [The Slovak Republic and the 
Nazi Aggression against Poland] (Bratislava, 2006).

24 Excerpt from: Ľubomír Lipták, Slovensko v 20. storočí [Slovakia in 20th Century] (Bratislava, 1998), 
182–183.

25 Closer Ľubomír Lipták, "Maďarsko v slovenskej politike za druhej svetovej vojny [Hungary in a Focus 
of the Slovak Policy at WWII]," in Príspevky k dejinám fašizmu v Československu a v Maďarsku 
[Reports on the History of Fascism in Czechoslovakia and Hungary] (Bratislava, 1969), 189–270.

26 Closer Igor Baka, "K problematike zaistenia hraníc Slovenska v rokoch 1939–1944" [On the Issue 
of Safeguarding the Slovak Frontier in between 1939–1944], Vojenská história 7, No. 3 (2003): 
121–130.
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frontier. The negative attitude towards Hungary brought Slovakia closer to Ro-
mania, and later also to the Independent Croatian Republic (Nezavisna država 
hrvatska). The promising cooperation within what could have become the 
modification of the Little Entente, however, produced a negative response not 
only in Hungary, but in Italy as well, and under pressure from Germany all the 
contacts soon could have been maintained in secrecy only. In summer 1940 
the Third Reich representation enforced reshuffle of the Slovak Government in 
favour of the radical pro-Nazi wing of the ruling Hlinka’s Slovak People’s Party 
to be headed by Vojtech Tuka as a new Prime Minister and a Secretary of State 
(Foreign Secretary), and with Alexander Mach to become a Secretary of the In-
terior. Thereby all the attempts and ambitions of the Slovak Republic to pursue 
at least partly independent foreign policy were thwarted.27

On 24 November 1940 the Slovak Republic together with the other satel-
lite countries of the central and south-east Europe joined the Pact of the Three, 
thus confirming the alliance with Italy, Germany and Japan. Slovakia took on a 
commitment to adopt the common foreign policy position of the Pact of the 
Three’ Powers. The close adherence of Slovakia to these countries was a logical 
consequence of its dependency on Germany, and was given by the very nature 
of the regime that was typical of the undemocratic states with features of a to-
talitarian rule. Having joined the Pact, the Slovak Republic was in June 1941 
engaged in warfare against the USSR, and in December 1941 a state of war was 
declared against Great Britain and the USA.28 In the German war plans Slova-
kia was considered a link between their armament industry and the occupied 
countries in the East. Yet even before an outbreak of war Slovakia offered its 
transportation system to provide for the movements of German troops. Reich’s 
Fuhrer Adolf Hitler did not make a decision to get Slovakia directly involved in 
war until just before invading the USSR. The President Jozef Tiso and the Prime 
Minister Tuka were asked to join the in war on 21 June 1941, and they granted 
their consent. General Čatloš, though, yet in May 1941 asked the German mili-
tary attaché to engage the Slovak Armed Forces in war if Hungary joins the war, 
too. Joining war on the USSR, just to make clear, allowed for a possibility of a 
revision of the Slovak–Hungarian frontier. According to the officially employed 
line of reasoning, joining the war was in light of a need to fight against Juda-
ism and Bolshevism absolutely inevitable. The issue of Slovakia’s involvement 

27 "Zahraničná politika slovenského štátu (1939–1945)" [Foreign Policy Pursued by the Slovak State 
(1939–1945], in Ivan Kamenec Hľadanie a blúdenie v dejinách. Úvahy, štúdie a polemiky (Bratislava, 
2000), 235–236.

28 Ján Korček, "Slovenský štát vo vojnovom stave so západnými spojencami" [The Slovak State in a State 
of War against the Western Alliance], in Vojenskopolitické a geopolitické súvislosti vývoja Slovenska 
v rokoch 1918–1945 [Military and Geopolitical Context of the Course of Development in Slovakia in 
between 1918–1945] (Trenčín, 1992), 71–85.
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in war was never discussed in or agreed by a parliamentary session, the Con-
stitutional law was carefully evaded by declaring a state of readiness/military 
preparedness only.

By the beginning of July 1941 Slovakia had deployed 50 689 troops on the 
eastern front. Following some reorganization the two more divisions were set 
up from the front Slovak troops yet in summer 1941. The Rapid Division (RD) 
in spite of not being fully motorized was intended to fight on the front, and the 
Covering Division (ZD) was supposed to perform tasks on the occupied area. 
For a certain period of time also the other smaller units operated on this front, 
as well as units of the Slovak Army Aviation. Nature and mission of the Slovak 
troops gradually changed. 

Nevertheless, they continued fighting alongside the German Forces on the 
Eastern front, and from the end of 1943 in Italy as well, until the end of the 
World War II. In April 1945 a major part of the 2nd Technical Division (officially 
1st Czechoslovak Division) joined the national uprising in Italy, though.29 It can 
only be ascertained that after the outbreak of the World War II the Slovak Re-
public was placed in the situation where it was left with no alternative. While 
the leaders of the Czechoslovak resistance movement abroad eventually man-
aged to achieve the international recognition and restoration of the Czecho-
slovak frontier in the shape it came in before 1938, the future of the Slovak po-
litical regime gradually became utterly dependent on the position of Germany, 
which in light of development on fronts of the World War II was quite logical. 
However, the approach taken by the Slovak Republic to the "Jewish issue" as 
well as the deportation of 58 thousand Jewish fellow-citizens into concentra-
tion camps was greatly to its discredit. 

Defeats that the German Armed Forces and their allies suffered in Stal-
ingrad and at the Kursk Bend in 1943 had a profound impact on the Slovak 
society as a whole and on the political regime as well. The rapidly spreading 
defeatism, quest for alibis and similar tendencies resulted in gradual deteriora-
tion of the government machinery of the regime in power. From the end of 
1943 on, the Slovak Government was making vain attempts to get the Slovak 
troops progressively withdrawn from the fronts of the World War II. Germany, 

29 Fairly extensive amount of studies and even some monographs concerning deployment of the 
Slovak Army’ units and formations, as well as the Slovak Army Aviation have been published. On the 
issue of the Land Forces’ deployment see e.g.: Jozef Bystrický, "Pozemné vojská slovenskej armády 
na východnom fronte 1941–1945" [The Slovak Land Forces on the Eastern Front 1941–1945], 
in František Cséfalvay and Miloslav Púčik, eds., Slovensko a druhá svetová vojna [Slovakia and the 
World War II] (Bratislava, 2000), 191–216. On the issue of the Air Force and Army Aviation see: Peter 
Šumichrast and Viliam Klabník, Slovenské letectvo 2., 1939–1944 [The Slovak Air Force and Army 
Aviation 2., 1939–1944] (Bratislava, 2000). On the issue of the Slovak troops engagement in Italy see 
Václav Štefanský, Slovenskí vojaci v Taliansku 1943–1945 [The Slovak Troops in Italy 1943–1945] 
(Bratislava, 2000).
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however, did not accept the requirement, which, to a certain extent, was an 
implication of the Slovak national uprising (SNP) that broke out on 29 August 
1944.30 Although the representatives of the Slovak political regime in power 
displayed no more willingness to deploy their Armed Forces on the front, they 
did not dare to cast doubt on the allied relations with Germany. Nevertheless, 
some faint theoretical concepts of the post-war organization of Slovakia began 
to take shape – mainly in the Slovak diplomatic circles abroad.31 It was only 
Minister of National Defence Čatloš who came up with his own plan for a po-
litical turn that would enable Slovakia switch its allegiance from the Germans 
to the bloc of the Allies. In August 1944 (when the eastern front was slowly but 
surely getting closer to Slovakia) he forwarded the plan via representatives of 
the Czechoslovak resistance movement to Moscow. That was also why he re-
quested a withdrawal of the Slovak troops from the eastern front. In the view 
of international and political recognition of the Czechoslovak government 
in London, and with regard to the Czechoslovak – Soviet Treaty of December 
1943 this request had to be rejected.32

The Slovak Republic maintained the allied relations with the Nazi Germany 
even after the outbreak of the Slovak National Uprising, in conditions of an 
undisguised German occupation. What is more, the Slovak authorities and na-
tional bodies on several occasions assisted the occupation power in perpetrat-
ing atrocities, often even against civilians. The Slovak government managed to 
retain its position in Bratislava until the front forces moved in the town at the 
turn of March and April 1945, when it fled from them to the west. Thereby the 
Slovak Republic de facto ceased to exist.

Conclusion

From the perspective of military alliances, Slovakia served a role of a renowned 
Cordon sanitaire after the World War I.; via Ruthenia it provided a link between 
the Czechoslovak Republic and the allied Romania; for the Great German Reich 
it was sort of an aircraft carrier usefully employed in aggressions against Poland 

30 Vilém Prečan, "Nacistická politika a Tisův režim v předvečer Povstání (I.) a (II.)" [The Nazi Policy and 
the Regime under Tiso on the Eve of the Uprising (I.) and (II.)], Historie a vojenství 39, No. 2 and 3 
(1990): 6–25 and 3–21. 

31 "Pokusy reprezentantov Slovenskej republiky v rokoch 1944–1945 o hľadanie východísk v závereč-
nej etape druhej svetovej vojny" [The Slovak Republic Representation in Search for Solutions in the 
Final Stage of the World War II in 1944–1945], in Ivan Kamenec, Hľadanie a blúdenie v dejinách 27: 
151–169.

32 Closer Jozef Jablonický, Povstanie bez legiend [The Uprising Demythologized] (Bratislava, 1990), 
22–36.
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and the USSR in between 1939–1945; after the World War II it was used by 
Prague and Moscow as a crossing area and one of the connecting nodes within 
the Warsaw Treaty (e.g. the armed intervention aimed at reversing the course of 
events in Hungary in 1956, or in Czechoslovakia in 1968). 

The Czechoslovak Armed Forces were between wars largely shaped under 
the western influence, and namely in the spirit of the French Defence Doctrine, 
but they sought to find a shape and form of their own in the alliances with the 
Little Entente and in an imperfect security system of the UN. Side by side with 
the Nazi Germany the Slovak Armed Forces took part in campaigns against Po-
land or the USSR in 1939–1945 just to win favour of the "protective power" and 
hoping for revision of the southern and eastern frontier with Hungary estab-
lished by the Vienna arbitration on 2 November 1938, and to make the Slovak 
Republic eligible to rank among the Germany’s vassal states fostered by the Eu-
ropean "Neuordnung".

One of the long acting contextual factors to be considered is the fact that 
Slovakia and its inhabitants lived through the wars in a coalition of countries 
that were eventually defeated, but the effect of each defeat was a "national vic-
tory", or at least a positive contribution to it. In this respect, eminently deserving 
were the exile political – military representations of the Czechoslovak foreign 
resistance movement, and during the World War II also the home anti-fascist re-
sistance. In the World War I as well as in the World War II the Slovaks fought on 
both sides of the barricade. More of them, however, fought on the side of the 
coalition that suffered an ultimate defeat. Actually, it was just a fraction of the 
overall strength of the Slovak forces that fought on the side of the Triple Entente 
Powers in the World War I and on the side of anti-Hitler coalition in the World 
War II. Despite this fact, the military strength and combat capability of the party 
that was ultimately victorious strengthened the position of Czechoslovakia in 
October 1918, when the issue of its establishment was at stake, and in spring 
1945, when the war was coming to an end and the issue of its restoration was 
brought into focus. After the World War I and II, Slovakia repeatedly ended up as 
a part of the Czechoslovak Republic. This was because its independence was not 
a topical issue of the internal politics after the World War I, and an independent 
Slovakia would have had no chance to achieve recognition in the international 
diplomatic circles; and because the restoration of Czechoslovakia became one of 
the military goals set by the victorious Powers after the World War II, instead of 
retaining an independent Slovak State that completely ruined its reputation due 
to collaboration with the countries of the fascist Axis.33 

33 Korček, Cséfalvay and Púčik, "The Encounter of Civilisations in Slovakia as a Consequence of Wars in 
the 20thCentury," 497–504.
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Miloslav Čaplovič in Igor Baka

SLOVAŠKA V VOJAŠKIH ZAVEZNIŠTVIH V PRVI POLOVICI 20. STOLETJA

POVZETEK

Ozemlje Slovaške je imelo s stališča vojaških zavezništev po 1. svetovni vojni 
vlogo "sanitarnega kordona". Preko Rutenije je zagotavljalo povezavo med Če-
škoslovaško in njeno zaveznico Romunijo, v obdobju nemške zasedbe češko-
slovaškega ozemlja in delovanja satelitske Slovaške države pa je bilo uporablje-
no kot letalsko oporišče za izvajanje napadov na Poljsko in Sovjetsko zvezo. 
Prav zato lahko vključevanje Slovaške, kot dela Češkoslovaške Republike in 
med drugo svetovno vojno satelitske države tretjega rajha, v vojaška zavezni-
štva v prvi polovici 20. stoletja po prvi svetovni vojni razdelimo na dve obdobji 
in sicer med letoma 1918 in 1939, ko je slovaško ozemlje, kot del Češkoslovaške 
bilo del male antante ter letoma 1939 in 1945, ko je Slovaška država bila zave-
znica tretjega rajha. Po prvi svetovni vojni so bile češkoslovaške oborožene sile 
pod močnim zahodnim vplivom, zlasti je prevladoval duh francoske obrambne 
doktrine. Med drugo svetovno vojno so se Slovaške oborožene sile vedno bolj 
vključevale v vojaške dejavnosti zoper Poljsko in Sovjetsko zvezo. Slovaška se je 
po prvi in drugi svetovni vojni takoj združila s Češko v enotno državno tvorbo, 
ki je bila znana kot Češkoslovaška Republika. Vprašanje slovaške neodvisnosti 
ni nikoli imelo prvovrstnega pomena v mednarodnopolitičnih krogih in prav 
zaradi tega dejstva ni bilo nikakršnih realnih pričakovanj, da bi kdo priznal ne-
odvisno Slovaško. Ponovna vzpostavitev Češkoslovaške je bil eden izmed za-
vezniških ciljev že med drugo svetovno vojno, saj je imela neodvisna Slovaška 
država, kot zaveznica sil osi, negativen sloves.
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Introduction

We know it was large but we do not know how large. We know it mattered but 
we do not know exactly why. The new evidence provided by the Konoplev report 
indicates that the military burden was much larger than was previously supposed, 
even on the basis of the most hawkish of western estimates, 

wrote Professor Mark Harrison in the conclusion of his study on Soviet mil-
itary expenditures in the 1970s.1 

Military and defence expenditures in all countries have been and still are 
treated as highly confidential information. In democratic countries, the stron-
ger civilian control over the armed forces compels some kind of transparency, 
so at least the most important data on the military forces are more or less pub-
lic. On the other hand, a more powerful tendency to secrecy is just as typical 
of dictatorships as is the extensive authority of the organs of coercion. This 
is particularly noticeable in the case of the Soviet Union, where concurrently 
with the militarisation of the economy from the 1920s and 30s, the economic-
planning and statistical system was refashioned in such a way that an external 
observer could learn as little from it as possible. For this reason, research into 
the defence budget and military expenditure has developed into a practically 
independent branch of Soviet economic and military history. All experts agree 
that the public Soviet figures did not have much correspondence with reality. 
As to which multiplication factor or what calculation model could be used to 
correct these, and how the data thus obtained may be compared with any kind 
of market-economy defence-military spending, this has been the subject of 
lively debate for decades.2 The points under dispute include:

 what the size of the Soviet national income could have been, with which •	
the military expenditures should be compared;
 in addition to army maintenance costs, under which items development •	
and investment spending, munitions investments, military research and 
development, as well as foreign trade in war technology could have been 
hidden in the state budget; 
 whether the amounts are to be understood at plan cost or current cost;•	
 at what rate of exchange the rouble values may be reckoned, what the •	
true (purchasing) value of the Soviet currency was;
how distorted the artificially constructed, planned pricing system was;•	
what the productivity of the Soviet (war) industry was, etc.•	

1 Mark Harrison, "How Much Did the Soviets Really Spend on Defence? New Evidence From the Close 
of the Brezhnev Era," PERSA Working Paper No. 24, Version 3 (January 2003): 25.

2 Ibid.
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The countries, which passed into the Soviet sphere of interest following the 
Second World War, slavishly adopted the Soviet planning and statistical system. 
However, in the case of the satellite states, including Hungary, researchers are in 
a somewhat easier position due to the smaller size of their economies, war in-
dustries and bureaucracies. In addition, the economic reforms implemented in 
various phases from 1953 in Hungary not only moderated the influence of the 
military and war industry complex, but also made the budget structure simpler 
and more transparent. Hungary is therefore suitable terrain for a demonstration 
of the handling of military expenditures in a Socialist system. New regulations 
on archives and secrecy protection adopted in the middle of the 1990s have 
also created relatively favourable source availability: essentially, all important, 
formerly strictly confidential documentary material up till and including 1980 
is accessible.3 For the time being, we are still waiting for the release of classified 
documents from the years 1980–1990, though apparently the scheduled new 
information protection law will also make these available.

The following study attempts to provide an answer to the most frequently 
posed and perhaps most gripping question in connection with military expendi-
tures in the Socialist countries: what financial techniques and methods were used 
to hide the true figures, and how can the lines of data be deciphered subsequent-
ly? A duel budgetary system to enable information to be hidden was introduced 
in Hungary from 1949, in the interests of concealing the development of armed 
forces in contravention of paragraphs of the Paris Peace Treaty. Under pressure 
from Moscow, with the help of Soviet military advisers the strength of the Hun-
garian army was multiplied between 1948 and 1952, and munitions and heavy 
industry were developed at an astonishing rate. From 1950, what was practically 
wartime economy was introduced, as though the war had not come to an end. 
Prime Minister Imre Nagy’s reforms were underway from 1953. 

The Concept of Military and Defence Expenditures

Control of the protection of secrets and secrecy worked pretty well perfectly 
during the socialist era. Genuine, substantial information on expenditures for 
the armed forces and corps4 (Ministry of the Interior, State Security Authority, 
Border Guard, Customs and Excise, Workers’ Militia) was only accessible to an 

3 Statute LXV of the year 1995 on state secrets and ministerial secrets, as well as Statute LXVI of 1995 
on public documents, public archives and the protection of private archival materials.

4 "Armed forces and corps" was a standard locution in socialist bureaucratic language. The "armed 
forces" meant the (people’s) army, and the "armed corps" was a label for the police, the security 
forces, the border guard and the Workers’ Militia.
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extremely restricted circle: the highest level leadership of the governing party 
(secretariat and political committee), the Home-Defence Council (Home-De-
fence Committee from 1962), and the competent ministerial departments. The 
whole of the Council of Ministers was only notified of the true magnitude of 
defence expenditures after 1956, and the Central Committee of the Hungary 
Workers’ Party (HWP), or the Hungarian Socialist Workers’ Party (HSWP), nev-
er received the full depth of information.

The budgetary charts from the period may only be interpreted if we are 
familiar with the conceptual apparatus by which they were produced. Military 
expenditures were defined in the following way by the Military Lexicon pub-
lished in 1985: 

Financial investments to guarantee the development and maintenance of the 
armies in peace time, the material and technical preparation of the armed forces 
and the armed defence of the country, as well as the waging of armed conflict. 
/.../ In the Hungarian People’s Republic, military expenses are designated defence 
expenditures, and in the course of armed conflict as war expenditures. 

For the entry on defence expenditures, however, this continues as follows: 

The portion of the national income invested in increasing the country’s defence 
capabilities, or maintaining these at a specified level. /…/ The defence expenses 
are partly direct, partly indirect expenditures.5 

The methods of breakdown for the various expenses can be recognised in 
the documents of the General Organisational Department (i.e. military divi-
sion) of the NPO (National Planning Office). The direct expenses for defence 
purposes included expenditures for operation and maintenance of the armed 
forces and corps, and investments and development based on imports. The di-
rect expenses were divided into two main groups in budgetary practice, based 
on organisations and ministries: 

 Defence or military expenses: Honvédelmi Minisztérium (Ministry of •	
Home-Defence, MOD) expenditures;
 Law and order expenses: the other armed corps expenditures – Belü-•	
gyminisztérium (Ministry of the Interior, MOI – including the police, 
state security, fire service), Államvédelmi Hatóság (State Security Author-
ity, SSA) and the Workers’ Militia. 

5 László Damó, ed., Katonai lexicon (Budapest, 1985), 319, 281. 
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The operational-maintenance expenditures (wages and personnel expens-
es, board, clothing, maintenance and renovation of military equipment and 
buildings/structures, etc.) appeared under the item "budgetary expenses" in 
the legal measures. Under investments were included housing programmes, as 
well as all investments involving construction (barracks, fortifications, shoot-
ing ranges, etc.). The value of armaments imported from abroad for the armed 
forces and corps is contained in the column designated "special imports". At 
the MOD, as well as the MOI, SSA, etc., the expenditures were registered and 
calculated in this threefold division.

Under indirect defence expenditures were reckoned the outgoings which 
arose in any area of the people’s economy in the interests of home-defence and 
internal security, primarily in the preparation for war and wartime economy, 
but for which the budget for the armed forces and corps did not provide finan-
cial backing – this being covered by the budgets of other ministries (Transport 
and Communication, Metallurgy and Machine Industry, Health, etc.). A signifi-
cant proportion of these served both defence and civilian purposes: state and 
company strategic stockpiling, civil defence, preparation of the theatre of war 
(development of road, rail and communications networks). 

Formation and Operation of the Dual Budgetary System

Development of the Hungarian armed forces at a rapid pace was begun in the 
spring of 1948. In the interests of concealing the costs, a party resolution was 
soon enacted on the introduction of a dual budgetary system. According to a 21 
July 1948 resolution of the Hungarian Workers’ Party Central Committee (CC) 
Secretariat, in the interests of enhanced protection of the Hungarian Army, "a 
conspiracy must be organised to do away with the army budget, and individual 
items of the home-defence budget must be hidden in other portfolios."6

The main state budget figures for the year 1949 were accepted by the Coun-
cil of Ministers on 3 December 1948 in such a way that, alongside various other 
portfolios, the estimates of expenditure for the MoD were not final. At that time 
1160 million forints were earmarked for military expenditures.7 However, it 
only becomes clear from an exchange of letters in March 1949 between HWP 
CC Secretariat members Ernő Gerő and Mihály Farkas that a dual budget was 

6 Tamás Nagy, "Fordulattól – forradalomig. A Magyar Dolgozók Pártja katonapolitikája 1948–1956" 
(Ph.D. Diss., Zrínyi Miklós Nemzetvédelmi Egyetem, Budapest, 2003), 49 (further reading: Nagy, 
"Fordulattól – forradalomig").

7 Magyar Országos Levéltár (Hungarian National Archive – MOL), XIX-A-83-a, microfilm no. 51001, 10 
and 94 f., Protocol no. 265.
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produced for 1949: 1160 million in the "legal budget" and 840 million Ft on a 
"special account."8 All this means that not only was the officially operating Par-
liament not provided with genuine data, so it did not decide on the allocation 
of state incomes according to merit, but also that the principle administrative 
body, the Council of Ministers, was not in complete control of the distribution 
of resources either. The duties and authority of the government with regard to 
military matters, war industry and wartime economy were taken over by vari-
ous state party bodies: the State Security Committee of the HWP CC in opera-
tion from September 1948, as well as the Wartime Economy Party Committee 
set up by the HWP CC Secretariat on 6 April 1949.9 

In June of 1949 the People’s Economic Council was created, which in 
theory was not given legal authority in budgetary matters, but just to pass an 
opinion on draft laws, statutes and resolutions with significant relevance to 
the economy, which were presented to the Council of Ministers.10 Of course in 
practice, the body chaired by Ernő Gerő took charge of all important matters 
with economic bearing. So, it was that the state budget for 1950, was first dis-
cussed in detail by the HWP CC Secretariat on 23 November 1949.11 Following 
this, the main figures were decided upon by the People’s Economic Council, 
which presented the "public" budget to the Council of Ministers on 3 Decem-
ber 1949 merely for "confirmation."12

In 1950, one third of MOD expenses (1 billion Ft) were already being dealt 
with outside the official budget. Another significant item was handled in a simi-
lar way: foreign trade subsidies, which in that year amounted to around 1.7 bil-
lion forints.13 Subsidies were needed due to the rapidly increasing trade deficit. 
Rapid industrialisation during the first five year plan (1950–1954) did lead to 
expanding imports of raw materials and machinery, but these could not be bal-
anced by exports; due among other things to a lack of products which could be 
sent to the west.14 Decisions on subsidies were made by the competent depart-
ment of the Ministry of Foreign Trade based on analyses of product groups, 

8 MOL M-KS 276. f. 65. cs. 195. ő. e. 27 March 1949, 1–3 and ibid., 191. ő. e. 29 March 1949, 3–8.
9 Pál Germuska and Tamás Nagy, "Az MDP Államvédelmi Bizottsága, Honvédelmi Bizottsága és a 

Honvédelmi Tanács," Múltunk 49, No. 1 (2004): 183–186 (further reading: Germuska and Nagy, "Az 
MDP Államvédelmi Bizottsága, Honvédelmi Bizottsága és a Honvédelmi Tanács").

10 Statute XVI of year 1949, announced 11 June 1949. Paragraph 4. § (1) regulated the duties of the 
People’s Economic Council in detail.

11 MOL M-KS 276. f. 54. cs. 73. ő. e. The protocol does not include the State Economy Committee pro-
posal with regard to the budget.

12 MOL, XIX-A-83-a 51005. microfilm, 177–182. f., Protocol for session 317.
13 MOL M-KS 276. f. 54. cs. 119. ő. e., Protocol for the 22 November 1950 session of the HWP CC 

Secretariat.
14 Iván Pető and Sándor Szakács, A hazai gazdaság négy évtizedének története. 1945−1985. I. Az újjáépí-

tés és a tervutasításos irányítás időszaka (Budapest, 1985), 163.
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sometimes even of individual products. Foreign trade was dealt with practically 
independently of the budget – probably in the interests of excluding the effects 
of possible fluctuations in exchange rates and other external factors. This could 
have explained why the huge sum was dealt with outside the budget. 

The greatest burden on the national economy and the budget, however, 
constituted skyrocketing military and munitions industry expenditures, also 
generated by the Korean War. These were decided on by an ever dwindling 
circle. The HWP State Security Committee did not continue to operate after 
several of its members were arrested in the spring of 1950 and brought to trial. 
During the final days of October 1950 – formally representing the true con-
ditions of authority – the Home-Defence Committee, commonly known as 
the "Troika", was founded by the narrowest sphere of party leadership, Mátyás 
Rákosi, Ernő Gerő and Mihály Farkas.15 

The fact that the other party bodies, and in particular the Council of Minis-
ters, no longer carried any weight is clearly demonstrated by the shaping of the 
budget for the year 1951. 

In the session of 22 November 1950, the HWP CC Secretariat decided on 
the unconcealed budget, and also on the items dealt with outside the budget. 
The sum of the latter (5753 million Ft – funding for the MOD, SSA and the price 
subsidies) amounted to 20% of the total expenditure of the official state bud-
get (29538 million Ft).16 On 1 December 1950, only the figures for the uncon-
cealed budget were presented to the Council of Ministers, the "determination" 
of which was approved by the body without debate.17

Changes to the established practice were only brought about through 
reorganisation initiated by Mátyás Rákosi. On 14 November the Presidium 
of the Cabinet Council was formed and the People’s Economic Council dis-
continued. The Home-Defence Committee was transformed into a state 
body: on 27 November a party resolution provided for discontinuation of 
the three-member committee, and the formation of the new Home-Defence 
Council (HC). The composition of the HC was approved by the Council of 
Ministers in a session held on the following day. The province of the Home-
Defence Council extended to around two dozen duties, and these included 
the determination of the budgets for the Hungarian People’s Army and the 
State Security Authority.18 The procedures of the HC were modified sever-

15 Germuska and Nagy, "Az MDP Államvédelmi Bizottsága, Honvédelmi Bizottsága és a Honvédelmi 
Tanács": 187–193.

16 .MOL M-KS 276. f. 54. cs. 119. ő. e., HWP CC Secretariat resolution of 22 November 1950.
17 MOL, XIX-A-83-a 52224. microfilm, 2. f., Protocol of session 363.
18 Germuska and Nagy, "Az MDP Államvédelmi Bizottsága, Honvédelmi Bizottsága és a Honvédelmi 

Tanács": 193–206.
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al times in the following years, the name of the body being changed back 
to the Home-Defence Committee in May of 1962, though approval of the 
budgets for the MOD, the MOI and the other armed corps remained in the 
power of this body until 1990.

1952 was an exceptional year, also as regards the budget: the military and de-
fence expenditures reached a peak at this time. The budgetary plan (public and 
secret) accepted by the HWP CC Secretariat at the end of November 1951 wished 
to deal with around one fifth (8 billion Ft) of the 46.7 billion forint expenditures 
outside the budget. Of this, 4.9 billion was for SSA and MOD purposes, and 3.1 bil-
lion Ft for price subsidies. Of the MOD expenditures, 4.3 billion forints appeared 
in the public budget, as well as a further 933 million forints as "reserve", or under 
the heading "refunding of companies for administrative activities."19 The Council 
of Ministers formally approved the figures for the official budget at its 1 Decem-
ber 1951 session, but received no notification at all of the rest20 According to a 
statement produced on 1 July 1952 (exclusively for Rákosi and Gerő), the esti-
mates had been further increased by mid-year modifications.

12092 million forints was estimated for the whole MOD budget, 1415 million 
Ft for investment allocation, and 55 million exchange forints for the repayment 
of interest and capital to the Soviet Union for the delivery of war supplies.21 

As to how much of this prodigious sum the army could really utilise – at 
first glance the sources seem to be contradictory (table 1).

On studying the details, however, it becomes clear: the differences of sev-
eral billion appearing in the sum totals arise from the fact that the military in-
vestments, or the expenses of other armed corps, were not reckoned in with 
certain totals. The annual operational, developmental and investment expens-
es of the Hungarian People’s Army for the year 1952 – according to the lines of 
data presented – approached 9 billion forints. Adding in the spending of the 
MOI, the SSA and the excises, however, the defence expenditures exceeded 11 
billion forints.

When the state budget was compiled for 1953, in order to complete the initi-
ated army developments, the MOD announced its requirement for operational 
expenses of 11.2–11.4 billion forints.22 Based on this, the HWP CC Secretariat 
earmarked 14.6 billion forints as total budget for the defence branch in August 
of 1952.23 Of this, 7.3 billion would have appeared in the printed budget, whilst 

19 MOL M-KS 276. f. 54. cs. 170. ő. e., HWP CC Secretariat protocol of 28 November 1951 session.
20 MOL, XIX-A-83-a 52226. microfilm, 27. f., Protocol of session 412.
21 István Balló, "Adalékok Magyarország 1949–1953 közötti háborús felkészítéséről, a várható hadszín-

tér előkészítéséről," Hadtörténelmi Közlemények 112, No. 4 (1999): 823.
22 Ibid., 249, 261.
23 MOL M-KS 276. f. 54. cs. 206. ő. e., Protocol for HWP CC Secretariat session of 13 August 1952.
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the rest would have been dealt with in the customary manner outside the budget. 
The conspiracy was enhanced to such an extent in the state administration, that 
the Council of Ministers plenary session of 16 January 1953 even approved the 
public budget without there being any military-defence expenditures featured at 
all.24 Due to the exhaustion of industry and the whole national economy, howev-
er, the MOD was compelled to back off, and to cancel orders because of a short-
age of raw materials and capacity.25 The original expenditure estimate of 10054 
million Ft was thus reduced to 9605 million in the spring of 1953, of which the 
army used up scarcely 4487 million during the first half of the year. 

Table 1: Military and defence expenditures for 1952 in million forints – according to various sources. 
Source: Károly Olt’s records. Magyar Országos Levéltár (Hungarian National Archive, MOL) M-KS 276. f. 65. 
cs. 195. ő. e. 530. p.; NPO Corporate Department report. MOL M-KS, 276. f. 65. cs. 242. ő. e. 28. p.; HC resolu-
tion no. 2/104/1957. MOL, XIX-A-98 1. d. 2. volume; MOD Finance Group Directorate report.26

Type of 
expenses/ 
Source

MOD 
oper-

ational 
expenses

MOD 
invest-
ments

Special 
imports

Total 
MOD 

expen-
ditures

Opera-
tional 

expenses 
of other 

corps

Invest-
ments 

by other 
corps

Total 
direct 

defence 
expen-
ditures

Károly Olt’s 
records, 1953 7 437 7 437 1 256 8 693

NPO Corporate 
Department1954 7 731 1 392 9 123 1 990 370 11 483

HC res. no. 
2/104/1957. 7 513 1 293 56 8 862 8 862

MOD Fin. Gp. 
Dir.1952 8 486 8 486

On occupying the Prime Minister’s chair, Imre Nagy immediately began to 
cut back on the oversized army, and to whittle down the military and defence 
expenditures.27 One of the very first measures taken by the new parliament 
was to abolish the independent war industry authority, the Ministry of Medium 
Machine-building, with effect from 7 July 1953.28 On 27 July, Imre Nagy took 
over the chairmanship of the Home-Defence Council,29 and on 10 August the 
council decided to reduce the complement of the Hungary People’s Army to 40 

24 MOL, XIX-A-83-a 52233 film, 88-95. f., Protocol for session 470.
25 MOL, XIX-F-6-cc 5. d., HT resolution no. 135/12/1953.
26 Imre Okváth, Bástya a béke frontján. Magyar haderő és katonapolitika 1945−1956 (Budapest, 1998), 

256–262 (further rading: Okváth, Bástya a béke frontján).
27 János M. Rainer, Politikai Életrajz, vol. II, 1953–1958 (Budapest, 1999).
28 Statute VI of the year 1953 on the modification to the Constitution of the Hungarian People’s 

Republic.
29 MOL, XIX-F-6-a 117. d., Protocol on session 14 of the Home-Defence Council.
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thousand.30 In the leadership of the HWP, the Political Committee once again 
became the most important decision-making body in place of the Secretariat. 
In this way, it was the former, which resolved to modify the state budget on 5 
August: the expenditure estimates for the defence sector were cut by 1.17 bil-
lion forints, whereas for other budgetary institutions a total of only 111.5 mil-
lion forints was sequestered.31 

Prime Minister Imre Nagy made no changes to the powers of the Home-
Defence Council, so the Council of Ministers still had no authority in military 
and defence matters. In the 1954 law on the state budget (Statute IV of year 
1954, 29 June 1954), in the first instance the sum of the defence expenses, as 
well as those for law and order, really did appear publicly. On the other hand, 
the dual budgetary system remained in spite of the reforms. The sum of 10.2 
billion forints for foreign trade subsidies was still dealt with outside the budget. 
Because of the significant fall in the expenditure estimates for the armed corps, 
there was no need to deal with expenses outside the budget, but 772 million 
forints (MOD 411 million, MOI 361 million forints) were hidden away under 
the column headed "Reserves and other miscellaneous expenses".32

During the course of 1954, the long-term development concept of the 
army was twice placed on the agenda of the HWP Political Committee (7 and 
28 July 1954), though instead of the developments proposed by the MOD, 
a further cut in numbers of 20 thousand was stipulated – "in consideration 
of the economic conditions in the country."33 The state budget deficit for 
the first half of the year had in fact denoted the limits of the burden-bearing 
capacity, so the MOD expenditure estimates were also cut by 600 million 
forints, from 5429 million to 4844 million.34 This freeze also affected the 
concealed support for the MOD, of which in the end it was unable to utilise 
a single penny.35

The drastic withholding of Hungarian military expenditures probably 
played a major role in the replacement of Imre Nagy.36 At the turn of 1954–

30 Gyula Thürmer, ed., A HM Magyar Néphadsereg Vezérkara Anyagtervezési és Közgazdasági 
Csoportfőnökségének története. Kézirat (Budapest, 1981), 26 .

31 MOL M-KS 276. f. 53. cs. 129. ő. e. 6, Protocol on the 5 August 1953 session of the HWP PC.
32 MOL M-KS 276. f. 94. cs. 836. ő. e. 118. p., Ministry of Finance: Review of the items dealt with outside 

the budget in the year 1954. 11 April 1955.
33 Nagy, "Fordulattól – forradalomig," 103.
34 MOL, XIX-A-83-a 124. d. 71., 88., 91. p., Protocol no 546 of the 12 April 1955 plenary session of the 

Council of Ministers.
35 MOL M-KS 276. f. 94. cs. 836. ő. e. 119–120. p., Ministry of Finance: Presentation of the items dealt 

with outside the budget in the year 1954. 11 April 1955. 
 The MOI used up 330 million forints of the 361 million allocated to it.
36 László Borhi, Hungary in the Cold War 1945–1956. Between the United States and the Soviet Union 

(Budapest–New York, 2004).
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55, the Soviet Union had after all begun to stress the necessity of strength-
ening socialist unity once again, and desired to replace the earlier military 
cooperation based on bilateral treaties with a defence alliance extending to 
the whole block (Warsaw Treaty).37 The cutbacks in the Hungarian People’s 
Army reduced the fighting efficiency of the allied socialist forces, and N. S. 
Khrushchev was justified in his concerns that the reformer prime minister 
was neglecting the military investments aimed at modernising the Hungar-
ian armed forces.

With the return to power of Mátyás Rákosi in January of 1955, the military-
defence expenditures soared once again. Even if they did not attain a magni-
tude similar to the years 1951–52, the MOD expenditure estimate was raised by 
1 billion forints compared with spending for the year 1954. Due to the rapidly 
deteriorating balance of the economy, however, the amount devoted to foreign 
trade subsidies had to be further increased: to 12.5 billion forints.38 At the same 
time, the NPO Finance Department criticised the increase of this item as "the 
most blatant lack of financial control," as in 1955 it amounted to 23% of state 
budget expenditures – both public and secret. 39 The amounts dealt with out-
side the state budget hereby exceeded all previous limits.

From the autumn of 1955, the Hungarian leadership was once more 
subjected to increasing pressure from the Soviet side to begin modernisa-
tion and rearmament of the armed forces. Several rounds of negotiations 
were held on the long-term development programme for the Hungarian 
People’s Army and for ascertaining the Hungarian military expenditures for 
the years 1956–1964.40 The final directive was signed in the form of a pro-
tocol on 23 December in Moscow by representatives of the Hungarian and 
Soviet governments.41 Within the framework of a 10 year plan, 72.7 billion 
Ft were earmarked for maintenance of the army, for investments and for 
new acquisitions. Of this, expenditures of 4658 million Ft would have been 
for the year 1956, though the budgetary estimate for the MOD already ac-
cepted by the Home-Defence Council (4514.8 million Ft) was not adjusted 
to the international treaty.42

37 Okváth, Bástya a béke frontján, 328–326.
38 MOL, XIX-A-83-a 124. d., Protocol of Council of Ministers session 543. 16 March 1955.
39 MOL M-KS 276. f. 94. cs. 836. ő. e. 72–76. p., NPO Finance Department Budgetary Group: Observations 

on the cabinet-council proposal on the subject of the 1955 state budget. 14 March 1955.
40 Okváth, Bástya a béke frontján, 343.
41 MOL M-KS 276. f. 53. cs. 263. ő. e. 125–130. p. 
42 MOL, XIX-A-98 1. d. 2. volume, HC resolution no. HT 2/104/1957.
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Figure 1: Structure of public and secret budgetary expenditure estimates between 1949 and 1956. Source: 
the author’s collection.

At the same time, an innovative financial technique was introduced by the 
PC in the 1956 budget, which later became a practice, and remained in force 
right up till 1989. Of the expenses for the army and the other armed corps, only 
the operational-maintenance costs appeared in the public budget; the defence 
investments and special imports were then "hidden away" in the columns for 
national economy investments or foreign trade transactions.43 

In the spring of 1956, Soviet-Hungarian military and war industry negotia-
tions were still underway on the chief course of the scheduled second five year 
plan, though an increasing gulf was forming between the long-range goals and 
everyday practice. In the session of 18–21 July 1956, the HWP Central Commit-
tee decided on a further cut of 15 thousand to the complement of the people’s 
army – "to alleviate international tension, as an expression of the desire for 
disarmament."44 Partly to implement the reduction, and partly in the interest of 
increasing the capacity for mobilisation, extensive reorganisation of the army 
was initiated, which was still underway in the autumn of 1956.45

43 Compare: Statute II of year 1956 on the 1956 budget of the Hungarian People’s Republic, and Home-
Defence Council resolution no. 75/31/1955. Hadtörténelmi Levéltár (War History Archives) Magyar 
Néphadsereg iratai (Files of the Hungarian People’s Army) 1956/T 47. d. 5. cs. 

44 Nagy, "Fordulattól – forradalomig," 129.
45 Miklós Horváth, 1956 hadikrónikája (Budapest 2003), 20–26.
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The cuts in expenditure, the reduction in numbers and the constant reor-
ganisations resulted in a moral and structural crisis in the people’s army, which 
was merely consummated by the outbreak of the revolution. 

Conclusions

The strained development of the armed forces at a rapid rate, the reinforce-
ment of the border regions of southern Hungary (fortifications, defence posi-
tions, trenches, mine blockades, etc.) and the huge volume of Soviet weapons 
imports deducted enormous sums from the national economy. Between 1950 
and 1956, the MOD operational, investment and war engineering import ex-
penditures exceeded 41 billion forints.46 The expenses for the total defence 
sector (the MOD together with the MOI, SSA, etc.) amounted to 57.1 billion 
forints. The proportions of the national income required by the military and 
defence expenditures are shown in table 2.47 

Table 2: The direct and indirect defence expenditures as a proportion of the national income (NMP). 
Source: Home-Defence Council resolution no. 2/104/1957. 22 May 1957. Hungarian National Archives, 
XIX-A-98 1. d. 2. volume, Analysis of developments in the economic activities serving national home-
defence and internal security in the period from 1950 to 1970. 1 September 1971. MOL, XIX-L-1-qqq 9. d.

 1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956

MOD expenditures as 
a % of the  NMP 7.5 8.9 12.1 11.9 6.4 4.8 4.1

Total direct 
expenditure on 
defence as a % of the 
NMP

11.5 11.2 16.4 15.1 8.6 7.2 6.8

Direct and indirect 
defence spending as a 
% of the NMP

13.6 12.7 18.1 17.3 10.1 7.7 7.5

46 MOL, XIX-A-98 1. d. 2. volume, HC resolution no. 2/104/1957. In order to appreciate the orders of 
magnitude, it is worth recalling: in 1950 the construction-investment costs of the Danube Iron Works 
and the associated new socialist city were estimated at 2 billion forints. In 1952 costs of 2.7 billion for-
ints were calculated for the construction of the Budapest underground railway between Déli Station 
and the People’s Stadium. In 1955 the national income produced was 94.3 billion forints.

47 MOL, XIX-L-1-qqq 9. d. Analysis of developments in economic activities serving home defence and 
internal security of the country in the period between 1950 and 1970. 1 September 1971. It must be 
noted here that the socialist countries used a different methodology to measure economic output. 
The national income category they used is defined by the international literature as NMP – Net 
Material Product. Hungary was the only socialist country where the value of the GDP, the gross 
domestic product, was also calculated and published from 1968.
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On reviewing the budgetary planning between 1949 and 1956 it can be 
ascertained that 18% (63.9 billion Ft) of the total estimated state expenditure 
(350 billion Ft) was intended for usage outside the budget. The military and 
defence expenses amounted to 30% of the monies intended for use outside the 
budget, the other 70% being the foreign trade subsidies. This latter price sub-
sidy allocation was completely used up every year, but it is almost impossible 
to ascertain for the MOD and the other armed corps between 1949 and 1953, 
whether they fulfilled their payments from the "public" or the secret columns. 
(Records of this kind may not even have been kept.)

Following the revolution of October 1956, the use of the complicated and 
difficult to follow dual budgeting did not even arise. Instead, the practice of 
"creative" accounting introduced in the budget of 1956 was used from then 
on. In this way, the defence expenses column of the current budgetary law only 
featured the MOD operational expenditures, the rest being hidden among civil 
expenditures in the columns mentioned above.

Figure 2: The military estimates of the public budget and their utilisation, as well as actual MOD expendi-
tures. Source: author’s own data collection.

As demonstrated by figure 2, using this method a substantial portion of the 
financing for the people’s army remained obscure even in the period follow-
ing 1956. It is easy to see that in the years when the proportion of the total 
MOD expenditures used for developments and investment remained low, then 
the actual figures lie closer to the public budgetary estimates: the divergence 
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in 1957–1958 is 4%, in 1961 14%, and in 1965 12%. In the years of dynamic 
development, however, the "scissor gap" in the difference opens up: the diver-
gence was 26% on average in the 1960s, 33% on average in the 1970s, but in 
1952, for instance, it was 51%. This all goes to prove that the suspicions of the 
intelligence organisations and civil analysts were justified, that actual military 
outgoings were far in excess of the declared values.

Data have been presented in the above in Hungarian money, but for the 
sake of international comparison, they should also be reported in some widely 
used foreign currency. The US dollar is used most frequency for these purposes, 
though the problem of currency exchange rates is immediately encountered. 
The socialist lands did in fact use diverse exchange rates in foreign trade, for 
international financial transactions, and in tourism. Differing exchange rates 
existed for the same foreign currency for different connections, or even for 
various types of goods, so it is not easy to determine which rate should be used 
to recalculate the Hungarian expenditures. The dollar exchange rate officially 
quoted by the Hungarian National Bank was calculated based on the forint 
gold parity determined at the time of stabilisation in 1946. The foreign trade 
exchange rate was reckoned using various multipliers, leading to radically dif-
ferent results – as shown in figure 3.

Figure 3: The Hungarian military expenditures calculated in USD at the Hungarian National Bank official 
exchange rate, and also at the rate used in foreign trade. Source: author’s own data collection.
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In the 1960s, western experts had already worked out various correction 
mechanisms for this problem, the best known of which is perhaps the Benoit-
Lubell-exchange rate.48 Acquisition of comprehensive correction figures at a 
distance of 30–40 years encounters numerous difficulties, however, and so 
the analysis of these must be disregarded within the framework of this pres-
ent study. 

I hope that with my study I have succeeded in providing a look behind the 
scenes of the socialist planned economy, and that perhaps it will act as an en-
couragement to researchers from other former Soviet block countries. As a very 
similar planning and economic model was adapted by Soviet advisers to all the 
socialist countries in the 1950s, there is a good chance of success in attempting 
to uncover the data using the methods outlined above.

Pál Germuska

DVOJNI PRORAČUNSKI SISTEM V SOCIALISTIČNI MADŽARSKI V 
1950.-TIH

POVZETEK

Po drugi svetovni vojni so se vlagali veliki napori v hiter razvoj madžarskih obo-
roženi sil. Zlasti so želeli okrepiti mejna območja na jugu Madžarske, kjer so 
gradili utrdbene objekte, utrjevali obrambne položaje, postavljali minska polja 
in podobno. Prav tako so uvažali velike količine sovjetskega orožja, kar je zelo 
obremenjevalo in izčrpavalo nacionalno gospodarstvo. Vse to je bilo posledi-
ca hudega pritiska iz Moskve, preko sovjetskih vojaških svetovalcev, da naj se 
med letoma 1948 in 1952 pomnožijo napori, ki bi pospešili razvoj z osupljivo 
hitrostijo. Pravi napori za razvoj madžarskih oboroženih sil s hitrimi koraki so 
se začel spomladi leta 1948, ko je Centralni komite Madžarske delavske partije 
sprejel posebno resolucijo. Med letoma 1950 in 1956 je obrambno ministrstvo 
porabilo za nabavo in uvoz vojaške opreme in oborožitve kar 41 milijard fo-

48 Emile Benoit and Harold Lubell, "The World Burden of National Defence," in Emile Benoit at al., 
Disarmament and World Economic Interdependence (Oslo–New York–London, 1967).
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rintov, medtem, ko je celoten obrambni proračun znašal 57,1 milijarde. Jeseni 
1955. leta so bili madžarski politiki zopet izpostavljeni hudemu pritisku sov-
jetske strani, da naj se začne nova modernizacija in preoborožitev oboroženih 
sil. Izpeljali so kar nekaj krogov pogajanj, s katerimi bi pripravili dolgoročen 
razvojni program za Madžarsko ljudsko armado in sicer za obdobje med leto-
ma 1956 in 1964.

Dejansko pa so zmanjševali stroške za obrambo ter izvajali številna preobli-
kovanja oboroženih sil, kar je povzročilo moralno in strukturno krizo znotraj 
ljudske armade. Kriza je prišla do svojega izraza v izbruhu revolucije oktobra 
1956. leta. 
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The dynamic development of special forces and the conclusions that stem 
from its wide utilization in armed conflicts and multinational operations (i.e. 
peace-support and stability operations) at the beginning of 21st century, ex-
plain the need of closer look at the problem of conducting special operations 
and its impact on the course and results of local armed conflicts in the second 
half of 20th century.

In this paper’s deliberations, we will consider "special operations" as mili-
tary activities that aim at weakening enemy’s political, economic, military, and 
moral strength. Such activities are conducted under specific conditions (in the 
peacetime, crisis, and war), and in different ways than operations executed by 
regular forces which sometimes cannot use their potential in full scale, and 
therefore, their activities prove to be ineffective, and in many instances end in 
disaster.

Regarding the fact that this topic is broad, in terms of both time and sub-
stance sense, this chapter aims at presenting special operations’ role and im-
portant phases of their development since WWII. The starting point is the year 
1948, marking the beginning of engagement of British Special Air Service (SAS) 
in Malaya to counter communist guerilla forces and protection of civilians. The 
end of the discussed, in this paper period of time is 1999 marking the use of the 
U.S. Special Forces in support of a peace enforcement operation in Kosovo.

If we will reach to literature of subject, then it will be evident that the prob-
lem was treated only superficially or even marginally. The vast majority of these 
studies have rather character of the novel. Scientific publications based on 
evidence and reliable sources are relatively few. The reason of such situation 
could be explained by the fact that such operations were and are covered with 
"curtain of silence," and its details are usually revealed after many years. Similar 
difficulties occur in attempt to use regulations, manuals and different services’ 
publications of the subject. The additional difficulty poses correct interpreta-
tion of mentioned materials, because of specific and complex character of spe-
cial operations. 

These limitations were the reason that only few authors attempted thorough 
description of this phenomenon with regard to international political-military 
aspect. The problem with knowledge of the complex factors that influence con-
ditions, and hence the effects, of conducting special operations, is getting signifi-
cant and more important, because international security affairs, modern history, 
and military history courses occur in educational frameworks of many civilian 
and military academic institutions. The main goal is that students should under-
stand major directions, missions, and effects of the special operations in interna-
tional environment. However, regarding higher education military institutions, 
important is to teach the principles and techniques of execution of the tasks by 
special forces with respect to its political and military implications.
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Since 1950s, special operation forces (units) have existed in Polish Armed 
Forces. Among those published before 1990, most useful for preparation of this 
lecture were works of Tadeusz Pietrzak (The Special Operations in Contempo-
rary Conditions of Conducting Combat Operations – 1964), Wiktor Charczenka 
(The Special Operation Brigade – 1980), and published in 1985 by the Gen-
eral Staff of the Polish Armed Forces field manual (instruction) – The Special 
Operations, which provided theoretical base for conducting special operations 
in combat.1 All mentioned works should be used as a source of facts, because 
ubiquitous censorship, and political and military environment precluded the 
authors from critical approach and independent interpretation of discussed is-
sues. 

Books published after 1990, deserve mention, because of their cognitive 
value and rich content. This group consists of the following works: Henryk 
Herman (The Special Operations: Yesterday – Today – Tomorrow – 2002; The 
Special Operations in Wars and Conflicts After World War II – 2000), Joel Nadel 
and Jon R. Wright (Special Men and Special Missions – 1997), Carey Schofield 
(Russian Commandos – 1996). Publications of Russian authors have started to 
occur on the market since 1990s – i.e. D. Dudinski (Special Operation Forces 
– 1998), Wiktor Markowski and Wiktor Maliczenko (Specnaz in Afghanistan 
– 2002).2 Additionally, because of the popularity of the subject of special opera-
tions, frequently on the market occurs a group of publications of non-science 
character.3

In this article, because the discussed issues of political and military aspects 
of development, execution of the mission, and employment of special forces in 
the second half of 20th century are vast, examples were used to show transfor-
mation of conducting special operations, which should let the reader to better 
understand discussed problems.

The subject of impact of special operations on conduct and effects of 
armed conflicts in the second half of 20th century was presented by synthetic 
approach, in four aspects that encompass following issues:

Classification of special operations and special forces tasks;•	
Special operations in the World War II;•	

1 Działania specjalne we współczesnych warunkach prowadzenia działań bojowych (Warsaw, 1964); 
Wiktor Charczenko, Brygada specjalnego naznaczenia (Warsaw, 1980); Działania specjalne (Warsaw, 
1985). 

2 Henryk Herman, Działania specjalne w wojnach i konfliktach zbrojnych po II wojnie światowej 
(Warsaw, 2000) (hereinafter: Herman, Działania specjalne w wojnach); Joe N. Nadel and Jon R. 
Wright, Special Man and Special Missions (Warsaw, 1997); Carey Schofield, Komandosi rosyjscy 
(Warsaw, 1996); D. Dudinski, Wojska specjalnego naznaczenia (Warsaw, 1998); Wiktor Markowski 
and Wiktor Maliczenko, Specnaz w Afganistanie (Warsaw, 2002) (hereinafter: Markowski and 
Maliczenko, Specnaz w Afganistanie).

3 For Example: Wiktor Suworow, Historia sowieckich służb specjalnych (Gdansk, 1997).
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 Factors of development of the special forces in the post-World War II era;•	
 Examples of special operation units’ employment within international •	
environment.

The special operations are conducted by the forces (special forces), as 
well as tactical and operational level military units, and other national in-
stitutions and organizations (i.e. intelligence agencies). Such operations are 
conducted with the employment of special operation teams, guerilla units, 
sabotage teams, etc.

The main special operation missions are guerilla operations, reconnais-
sance, sabotage, and psychological operations (PSYOPS). However, because of 
entirely new phenomena caused by the development of contemporary civiliza-
tion, the range of the special operation missions grew wider. The new areas of 
operation of the special forces includes:

 Actions that aim for maintaining contacts with country’s authorities and •	
groups that are in power in the territory, where special operations are 
conducted;
 Military presence in order to create and train indigenous military and law •	
enforcement forces;
 Information operations resulting from increased role of information •	
(IT) systems in both domestic and global aspects;
 Counter uncontrolled development and proliferation of new military •	
technologies, including weapons of mass-destruction (WMD);
 Anti-drug operations that aims for reducing of production and prolifera-•	
tion of narcotics;
 Anti-terror operations that aims for countering the development of ter-•	
rorist groups and organizations, and its elimination.4

Analyzing special operations, it is worth to mention, that from the very early 
of history they were integral part of warfare. At the beginning, range of special 
operations was quite poor, and the variety of missions limited. They were em-
ployed in order to get reliable and accurate information about enemy, his plans 
and war preparations. Later, elements of special operations were introduced to 
conducted wars in order to weaken an enemy or depriving him of advantages 
that would decide about his strength and ability to act. As early as the Antiquity, 
political and military goals were achieved often by employment of insidious 
techniques. Surprise element was often achieved by frequent use of deception, 
sabotage, and spreading among enemy’s soldiers, false information in order to 

4 Herman, Działania specjalne w wojnach, 19–20.
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affect them psychologically.
Characteristic for special operations in the Antiquity and Middle Ages was 

the fact that its employment was rather provisional, that depended on ingenu-
ity, mastery, and experience of contemporary commanders (leaders).5

In the modern times, particularly since second half of 18th century, when 
armies get a mass character, when many countries introduced mandatory mili-
tary service for its people, special operations stronger influenced conducted 
wars. Movement of the huge armies of hundreds of thousands soldiers in the 
area of operations, its supply and equip, posed serious logistic problem itself. 
All of these activities were at risk of disruption by small units of special forc-
es, hence its importance gradually increased. Since Frederick II and Napoleon 
times, in many armies, permanent special units have been created in order to 
execute special missions within enemy’s battle formation and his rear area, and 
therefore those units became permanent and indispensable part of modern 
armed forces.

During First World War, the possibility to intensify special operations 
occurred, because of the development of aviation and parachute (which at 

5 More see: Hubert Królikowski, Historia działań specjalnych. Od wojny trojańskiej do II wojny świato-
wej (Warsaw, 2004).

Members of the Polish Special Operations Forces, Grupa Reagowania Operacyjno Mobilnego (GROM) 
(http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:GROM_with_Navy_SEALs_02.jpg)
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the beginning, was issued only to aircraft crews).6 As an example of such 
pioneer ideas, was a William Mitchell project (supported by the commander 
of the U.S. forces in Europe Gen. John Pershing) of parachute drop of entire 
division, with weapons and equipment. Although lack of necessary num-
ber of planes and armistice prevented execution of the project, the idea of 
the operation of this sort was a serious challenge, showed new directions of 
transformation in military matters, and created new possibilities for special 
operations.

In the interwar period, within special operations framework were distin-
guished two branches, first military that encompassed special operations con-
ducted during combat operations. Second, agency that was closely connected 
with irregular operations. Although it was loosely related to warfare, strongly 
influenced its end-result.

6 The First Successful Parachuting Jump was conducted on 1 March 1912 by American Pilot – capt. 
Albert Barry. Grzegorz Korczyński, Polskie oddziały specjalne w II wojnie światowej (Warszawa, 2006), 
14; Encyklopedia techniki wojskowej (Warszawa, 1978), 365.

Members of the Polish Special Operations Forces (GROM) with US Navy Seals (http://commons.wikime-
dia.org/wiki/File:GROM_DN-SD-04-01612.JPEG)
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The general staffs of various countries, in the described period, worked on 
description of next war character, new war doctrine preparation, and expan-
sion of the armed forces. They also considered influence of new combat de-
vices on transformations in art of war. In all of those mentioned areas of study, 
special operations were considered important and significant. The factors that 
created new prospects for development of special forces in those days were fast 
developing aviation, sport parachuting, and creation of airborne forces. It must 
be highlighted that two countries were leading in these areas – Germany and 
the Soviet Union. Special operations were to be conducted by sabotage para-
chute teams that cooperated with main operational forces, the Fifth Column re-
garding Germany, and maskirowszczki (special sabotage units of the Red Army, 
named "sapper-camouflaging" platoons for keeping them in secret) on Stalin’s 
Line.

Accordingly, on evolution of the special operations during the Second 
World War one should look from the increasing technical capabilities perspec-
tive. The armed forces received modern aircrafts, technically upgraded vessels, 
various types of vehicles, parachute equipment, scuba diving equipment, etc. 
However, I would like to emphasize that the driving force of special operations’ 
development was the real requirements of the battlefield.

The experiences of the Second World War show that not all the countries 
entering war had special forces within their armed forces. The most advanced 
in this matter were Germany and the Soviet Union, and the United States and 
Great Britain started creating them no earlier than 1940. Other countries, 
among them Poland, had created its special forces units just before the war, but 
their organization and numbers were not significant.

Noteworthy influence on development of special operations and forces 
during the World War II was popular resistance movement, which adopted gue-
rilla operation method (e.g. the Soviet Union, Poland, and Yugoslavia). There-
fore, within special operations distinguished and solidified above-mentioned 
two main branches: agency-type (closely related to military intelligence), and 
military (encompassing execution of the tasks in support of main operational 
forces effort). 

An indicator of unparalleled before, rapid increase of importance of special 
operations during the Second World War, was a creation, in some countries, cells 
that dealt only with special operations. The cells such as Special Operations Di-
rectorate in Great Britain, the Office for Strategic Studies in the United States, 
special operations branch of Main Bureau for Security of the German Reich (Re-
ichssicherheitshauptamt), and Sabotage Directorate (Kedyw) of the Polish Home 
Army. The specific character of performed missions forced the creation (some-
times provisional) of various types of units. Despite all those facts, special forces 
were not yet considered as a permanent element of the armed forces.
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The analysis of the transformation of the special forces inclines that the 
driving factors of their development was a series of conditions similar to those 
that transformed military thought itself. Among most important are:

 Transformation of civilization, and particularly science and technical •	
progress, and development of new technologies;
 Political and military situation in the world and in individual states;•	
 Change of character and goals of wars, as well as conditions of their •	
conduct;
 Doctrinal ideas of employment of the armed forces;•	
 Characteristics of the theater of operation (with emphasis the social, •	
terrain, climate, development of infrastructure factors);
 Economy calculations that result from globalization process.•	

After the end of World War II, the factors that determined development 
and transformation of the special forces and its missions, were mainly bipolar 
division of military and political forces in the world, and changes in the con-
cept of conducting future wars.

Another important factor determining development and effectiveness of 
special forces’ operations was proper recruiting system. It must be emphasize 
that special forces, as part of the country’s armed forces, were destined to ex-
ecute tasks, which average conscript was not able to accomplish. Therefore, in 
most of the countries, in special forces served professional or contract soldiers, 
that were chosen during very harsh and demanding test. From candidates it 
was demanded to be in above-average physical and mental condition, as well 
as desired were abilities to deal with extraordinary and difficult situations.7

After the end of the Second World War, political, economic, and social 
spheres had been redefined. Dominant political and military role achieved two 
countries: the United States and the Soviet Union. The Cold War era had started, 
and was characterized by the conflict between powers that could not be re-
solved by military confrontation. The main line of division in this conflict ran 
between the Soviet Union and countries of western democracy. The results of 
broadening and diversification of the scope of confrontation were observed 
as changing, but strong political tensions, arms race, ideological conflict, psy-
chological confrontation, fight to gain influence on the peripheries (i.e. in third 
world countries), and instrumental treatment of trade and cultural exchange, 
with circumspection towards global military confrontation at the same time.

7 More see: Chris McNab, Nabór do sił specjalnych (Warsaw, 2002), 9–20, 31–40; Markowski and 
Maliczenko, Specnaz w Afganistanie, 18–21; Herman, Działania specjalne w wojnach, 32–38; Joel 
Nadel and Jon R. Wright, Komandosi amerykańscy (Warsaw, 1997), 37–38 (hereinafter: Nadel and 
Wright, Komandosi amerykańscy).
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International situation favored the development and use of special forces, 
which, in the second half of the 20th century carried out the following missions in:

 political, social, and ethnic conflicts during peace time,•	
 crises, better know as "operations other than war," (low-intensity con-•	
flict)
wars.•	

The special operations during peacetime were usually independent ac-
tions, during which wide scope of operations were conducted:

 special reconnaissance,•	
 providing support or counter of political opposition in particular •	
countries,
 psychological operations,•	
 terrorist and anti-terrorist operations,•	
 military advisory,•	
 providing security for diplomatic facilities and its personnel abroad,•	
 hostage rescue operations,•	
 counter human, drug, and weapon trafficking.•	

he support for civilian population in the areas of natural disasters, famine, 
and local conflicts, was provided by special forces within framework of inter-
national peace support operations conducted under auspices of such organiza-
tions as the UN, OSCE, EU, and NATO. The use of special forces in international 

Members of the Polish Special Operations Forces (GROM) with US Navy Seals (http://commons.wikime-
dia.org/wiki/File:GROM_DN-SD-04-01612.JPEG)
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peace support operations in the Balkans in the 1990s, in UNPROFOR operation 
in former Yugoslavia, IFOR and SFOR in Bosnia and Herzegovina, and KFOR in 
Kosovo8, deserves an emphasis as an example of employment of special forces 
in this type of operations.9

The most meaningful examples of an employment of special forces in the 
peacetime were:

8 More see: Dariusz Kozerawski, "Polish Military Contingents in UN and NATO’s Peace Support 
Operations in Balkans in Aspect of Experiences (1992–2006)," in Mezinarodni Vojensko Odborna 
Konference "Taktika 2006" (Brno, 2006), 68–79; Dariusz Kozerawski, "Polish-American Military 
Co-operation in Peace Support Operations in Bosnia and Herzegovina (1996–1999)," in Ad 
Americam, Jagiellonian University (Kraków, 2005), 86–91; Dariusz Kozerawski, "The Participation 
of Polish Military Units in Peace Operations in 1992–1999," in Sbornik VVŚ PV, No. 1 (Vyśkov, 2004), 
128–129; Dariusz Kozerawski, ed., Udział jednostek Wojska Polskiego w międzynarodowych operac-
jach pokojowych w latach 1973–2003 (Warszawa, 2004), 89–95.

9 More see: Hubert Królikowski, Wojskowa Formacja Grom im. Cichociemnych Spadochroniarzy Armii 
Krajowej 1990–2000 (Gdańsk, 2001), 68–69.

Polish Special Forces in Afganistan (http://www.isaf.wp.mil.pl/fotogaleria/74/833.jpg)
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 operations conducted by British SAS, especially providing security •	
for British citizens and fighting communist guerrillas in the Malaya 
(1948–1958),
 elimination of political unbalance in Borneo (1963–1966),•	
 fighting terrorism in the Northern Ireland (1969–1990).•	

It is necessary to highlight American involvement and employment of 
their special forces in Honduras (1981), Lebanon (1982–1984), Grenada 
(1983), and Nicaragua (1984). The soviet special forces, Specnaz, conducted 
similar activity in Cambodia, Angola (1981), Nicaragua (1984). Israeli special 
forces, Sayeret Metkalu, focused its efforts on antiterrorism and retaliatory ac-
tions (1957–1990).10

Crisis situations between countries and coalitions, during which special 
operations are conducted, may take different forms and usually occurs during 
the so called operations other than war (law-intensity conflict). The instances 
of special forces employment in such situations were:

 eliminated by British SAS, anti-government rebellion in Oman (1958–•	
1959),
 the Warsaw Pact forces intervention in Czechoslovakia in 1968, with •	
vast use of soviet Specnaz,
 Panama conflict (1989–1991).•	

The task for special forces, in above mentioned operations, was to lead an 
intervention forces, where the special forces seized and dominated key objects 
until main forces units entered the fight.

In the discussed timeframe, special forces were employed also to exe-
cute their tasks in wars, which scale and spectrum underwent significant 
transformation. As an examples of such use of special forces’ units was em-
ployment of special operation forces in Vietnam War (1957–1974), and in 
Soviet-Afghan War (1979–1989).11 Those conflicts were guerrilla wars, in 
which special operations dimension (and guerrilla) was unusually impor-
tant, or even dominant. In the contrast to those two conflicts, the Persian 
Gulf War (1990–1991) was an example of regular forces confrontation with 
vast use of special forces.

Additionally, it is needed to say that first years of 21st century, brought nu-

10 More see: Nadel and Wright, Komandosi amerykańscy, 97–114, 156–173; Herman, Działania specjal-
ne w wojnach, 134–138, 154–155.  

11 More see: Jerzy Kajetanowicz and Zdzislow Jagiełło, Wojska lądowe w wojnach lokalnych XX wieku 
(Warsaw, 2005), 189–194; Markowski and Maliczenko, Specnaz w Afganistanie, 74 and next; Nadel 
and Wright, Komandosi amerykańscy, 37–52; Herman, Działania specjalne w wojnach, 91–104, 
120–128.
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merous examples of special operation units employment in Afghanistan (since 
2001) and in Iraq (since 2003) on unparalleled before scale.12

*  *  * 

In conclusion, it should be highlighted that development of the special forces 
in the second half of 20th century was that small part of armed forces was dis-
patched to execute of significant support missions, and was enlarged in quan-
titative and qualitative way. The special operation units strengthen its presence 
within armed forces structures, and went beyond military structures, where 
successfully developed in other non-military departments. Moreover, it is nec-
essary to note that while by the end of Second World War, special forces influ-
enced the fight and the outcome of the operation, then in second half of 20th 
century they were able to conduct them independently and achieving political 
goals in the peacetime, crises (i.e. operations other than war), or actively par-
ticipating in warfare.

Dariusz Kozerawski

SPECIALNE OPERACIJE V DRUGI POLOVICI 20. STOLETJA: 
RAZVOJ IN IZKUŠNJE

POVZETEK

Začetek delovanja specialnih opracij po drugi svetovni vojni, kot jih poznamo 
danes, lahko postavimo v leto 1948 oziroma v začetek angažiranja oboroženih 
sil Velike Britanije, Special Air Service (SAS), v Maleziji, kot sil v bojih proti ko-

12 More see: Dariusz Kozerawski, ed., Działania wojenne, pokojowe i stabilizacyjne prowadzone w 
warunkach szczególnych w XX i XXI wieku. Konflikty – doświadczenia – bezpieczeństwo (Toruń, 
2007), 269–290; Dariusz Kozerawski, ed., Operacje pokojowe i antyterrorystyczne w procesie utrzy-
mania bezpieczeństwa międzynarodowego w latach 1948–2004 (Toruń, 2006), 188–196; Dariusz 
Kozerawski, "Wykorzystanie amerykańskich sił specjalnych w działaniach antyterrorystycznych 
w Afganistanie w latach 2001–2002," in Sztuka wojenna we współczesnych konfliktach zbrojnych. 
Przemiany i tendencje rozwojowe (Warsaw, 2004), 144–152.
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munističnim odpornikom in v zaščiti civilnega prebivalstva na tem območju. 
Le te so se skozi nadaljnja desetletja razvijale v smeri vojaških aktivnosti, ki so 
imele za cilj oslabiti sovražnikovo politično, ekonomsko, vojaško in moralno 
moč ter so se izvajale tako v pogojih miru, kriznih razmer in vojn. Z razliko od 
načinov bojevanja, ki so jih uporabljale redne vojaške sile, so sile, ki so izvaja-
le način bojevanja v obliki specialnih operacij, svoje delovanje lahko izrazile v 
celotnem spektru delovanja in zato zelo učinkovito. Kljub temu pa je bila upo-
raba specialnih enot za reševanje konfliktov omejena na reševanje političnih, 
socialnih in etničnih konfliktov, reševanje kriz, ki jih opredeljujemo kot voja-
ške operacije, drugačne kot vojne (operations other than war), in na klasične 
oborožene spopade oziroma vojne. V času miru s se tako specialne operacije 
osredotočile na: specialno izvidništvo, nudenje pomoči politični opoziciji v do-
ločeni državi, psihološke operacije, teroristične in protiteroristične operacije, 
nudenje vojaških nasvetov, zaščito diplomatskih zmogljivosti, reševanje talcev 
ter boj proti trgovanju z ljudmi, drogami in orožjem.
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Within the context of a renewed Czechoslovak statehood after the War, Slova-
kia became a substantially strategic link between a western part of the Czecho-
slovak Republic and the Soviet Union, which had become its new major ally. 
What proved to play the key role in terms of military assessment and valuation 
was the fact that Czechoslovakia was a part of a defense coalition, or "a buffer 
zone" established by the USSR on its western frontier by means of bilateral Trea-
ties of Alliance.1 The concept of the East European security system, based on a 
principle of common defense against potential attempts by "revived" Germany 
that eventually might bring about the revision of a military setup, was defined, 
formulated and developed to stress the two essential attributes:

 close military and political cooperation of Poland, Czechoslovakia and 1. 
the Soviet Union with the aim to diminish the risk of being subject to an 
attack of the aggressor on the northern strategic route Berlin – Warsaw;
 safeguarding by military means the Austrian and Hungarian territory on 2. 
the Danube strategic route. Safeguarding this area from the north, that is 
to say from the Slovak territory, was the Czechoslovakia’s commitment 
arising from the allied obligations. The very same commitment to safe-
guard the area in question from the south applied to Yugoslavia mainly. 

Within the above-mentioned military – political structures the Slovak ter-
ritory was seen as an essential and strategic area of the intended triangle of al-
lies – the USSR, Poland, and the Czechoslovak Republic. Its significance lay in 
the fact that its location facilitated an immediate link with all these states, be-
ing relatively closed from the north and south, and, on the contrary, open from 
east and west, which was highly desirable. Practically, Slovakia had become a 
warrant of integrity and cohesiveness of the USSR sphere of influence in cen-
tral Europe. Equally, its location was crucial in terms of promoting, exercising 
and protection of the "allied" interests in the Danubian area, enabling to pursue 
them further throughout Hungarian lowlands.2

In the immediate aftermath of war a full implementation of the East Eu-
ropean security system under the control of Moscow was hindered by several 
factors, inter alia by the fact that Hungary was perceived as a state that had suf-
fered a defeat, which gave rise to speculations that it might be in a position to 
recreate the alliance with Germany. Moreover, the territorial disputes between 

1 Closer Květa Kořalová, Vytváření systému dvoustranních spojeneckých smluv mezi evropskými sociali-
stickými zeměmi 1943–1949 (Prague, 1966).

2 Closer Jan Štaigl, "Vojenskopolitické a vojenskostrategické postavení Slovenska po ukončení 2. 
světové války (1945–1946)" [A military-political position of Slovakia and its position in terms of 
military strategy after the World War II. (1945–1946)], Historický časopis [Historical Review] 40, No. 
6 (1992): 676–691.
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Czechoslovakia and Poland3 were also giving a serious cause for concern. The 
post-war situation in the Czechoslovak Republic in the sphere of military and 
security, being a matter of concern, was reflected in the Defence Doctrine of 
the country. According to this Concept, just as it was in the pre-war concept, 
Slovakia was central to the Czechoslovak defence structure organization. At 
the same time Slovakia was intended as a combat support and a combat service 
support area for the Czechoslovak Armed Forces. Equally, Slovakia’s territory 
was considered a potential combat area to put up defence against Hungary, and 
to deploy reserve and allied forces when necessary to take offensive. The given 
characteristics strongly influenced concentration, deployment and organiza-
tion of the armed forces in Slovakia.4

The international development after 1947, and a process of shaping further 
the Superpowers’ interests, put the geographical location and geopolitical posi-
tion of Slovakia in a new military-political perspective, bringing along different 
military strategy. Anti-fascist coalition having fallen apart, bi-polarization of Eu-
rope and determination of the USSR to transform its sphere of influence into a 
homogenous, cohesive and enclosed bloc of communist countries with central-
ized control, that all made perfectly obvious that the Czechoslovak Republic had 
become totally dependent on the Soviet Union, and a particular importance was 
to be placed on military aspects of the Treaty of Alliance. With the era coming to 
and end, when countries in the USSR’ sphere of interest were labelled as "victori-
ous" and "defeated", or "Slavonic" and "non Slavonic", the new requirements were 
set on building Czechoslovakia’s relationships with its neighbouring countries. It 
was a direct incentive of J.V. Stalin that resulted in signing the Treaty of Alliance 
between Czechoslovakia and Poland in March 1947. Thus the implementation 
of an intended project to constitute a triangle of the allies – the USSR, Poland, 
and the Czechoslovak Republic – was completed. This project had been con-
ceived in a secret accord of the Czechoslovak – Soviet Treaty back in December 
1943. In September 1947 the state authorities of the Czechoslovak Republic of-
ficially declared that a military and security situation in the southern region of 
Slovakia had changed. With reference to changed internal politics’ conditions in 
Hungary, and to the "democratic" development in the country to be fully guaran-

3 Closer Karel Kaplan, Pravda o Československu 1945–1948 [The Truth about Czechoslovakia 1945–
1948] (Praha, 1990), 43–46; Marek Syrný, "K problematike Hornej Oravy a severného Spiša po druhej 
svetovej vojn" [On the Issue of the Upper Orava and Nortnern Spiš Region after the World War II.], 
Acta Historica Neolensia 8 (2005): 137–143.

4 Jan Štaigl, "Povojnová koncepcia obrany Slovenska 1945–1948" [The Slovakian Post-War Concept 
of Defence 1945–1948], in Kapitoly z vojenských dejín Slovenska [Selected Chapters from Military 
History of Slovakia] (Trenčín, 1991), 148–165; Jan Štaigl, "Organizačná a dislokačná výstavba 
čs. armády na Slovensku v rokoch 1945–1950" [Organization and deployment structure of the 
Czechoslovak Armed Forces in Slovakia in 1945–1950], Vojenské obzory [Military Review], series H, 2 
(1995): 91–111.
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teed by the Soviet Union, they declared that Hungary does not represent a threat 
to Czechoslovakia any more.5 As for organizing defense, the focus had shifted 
mainly onto the west, which, according to ideological clichés typical of the So-
viet policy pursuing its political goals, was viewed as a hotbed of military threat 
from so called Anglo-Saxon bloc. 

The rule of communism being established in Czechoslovakia and other 
countries of the USSR’ buffer zone, and the system of bilateral Treaties of Al-
liance between them being built and completed by signing the Treaty of Alli-
ance between Czechoslovakia and Hungary on 16 April 1949, the Czechoslo-
vak Republic found itself fully integrated into the Soviet bloc and its system 
of military-political relations. Hence, Slovakia’s importance has significantly 
increased due to its position of a vital crossing area and a connecting link be-
tween the USSR and its satellites, both on horizontal and vertical line. What was 
particularly stressed was the Slovakia’s position of a vertex of the geo-strategic 
triangle formed by Hungary, Austria and Slovakia on the southern strategic 
route. In military plans of the Czechoslovak Republic the focus shifted from a 
military-operational aspect that had been emphasized when considering how 
to take advantage of Slovakia’s territory, and an attention was drawn to the role 
Slovakia could play as a combat support/combat service support base for the 
Czechoslovak Armed Forces.6 This shift came hand in hand with a goal-direct-
ed reduction of combat troops and units at the Slovak garrisons, and their con-
sequent replacement by logistics and educational facilities.7

From the beginning of the 50-ies, in a culminating cold war atmosphere 
accompanied by intense preparations for a potential armed conflict between 
the East and West, the Czechoslovak Armed Forces started to be structured in 
a way complying with the aim to make them an integral part of the front line 
deployment of the Soviet bloc’ Forces. According to a scenario that assumed a 
potential war conflict would break out as a result of NATO Forces’ aggression, 
the Czechoslovak Armed Forces were to be deployed within the Front formed 
mainly by the Carpathian Operation Area Forces of the Soviet Army. A military 

5 Archív Parlamentu Českej republiky Praha (APČP) [Archives of the Parliament of the Czech Republic 
Prague], Zahraničný výbor ÚNS [UNS Foreign Board], zápis zo schôdze 16. septembra 1947 [Minutes 
of the Meeting held on the 16th September 1947].

6 Jan Štaigl, "Vojensko-politické a vojensko-strategické postavenie Slovenska po 2. svetovej vojne 
a jeho zmeny po februári 1948" [A military-political and strategic position of Slovakia after the 
World War II and a due change after February 1948], in Miloslav Púčik and Maria Stanová, eds., 
Armáda a spoločnosť na Slovensku v kontexte európskeho vývoja 1948–1968 [The Armed Forces 
and the Society Condition in Slovakia within the Context of European Development in 1948–1968] 
(Bratislava, 1997), 49–52.

7 Jan Štaigl and Michal Štefanský, Vojenské dejiny Slovenska, VI. zväzok (1945–1968) [Military History 
of Slovakia, Vol. VI (1945–1968)] (Bratislava, 2007), 148–157 (hereinafter: Štaigl and Štefanský, 
Vojenské dejiny Slovenska, VI. zväzok (1945–1968)).
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plan developed by the General Staff of Poland in 1951 calculated on the fact 
that the Czechoslovak Armed Forces, being its ally, would cover the left bloc of 
the Polish Armed Forces.8 According to the operation plans of the Czechoslo-
vak General Staff, an effective defence was to be held at the west of the repub-
lic, which, in a short time, was supposed to switch into an offensive operation 
launched by both the Czechoslovak and the Allied Forces. The plans, however, 
did not preclude an eventuality of what was called "preventive strikes" to be 
carried out in case of an imminent danger threatening either Slovakia or any 
allied country.9

As stated earlier, Slovakia was perceived as a strategic crossing area and a 
connecting node, and its territory had become vital in terms of providing cover 
up and a line of deployment for the Soviet bloc’ Forces, which gave ground for 
negotiating specific agreements and taking interoperation measures to provide 
cooperation and synergistic action between the Czechoslovak Republic and the 
neighbouring countries. Under the supervision of the Soviet military advisors 
the issues of closer cooperation in several fields were addressed, e.g in the field 
of military transportation, geodetics and cartography, or the issue of extend-
ing telecommunication network and building military stores on the territory 
of Slovakia, that could, in case of war, cover needs of the Czechoslovak Armed 
Forces, as well as needs of the Allied Forces. Cooperation of the Czechoslovak 
Armed Forces and forces of the neighbouring communist countries in the field 
of air defense rapidly increased. It was particularly aimed at planning enhanced 
interoperability and synergy of the Czechoslovak Fighter Aviation and the Al-

8 Operační plán rozvinutí 1. a 2. polské armády v případě války v roce 1951 [The Operational 
Deployment Plan of the 1. and 2. Troops of the Polish Army in case of War in 1951] on http://www.
vojenstvi.cz/armada/povalečna/studie

9 Petr Luňák, ed., Plánovaní nemyslitelného. Československé válečné plány 1950–1990 [Planning the 
Inconceivable. The Czechoslovak War Plans 1950–1990] (Praha, 2007), 83–116 (hereinafter: Luňák, 
Plánovaní nemyslitelného. Československé válečné plány 1950–1990).

Warsaw treaty was signed (Jiří Bílek et al., Československá lidová armáda v koalicních vazbáh Varšavské 
smlouvy : květen 1955 – srpen 1968 (Praha, 2008), 1)
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lied Air Force on the main air attack routes of the "western adversary" crossing 
the airspace over the territory of Slovakia, Poland, Hungary and Austria.10

The Czechoslovak armament industry’ strategy was based on the idea to 
concentrate the armament production primarily in Slovakia with the ambi-
tion to provide for the armament not only of the Czechoslovak Armed Forces 
but also of the armed forces of the USSR’ satellite countries. The Slovak arma-
ment production facilities predominantly produced tank and artillery equip-
ment, single parts and components of small arms, and the ammunition, that all 
mostly under the Soviet license. The purchasers ranked largely out of the allied 
forces of Hungary, Bulgaria and Romania.11

Ratification of the Warsaw Treaty in 1955 was, in this light, a completion of 
the ongoing integration process of the Soviet bloc’ countries in a military-po-
litical area and in military as a whole. Their alliance, based on a principle of col-
lective defence, was built up on the existing bilateral treaties, allied obligations 
and commitments, which, inspired by NATO, were thus given a new coalition 
dimension and thereby the ambition of the USSR was achieved.

According to its geo-strategic position, Czechoslovakia was in the sec-
ond half of the 20th century a part of Central European Operation Area that 
was unique in terms of high concentration of both the NATO forces and the 
Warsaw Treaty forces. The western frontier of Czechoslovakia constituted, 
on its length, part of a line dividing both military coalitions. As viewed by 
the Joint Staff of the Armed Forces, Czechoslovakia represented a cover of 
what was called "the iron triangle," formed by the German Democratic Re-
public, Poland, and Czechoslovakia. Pointing at the suspected intentions of 
"aggression" on the part of NATO, the special importance was attached to 
Slovakia’s territory since it was viewed as a corridor to the strategic facili-
ties and military installations in Poland, and to some extent also in Hungary, 
and as a corridor to Romania’s territory. Theoretically, Czechoslovakia could 
provide access via an outflanking manoeuvre from the south to the German 
Democratic Republic.12

10 Štaigl and Štefanský, Vojenské dejiny Slovenska, VI. zväzok (1945–1968), 121–126; Jan Štaigl, 
"Vojensko-politické a vojensko-strategické postavenie Slovenska po 2. svetovej vojne a jeho zmeny 
po februári 1948" [A military-political and strategic position of Slovakia after the World War II, and a 
due change after February 1948.], ref 6, 54–56.

11 Jan Štaigl, "Zbrojná výroba na Slovensku po 2. svetovej vojne (1945–1953)" [The Armament Industry 
in Slovakia after the World War II (1945-1953], in Vojenská história  [Military History] 6 (2006): 
66–92.

12 Closer Miloslav Púčik, "Slovensko v bezpečnostnom systéme medzi východom a západom v období 
rokov 1960–1968" [Slovakia’s Position in a Security System between the East and West in between 
1960–1968.], in Miloslav Púčik and Maria Stanová, eds., Armáda a spoločnosť na Slovensku v kontexte 
európskeho vývoja 1948–1968 [The Armed Forces and the Society Condition in Slovakia in the 
Context of European Development in 1948–1968] (Bratislava, 1997), 153–173.
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According to a strategic concept of the Warsaw Treaty, which was formu-
lated and developed in a compliance with a military strategy of the USSR, the 
territory of the Czechoslovak Republic was considered vital as an assembly and 
deployment area in case of an engagement with NATO countries. The Soviet 
military strategy was primarily aimed at achievement of the ultimate political 
goal – ensuring a final victorious triumph of communism.

In the late 50-ies the strategy of a mass retaliation was pursued, according 
to which a mass nuclear strike against forces of the western aggressor was to be 
followed by a decisive assault aimed at destroying the adversary. This strategy 
was later modified into a more offensive one, counting on a so-called preven-
tive mass nuclear strike. That was based on a principle of identifying the adver-
sary’s preparations for war, and striking first before the enemy would be ready 
to launch a nuclear strike. It was taken for granted that nuclear weapons could 
only be possessed and deployed by the USSR’ Armed Forces. As for combat op-
erations, the strategy from the very beginning counted on a mass deployment 
of the Ground Forces and the Air Force of the USSR’ satellite countries.

As stipulated in the first operational plans of the Warsaw Treaty Military 
Command and Control, in case of war the Czechoslovak Armed Forces were to 
be deployed within a front formed basically by the Carpathian Operation Area 
Forces of the Soviet Army. To provide for the combat capability of the Czecho-
slovak Armed Forces, two armies of the ground forces were to be deployed first, 
followed by a huge reserve force (in between 1956–1964 one army of the com-
bined force) and strong Air Defence, Artillery and Combat Support/Combat 
Service Support units. The armies to be deployed first were to be recruited from 
units and formations located in the western part of the Czechoslovak Republic. 
The peacekeeping aspect of the second line deployment forces’ mission – that 
means the third combat army’ mission – was fostered by units dislocated in the 
southern Moravia and in the western part of Slovakia.13

All the Warsaw Treaty war plans, developed under the guidance of the Soviet 
General Staff, were aimed at defeating the NATO Alliance as the only adversary. 
The probability of an outbreak of an armed conflict within the coalition was as-
sessed as utterly ridiculous then. This proved to be a real weak point in autumn 
1956 after the national uprising in Hungary. The emergency plan to suppress 
the uprising by military force – that is to say by the Soviet troops – was hastily 
developed in Moscow, counting on an active participation of the Czechoslo-
vak Armed Forces. The Czechoslovak Army, however, was not directly involved 
in suppressing the uprising, but deployed its troops on the Slovak–Hungarian 

13 Štaigl and Štefanský, Vojenské dejiny Slovenska, VI. zväzok (1945–1968), 220–225; Luňák, Plánovaní 
nemyslitelného. Československé válečné plány 1950–1990, ref. 9, 117–178.
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frontier to prevent insurgents from escaping, thus demonstrating political al-
legiance and support to the Soviet troops’ intervention.14

In 1961 the military-political bodies of the Warsaw Treaty decided on 
the fact that the Czechoslovak Army would within the Coalition Joint Armed 
Forces represent an independent front. The Soviet Union at the same time un-
dertook to supply the Czechoslovak Armed Forces, as well as the other Allied 
Forces, with tactical and operational rocket systems. According to contingency 
planning, in case of emergency nuclear warheads to be fitted to the missiles 
should have been additionally supplied from the stores on the Soviet territory. 
Later, on the 15 December 1965, the governments of Czechoslovakia and the 
USSR signed a Convention on building the three nuclear ammunition stores on 
the territory of Czechoslovakia.15

14 Jan Štaigl, "Vojenské opatrenia na Slovensku v súvislosti s vývojom v Maďarsku na jeseň 1956" [Military 
Measures taken in Slovakia within the Context of the Course of Events in Hungary in Autumn 1956.], 
in Miloslav Púčik and Maria Stanová, eds., Armáda a spoločnosť na Slovensku v kontexte európskeho 
vývoja 1948–1968 [The Armed Forces and the Society Condition in Slovakia in the Context of 
European Development in 1948–1968] (Bratislava, 1997), 184–203.

15 The three locations in the Czech Republic were selected to build the stores: Bělá pod Bezdězem, Míšov 
(Borovno), and Bíliny. The first two of them were taken over by the Soviet Army in April 1969, the third 
was taken over in December 1969. After the withdrawal of the Soviet Forces from Czechoslovakia it 
was impossible to verify whether or not nuclear warheads had ever been stored there.

Czechoslovak army took part on Warsaw pact manoeuvres (Jiří Bílek et al., Československá lidová armá-
da v koalicních vazbáh Varšavské smlouvy : květen 1955 – srpen 1968 (Praha, 2008), 6)
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As for the USSR’s strategic concept, once an offensive approach was defi-
nitely endorsed and adopted in mid 60-ies, the Czechoslovak Armed Forces 
were faced with significantly increasing requirements to focus more on the 
aspect of mounting offensive when developing operation plans. According 
to the new operational intent reflected in the operational plan of 1964, the 
Czechoslovak Front was supposed to, just within a few days, fight deep in heart 
of Western Europe, regardless the conditions leading to an outbreak of war. 
Such a prompt offensive was to be ensured primarily by nuclear strikes carried 
out by the Front’s Artillery Rocket Forces and the Front Aviation supported by a 
long-range Aviation of the Soviet Army. According to the plan, the Front Head-
quarters was supposed to assume command of the Aviation Forces from the 
Carpathian Operation Area and, if Austria retained its neutrality, even a com-
mand of a motorized rifle division of the southern front of the Soviet Army in 
Hungary.16

In 1964, in respect to a deteriorating economic situation in Czechoslova-
kia, the Warsaw Treaty Military Command waived the requirement on shaping 
the Czechoslovak Front as the second line deployment army. Instead, the plans 
were aimed again at setting up a strong reserve force and an Alternate Head-
quarters of the Combined Forces with the inevitable combat support and com-
bat service support troops. The Headquarters of the second Operation Area 
was, according to the plan, responsible for ensuring mobilization deployment 
of the troops from units and formations based in Slovakia, and to some extent 
in Moravia.17

In light of Czechoslovakia’s membership in the Warsaw Treaty Coalition, 
the position of Slovakia in the field of providing logistics and combat service 
support grew in significance, as defined in the strategic operational concept of 
the intended role and structure organization of the Czechoslovak Armed Forc-
es. Both The Joint Staff of the Warsaw Treaty’ Armed Forces and The General 
Staff of the Czechoslovak Armed Forces maintained a negative stand on the 
issue of conducting large-scale military operations throughout the territory of 
Slovakia. According to the analysis carried out, there were only two subsidiary 
operational streams heading for Slovakia, both from the north-east of Austria. 
Therefore, after the operational and mobilization plans of the Czechoslovak 

16 Karel Štěpánek and Pavel Minaŕík, Československá lidová armáda na Rýnu [The Czechoslovak 
people’s Army on the Rhine] (Praha, 2007); Petr Luňák, "Za devět dnů jsme v Lyonu. Plán použití 
Československé lidové armády v případě války z roku 1964" [In Lyons within nine days. The 1964 
Plan for the Czechoslovak People’s Army’ Deployment in case of War], Soudobé dějiny [Modern 
History] 7, No. 3 (2000): 403–419; Plán použití Československé lidové armády v době války [Plan for 
the Czechoslovak People’s Army’ War Deployment] in http:// www.vojenstvi.cz/armada/povalecna/
studie.

17 Štaigl and Štefanský, Vojenské dejiny Slovenska, VI. zväzok (1945–1968), 222.
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Armed Forces had been specified in 1958, the Headquarters of the second Op-
eration Area based in Trenčín, with Slovakia and north Moravia falling within 
its Area of Responsibility, was tasked mainly with ensuring mobilization de-
ployment of the second line deployment forces. From 1964 on, this was to be 
achieved mainly by providing combat support and combat service support to 
the troops based in the west and south-west region of the country, and by per-
forming mobilization and training tasks in compliance with the reserve forces’ 
deployment plans.

Enhancing the position of Slovakia in the field of logistics and combat ser-
vice support brought along a further development of the armament industry. 
In light of increased requirements on providing industrial production facilities 
and troops with material supplies, and within a context of new training and 
mobilization tasks that the second Operation Area was faced with, and recog-
nizing a need to provide for the interoperability of the front and the second 
line strategic deployment of the Coalition Forces, Slovakia gained considerable 
significance as a crossing area providing communication. Special attention was 
paid to the issue of providing logistic support to the Soviet troops and their 
equipment on their projected routes of movement in the time of mounting 
tension on the international scene, subsequently escalating to war.18

Due to conclusions pointing at the increasing risk of massive air strikes, 
and concerns about a potential use of nuclear weapons even at the brink of 
war, that could be aimed at the front line deployment troops as well as at the 
reserve forces, or even at industrial and community centers outside the area of 
operation, every effort was made to enhance interoperability of the Czechoslo-
vak Air Force on one side, and Air Defence in Slovakia and in the neighbour-
ing countries on the other side. The foundations of the common system of the 
Warsaw Treaty Coalition’ Air Defence were laid. Within this system, Slovakia’s 
air space was to be safeguarded by fighter units of Czechoslovakia, Poland and 
the Soviet Union (from the Carpathian Operation Area and from the southern 
front of the Soviet Army in Hungary).19

In the early 60-ies, it was more and more obvious that, in light of the actual 
combat capabilities of the Czechoslovak Armed Forces, there was very little 
chance for the Czechoslovak Front to succeed in performing tasks set by the 
USSR’ ambitious offensive plans. The recommendations by the Czechoslovak 
Army Headquarters to reduce, at least to a certain extent, the demands imposed 
were not taken into consideration, and, even worse, only strengthened the long 
lasting determination of the Soviet General Staff to deploy Soviet troops, equip-

18 Jan Štaigl, "Zbrojná výroba na Slovensku v rokoch 1954–1960" [The Armament Industry in 
Czechoslovakia in between 1954–1960], Vojenská história [Military History] 7, No. 1 (2003): 55–73. 

19 Štaigl and Štefanský, Vojenské dejiny Slovenska, VI. zväzok (1945–1968), 224–225.
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ment and armament on the territory of Czechoslovakia.20 Due to a principle 
stand of the Czechoslovak political and military bodies against such a step, the 
Soviet Union managed to enforce its aims only in 1968, after the deployment of 
the Warsaw Treaty Coalition’ interposition forces (five member states involved) 
aimed at reversing the course of reform events, known as "the Prague Spring." 
Based on an agreement between the governments of the Czechoslovak Repub-
lic and the USSR on a temporary deployment of the Soviet troops in Czecho-
slovakia, which came into effect on 18. October 1968, more than 75.000 Soviet 
troops were deployed in Czechoslovak garrisons. According to the generally 
applied line of reasoning, the intervention was interpreted as an inevitable ac-
tion taken to safeguard the socialist countries against the growing tendencies 
of the West Germany’ militarism.21

Main Forces of the newly established central front of the Soviet troops 
deployed in Czechoslovakia were on the territory of Slovakia represented by 
one motorized rifle division and a helicopter regiment with a total strength of 
10.500 troops. These units were equipped with approximately 250 tanks, 500 
infantry fighting vehicles and armoured personnel carriers, 240 cannon guns 
and mortars, and roughly 70 combat helicopters.22 Deployment of the Soviet 
troops in Slovakia and a due dislocation of the Czechoslovak troops signifi-
cantly altered a nature of military in Slovakia. Under the scenarios by the Soviet 
General Staff, deployment of the Soviet troops in Slovakia brought about the 
most favourable conditions in terms of a potential offensive action to be con-
ducted on the southern strategic route, that is across the territory of Austria 
westward. 

Under the influence of newly established Soviet combat troops in Central 
Europe, the war operation plans of the Czechoslovak Armed Forces started to 
undergo fairly extensive modification. In mid 70-ies, the central front of the So-
viet troops, deployed in the west of Czechoslovakia, was in the operation plans 
of the Czechoslovak Army viewed as the second line deployment forces, or as 
a reserve force under the command of the Main Headquarters of the Czecho-
slovak Front.23 After the further shifts in the operational planning in the 80-ies, 
it was exempted from the Front organization, and assigned as its right-hand 
side ally within the organization structure of an independent combat army. At 
the same time, the Czechoslovak Front’s area for mounting an offensive was 

20 Josef Kalvoda, Role Československa v sovětské strategii [The Role of Czechoslovakia in the Soviet 
Strategy] (Kladno, 1999), 264.  

21 Štaigl and Štefanský, Vojenské dejiny Slovenska, VI. zväzok (1945–1968), 328.  
22 Pavel Minařík, Bratrská vojska za hranicemi Sovětského svazu. Střední skupina sovětských vojsk 

v Československu [Friendly troops beyond the USSR‘ borders. The Central Front of the Soviet troops 
in Czechoslovaki on http:// www.vojenstvi.cz/armada/povalecna/sovet.vojska.

23 Luňák, Plánovaní nemyslitelného. Československé válečné plány 1950–1990, 241–276.
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reduced. The motorized rifle division of the central front of the Soviet troops, 
dislocated in Slovakia, was most likely intended as a basis for setting up an inde-
pendent operation force to conduct offensive actions on the southern strate-
gic route. After a so-called breach of Austria’s neutrality, it was supposed to co-
operate with a front line unit of the Czechoslovak Army once being mobilized 
and deployed, with a southern front of the Soviet troops in Hungary, and with 
the assigned units of the Hungarian Armed Forces. The offensive action by this 
newly formed Task Force was to be launched from western Slovakia.24

24 Ibid., 277–314.

Operational plan of 
Czechoslovak army in 
1957 (Jiří Bílek et al., 
Československá lidová 
armáda v koalicních 
vazbáh Varšavské sm-
louvy: květen 1955 
– srpen 1968 (Praha, 
2008), 40)
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In 1989, when it was more than obvious that the end of the cold war era 
was irreversible, the very last operation plan was developed envisaging the 
role and intended use of the Czechoslovak Armed Forces within the Warsaw 
Treaty Coalition. Its title "Plan of the defence operation to be conducted by the 
Czechoslovak Front and a prospect of taking offensive," as well as its content, 
gave an apt picture of an impending agony of the Alliance, but also showed 
evidence of the fact that the USSR was not going to give up its military- political 
interests in Central European area. The plan, in the first place, counted on re- 
integration of the combat army made of the units and formations of the cen-
tral front of the Soviet troops in Czechoslovakia into the Czechoslovak Front. 
This combat army, according to the plan scenarios, was intended to launch a 
front counterattack, and consequently was to be deployed within the front line 
deployment troops, together with one Czechoslovak Combat Army. The So-
viet troops sent from the USSR and intended to create the 5th Western Front of 
the Warsaw Treaty Coalition’ Forces were to be re-grouped in the rear of the 
Czechoslovak Front. Its intended task was to carry out an offensive action by 
the Czechoslovak front deep in the adversary’s area of operation. 

What was rather striking, as for Slovakia, was the fact that the plan divided 
the territory of Slovakia into the two fronts. The demarcation line, running from 
Užhorod through Košice, Banská Bystrica, Nové Mesto nad Váhom to Břeclav, 
divided the Slovakian territory into a northern part, that would thus become a 
part of the Czechoslovak Front’s Area of Operation, and a southern part, which 
would thus fall within the South-West Front made of the southern front of the 
Soviet troops in Hungary and a Hungarian Army.25 What is worth mentioning, 
too, is the fact, that on 30 January 1990, the plan was signed by Mr.Václav Havel, 
who had been elected a new President of Czechoslovakia after the fall of com-
munism, with a note added, according to which the plan will only be effective if 
NATO mounts an attack against the Warsaw Treaty member countries.26

After the withdrawal of the Soviet troops and the collapse of the former 
communist countries’ Coalition in Europe, in Czechoslovakia a new military-
political doctrine was being developed, adherent to the principles and policies 
of a country that had taken the road to freedom and democracy. The doctrine 
was adopted in 1991, and emphasized a wholly defensive nature of all military 
actions to be taken by the state, and pointed out the fact that Czechoslovakia 
had no specific enemy. A major re-organization and re-dislocation of the armed 
forces was carried out, based on a principle of a so-called reasonable sufficiency, 
and aimed at achieving a more balanced deployment of troops and equipment 

25 Ibid., 323–352.
26 Ibid., 326.
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both in the Czech Republic and in Slovakia. When Czechoslovakia formally 
split on 1 January 1993 after a political resolution declaring independence of 
the Czech Republic and the Slovak Republic, an agreement was reached on di-
viding the Federal Armed Forces in proportion 2:1. A due redeployment of the 
troops started as soon as in summer 1992.

Jan Štaigl

SLOVAŠKA V VOJAŠKO-POLITIČNIH IN VOJAŠKIH NAČRTIH  
ZAVEZNIKOV IN ZAVEZNIŠTEV MED 1945 IN 1992

POVZETEK

Slovaška je po drugi svetovni vojni postala strateško pomembna povezava med 
zahodnim delom Češkoslovaške in Sovjetsko zvezo, ki je postala njen glavni 
zaveznik. V vojaškem smislu je Češkoslovaška imela zelo pomembno vlogo, saj 
je bila del obrambne koalicije, ki jo je USSR zgradila na njenih zahodnih mejah 
s številnimi bilateralnimi sporazumi in zavezništvi. Češkoslovaška je bila popol-
noma integrirana v sovjetski blok in njegov sistem vojaško-političnih odnosov. 
Tudi češkoslovaške oborožene sile so v petdesetih letih bile strukturirane kot 
integralni del oboroženih sil sovjetskega bloka. Glede na geostrateško pozicijo 
Češkoslovaške je slednja v drugi polovici 20. stoletja sodila v centralno evrop-
sko operacijsko območje, ki je bilo posebno v smislu, da je tam bila glavnina 
NATO sil in sil Varšavskega pakta. Po odhodu sovjetskih sil in razpadom ko-
munističnih držav se je tudi na Češkoslovaškem razvila nova vojaško-politična 
doktrina. Ta je bila v svoji naravi defenzivna in še posebej je bilo poudarjeno, da 
Češkoslovaška nima specifičnega sovražnika. Doktrina je bila sprejeta leta 1991 
in je temeljila na demokratičnih in svobodnih načelih. S spremembo vojaško-
politične doktrine so se tudi oborožene sile morale reorganizirati in redisloci-
rati. Po delitvi Češkoslovaške na Češko in Slovaško leta 1993 so se razdelile tudi 
federalne oborožene sile na dva dela v razmerju 2:1.
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The democratic processes that started at the end of the 1980s in the (Social-
ist) Republic of Slovenia (RS) were mostly opposed by the leadership of the 
armed forces of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (SFRY). These 
armed forces were composed of the federal army referred to as the Yugoslav 
People's Army (YPA) and the territorial defences (TD) of the individual re-
publics. The latter was, a part of national defence, responsible for protecting 
the rear of main front lines and operating on temporarily occupied territory.1 
The formal commander-in-chief of the armed forces was the Yugoslav Fed-
eral Council (the SFRY Presidency). However, the armed forces were, in fact, 
governed by the conservative leadership of the Federal Secretariat of National 
Defence (ZSLO), which was not inclined towards democratic changes in the 
SFRY, and the SFRY General Staff of the Armed Forces (GŠOS). Since its estab-
lishment in 1968, Slovenian TD developed differently from the other federal 
republics. Many among its few professional servicemembers and, particularly, 
members of its majority reserve component considered it a resuscitation of 
the idea of Slovenian armed forces. Yet, as numerous times before in the his-
tory of the Slovenian nation, it proved that "the future belongs to the coura-
geous ones" or, in other words, to the members of the RS TD, who supported 
without hesitation the democratic changes in their homeland. These mem-
bers did not include the leadership of the RS TD Headquarters (RS TD HQ), 
which issued an order on 14 January to the auxiliary municipal TD HQs to 
prepare and send a detailed report on the weapons, ammunition and explo-
sive ordinance that were stored in individual municipal TD HQs outside YPA 
owned storage sites.2 The purpose of this order, which in fact meant the be-
ginning of the disarmament of the RS TD units and HQs, became evident on 
the very day of the RS Executive Council taking over its duty. On 15 May 1990, 
the RS TD HQ issued an order on the disarmament of the TD respectively 
the transferring of weapons, ammunition and explosive ordinance held by 
the TD to YPA storage facilities.3 The new Slovenian political leadership im-
mediately reacted to this order. Janez Janša, who became the new Secretary 
of National Defence, immediately sent a telegram to the municipal defence 
authorities prohibiting them to surrender weapons to YPA owned facilities. 
Thus, the following Slovenian municipalities were able to keep their weapons: 
Brežice, Dravograd, Jesenice, Kranj, Krško, Lendava, Litija, Mozirje, Radlje ob 

1 Strategija oboroženega boja [Strategy of Armed Combat, Federal Secretariat of National Defence], 
(Beograd, 1985), 102–113.

2 Military Museum of Slovenian Armed Forces (Vojaški muzej Slovenske vojske – VMSV), Fond: 
War 1991, Order on Inspecting Storage Facilities, Weapons and Military Equipment Outside YPA 
Controlled Areas, no. 16/4-90, dated 24 January 1990. 

3 VMSV, Fond: War 1991, Order on Storing Weapons and Explosive Ordinance, no. 625/1-90, dated 15 
May 1990. 
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Dravi, Radovljica, Slovenske Konjice, Šmarje pri Jelšah, Trbovlje, Tržič, Velenje 
and Žalec.4 

The disagreement between the new RS political leadership and the RS 
TD HQ respectively the ZSLO as well as the confiscation of the Slovenian TD 
weapons led to the creation of an organisation called the Manevrska struktura 
narodne zaščite (MSNZ). Its purpose was to protect the measures taken by the 
state of Slovenian in the process of gaining independence. This organisation 
officially started to operate on 29 August 1990, when the RS Secretary of In-
ternal Affairs, Igor Bavčar, appointed Captain (reserve) Tone Krkovič head of 
the National Protection Forces (MSNZ). Thus, a special armed organisation, 
which ,within a period of three months after the disarmament of the TD and 
in close cooperation with a special force of the RS Secretariat of Internal Af-
fairs and special police forces,was established to protect Slovenia against any 
unexpected armed attacks. The MSNZ was the result of well-organised conspi-
rational actions and was established in all 13 TD regions, where MSNZ chiefs 
were appointed who closely cooperated with the commanders of special po-
lice forces. As already mentioned above, the main purpose of establishing the 
MSNZ was to protect the measures taken by the Slovenian state in the process 
of gaining independence, which was then and later threatened mainly by the 
YPA. The MSNZ ensured that RS bodies and the RS Presidency actually led and 
commanded the Slovenian TD. The MSNZ basic defence plan was simple and 
logical. In the event of an armed attack by the YPA (later the Yugoslav Army or 
the YA), MSNZ members were to protect key facilities and, at the same time, 
provide viable mobilisation of all TD formations by rapidly attacking storage 
sites of weapons and military equipment. Detailed plans for the attack of indi-
vidual storage sites and other facilities and several covert storage sites of weap-
ons and military equipment were drawn up. Shock troops and assault detach-
ments were established in provinces and municipalities. Their formation was 
adapted to available weapons and equipment. Mobilisation documents were 
drawn-up in top secrecy for the calling to duty of new units according to the 
principle of self-mobilisation, without an additional courier service but with a 
special coded notification system. Several secret storage sites for weapons and 
military equipment were established. As early as 1990, several activities were 
initiated to gather intelligence data on the YPA, based on threat assessments, 
the MSNZ formations and operations plan were drawn up. The MSNZ project 
has to be, therefore, considered as groundwork for the defence of Slovenian 
territory and the future independent state. It was a unique organisation, which 

4 Janez J. Švajncer, Obranili domovino [We Defended our Homeland], (Ljubljana, 1993), 11–13 
(hereinafter: Švajncer, Obranili domovino); Albin Mikulič, Uporniki z razlogom [Rebels with a Cause] 
(Ljubljana, 2005), 21–23, (hereinafter: Mikulič, Uporniki).
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had to operate as the Slovenian Armed Forces during the time of transforming 
the TD and prepare for the war of independence.5

The RS Assembly adopted several new constitutional amendments on 27 
and 28 September 1990 annulling the valid federal documents that were con-
trary to the RS Constitution. A particular amendment defined that obligatory 
military service and the Slovenian TD are within the exclusive competence of 
the Republic of Slovenia. Thus, formal legal conditions were fulfilled for assum-
ing the command of the RS TD. The RS Presidency appointed Major Janez Sla-
par, the Commander of the regional TD HQ for Gorenjsko, as the new Acting 
Commander of the Slovenian Territorial Defence Headquarters. On 4 October, 
he nominated acting commanders for the regional TD HQs in compliance with 
the RS Presidency. These commanders were: Major (reserve) Peter Zupan for 
the Gorenjsko region, Major (reserve) Albin Gutman for the Dolenjsko region, 
Lieutenant Colonel (reserve) Franc Anderlič for the Južnoprimorska region 
(from 30 June 1991 this post was taken over by Major Vojko Štembergar), Lieu-
tenant Colonel (reserve) Vladimir Miloševič for the Vzhodnoštajerska region, 

5 VMSV, Fond: War 1991, Decision on Appointing the Chief of the RS National Protection, no. 0001-
1-Z-2/13-90, dated 29 August 1990 and Direcitve of the Chief of the RS National Protection for the 
Demosntrating, Partial or Total Use of MSNZ, dated 7 September 1990; Mikulič, Uporniki, 42–50.

Exercises of territorial defence in Zapotok 1986 (Photo: Marjan Garbajs)
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Captain (reserve) Viktor Kranjc, MSc, for the Zahodnoštajerska region, Major 
(reserve) Bogdan Beltram for the Južnoprimorska region and Major (reserve) 
Miha Butara for the Ljubljana region (from 30 June 1991 this post was taken 
over by Major Janez Lesjak) and Captain (reserve) Anton Krkovič as the com-
mander of the 30th Development Group (which was later renamed the 1st Spe-
cial MORiS Brigade). 

As there were no further reasons for the MSNZ project to be continued, it 
was dissolved and the majority of its members were integrated into the new TD 
structure. Simultaneous to these appointments, the Secretary of National De-
fence, Janez Janša, sent General Ivan Hočevar a letter asking him to relinquish 
his post to the new Acting Chief of the Slovenian Territorial Defence, Janez Sla-
par. In response to this request, the YPA occupied and additionally secured the 
RS TD HQ facility. The unit that occupied the RS TD HQ remained there for 6 
months. The RS TD HQ was, therefore, moved to another location of the Re-
public Secretariat of National Defence under the command of Janez Slapar.6 
Hence, there were two TD headquarters operating in Slovenia. Yet, as evident 
from the Report on the Combat Readiness of the RS TD for 1990, the old RS TD 
HQ, which was not acknowledged by the Republic of Slovenia and occupied 
by YPA forces, did not have any of its own armed forces. As of October all its 
contacts with its auxiliary units and TD HQs were broken off and there was no 
reasonable grounding for its existence.7

One of the key issues that provoked differences in opinion, advocated by 
the federation, the YPA and the Republic of Slovenia, was related to the loca-
tion of Slovenian conscripts doing their obligatory military service. The YPA 
was constantly rejecting demands of the Republic of Slovenia that the majority 
of conscripts do their military service at locations closer to there area of resi-
dence and their republic. Therefore, under intensified pressure, other solutions 
had to be considered. The Slovenian Assembly was preparing a request to the 
SFRY to send Slovenian conscripts to do their obligatory military service only 
in the 5th Military District. Meanwhile, the RS Secretariat of National Defence 
began by exploring another possibility – obligatory military service organised 
and implemented by RS bodies and institutions. Initial analyses indicated that 
successful training outside the YPA required changes in legislation and, in par-
ticular, adequate accommodational, personnel and material conditions. Even 
the test analysis of the requirements of Slovenia in terms of the personnel, 

6 VMSV, Fond: War 1991, Oath taken by Janez Slapar on 28 September 1990 and Decisions issued 
by the RSTD HQ on Appointing Acting Commanders of Regional TD HQs), no. 14/20-90, dated 4 
October 1990; Švajncer, Obranili domovino, 94 and 105.

7 VMSV, Fond: War 1991, Report on on the Combat Readiness of the RS TD, no. 56, dated 18 February 
1991.
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military posts, military equipment and weapons, necessary for the training of 
12.000 conscripts per year, showed that Slovenian bodies and organisations 
did not meet these requirements. These organisations then began to look for 
other temporary solutions. After visiting possible conscript training locations in 
Slovenia in Kostanjevica na Krasu, Pekre, and Ig, Colonel Bogdan Koprivnikar 
was given the task of preparing a conceptual project concerning the organi-
sation of conscript military service in Slovenia. The title of this project was 
The Organisation of Conscript Training outside the YPA Organised by RS Bodies. 
The project aimed to define the problem of conscript training and conscript 
military service. Along with suggesting guidelines for decision making about 
conscript training and military service, Koprivnikar also indicated his desire to 
create an independent Slovenian Armed Forces along with the establishment 
of a new state. He emphasised the following areas of anticipated problems: 
provision of material training conditions, personnel, funds, definition of train-
ing programmes and constitutional and legislative regulations and other legal 
documents for the implementation of future training. In 1990, this conceptual 
project was confirmed at a session of the Secretariat of National Defence and a 
team for drafting a project proposal and its implementation was appointed. In 
January 1991, a committee for the selection of SAF uniforms was set up. It had 
to prepare proposals for the uniforms of various branches and services, their 
colour schemes, as well as offering other suggestions regarding design. Three 
months later, a renovation project had to be prepared, construction work had 
to be carried out and rooms had to be furnished. The following important step 
was to provide adequate personnel, officers and non-commissioned officers 
(NCOs) for running and implementing the training. The working group in par-
ticular relied on the help of reserve officers, as the YPA openly threatened to 
use force and, thus, it was dangerous to participate in this project. Based on 
a call for applications of civilian persons for the positions of senior officers in 
TD institutes and units, a committee of the RS Secretariat of National Defence, 
composed of Bogdan Koprivnikar, assistant at the RS Secretariat, Vojko Kuzma, 
Head of the Operations Department at the RS TD HQ, and Igor Ivančič, RS sub-
secretary, selected candidates, who had to complete medical exams and a secu-
rity clearance. Bojan Šuligoj was appointed Head of the Ig Training Centre and 
Andrej Kocbek was appointed Head of the Pekre Training Centre.8 

8 VMSV, Fond: War 1991, Document of the RS Secretariat of Natonal Defence, The Appointment of a 
Commission for Preparing the Candidate Selection Proposal, no. 10/3-91, dated 7 March 1991and 
Proposal for cadnidate admission Instructor and commander training course, no. 811/4, dated 18 
March 1991; Bogdan Koprivnikar, Priprave za usposabljanje nabornikov v TO [Preparations for con-
script training in the TD] (Ljubljana, 2001), 71; Tomaž Kladnik, Slovenska vojska v službi domovine 
[The SAF in the Service of Slovenia] (Ljubljana, 2006), 34–37 (hereinafter: Kladnik, V službi domov-
ine).
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Training preparations continued with the introduction of an instructor and 
commander course, which began on 15 April 1991. The training was conduct-
ed in compliance with a combat training plan and programme for conscripts 
at the training centre. Topics instructed by TD personnel were: the position and 
role of an instructor and commander in training, didactics and methodology of 
training and topics and methodology of tactics, formation regulations, general 
military regulations, NBC defence and medical training. After completing the 
three-week course, the members of both centres returned to Ig and Pekre and 
started preparations for conscript training. Senior officers at the training cen-
tre HQ were given the task of planning, the seizure of material and technical 
resources, reporting, and coordinating with those responsible for training and 
insurance. They also examined the possibility of using firing ranges and training 
grounds and prepared for the admission of the test generation of conscripts. 
Senior officers assigned to the training of units made preparations in terms of 
topics and teaching methodology for the beginning of the training. These in-
cluded writing plans, collecting literature and teaching aids, familiarisation of 
new weapons and equipment and preparing other teaching documents. In ad-
dition to training, the basic purpose of the test training of soldiers in TD units 
was to examine the adequacy of topics and organisation of military training in 
the TD and the adequacy of the new uniforms and other personal equipment of 

Exercises of territorial defence in Zapotok 1986 (Photo: Marjan Garbajs)
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the individuals and units. Conscript training was divided into two parts. In the 
first part, conscripts acquired knowledge and skills that every individual soldier 
was to master. In the second part, soldiers were trained in the skills required for 
the operation of units at the levels from detachment to company. The goal was 
to master the knowledge and skills required by a soldier for conducting task-
related assignments related to combat, protection and various forms of disaster 
relief. Emphasis was given on the handling of infantry weapons, especially the 
role of gunners in anti-personnel and anti-tank operations and in the role of 
a unit conducting combat missions related to offensive and defensive opera-
tions, carrying out an ambush, combat within built-up areas, conducting re-
connaissance, providing combat security, setting up and breaching minefields, 
performing tasks related to NBC and decontamination, fortifying and camou-
flaging, carrying out counter-mobility, and commando and anti-commando 
operations. Conscripts were given 126 days to acquire the necessary knowl-
edge, skills and practice.9

On 15 May 1991, the atmosphere at both training centres was particularly 
solemn. Even before the official arrival of the first conscript doing his obligatory 
military service in TD units, the crowd in front of the entrance started to grow. 
180 conscripts entered the front gates of the 510th Ig TC in Ljubljana and 120 
conscripts at the front gates of the 710th Pekre TC in Maribor. The families of 
the conscripts stood at the front entrances to the training centres, celebrating 
the fact that their boys would do their obligatory military service in the Slove-
nian Armed Forces for the first time in the history of Slovenia, order was none-
theless soon established in the centres. The conscripts were assigned rooms, 
equipment was distributed and the training units were established with Slove-
nian soldiers from the first test generation, which was marked by a symbol on 
the left sleeve of the uniform – a large yellow number on a dark background, 
outlined with the colours of the Slovenian flag. This day is proudly celebrat-
ed by the Slovenian Armed Forces and the entire country as Slovenian Armed 
Forces Day. Psychological pressure on senior officers and soldiers of the centres 
and TD members, whose task was to provide both a more focused and global 
security, was intensified by the enemy. The cumulation of this was marked by 
the encirclement of the 710th Pekre TC in Maribor on 23 May 1991, which was 
the first open aggression of the YPA against the Slovenian nation and Slovenia’s 
road to future independence. One YPA First Lieutenant and one soldier, con-
ducting a reconnaissance mission, were captured and interrogated after being 
found with ball ammunition, radio equipment, topographic maps, and knives. 

9 Dušan Hudolin, Učni center Ig [Ig Training Centre] (Ljubljana, 2001), 77; Kladnik, V službi domovine, 
34–37.
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After they had been released, three YPA military police in armoured fighting 
vehicles, equipped for combat, encircled the centre. The commanding officers 
decisively demanded the return of both captured YPA service members, docu-
mentation on conscripts in the training centre, all 120 soldiers and the security 
officer of the centre. The commandant of the centre informed the RS Secretary 
of National Defence, Janez Janša, of the YPA demands. The Secretary decided 
that the training centre should not give in to the military threats, but should use 
its own and TD force, which were securing the centre, to organise its defence 
and accommodate the conscripts in the most secure place within the centre. 
At the same time, he promised reinforcements and negotiations with the YPA. 
Thus, service members of the YPA and TD, who were given an order to shoot 
every YPA member who entered the centre, faced each other for several hours 
in an uncertain situation with the impending threat of a clash. The situation 
changed considerably when journalists and locals from Pekre and Maribor ar-
rived at the scene, offering strong moral support to the TC members. This com-
menced a show of force and nerves in front of the Slovenian and international 
public. Negotiations between the opponents were transferred from outside the 
centre to the rooms of the Maribor City Hall. However, the pressure imposed 
by the YPA on the centre increased in the evening. The chief of the 7th Regional 
TD HQ, Colonel Vladimir Miloševič, was captured during the negotiations. As 
retaliatory measures, the telephone lines and the electricity supply of the YPA 
military posts were disconnected by the Slovenians. Soon after the capture, the 
YPA armoured vehicles withdrew from Pekre and the encirclement of the train-
ing centre ceased. Lieutenant Miloševič was sent to an improvised YPA martial 
court and received a verdict of not guilty. The psychological pressure by the 
YPA on the centre continued until the breakout of the war for Slovenia. Similar-
ly, the Ig Training Centre was kept in suspense as YPA measures were expected. 
Despite these pressures, training continued at both centres and culminated in 
the admission of the conscripts into military units in a solemn swearing-in cer-
emony on 2 June 1991. Along with the soldiers’ families, the entire Slovenian 
political and military leadership attended the ceremony, hence demonstrating 
steadiness in implementing independence plans. After returning from a week-
end off, military life quickly got back to its normal pace. The first field training 
was carried out in the surrounding area of the training centres, and the Hon-
our Guard of the SAF, consisting of senior officers and soldiers of both centres, 
was established. They participated in a celebration upon the declaration of the 
independent and sovereign Republic of Slovenia. During the War for Slovenia, 
conscripts form both centres were evacuated to the area of Medvedjek. Lat-
er they were deployed to the Slovenian-Croatian border, where they secured 
the frontier crossings and other significant installations, specifically the 510th 
TC at the border crossings Dragonja, Podgrad, Jelšane, Brod na Kolpi, Metlika, 
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Obrežje and Dobova as well as the 710th TC in Dobovec, Gruškovje, Ormož and 
Mursko Središče. The following day this order was cancelled. The security of 
the frontier was now under the responsibility of the TD HQs, which had to pro-
vide new locations for both training centres and ensure conditions for further 
training. The conscripts, thus, saw the end of the war in the area of Dražgoš and 
Kropa (510th TC), respectively Bele Vode and Smrekovec (710th TC). The sec-
ond part of the training was continued in the original locations and was com-
pleted on 14 October 1991, when the final exercise of both training centres 
was carried out at the Poček training range. The RS Minister of Defence, Janez 
Janša, also attended this exercise. The training in both training centres ended 
in mid-November 1991.10

Parallel to the process of creating an active army component, which the es-
tablishment of the Ig and Pekre training centres certainly meant, intensive prep-
arations for defending Slovenia were conducted. These were largely justified by 
the extraordinally tense relations between Slovenia and the federal authorities, 
as evident from their correspondence. Thus, the Federal Executive Council dis-

10 VMSV, Fond: War 1991, Orders issued by the RS TD HQ on protecting the state borders and its can-
cellation, no. 804-03/436-91, dated 4 July 1991; Švajncer, Obranili domovino, 13; Ernest Anželj, 710. 
učni center TORS [710th Training Centre] (Ljubljana, 2001), 77.

Preparations for the celebration of the Slovenian independence (Photo: Marjan Garbajs)
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cussed and adopted the information of the ZSLO on "illegal measures in the 
area of national defence taken by Slovenian state bodies," in particular related 
to not sending conscripts to do their military obligatory service in the YPA and 
sent a warning note to the RS Executive Council.11 In his reply to the president 
of the Federal Executive Council, Ante Markovič, and the president of the Slo-
venian Executive Council, Lojze Peterle, stated that part of the federal admin-
istration still did not recognize the results of the first free elections in Slovenia 
and Croatia. At the same time, he made an appeal to Markovič to end these 
arbitrary actions and, instead of veiled threats of directly implementing federal 
laws, to organise an open discussion supported by arguments.12 In a letter to 
the SFRY Presidency dated 26 November 1990, the RS Presidency strongly pro-
tested against the interfering of the 5th Military District into constitutional and 
legal matters of the Republic of Slovenia. In a legal document dated 21 Novem-
ber 1990, the 5th Military District proclaimed all units and commands that were 
newly established in the area of the Republic of Slovenia as illegal. Furthermore, 
it prohibited the call-up, training and assessment of mobilisational and combat 
readiness of TD units and once more requested to move all TD weapons to YPA 
controlled storage facilities. Yet, the RS Presidency demanded that unrestricted 
access to all weapons and equipment owned by the RS and stored by the YPA 
was provided for.13 Irrespective of all Slovenian proposals, the SFRY Presidency 
adopted an order on 12 December to "disintegrate all armed formations on 
the territory of the SFRY which were not part of the SFRY armed forces’ active 
component or bodies of internal affairs or the organisation of which was not in 
compliance with legal regulations." All weapons of these disintegrated units or 
of individuals were to be handed over to YPA units and institutions. The dead-
line for carrying out this order was 10 days (22 December – Yugoslav People’s 
Army Day) and was supervised by the ZSLO, which also determined that YPA 
units were to carry out these assignments. Based on this order, the YPA intro-
duced the highest level of readiness, deployed individual lower units and heavy 
weapons and took over functions of state bodies, thus, violating the integrity 
and sovereignty of the Republic of Slovenia.14 The lack of understanding of the 
changed situation on the territory of Yugoslavia and in Europe by the YPA was 
clearly evident at the staff combat exercise, "Bedem-91", which was conducted 
in YPA units and commands in 1990. 15 It was also evident in General Adžić’s 

11 VMSV, Fond: War 1991, Reply to a delegate's questions, no. 459-28, dated 29 October 1990.
12 VMSV, Fond: War 1991, Letter of the IS RS President to ZIS President, dated 24 October 1990.
13 VMSV, Fond: War 1991, Letter of the 5th Military District, no. 9/75-397 and 9/75-399, dated 21 

November 1990 and a letter of the RS Presidency the SFRY Presidency, no. 830-01-30/90, dated 26 
November 1990.

14 VMSV, Fond: War 1991, Decision of the SFRY Presidency, dated 12 december 1990.
15 VMSV) Fond: War 1991, Concept of facts "Bedem 91".
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speech, addressing high-ranking officers upon the completion of training at the 
Military Education Centre on 5 July 1991 in Belgrade. In his speech, the General 
assessed the situation in the country as worse than in 1941 and emphasized 
that military leadership would urge the SFRY Presidency and if necessary use 
force to implement adopted decisions. Command posts of YPA units operating 
on Slovenian territory were only manned with YPA officers who blindly and 
without hesitation carried out assignments given by the YPA leadership. On the 
other hand, the RS leadership had, owing to a small group of members of the 
RSLO Security Sector, later the Ministry of Defence (MoD) Security Service, at 
their disposal key intelligence data on the YPA activities, preparations and ma-
noeuvres during the entire time of preparation and war.

Despite pressure and threats, preparations for an unavoidable armed con-
flict continued. On 17 December 1990, members of a TD unit stood, for the 
first time, publicly in formation in Kočevska Reka. This unit was the 30th De-
velopmental Group, which was later reorganised into the MORiS Special Bri-
gade and was referred to as the first active TD unit. Hence, they showed the 
Slovenian public and possible adversaries their preparations and readiness for 
defence and, to quote the president of the RS Executive Council, Lojze Peterle, 
one "could feel the possibility of Slovenian armed forces in the air." In Decem-
ber 1990, the TD received its first contingent of weapons that were purchased 
abroad (40 Beretta pistols, 400 SAR rifles and 10 Armbrust anti-armour weap-
ons) and later, in 1991, until the beginning of the war, there were two more 
contingents of weapons. Four days before the formation in Kočevksa Reka, the 
Commander of the RS TD HQ reported the situation and difficulties related to 
combat readiness to the government and other select individuals at a session 
held on 13 May 1991 in Poljče. He informed the Presidency on the measures for 
the transformation of the TD into the armed forces of the Republic of Slovenia 
and on the readiness to take over assignments related to the process of inde-
pendence. This included also assignments of the taking over of the command 
of military structures and conscripts. The Presidency was also given the report 
on the reorganisation carried out in compliance with the Defence Act and the 
Military Duty Act.

The Territorial Defence assured: 
1.   Readiness at all levels of command. It could activate staff and emergency 

response units in less than two hours.  
2.   Operational readiness of all staff, 85 counter-mobility teams, 92 anti-

armour teams, 59 squads, 240 platoons, 142 companies, 33 platoon-
strength detachments, 11 company-strength detachments and 6 battal-
ions. This totalled to 378 companies or 94 battalions. Weapons and in-
fantry ammunition provided for 35.000 service members: 1024 anti-ar-
mour weapons and an additional 1106 single use anti-armour weapons, 
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203 support weapons, 99 anti-aircraft weapons, 42 anti-aircraft missiles 
and 33.000 kg of explosives. These resources could have destroyed more 
than 180 tanks. 

3.   Protection of peacetime and wartime locations, mobilisation assembly 
points, storage facilities of importance;

4.   Military border control, border infiltration, prevention of YPA forces 
employment, obstruction of military posts, prevention of vehicle and 
equipment misuse, offence, taking over YPA storage and other facilities;

5.   Establishment of assembly centres for Slovenian conscripts and centres 
for military personnel that defected from the YPA.16 

On 18 March the RS Presidency established the RS Coordination Group, 
which was an operational coordination body for emergency events. Thus, a 
body was created which was responsible for co-ordinating all defence prepa-
rations for Slovenia’s independence and led all combat operations of the TD, 
police and Civil Protection (CP) during the war. Actually, it was a body that co-
ordinated all defence and security preparations and, later, during the war, car-
ried out assignments given by the staff of the commander-in-chief. Pursuant to 
the constitution, the RS Presidency, the president of the government and the 
assembly were the commanding authorities. The ministers of defence, internal 
and foreign affairs, as well as information and the commanders of the RS TD 
HQ and CP participated in the work of the RS Presidency. The coordination 
body was led by the Minister of Internal Affairs and the Minister of Defence, 
Igor Bavčar and Janez Janša. Initially, it operated in the first floor of the RS Ex-
ecutive Body building and was moved to the basement of the Cankarjev Dom 
Cultural and Congress Centre in Ljubljana on 28 June.17 The working groups 
of the operational coordination body started, immediately upon its establish-
ment, to prepare variants of measures for the event of a show of force by the 
YPA. The TD conducted test mobilisations of units in individual regions.18 The 
TD operation was practically evaluated in a tactical exercise, Premik-91, in 
which the TD tested its operation within the entire Slovenian territory. Simul-
taneously, mobilisation plans were drawn up for individual regions and orders 

16 Military Museum of Slovenian Armed Forces (VMSV), Fond: War 1991, Report and Testimony of 
General Janez Slapar.

17 VMSV, Fond: War 1991, Decision of the RS Presidency on Establishing an Operational Coordination 
Body for States of Emergency, no. 800-03-7/91, dated 18 March 1991.

18 VMSV, Fond: War 1991, Decisions of the RS TD on Conducting Test Mobilisations of TD Combat 
Units and Documents of Working Groups of the Operational Coordination Body, dated 8 April 1991, 
that is: Variants of Measures in the Event of a Show of Force by the YPA, Plan of Information Activities 
in the Event of a State of Emergency, Concept for Preventing a Withdrawal of YPA Technology 
from Slovenia and Variants of Procedures for Police Measures at the RS State Border in the Event of 
Worsened Security Conditions.
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were issued for the call-up of TD combat units. Thus, all HQs and assigned TD 
units were mobilised on 24 June 1991. Of its 2251 members that were called up 
an additional 1983 (88%) persons joined. Furthermore, 9689 members of units 
for securing key facilities were called up of which an additional 7013 (72%) 
members joined. On 25 June 1991 units for building up assembly centres and 
carrying out protection assignments were mobilised. Of 792 members that 
were mobilised, an additional 644 individuals (81%) joined. The following day, 
20.115 members of regional HQs were mobilised, and 15,707 persons followed 
the call up, which accounts for 78%.

On 25 June 1991, the TD honour unit stood in formation for the first time 
during the celebration of the declaration of an independent and sovereign 
Slovenia at the Ljubljana square, Trg republike. The unit was comprised of sol-
diers, NCOs and officers of both training centres. During the celebration, the 
honour unit was commanded by Lieutenant Colonel Anton Krkovič, who for 
the first time in the history of an independent Slovenia and its armed forces 
reported with a sword of honour to the President of the Republic of Slove-
nia, Milan Kučan. The following TD officers raised the new Slovenian flag at 
the square: Bojan Šuligoj, Andrej Kocbek, Uroš Krek, Goran Vidrih and Stojan 
Ledinek. Meanwhile, the YPA and federal police forces began to occupy Slo-
venian border crossings, YPA aircraft conducted overpasses above Trg repub-
like during the celebration and a YPA member fired his first shots which meant 
the beginning of a planned, co-ordinated and unitedly led attack on Slovenia’s 
sovereignty by the YPA. The YPA started its armed aggression with tanks set-
ting off from the Vrhnika barracks and a convoy of armoured vehicles moving 
from Croatia, which was first held up by a roadblock in Poganci. In response to 
the YPA combat activities, Colonel Janez Slapar, Commander of the RS TD HQ 
issued an order on TD combat operations. The order stated that planned as-
signments be "implemented through decisive combat operations, focusing on 
operations of armoured units and the employment of other technical equip-
ment" and that the employment of all available combat resources provide "for 
the security of facilities, borders and communication lines and to prevent ma-
noeuvres of YPA units."19 

On 26 and 27 June 1991, the YPA commenced its armed aggression on Slo-
venia from the following corps, which were auxiliary to the 5th Military District 
in Zagreb: 13th Corps of Rijeka, 14th Corps of Ljubljana, 31th Corps of Maribor, 
32th Corps of Varaždin, 10th Corps of Zagreb and the 5th Air Force and Air De-
fence Corps of Zagreb. The 14th Corps operated in eastern Slovenia and was 

19 VMSV, Fond: War 1991, MSV, Order of the Commander of the RS TD HQ, dated 27 June 1991; 
Švajncer, Obranili domovino, 27.
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headquartered in Ljubljana. Its striking power consisted of the 1st Armoured 
Brigade stationed in Vrhnika. This brigade employed two battalions of M-84 
tanks, an armoured battalion of T-55 tanks, an armoured mechanised battalion 
with M-80 armoured personnel vehicles and other vehicles. Another powerful 
unit of this corps was the 288th Motorised Brigade headquartered in Postojna 
(comprised of a motorised battalion from Ajdovščina, a mixed anti-armour di-
vision from Vipava, and partly including an armoured battalion from Pivka). 
Another unit that was employed in the aggression was the 269th Mountain Bri-
gade from Kranj. In Štajerska, the 31st Corps was employed. An armoured bat-

Assembly of territorial 
defence in Kočevska 
reka 1994 (Photo: Mar- 
jan Garbajs) 
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talion of the armoured mechanised brigade based in Maribor was employed in 
the conflicts around Maribor and towards the Šentilj border crossing. The 13th 
Armoured Mechanised Brigade headquartered in Illirska Bistrica and auxiliary 
to the 13th Corps of Rijeka participated with an armoured battalion. The 10th 
Corps of Zagreb sent an armoured battalion of the 4th Armoured Brigade based 
in Jastrebarsko. The striking power of the YPA in eastern Štajerska was made up 
of the armoured battalion of the Varaždin-based 32nd Armoured Mechanised 
Brigade. Along with this air force units and special forces from Niš and military 
police units and special operation units from Ljubljana were employed. As a 
matter of fact, all employable armoured vehicles of the YPA, except 50 tanks 
from Vrhnika and Pivka, were used. Particularly important was an armoured 
mechanised unit, which approached from Karlovac, crossed the Slovenian-
Croatian border towards Poganci on the outskirts of Novo mesto. This unit in-
cluded 12 BOV armoured personnel vehicles with 20 mm three-tube guns. This 
convoy was stopped for quite some time on the Medvedjek slope and later its 
movement was blocked in Krakovo forest. Hence, the YPA employed twenty to 
twenty five thousand soldiers, around 250 tanks of the active component and 
about 100 Croatian-based tanks on Slovenian territory. The YPA also used 300 
armoured vehicles for various purposes (transporters, air defence guns, com-
mand vehicles, reconnaissance vehicles etc.) At the beginning of the conflict 
around 90 planes and 50 helicopters were located at four airfields with paved 
runways.20

The Slovenian TD was commanded by the RS TD HQ. It consisted of the Pro-
tection Brigade and seven regional HQs that were made up of 26 district HQs. 
On the very first day of the aggression, 15.000 TD members participated in the 
conflict, and for the duration of the war 35.100 TD members were employed. 
The Slovenian TD consisted of active members, among which were senior offi-
cers and administrative and technical personnel. TD members were armed with 
infantry weapons, support weapons (mortars, guns etc.), anti-armour weapons 
and light air defence guns (Strela 2 M missiles). Weapons confiscated from the 
YPA were also integrated into the TD and, thus, allowed for the establishment 
of new units, such as tank companies, air defence batteries etc. Slovenian police 
units, which played a significant and key role in the conflict, comprised of 7.100 
members (including the information system and support services). The Civil 
Protection supported the armed forces in combat operations by carrying out 
preparations and leading the resistance and, hence, contributed to the victory 
in the war for Slovenia’s independence. In the context of combat operations 

20 VMSV, Fond: War 1991, Analysis of RS TD Combat Operations from 26 June Through 17 July 1991, 
dated 1 July 1991.
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and other activities, CP members commanded by Franci Žnidaršič conducted 
countermobility operations, disconnected electricity, water and gas supply, 
built blockades and provided supplies for the armed forces. 21  

The YPA was to carry out its operation in Slovenia rapidly and without any 
major complications. The attack by the YPA did not evoke genuine surprise 
in as much as it was expected. Probably, the only surprise was the tactical and 
operational actions taken by the YPA, since the Slovenian side could not an-
ticipate when and where the armed aggression would be conducted. YPA units 
commenced the operation with the presumption, that the TD units as well as 
the Slovenian population were neither physically nor mentally prepared for 
obstructing YPA forces, let alone to attack them. All operational and tactical 
areas and their directions (that is the Primorska, Doljenska and Štajerska direc-
tions) were soon under the control of the TD and the Slovenian police. The 
entire YPA system in Slovenia was destroyed internally and externally, as it was 
not prepared for the tactical measures that were employed by the TD. The 14th 
Corps of Ljubljana and the 31st Corps of Maribor, as well as the 13th Corps (Ri-
jeka), the 10th Corps (Zagreb) and the 32nd Corps (Varaždin) were all under the 
command of the 5th Military District of Zagreb, which coordinated raids against 
Slovenia. The basis for the attack on Slovenia was laid down in legal documents 
of the Federal Executive Council. The auxiliaryto the 5th Military District and the 
military leadership in Belgrade became clearly evident. In this context, General 
Kadijevič and General Adžić played a very significant role. Yet, YPA activities did 
not succeed, as already before 2 July 1991 YPA forces were paralysed in their 
military posts and other facilities as well as their communication lines had been 
hindered. As measures had been taken to form Slovenian defence forces even 
before the declaration of an independent and sovereign Slovenia, these were 
ready to face the adversary as early as in the initial phase of the war (from 26 
to 28 June) in an unburdened and equivalent manner. Not taking the strate-
gic and operational level into consideration, it can be established that the Slo-
venian police used tactics that increased its cumulative value. Therefore, they 
managed to cause the collapse of the YPA logistic system through their tactical 
actions and, eventually, its breakdown at the strategic level.22

The following events prove the complicated nature of the situation. On 2 
July, Colonel Janez Slapar sent, by authority of the federal government, the Pro-
posal of the Republic of Slovenia for Defining the Conditions for a Ceasefire 
starting on 2 July at 15:00. The proposal stated that: 

21 Ibid.
22 Ibid. Which is also evident form analyses of combat operations of YPA units, such as in: Military 

Museum of Slovenian Armed Forces (VMSV), Fond: War 1991, Order signed by the chief of staff of 
the Vrhnika-based armoured brigade, no. 1206-1, dated 13 August 1991.
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1.  From this date and hour on, the ceasefire will be implemented for both sides. 
2.  The Armed Forces of the Republic of Slovenia oblige themselves to a cease-

fire, to withdraw their units from the blocked-off YPA units, to allow YPA units 
to treat their causalities, which they were also allowed to do during the entire 
engagement, and to provide supplies for their units, once they return to their 
home commands. 

3.  YPA units oblige themselves to a ceasefire, to withdraw their units of the 32nd 
and 10th Corps and other units, called up from elsewhere, to their home com-
mands, to withdraw blocked-off armoured and special forces of the 14th and 
31st Corps in an organised fashion, and to withdraw tanks and armoured ve-
hicles to their home commands as well as not to assign new units to Slovenia 
nor carry out any other combat operations.

At the same time, Slapar sent an order to TD units on ceasing all offensive 
operations.23

The following day the RS TD HQ sent a situation assessment to the regional 
TD RS HQs stating that the adversary was expected to approach from Croatia sup-
ported by the air force, namely in the following directions: Čakovec–Ljutomer–
Gornja Radgona; Varaždin–Ormož–Ptuj–Maribor; Zagreb–Bregana–Brežice–
Novo mesto; Karlovac–Metlika–Novo mesto; Delnice–Kočevje–Ribnica and 
Raka–Ilirska Bistrica–western border. Furthermore, YPA units that remained 
on Slovenian territory, in particular armoured mechanised units were expected 
to reinforce their activities. With regard to this situation, regional TD HQ were 
to conduct the following assignments: to form teams for anti-armour combat, 
to train them and to provide them with appropriate vehicles for transporta-
tion to the area of combat, to prepare the obstruction of individual directions, 
whereby it was necessary to reinforce the obstacles with explosive ordinance, 
to mobilise the entire TD structure, to engage all air defence resources to a 
maximum, to reinforce all defence positions and to concentrate all attention 
to camouflage. It was also necessary to mine and appropriately mark borders of 
the main communication lines from Croatia to Slovenia and in the case of seri-
ous emergency to destroy bridges. Adequate preparations had to be carried out 
for all these tasks.24 Two days later, the RS TD HQ issued an order, upon authori-
sation of the President of the Republic of Slovenia, Milan Kučan, regarding fur-

23 VMSV, Fond: War 1991, Proposal of the RS for Defining the Conditions for a Ceasefire sent to 
Belgrade on behalf of the RS by the Acting Chief of the RS TD HQ, Colonel Janez Slapar and Order for 
TD units on Ceasing All Offensive Activities, dated 2 July 1991.

24 VMSV, Fond: War 1991, Order of the RS TD HQ to All Regional TD HQs, no 814-01/1, dated 3 August 
1991.
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ther operations of the Slovenian Territorial Defence. An assessment of the ad-
versary that was part of this order stated that in a fierce clash of arms between 
TD and YPA units, in which the adversary did not gain any success despite a 
predominance in combat technology and in which he did not achieve any of 
his goals, a ceasefire was declared and the delegations of the Republic of Slo-
venia and the SFRY entered into negotiations. However, the YPA General Staff 
conducted a situation assessment and announced the continuation of YPA ac-
tivities without prior authorisation of the SFRY Presidency. This resulted in the 
YPA conducting major movements of armoured mechanised units from Serbia 
to the territory of Croatia and Bosnia and Herzegovina. Therefore, the TD re-
ceived the task of cooperating with bodies of internal affairs, civil protection 
and the population to ensure the undisturbed operation of state institutions 
and to prevent attempts of the YPA to invade Slovenia from Croatia and to de-
stroy all standing forces on the Slovenian territory. For this purpose, individual 
TD units were given explicit tasks for operating against the adversary.25

After the Brijuni Declaration had been adopted, a planned and general de-
mobilisation was initiated on 12 July 1991. TD units in all regions and the 30th 
Development Group were dissolved. At the same time, duty units were estab-
lished for securing the state borders, anti-armoured units in all main directions, 
air defence units, counter-landing units at the airports in Brnik and Maribor and 
regional intervention counter-landing companies. Duty units were also formed 
for securing facilities of key importance for Slovenia and TD HQs and facilities 
as well as units for blocking and impeding YPA facilities.26 The decision taken 
by the SFRY Presidency to withdraw YPA forces from Slovenia within 3 months 
was the final defeat of the politics led by the YPA leadership. The RS Ministry of 
Defence¸ issued a proposal for the technical implementation of the decision 
on withdrawing YPA HQs, units and institutions from the Republic of Slovenia. 
These were defined in detail at sessions held by the RS committee represented 
by Miran Bogataj and the 5th Military District represented by Lieutenant Gen-
eral Andrije Rašeta. The RS committee was also responsible for monitoring the 
preparations and withdrawal of YPA troops from Slovenian territory and for 
handing over YPA-owned facilities to the Slovenian TD to secure and manage 
them. Thus, on 26 October 1991, Major General Janez Slapar reported to the 
President of the Republic of Slovenia of the last YPA soldier leaving Slovenia 

25 VMSV, Fond: War 1991, MSV, Order on Further Combat Operations of the RS TD, no. 804-01/18, 
dated 5 July 1991. 

26 VMSV, Fond: War 1991, Order of the RSTD on Demobilising TD Units, no. 804-01/22, dated 12 
August 1991.
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from the Port of Koper in front of TD and police units standing in formation.27

This implied the beginning of transforming the TD from a wartime into a 
peacetime structure and from conscript armed forces into armed forces with 
an active component. On 3 February 1992, the RS Presidency adopted the gen-
eral organisation and equipping plan in the Territorial Defence, based on which 
the RS TD HQ created a project on the reorganizing of the TD. The suggested 
structure of the TD was based on lessons learned in the area of TD organisation 
and the war of independence. It also took into consideration the character-
istics of modern armed forces and, with regard to preparations for an armed 
conflict, derived from the assumption that a possible attack on Slovenia would 
be led according to principles of air-to- surface battles. The ratio between ma-
noeuvre and territorial components was determined as 1:2 and the Territorial 
Defence was to consist of 45.000 service members.28 Prior to this, a training 

27 VMSV, Fond: War 1991, Order Issued by the SFRY Presidency on Withdrawing YPA HQs, Unis and 
Institutions from the Territory of Slovenia, no. 31, dated 18 August 1991 and Notes taken during 
discussions between a commission of the RS Presidency and the 5th Military District on controversial 
issues concerning the Brijuni Declaration and Proposal of the SFRY Presidency on Implementing 
the Withdrawal of YPA HQs, Units and Institutions and Conclusions of Meetings Held Between 
Representatives of the RS MoD and the 5th Military District. 

28 VMSV, Fond: Development of the SAF, Proposal of Organisation of the TD, dated March 1992 and 
Proposal of Assignments Deriving from the Document Scope and Structure of the TD, dated 2 July 
1992.

"Valuk" AIF vehicle of the Slovenian Army at Poček training field 1996 (Photo: Marjan Garbajs)
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combat battalion was formed under the command of Captain Fedja Vraničar. 
It was later renamed the 520th Training Centre and then the 1st Battalion of 
the 52nd TD Brigade (1/52nd Bg), in which a new generation of soldiers began 
their obligatory military service on 15 December 1991. They took their solemn 
oath on 24 December 1991. Before that, TD members and participants in the 
war for Slovenia took their solemn oath in Cerklje ob Krki on 20 November 
1991. On the same occasion, General Slapar handed over combat colours to all 
commanders of regional TD HQs.29 On 16 December 1991 officers and NCOs, 
after a certain time for preparations, commenced the education and training of 
officer candidates at the Officer Training School. The 1st generation of 58 candi-
dates began their education on 6 January 1992 and completed it on 16 May of 
the same year. The Commandant of the school was Major Andrej Kocbeck. The 
school was the groundwork of the later MoD Education Centre, which encom-
passed the Officer Training School, the Reserve Officer Training School and the 
Command and Staff School; it was thus the basis for organised education and 
training of senior TD members.30 On 20 January 1992, headquarters of training 
centres were established: 210th Training Centre in Cerklje ob Krki (with Captain 
Vasilije Maraša as commandant), the 510th Kranj Training Centre (with Lieu-
tenant Colonel Jaka Vidic as commandant), the 410th Postojna Training Centre 
(with Lieutenant Mitja Miklavc as commandant), the 510th Ljubljana Training 
Centre (with Captain Andrej Osterman as commandant), the 530th Vrhnika 
Training Centre (with Captain Anton Turk as commandant), the 710th Training 
Centre in Slovenska Bistrica (with Major Jože Majcenovič as commandant) and 
later the 730th Ptuj Training Centre (with Captain Jože Murko as commandant). 
The headquarters began with planning their work and training in the centres 
as well as selecting appropriate personnel. From February until April 1991, the 
military posts were renovated, so that they could, at one time, accommodate 
3080 conscripts doing their obligatory military service, who arrived in the be-
ginning of April. The education programme and plan was drawn up in compli-
ance with training analyses of the first test generation, which was trained in 
Ig and Pekre, and comprised of a three-month training session of individual 
soldiers and their operation within the department. Specialized training and 
training in units was later continued in combat battalions of individual TD bri-
gades.31 

29 VMSV, Fond: Development of the SAF, Programme of the Celebration Held on the Occasion of 
Territorial Defence Day, dated 20 November 1991.

30 VMSV, Fond: Development of the SAF, Decision on the Establishemnt of the NCO School, no. 
835/123, dated 13 January 1992. 

31 VMSV, Fond: Development of the SAF, Development of the SAF and Call-up to Training Centres and 
Combat Units, dated March 1992.
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* * *

Within two years, that is from April 1990 until April 1992, and after decades 
that passed from General Maister establishing the Slovenian army, and later un-
successful similar attempts of the Slovenian partisan and Slovenian national 
army, the Slovenian Armed Forces were established. These were transformed 
from second-class reserve armed forces into modern defence forces in a critical 
and, for the development of the Slovenian nation, crucial moment. They, along 
with the Slovenian police, civil protection and with the support of the Slove-
nian population, were able to face the adversary with self-confidence and in a 
manner of equivalency. Thus, they were able to protect the establishment and 
defend the independence of the Slovenian state. After the war, the TD was soon 
transformed from reserve armed forces into conscript armed forces with an 
active component and, in 2003, into an exclusively professional and modernly 
equipped Slovenian Armed Forces, which is a credible partner to other armed 
forces in the North-Atlantic Alliance and in the European Union. 

Upon the anniversary of the establishment of the Slovenian Armed forces 
we should remember all those who through the history of the Slovenian nation 
sacrificed their lives being conscious of their attachment to Slovenian Armed 
Forces. The utmost honour to them.

Tomaž Kladnik

TERITORIALNA OBRAMBA REPUBLIKE SLOVENIJE

POVZETEK

V obdobju dveh let, od aprila 1990 do aprila 1992, je bila po dolgih desetletjih, 
ki so minila od ustanovitve slovenske vojske generala Maistra, ter vmesnih, na 
koncu neuspelih, podobnih poskusih slovenske partizanske in slovenske naro-
dne vojske, ustanovljena oborožena sila slovenskega naroda, slovenska vojska. 
Le ta se je v odločilnih in za demokratični razvoj slovenskega naroda usodnih 
trenutkih iz drugorazredne rezervne vojske preoblikovala v sodobne obramb-
ne sile in skupaj s slovensko milico, civilno zaščito in ob podpori prebivalstva 
nastopila proti nasprotni strani samozavestno in popolnoma enakovredno 
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ter zavarovala nastajanje in obranila neodvisnost slovenske države. Po vojni se 
je Teritorialna obramba hitro preoblikovala iz rezervne v naborniško vojsko s 
profesionalnim jedrom ter leta 2003 v popolnoma profesionalno ter sodobno 
opremljeno in usposobljeno Slovensko vojsko, kredibilno partnerico ostalim 
vojskam Severnoatlantskega zavezništva in Evropske unije. 
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Avtorski izvle~ki /
Author’s Abstracts





UDK 355.48:341
Avtor: POLITIS Stylianos 
Dr., viceadmiral (upok.)
Generalni štab Grške nacionalne obrambe,
Grška komisija za vojaško zgodovino
211 Mesogion Ave, GR – 11525 Atene, Grčija

Naslov:  UKANE, PREVARE  IN MEDNARODNO PRAVO – PRIMERI IZ ZGODOVINE  

Studia Historica Slovenica
Časopis za humanistične in družboslovne študije / Humanities and Social Studies Review
Maribor, letnik 9 (2009), št. 1, str. 17–26, 32 cit., 2 sliki

Kategorija: 1.02 Pregledni znanstveni članek
Jezik: angleški (izvleček angleški in slovenski, povzetek slovenski)

Ključne besede: vojaška zgodovina, mednarodno pravo, prevara, ukana, pravo oboroženih konfliktov, 
Haška konvencija, Ženevska konvencija.

Izvleček: Avtor članka je izbral najboljše primere vojaških ukan in prevar skozi zgodovino. Vse vojske so upo-
rabljale ukane in zvijače. Nekateri primeri iz zgodovine nam omogočajo, da bolje razumemo to področje. 
Vendar naj bi v prihodnosti prevare izgine iz vojskovanja, saj nedvomno predstavljajo vojni zločin. Pomem-
ben faktor uspešne strategije predstavlja zavajanje nasprotnika. Vendar to dejstvo ne opravičuje izogibanja 
temeljni zavezi, to je uveljavljanju običajev in pravil vojnega prava, oziroma oddaljevanja od "pravil viteštva". 
Uporaba zvijač kot vojnega zločina bi morala spadati pod jurisdikcijo Mednarodnega kazenskega sodišča; 
ne le kot kršitev obstoječih konvencij, ampak tudi resna kršitev splošno sprejetih pravil vojskovanja.

UDK 355.1-058.65"19"
Avtor: CARRIER Richard 
Dr., docent
Kanadska kraljeva vojaška akademija, Katedra za zgodovino
PO Box 17000, Station Forces, CA – Kingston, Ontario, K7K 7B4 Kanada 

Naslov: UMIRANJE V VOJNAH IN ZGODOVINSKA MODROST 

Studia Historica Slovenica
Časopis za humanistične in družboslovne študije / Humanities and Social Studies Review
Maribor, letnik 9 (2009), št. 1, str. 27–50, 72 cit., 2 tabeli, 5 slik

Kategorija: 1.01 Izvirni znanstveni članek
Jezik: angleški (izvleček angleški in slovenski, povzetek slovenski)

Ključne besede: umiranje, zgodovinska modrost, žrtve, smrt, borba, prva in druga svetovna vojna.

Izvleček: Prispevek se ukvarja z umiranjem v vojnah in zgodovinsko modrostjo: temo, ki so jo številni vojaški 
zgodovinarji v zadnjem stoletju pogosto prezri. Dejstvo je, da zgodovino vojskovanja v zadnjem stoletju naj-
bolje označuje velik obseg žrtev, ki jih je povzročilo vojskovanje. Prva in druga svetovana vojna sta predmet 
številnih raziskav, saj obe prestavljata "tovarni množične smrti" v primerjavi z vojnami pred tem in po tem, 
ne pa zaradi izvirnosti bojevanja. Če je bistvo vojn, tako meddržavnih kot državljanskih, bojevanje, ubijanje 
in umiranje, potem študije vojn ne bi smele imeti "meja". Zgodovinska občutljivost mora dati prostor zgo-
dovinski modrosti. 
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UDK 355.35(497.11)"1914/1918":7
Avtor: MILKIĆ Miljan 
Mag., raziskovalec, stotnik
Ministrstvo za obrambo Republike Srbije
Inštitut za strateške raziskave 
Birčaninova 5, RS – 10000 Beograd, Srbija

Naslov:  SRBSKA VOJSKA TER KULTURNA IN CERKVENA DEDIŠČINA V ČASU PRVE SVETOVNE 
VOJNE

Studia Historica Slovenica
Časopis za humanistične in družboslovne študije / Humanities and Social Studies Review
Maribor, letnik 9 (2009), št. 1, str. 51–66, 36 cit., 3 slike

Kategorija: 1.01 Izvirni znanstveni članek
Jezik: angleški (izvleček angleški in slovenski, povzetek slovenski)

Ključne besede: Srbija, srbska vojska, otok Krf, 1. svetovna vojna, kulturna in cerkvena dediščina, vojaške 
aktivnosti.

Izvleček: Odnos srbske vojske do srbske kulturne in verske dediščine med prvo svetovno vojno je mogoče 
opazovati z več strani. V vojnih letih, ki so jih prebili na grškem ozemlju, so se trudili ohraniti svoje narodne 
in verske običaje. Poleg tega je srbska vojska storila vse, kar je bilo v njeni moči, za ohranitev kulturnih in ver-
skih objektov na ozemlju, kjer se je nahajala. Takoj po koncu vojne je srbska vojska celo aktivno sodelovala 
v zbiranju in vračanju kulturne in verske dediščine.

UDK   351.86(497.1)"1919/1920"
Avtor: TASIĆ Dmitar 
Mag., raziskovalec
Ministrstvo za obrambo Republike Srbije
Inštitut za strateške raziskave 
Birčaninova 5, RS – 10000 Beograd, Srbija

Naslov:  VOJSKA KRALJEVINE SRBOV, HRVATOV IN SLOVENCEV V BOJIH  
ZA NOVE MEJE 1919-1920: PRIMER STARE IN JUŽNE SRBIJE  

Studia Historica Slovenica
Časopis za humanistične in družboslovne študije / Humanities and Social Studies Review
Maribor, letnik 9 (2009), št. 1, str. 67–80, 22 cit., 4 slik

Kategorija: 1.01 Izvirni znanstveni članek
Jezik: angleški (izvleček angleški in slovenski, povzetek slovenski)

Ključne besede: Kraljevina Srbov, Hrvatov in Slovencev, meje, mirovne pogodbe, velike sile.

Izvleček: Članek opisuje Kraljevino Slovencev, Hrvatov in Srbov ter njene ozemeljske težave, ki so nastale 
po koncu Velike vojne. Edina varna in ustaljena je bila meja z Grčijo, vse ostale meje: z nekdanjimi sovra-
žniki Madžarsko, Avstrijo in Bolgarijo ter zavezniškimi ali nevtralnimi silami, kot so bile Italija, Romunija in 
Albanija, pa je bilo potrebno šele določiti. Avtor še poseben poudarek posveča dejavnostim Kraljeve vojske 
Kraljevine Slovencev, Hrvatov in Srbov v južni Srbiji in Črni gori.
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UDK 355.48(438)"1939"
Avtor: WŁODARKIEWICZ Wojciech 
Dr., docent
Nacionalna akademija za obrambo
Al. gen. A. Chruściela 103, PL – 00-910 Varšava, Poljska 

Naslov: NAPAD SOVJETSKE ZVEZE NA POLJSKO LETA 1939

Studia Historica Slovenica
Časopis za humanistične in družboslovne študije / Humanities and Social Studies Review
Maribor, letnik 9 (2009), št. 1, str. 81–94, 30 cit., 5 slik

Kategorija: 1.01 Izvirni znanstveni članek
Jezik: angleški (izvleček angleški in slovenski, povzetek slovenski)

Ključne besede: druga svetovna vojna, Poljska, Sovjetska zveza, vojaška zgodovina, nasilje, vojaške operacije.

Izvleček: Vojskovanje na Poljskem leta 1939 označujejo: vojaška premoč Nemčije in Sovjetske zveze, po-
manjkanje pomoči zahodnih zaveznikov ter napake poljskega vrhovnega poveljstva. Izgube Rdeče armade 
na Poljskem 1939 štejejo 150 tankov in oklepnih vozil, 15–20 letal ter približno 2.000 do 3.000 mrtvih, 
8.000 do 10.000 ranjenih in 500 vojnih ujetnikov. 

UDK 94(497.4)"1941"
355.48(497.4)"1941"

Avtor: MARKOVIĆ Zvezdan 
Mag., stotnik
Vojaški muzej Slovenske vojske
Engelsova c. 15, SI – 2000 Maribor, Slovenija

Naslov:  IZKUŠNJE IZ VOJSKOVANJA V APRILSKI VOJNI LETA 1941 S POSEBNIM  
POGLEDOM NA SLOVENSKO OZEMLJE

Studia Historica Slovenica
Časopis za humanistične in družboslovne študije / Humanities and Social Studies Review
Maribor, letnik 9 (2009), št. 1, str. 95–110, 34 cit., 5 slik

Kategorija: 1.01 Izvirni znanstveni članek
Jezik: angleški (izvleček angleški in slovenski, povzetek slovenski)

Ključne besede: oborožene sile, Kraljevina Jugoslavija, borbena pripravljenost, aprilska vojna leta 1941, 
vojni načrti, mobilizacija, vojaške vaje, vojaška konsolidacije državne meje.

Izvleček: Slovensko ozemlje je umeščeno v strateško pomembno področje, skozi katerega so vedno poteka-
le zgodovinsko pomembne poti, ki so jugovzhodno Evropo in Bližnji Vzhod povezovale z zahodno Evropo, 
kot tudi poti med Baltikom in Sredozemljem. Zato ni presenečenje, da so velesile vedno skušale nadzorovati 
poti v tem področju. Te ambicije so postale še pomembnejše med obema svetovnima vojnama, ko je bila 
Kraljevina Slovencev, Hrvatov in Srbov (Jugoslavija) obdana z državami, med katerimi je večina kazala oze-
meljske apetite po njenem ozemlju. Še poseben interes je imela Kraljevina Italija v času fašistične oblasti. Te 
ozemeljske tendence so postale zelo očitne po vključitvi Avstrije v Tretji Rajh leta 1938, s čemer je slednji 
postal nevaren sosed Jugoslavije. Kraljeve jugoslovanske oborožene sile in njihovo vojaško vodstvo je bilo 
zato prisiljeno izvesti številne ukrepe za povečanje obrambne moči države, ki pa so se na koncu izkazali za 
neučinkovite. Članek opisuje dogodke med aprilsko vojno 1941, glavne značilnosti vojaških in političnih 
dogodkov na Balkanu med oktobrom 1940 in aprilom 1941, priprave, načrte in sile sprtih držav in nenaza-
dnje bojno delovanje med 6. in 18. aprilom 1941. 
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UDK  341.7(71=163.6) "1942/1944"
Avtor: RAHTEN Andrej 
Dr., docent, višji znanstveni sodelavec
Znanstvenoraziskovalni center SAZU, Inštitut za kulturno zgodovino
Novi trg 2, SI – 1000 Ljubljana, Slovenija

Naslov:  "PRVO SLOVENSKO POSLANIŠTVO V NAŠI ZGODOVINI": DIPLOMATSKE DEJAVNOSTI  
IZIDORJA CANKARJA IN FRANKA STARMANA V OTTAWI MED 2. SVETOVNO VOJNO 

Studia Historica Slovenica
Časopis za humanistične in družboslovne študije / Humanities and Social Studies Review
Maribor, letnik 9 (2009), št. 1, str. 111–146, 104 cit.

Kategorija: 1.01 Izvirni znanstveni članek
Jezik: angleški (izvleček angleški in slovenski, povzetek slovenski)

Ključne besede: Izidor Cankar, Frank Starman, Slovenska ljudska stranka, Kanada, vlada Kraljevine Jugosla-
vije, 2. svetovna vojna.

Izvleček: V prispevku avtor predstavlja diplomatske dejavnosti ministra Izidorja Cankarja in njegovega pomoč-
nika Franka Starmana, dva diplomata slovenskega rodu, ki sta delovala na poslaništvu Kraljevine Jugoslavije v 
Kanadi v letih 1942 in 1944. Posebna pozornost je namenjena korespondenci med slovenskimi diplomati in 
politiki, ki predstavljajo različna politične poglede znotraj vlade Kraljevine Jugoslavije v izgnanstvu.

UDK  355.48(437.6)"1918/1945"
Avtor: ČAPLOVIČ Miloslav
Dr.
Inštitut vojaške zgodovine 
Krajiná 27, SK – 821 04 Bratislava, Slovaška

Avtor: BAKA Igor 
Dr.
Inštitut vojaške zgodovine 
Krajiná 27, SK – 821 04 Bratislava, Slovaška

Naslov: SLOVAŠKA V VOJAŠKIH ZAVEZNIŠTVIH V PRVI POLOVICI 20. STOLETJA

Studia Historica Slovenica
Časopis za humanistične in družboslovne študije / Humanities and Social Studies Review
Maribor, letnik 9 (2009), št. 1, str. 147–170, 33 cit., 3 slike

Kategorija: 1.01 Izvirni znanstveni članek
Jezik: angleški (izvleček angleški in slovenski, povzetek slovenski)

Ključne besede: Češkoslovaška republika, vojaška zgodovina, vojaška zavezništva, Slovaška, 1918–1945.

Izvleček: Članek obravnava vlogo Slovaške v vojaško-političnih ter vojaških načrtih zaveznikov in zavezni-
štev med leti 1918-1945. Ozemlje Slovaške je imelo s stališča vojaških zavezništev po 1. svetovni vojni vlogo 
"sanitarnega kordona". Preko Rutenije je zagotavljalo povezavo med Češkoslovaško in njeno zaveznico Ro-
munijo, v obdobju nemške zasedbe češkoslovaškega ozemlja in delovanja satelitske Slovaške države pa je 
bilo uporabljeno kot letalsko oporišče za izvajanje napadov na Poljsko in Sovjetsko zvezo. Prav zato lahko 
vključevanje Slovaške, kot dela Češkoslovaške Republike in med drugo svetovno vojno satelitske države tre-
tjega rajha, v vojaška zavezništva v prvi polovici 20. stoletja po prvi svetovni vojni razdelimo na dve obdobji 
in sicer med letoma 1918 in 1939, ko je slovaško ozemlje, kot del Češkoslovaške bilo del male antante ter 
letoma 1939 in 1945, ko je Slovaška država bila zaveznica tretjega rajha.
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UDK 354.61(439):330.567
 94(439)"195"
Avtor: GERMUSKA Pál 
Dr.
Inštitut za zgodovino leta 1956
Dohány utca 74, HU – 1074 Budimpešta, Madžarska

Naslov: DVOJNI PRORAČUNSKI SISTEM V SOCIALISTIČNI MADŽARSKI V 1950.-TIH LETIH

Studia Historica Slovenica
Časopis za humanistične in družboslovne študije / Humanities and Social Studies Review
Maribor, letnik 9 (2009), št. 1, str. 171–188, 48 cit., 2 preglednici, 3 diagrami

Kategorija: 1.01 Izvirni znanstveni članek
Jezik: angleški (izvleček angleški in slovenski, povzetek slovenski)

Ključne besede: vojaški in obrambni izdatki, Madžarska, proračun, proračunski sistem, Ministrstvo za 
obrambo, Madžarska delavska partija, centralni komite.

Izvleček: Študija primerov skuša prikazati razvoj vojaških in obrambnih izdatkov v letih 1949–1956 in te-
melji na do nedavnega strogo tajnih virih. Na kratko opisuje mehanizme odločanja, strankarske in državne 
organizacije z vplivom na odločanje o zgoraj omenjenih izdatkih, kot tudi mednarodne razmere in znotraj-
državne dogodke, ki so vplivali na obseg vojaških izdatkov. Med leti 1949 in 1956 je bil "dvotirni" prora-
čunski sistem v uporabi tudi na Madžarskem: poleg uradnega, javnega proračuna je obstajal tajni proračun. 
Slednji je vseboval vojaške izdatke in državne subvencije, ki jih je dajala država. Kar zadeva vojaške izdatke, 
je bila od leta 1956 v uporabi dodatna tehnika skrivanja izdatkov: proračunski predlog Ministrstva za domo-
vinsko obrambo je vseboval le operativne stroške, stroški investicij in nakupov orožja pa so bili "skriti" med 
vlaganja v domače gospodarstvo ter trgovinske izdatke.

UDK 355.4"195/199"
Avtor: KOZERAWSKI Dariusz 
Dr., docent, polkovnik
Nacionalna akademija za obrambo
Al. gen. A. Chruściela 103, PL – 00-910 Varšava, Poljska 

Naslov: SPECIALNE OPERACIJE V DRUGI POLOVICI 20. STOLETJA – RAZVOJ IN IZKUŠNJE

Studia Historica Slovenica
Časopis za humanistične in družboslovne študije / Humanities and Social Studies Review
Maribor, letnik 9 (2009), št. 1, str. 189–202, 12 cit., 4 slike

Kategorija: 1.02 Pregledni znanstveni članek
Jezik: angleški (izvleček angleški in slovenski, povzetek slovenski)

Ključne besede: vojaške aktivnosti, regularne sile, posebne dejavnosti, politične, gospodarske, vojaška in  
moralna moč.

Izvleček: Avtor v svojem prispevku razmišlja o vlogi "specialnih operacij" kot vojaških aktivnosti, katerih na-
men je oslabiti nasprotnikovo politično, gospodarsko, vojaško in moralno moč. Takšne operacije se izvajajo 
v posebnih okoliščinah (v miru, krizi in vojni) in na drugačen način kot operacije rednih sil, ki včasih svojega 
potenciala ne morejo popolnoma izkoristiti, zato so njihove akcije neučinkovite, ali se včasih končajo celo 
katastrofalno. 
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UDK  355.48(437.6)"1945/1992"
Avtor: ŠTAIGL Jan
Dr., raziskovalec
Inštitut vojaške zgodovine 
Krajiná 27, SK – 821 04 Bratislava, Slovaška

Naslov:  SLOVAŠKA V VOJAŠKO-POLITIČNIH IN VOJAŠKIH NAČRTIH ZAVEZNIKOV IN  
ZAVEZNIŠTEV MED 1945 IN 1992

Studia Historica Slovenica
Časopis za humanistične in družboslovne študije / Humanities and Social Studies Review
Maribor, letnik 9 (2009), št. 1, str. 203–216, 26 cit., 3 slike

Kategorija: 1.02 Pregledni znanstveni članek
Jezik: angleški (izvleček angleški in slovenski, povzetek slovenski)

Ključne besede: Češkoslovaška republika, vojaška zgodovina, vojaška zavezništva, Slovaška, 1945–1992.

Izvleček: Članek obravnava vlogo Slovaške v vojaško-političnih ter vojaških načrtih zaveznikov in zavezni-
štev med leti 1945 in 1992. Slovaška je po drugi svetovni vojni postala strateško pomembna povezava med 
zahodnim delom Češkoslovaške in Sovjetsko zvezo, ki je postala njen glavni zaveznik. V vojaškem smislu 
je Češkoslovaška imela zelo pomembno vlogo, saj je bila del obrambne koalicije, ki jo je USSR zgradila na 
njenih zahodnih mejah s številnimi bilateralnimi sporazumi in zavezništvi. Po odhodu sovjetskih sil in raz-
padom komunističnih držav se je tudi na Češkoslovaškem razvila nova vojaško-politična doktrina. Ta je bila 
v svoji naravi defenzivna in še posebej je bilo poudarjeno, da Češkoslovaška nima specifičnega sovražnika. 
Doktrina je bila sprejeta leta 1991 in je temeljila na demokratičnih in svobodnih načelih. S spremembo voja-
ško-politične doktrine so se tudi oborožene sile morale reorganizirati in redislocirati. Po delitvi Češkoslova-
ške na Češko in Slovaško leta 1993 so se razdelile tudi federalne oborožene sile na dva dela v razmerju 2:1.

UDK  355.3(497.4) "1990/1992"
Avtor: KLADNIK Tomaž 
Dr., docent, polkovnik 
Vojaški muzej Slovenske vojske
Engelsova c. 15, SI – 2000 Maribor, Slovenija

Naslov: TERITORIALNA OBRAMBA REPUBLIKE SLOVENIJE

Studia Historica Slovenica
Časopis za humanistične in družboslovne študije / Humanities and Social Studies Review
Maribor, letnik 9 (2009), št. 1, str. 217–240, 31cit., 5 slik

Kategorija: 1.01 Izvirni znanstveni članek
Jezik: angleški (izvleček angleški in slovenski, povzetek slovenski)

Ključne besede: Slovenija, Socialistična federativna republika Jugoslavija, Slovenska vojska, teritorialna 
obramba, Jugoslovanska ljudska armada.

Izvleček: V dveh letih, od aprila 1990 do aprila 1992, desetletja po ustanovitvi prve slovenske vojske, ki jo 
je ustanovil general Rudolf Maister, in kasnejšem neuspešnem poskusu slovenskih partizanov in slovenske 
narodne vojske, je nastala Slovenska vojska. V kritičnem in za slovenski narod ključnem trenutku, se je iz 
drugorazrednih rezervnih oboroženih sil razvila v sodobno oboroženo silo. 
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Uredni{ka navodila avtorjem

1. Stu dia hi sto ri ca Slo ve ni ca (SHS) je znans tve na pe rio di~ na pub li ka ci ja, 
ki jo iz da ja Zgo do vin sko dru{ tvo dr. Fran ca Ko va ~i ~a, Ko ro{ ka ce sta 160, 
Ma ri bor. Re vi ja ob jav lja ~lan ke s po dro~ ja zgo do vi ne in os ta lih hu ma ni sti~-
nih in dru` bo slov nih ved, ki me ji jo na zgo do vin sko zna nost.

2. Re vi ja Stu dia hi sto ri ca Slo ve ni ca iz ha ja v treh {te vil kah let no. V dveh 
{te vil kah ob jav lja pris pev ke v slo ven skem je zi ku – s pov zet kom (sum-
mary) v an gle{ kem, nem{ kem, ita li jan skem, fran co skem ali ru skem je zi ku 
in iz vle~ kom (ab stract) v an gle{ kem je zi ku. Ena {te vil ka je tu je je zi~ na in 
je na me nje na ob ja vam pris pev kov do ma ~ih in tu jih av tor jev v enem od 
sve tov nih je zi kov – s pov zet kom (sum mary) v slo ven skem je zi ku in iz vle~-
kom (ab stract) v slo ven skem je zi ku.

3. Pris pe vek, od dan ali po slan ured ni{ tvu, lah ko ob se ga do 30 eno stran-
sko tip ka nih stra ni s po 30 vr sti ca mi na stran (52.750 zna kov). Pris-
pe vek mora biti od dan na di ske ti (pra vi lo ma z ure je val ni kom Word for 
Win dows) in v iz ti ska ni ob li ki. Sli kov ni ma te rial v ob li ki la ser ske ko pi je 
ali v elek tron ski ob li ki (PDF ali TIF for mat) mora biti oprem ljen s pod na-
pi som in na ved bo vira.

4. Av tor mora na ve sti na sled nje po dat ke: ime in prii mek, aka dem ski na slov, 
de lov no me sto, us ta no vo za po sli tve, njen na slov in mo re bit ni na slov elek-
tron ske po {te (e-mail).

5. Od da ni pris pe vek mora biti oprem ljen: s pov zet kom (30-45 vr stic), 
iz vle~ kom (6-10 vr stic) in klju~ ni mi be se da mi. 

 Iz vle ~ek mora biti ra zum ljiv sam po sebi brez bra nja ce lot ne ga be se di la 
~lan ka. Pri pi sa nju se upo rab lja jo celi stav ki, izo gi ba ti se je tre ba slab {e 
zna nim kra ti cam in okraj {a vam. Iz vle ~ek mora vse bo va ti av tor jev pri mar ni 
na men ozi ro ma do seg ~lan ka, raz log, za kaj je bil na pi san, ter opis teh ni ke 
ra zi sko val ne ga pri sto pa (os nov na me to do lo{ ka na ~e la).

 Klju~ ne be se de mo ra jo odra ̀ a ti vse bi no pris pev ka in biti pri mer ne za 
kla si fi ka ci jo (UDK).

 Pov ze tek mora pred sta vi ti na men pris pev ka, glav ne zna ~il no sti in me to-
do lo gi jo ra zi sko val ne ga dela ter naj po mem bnej {e re zul ta te in skle pe. 

6. Be se di lo pris pev ka mora biti pre gled no in ra zum lji vo struk tu ri ra no 
(na slo vi po gla vij, pod po gla vij), tako da je mo go ~e raz bra ti na men, me to do 
dela, re zul ta te in skle pe.
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7. Opom be mo ra jo biti pi sa ne enot no kot sprot ne opom be pod ~r to. So 
vse bin ske (av tor jev ko men tar) in bib lio graf ske (na ved ba vira, upo rab lje ne 
– ci ti ra ne li te ra tu re). 

 Bib lio graf ska opom ba mora ob prvi na ved bi vse bo va ti ce lo ten na slov 
oz. na ha ja li{ ~e: ime in prii mek av tor ja, na slov dela (ko gre za ob ja vo v 
re vi ji ali zbor ni ku na slov le-tega), kraj in leto izi da, stra ni (pri mer – mo no-
gra fi ja: Jo ̀ e Mli na ri~, Stu de ni{ ki do mi ni kan ski sa mo stan : ok. 1245–1782 
(Ce lje, 2005), str. …; pri mer – re vi ja: Dar ko Fri{, "Ba no vin ska kon fe ren-
ca Ju go slo van ske na cio nal ne stran ke leta 1937 v Ljub lja ni", Zgo do vin ski 
~a so pis 59, {t. 1–2 (2005): str. …; pri mer – ~a snik: (av tor), "Vo li tve v ma ri-
bor ski mest ni za stop", Slo ven ski gos po dar, 27. no vem ber 1873, {t. 48, str. 
…; pri mer – zbornik: Va si lij Me lik, "Vpra {a nje re gij v na {i pre te klo sti", v: 
Re gio nal ni vi di ki slo ven ske zgo do vi ne : zbor nik re fe ra tov XXXI. zbo ro va-
nja slo ven skih zgo do vi nar jev, ur. Peter [tih in Bojan Bal ko vec (Ljub lja na, 
2004), str. …), nato pa se upo rab lja smi sel na okraj {a va (da lje: Mli na ri~, 
Stu de ni{ ki do mi ni kan ski sa mo stan, str. …).

 Pri na va ja nju ar hiv skih vi rov je tre ba na ve sti: ar hiv (ob prvi na ved bi ce lot-
no ime, v pri me ru, da ga upo rab lja mo ve~ krat, je tre ba na ve sti okraj {a vo 
v ok le pa ju), ime fon da ali zbir ke (sig na tu ro, ~e jo ima), {te vil ko fas ci kla 
({kat le) in ar hiv ske eno te ter na slov na va ja ne ga do ku men ta (pri mer: 
Po kra jin ski ar hiv Ma ri bor (PAM), fond Pa vel Tur ner, {kat la 7, pi smo Da vo-
ri na Tr ste nja ka Pa vlu Tur ner ju iz Sta re ga Trga, 7. ju ni ja 1889.)

8. Pris pev ki so re cen zi ra ni; re cen zi je so ano nim ne. Na os no vi po zi tiv ne ga 
mne nja re cen zen tov je ~la nek uvr{ ~en v ob ja vo.

9. Za znans tve no vse bi no pris pev ka in to~ nost po dat kov od go var ja av tor.

10. Ured ni{ tvo pre je te pris pev ke lek to ri ra, av tor lek tu ro pre gle da in jo av to-
ri zi ra. Ured ni{ tvo po sre du je av tor ju prvo ko rek tu ro pris pev ka, ki jo 
mora vr ni ti ured ni{ tvo v roku treh dni; {ir je nje ob se ga be se di la ob ko rek-
tu rah ni do vo lje no. Pri ko rek tu rah je tre ba upo rab lja ti ko rek tur na zna me-
nja, na ve de na v Slo ven ski pra vo pis (1962), Slo ven ski pra vo pis 1. Pra vi la 
(1990). Dru go ko rek tu ro opra vi ured ni{ tvo.

11. Do dat na po ja sni la lah ko av tor ji do bi jo na ured ni{ tvu.

Ured ni{ tvo SHS
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Editor’s Instructions to Authors

1. Stu dia hi sto ri ca Slo ve ni ca (SHS) is a pe rio di cal scien ti fic pub li ca tion 
pub lis hed by the Hi sto ri cal as so cia tion of Franc Ko va ~i~ Ph D, Ko ro{ ka 
ce sta 160, Ma ri bor. The pub li ca tion pub lis hes hi sto ri cal ar tic les and ot her 
hu ma ni stic and so cio lo gi cal ar tic les that ad join hi sto ri cal scien ce. 

2. Stu dia hi sto ri ca Slo ve ni ca is is sued in three vo lu mes a year. The first 
two vo lu mes pub lish ar tic les in Slo ve ne lan gua ge – with sum ma ries in 
En glish, Ger man, Ita lian, French or Rus sian lan gua ge and ab stracts in 
En glish. The third vo lu me is a fo reign lan gua ge vo lu me, which is in ten ded 
for pub lis hing ar tic les writ ten by lo cal and fo reign aut hors in one of the 
world lan gua ges – with sum ma ries and ab stracts in Slo ve ne lan gua ge. 

3. An ar tic le, de li ve red or sent to the edi to rial board, can com pri se of at 
most 30 one-si ded typed pa ges with 30 li nes per page (52,750 print 
signs). It has to be de li ve red on a com pu ter di sket te (edi ted in Word for 
Win dows) and in a prin ted form. Ima ge ma te rial in the form of a la ser print 
or in elec tron form (PDF or TIF for mat) must be equip ped with sub tit les 
and the sour ce quo ta tion. 

4. The aut hor must sub mit fol lo wing data: name and sur na me, aca de mic tit le, 
oc cu pa tion, in sti tu tion of oc cu pa tion, its ad dress and e-mail. 

5. De li ve red ar tic le must be equip ped with: a sum mary (30-45 li nes), an 
ab stract (6-10 li nes) and key words.

 Sum mary must be un der stan dab le by it self, wit hout rea ding the ar tic le 
as a who le. In wri ting who le sen ten ces must be used, less known ab bre-
via tions and shor te nings should be avoi ded. Sum mary must con tain the 
aut hor’s pri mary goal and the pur po se of the ar tic le, the rea son why it was 
writ ten and the des crip tion of re search tech ni ques  (pri mary met ho do lo gi-
cal prin ci ples).

 Key words must ref lect the con tent of the ar tic le and must be ade qua te to 
clas si fi ca tion (UDK).

 The ab stract must pre sent the pur po se of the ar tic le, its main cha rac te ri-
stics and the met ho do logy of re search work as well as the most sig ni fi cant 
re sults and conc lu sions. 



6. The text of the ar tic le must be clear and in tel li gibly struc tu red (chap ter 
tit les, sub-chap ters) for the pur po se of clear re cog ni tion of ar tic le’s aim, 
work met hods, re sults and conc lu sions. 

7. No tes must be uni quely for med as foot no tes, which can be con tex tual (aut-
hor’s com ment) and bib lio grap hi cal (sour ce quo ta tion, quo ted li te ra tu re).

 On first quo ta tion, a bib lio grap hi cal foot no te must con tain an en ti re tit-
le or lo ca tion: aut hor’s name and sur na me, tit le (re view or mis cel lany tit le 
when pub lis hed in it), pla ce and date of is sue, pa ges (exam ple – mo no-
graph: Jo ̀ e Mli na ri~, Stu de ni{ ki do mi ni kan ski sa mo stan: ok. 1245–1782 
(Ce lje, 2005), p…; exam ple – re view: Dar ko Fri{, "Ba no vin ska kon fe ren ca 
Ju go slo van ske na cio nal ne stran ke leta 1937 v Ljub lja ni", Zgo do vin ski ~a so-
pis 59, No. 1–2 (2005): p. …; exam ple – pa per: (aut hor), "Vo li tve v ma ri-
bor ski mest ni za stop", Slo ven ski gos po dar, 27. no vem ber 1873, No. 48, p. 
…; pri mer – mis cel lany: Va si lij Me lik, "Vpra {a nje re gij v na {i pre te klo sti", 
in: Re gio nal ni vi di ki slo ven ske zgo do vi ne: zbor nik re fe ra tov XXXI. zbo ro-
va nja slo ven skih zgo do vi nar jev, ed. Peter [tih and Bojan Bal ko vec (Ljub-
lja na, 2004), p. …). On fol lo wing quo ta tions lo gi cal shor te nings are used 
(Mli na ri~, Stu de ni{ ki do mi ni kan ski sa mo stan, p. …).

 Whi le quo ting arc hi val sour ces, the arc hi ve must be sta ted: arc hi ve 
(who le name on first quo ta tion, on fol lo wing quo ta tions use a shor te ning 
in brac kets), name of fond or col lec tion (sig na tu re, if gi ven), num ber of 
fas cic le (box) and arc hi val unit, ad dress of quo ted do cu ment (exam ple: 
Po kra jin ski ar hiv Ma ri bor (PAM), fond Pa vel Tur ner, box 7, let ter Da vo ri na 
Tr ste nja ka to Pa vel Tur ner from Sta ri Trg, 7. June 1889.)

8. Ar tic les are re vie wed; re views are anony mous. An ar tic le is pla ced for 
pub lis hing on the ba sis of re vie wer’s po si ti ve view. 

9. Aut hor is res pon sib le for ar tic le’s scien ti fic con tent and ac cu racy of 
data. 

10. The edi to rial board ar ran ges the lec tu res hip, which is re vie wed and aut ho-
ri zed by the aut hor. Edi to rial board sends the first cor rec tion to the aut hor, 
who has to re turn it in three days; en lar ge ment of text whi le cor rec ting is not 
per mit ted. Whi le cor rec ting cor rec ti ve signs, as sta ted in the ort ho graphy, 
must be used. The edi to rial board per forms the se cond cor rec tion.  

11. Ad di tio nal ex pla na tions are avai lab le at the edi to rial board.

Ed to rial board of SHS
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